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INTRODUCTION

This report has been prepared in response to a petition
received by the Assistant Secretary - Indian Affai~s from
the united Houma Nation, Inc., hereafter UHN, seeklng
Federal ac}mowledgment as an Indian tribe under Part 83 of
Title 25 of the Code of Federal Regulations (25 CFR 83).
Part 83 establishes procedures by which unrecognized Indian
groups may seek Federal acknowledgment of an existing
government-to-government relationship with the united
states. To be entitled to such a political relationship
with the United States, the petitioner must submit
documentary evidence that the group meets the seven criteria
set forth in section 83.7 of 25 CFR. Failure to meet any
one of the seven criteria will result in a determination
that the group does not exist as an Indian tribe within the
meaning of Federal law.
Publication of the Assistant Secretary's proposed finding in
the Federal Register initiates a l80-day response period
during which factual and/or legal arguments and evidence to
rebut the evidence relied upon are received from the
petitioner and any other interested party.
such evidence
should be submitted in writing to the Office of the
Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs, 1849 C Street, N.W.,
Washington" D.C. 20240, Attention: Branch of Acknowledgment
and Research, Mail stop 26l1-MIB.
After consideration of all written arguments and evidence
received during the lBO-day response period, the Assistant
Secretary \vill make a final determination regarding the
petitioner"s status, a summary of which will be published in
the Federal Register within 60 days of the expiration of the
lBO-day response period. This determination will become
effective 60 days from its date of publication unless the
secretary of the Interior requests the Assistant Secretary
to reconsider under 25 CFR 83.l0(c).

If at tbe .ucpiration of the lBo-day response period this
proposed finding is confirmed, the Assistant Secretary will
analyze and forward to the petitioner other options, if any,
under which the petitioner might make application for
services or other benefits.
A summary of the evidence under the Acknowledgment criteri.a
follows.
~rechnical reports detailing the evidence are also
attached. To help the reader, brief discussions are
provided bE~low of social/racial distinctions, names and
abbreviati()ns, as well as other terminology used in this
report.
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social/Racial Distinctions
From the 1Bth century to the present, the progenitors of the
petitioner and the petitioner's ancestral group have lived
in a multi-racial society unique in the United states.
Historically, throughout this period, racial distinctions
were made by and about both individuals and communities. To
persons living in the region, these distinctions were
important.
The more extreme theories of late nineteenth and early
twentieth-century racists cannot be projected backwards into
the antebellum period.
Neither is it even a matter of
saying "Indian" and "African-American," when discussing a
place and time when social/racial categories, while
important, were nonetheless also fluid and to some extent
dependent upon economic status and life style.
It is not
such a simple matter as saying "white" and "non-white."
In order to present an accurate picture of the historical
developrrent of the petitioner's group, it has been necessary
to understand and use the social/racial categories which
were in effect at each period of its history.
To some
extent, it has been necessary to reference the vocabulary
and/or terminology in use at each point in time, even when
these wcrds are now considered to be offensive.
Such words,
when used in source records or oral histories, have been
placed in quotation marks to indicate that these words
specifically were used by the informant, and that the usage
was determined by BAR researchers to be critical in
understanding the historical context of an event or the
process of community development.
Discrimi.nation on a racial basis can, in fact, be strong
evidence~ f,or the existence of distinct community.
To
underst2.nd the discrimination,

it is necessary to understand

the ethnohistorical context and the classifications that
were used in the society in which the petitioner's ancestral
group lived. That the BAR's researchers have found it
necessary to employ these terms does not mean that the BAR's
researchers endorse these terms.
Although racial heritage that is other than "Indian" may be
present within a group, genealogical research focuses on
whether the group's members descend from a historical Indian
tribe.
Names and other Terminology
Many of the names common to the history of the united Houma
Nation clre found in official records under a variety of
spellin~rs.
Where specific documents are discussed within
the attclched reports , individual names will be spelled as
they appear in the document.
In general discussions not
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dealing with specific documents, however, the Branch of
Acknowledgment and Research (BAR) has attempted to
standardize the spelling of names to conform with spellings
found il: the group today.
A list of "standardized" names
along with spelling variations found in official records is
provided for the reader.
In the attached technical reports the terms "husband,"
"wife," and "married" are used for unions which lasted
and/or produced children even though the BAR researchers are
fully a~are that some of these unions may not have been
recognized legally within the state of Louisiana.
Wherever possible, references to materials submitted as part
of the petition or supplements to it, incorporate volume and
document numbers assigned by the petitioner.
1~breviations

BAR

and/or Acronyms used in Reports

Branch of Acknowledgment and Research, Bureau
of Indian Affairs (Evaluator of the Petition)
BIA =
Bureau of Indian Affairs
CIA =
commissioner of Indian Affairs
FD
=
Field data collected by member of BAR
research team
HA
Houma Alliance, [Inc.], one of precursor
=
organizations to the UHN petitioner
HT
The Houma Tribes, Inc., one of precursor
=
organizations to the UHN petitioner
NARA =
National Archives and Records Administration
Pink Charts = Early printouts from a genealogical database
created by BAR genealogists from information
provided by the UHN. Pink charts were then
annotated to show additional data collected
and its source.
RG
Record Group, record classification system
=
utilized by NARA (RG 29, Records of the
Bureau of the Census)
UHN =
united Houma Nation, Inc. (the petitioner)
UHN Pet. , Narr. =
Petition narrative which cites page #
(UHN Pet., Narr. 35)
UHN Pet. , Ex.
Petition exhibit which cites volume #
and document # (UHN Pet., Ex. 7:#56)
UHN BC(#I
= Refers to Petitioner's Blue Chart by # (UHN
BC2)
UHN GEN
Refers to Petitioner's Genealogical
(Ancestry/Individual History) Charts
=
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standardized Surname Spellinqs

Spelling variations
Abbe
Billiot

Chaisson
CourtE~au

CreppE~1

Dardar
Dion
Enerisse
Galley
Gregoire
Iacal()be
JeannE~

Lamat1:e
Naquin
Renaud
Sauvage
Solet
Verdin
Verret:

Abe.
See also Courteau
Biliot, Billau, Billaud, Billaux,
Billoux, Billeau, Billeaux, Billiau,
Billot, Biot, Biau, Biou, Bion, Beo,
Beyo, Beyout
Chiasson, Chasson, Shaison
corteau, corteaux, Courtai, courtaine,
Courtan, courtau, Courteaud, Courteaux,
Courto, Courtot, ?Pourteau
Crapel, Crepel, Creppelle, Clappell
Dardard, Dardare, Dardarr, Dardart
Dionne, Dyan, Dian, Dianne, ?Jean,
?Jeanne, Deanne, Deon
Eric, Erice, Eris, ?Iriess, Iris,
Nerisse, Aries [Acies], Ellis, Enerise,
?Riche
Gallet, Gallais
Gregoir
Jacalobe, Tacalobe, ?Cacalobe, Tough-IaBay, Loup-Ia-Bay.
See also Courteau.
Jean, John, ?Dion
Lamothe, Lamotte
Nacquin, Nankin, Nanquin, Nanguin
Renau, Reynolds
Le Sauvage, Savage
Saule, Saulet, Sauly, Sole, Soley,
Soule, Soulie
Verdam, Verdine, Verdun, Vardin,
Berdine, Veirdean
Verrette, Verris
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PL;~CE:

AND TRIBAL NAME SPELLINGS FOR HOUMA REPORT

Due to ~~riant spellings of numerous names of people, places
and thin9s in this finding, we have used the following
authorities for the spellings:
Handbook of' American Indians North of Mexico (2 volumes) by
Frederic:< ~r. Hodge, ed. Totowa, NJ:Rowman and Littlefield,
1979 for the Indian names and languages spelling. (Hodge)
Louisian.:i Geographic Names Information System« Alphabetical
List
Branch oE Geographic Names, Office of Geographic and
Cartogra:;>hi.c Research, National Mapping Division, U. S.
Geologic.:!.l Survey, 6/11/86. (GNIS)
ACOLAPIS3A (Indians) (Hodge 1:9)no Colapissa
ALIBAMU (Indians) (Hodge 1:43) no Alabamas/alimaons
Ami te Ri'{er (GNIS: 5)
APALACHE:~ (Indians) (Hodge 1:67)
ATTACAPA (Indians) (District) (Hodge 1:114)
Atchafali:iya. River (locale, Bayou GNIS: 9)
"Balise"
Barataria (ppl GNIS:12)
Barthelemy
BAYOGOUL\ (Indians) (Hodge 1:137)
Bayou BOlmf (stream, GNIS:53)
Bayou D'Arbonne (stream, Quachita, GNIS:103)
Bayou D'Arbonne Lake (reservoir, Union, GNIS:21
Bayou de Chene (stream, Lafourche, GNIS:21)
Bayou De::-bonne (gut, Natchitoches, GNIS:22)
Bayou du Large (stream, GNIS:192»)
Bayou Lacombe (stream, GNIS:188)
Bayou La:eourche (stream, GNIS:189)
Bayou Te~::,rebonne (stream, GNI S: 32)
Bayou Sa.int Jean Charles (stream, GNIS:30)
Cabanocey/C'abannocey
Calabee (chief)
Calcasiell Lake (GNIS:67)
Cantrell4~ (family)
Carondel4~t

Cathcart
CATAWBA :Indians) (Hodge 1:213)
CHITIMACI~ (Indians) (Hodge 1:286)no sitimacha
COUSHATT1\ (Indians) (Federal Register notice 9/29/86)
Dulac (ppl, GNIS:116)
"Fort Chartres"
Fort Tou:.ouse
Houma (ppl, GNIS:169)
Iberville no Point
Isle Jean-Charles
Judice (family)
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KOASATI (Indians) (Hodge 1:720)
Lafourche (GNIS:189)
La Fourche des Chetimachas
Lake POlltchartrain (GNIS:277)
Lamotte Creek (stream, Rapides, GNIS:191)
Larose :ppl, GNIS:192)
Manchac (ppl GNIS:216)
MatiabeE!/Natchiabee
MUGULASI~
(Indians) (Hodge 1:954)
MUSKOGEAN (Hodge 2:500)
OPELOUSA (Indians) (Hodge 2:139)
PASCAGOULA (Indians) (Hodge 11:205)
Pacagou:.a Bayou (GNIS:263)
Plattenville (ppl GNIS:275)
Petit CClillou, Bayou (stream, GNIS:267)
Point Barre (GNIS:275)
Pointe clU Chien (school and bayou, GNIS, 276)
Pointe Coupee (GNIS:276)
SEMINOLI:S (Indians) (Hodge 2: 500)
TALAPOO~;A (Indians)
(Hodge 2: 677)
Tensas Hiver (stream, GNIS:338)
Thibodaux (ppl GNIS:339)
Tombigbee River (mod.AL)
Vermilion (GNIS:351)
Yalobusha River (ms)
Yazoo Rj.ver (GNIS:369)
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summary

~nder

the criteria -- united Houma Nation, Inc.

SUMMARY UNDER THE CRITERIA 83.7(a-q)
Evidence submitted by the United Houma Nation, Inc.
(hereinafter the petitioner) and obtained through other
interested parties and independent research by the
Acknowlejgment staff demonstrates that the petitioner does
not meet all seven criteria required for Federal
acknowlejgment. Specifically, the petitioner does not meet
criteria (b), (c), and (e).
In accordance with the
regulati~ns set forth in 25 CFR 83, failure to meet anyone
of the seven criteria requires a determination that the
group does not exist as an Indian tribe within the meaning
of Feder:tl law.
This is :t proposed finding based on available evidence, and,
as such, does not preclude the submission of other evidence
to the c:mtrary during the lSO-day comment period which
follows ~ublication of this finding.
Such new evidence may
result in a change in the conclusions reached in the
proposed finding.
The final determination, which will be
published separately after the receipt of the comments, will
be based on both the new evidence submitted in response to
the prop~sed finding and the original evidence used in
formulating the proposed finding.
In the s'Jmmary of evidence which follows, each criterion has
been reproduced in boldface type as it appears in the
regulati:ms.
Summary statements of the evidence relied upon
follow t1e respective criteria.
83. '7 (a.)

The petitioner has been identified as an
American Indian entity on a substantially
continuous basis since 1900. Evidence that
the group's character as an Indian entity has
from time to time been denied shall not be
considered to be conclusive evidence that
this criterion has not been met.

The peti':ion for Federal acknowledgment as an Indian tribe
submitted by the United Houma Nation, Inc. (hereafter
referred tOI as UHN) maintains that the petitioner descends
from the historical Houma tribe, which was mentioned in
eighteen 1:h century French, Spanish, and English colonial
documentB. The UHN undoubtedly descends from people who
since th4~ mid-nineteenth century have been intermittently
identifi4~d as Indian, as a mixed-blood Indian community, or
as of Indian ancestry, Indian appearance, and/or of Indian
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Summary under the criteria -- United Houma Nation, Inc.
lifesty:.e.
Several early-nineteenth century ancestors have
been documented as Indian, but there is no evidence that
they de~;cend from the historical Houma Indian tr ibe.
criterion 83.7(a) serves to establish the identification of
the pet:.tioner as an American Indian entity, by sources
externa:. to the group (for example, historians,
anthropologists, government agencies), but does not
determine the tribal character of the group. Tribal
charactE~r (such as identification with and descent from a
historical Indian tribe, the maintenance of social
communi1:y, and the exercise of political authority) is
determined by other criteria. criterion 83.7(a) does not
require identification as a specific tribe, although such
evidencE! is stronger than simple identification as an Indian
group.
FederalBQvernment. The Federal censuses from 1870, 1880,
and 1910 all indicate the petitioner lived in a number of
settlemEmts isolated from non-group members.
In the 1870
and 1880 censuses, a majority of the petitioner's ancestral
settlemEmts in the lower bayous were identified as Indian.
The regular 1890 census is not available for evaluation
because it was destroyed by fire.
But the special 1890
Federal census of Indians taxed and not taxed is extant, and
indicatE~s there were 55 Indians living in Terrebonne Parish
that year.
The 1900 census identified most of the UHN ancestors living
in the :.ower bayous as white, black, or mulatto.
It is
known that census takers in 1900 often did not record
accuratE~ly the Indian origins of some communities in the
South.

Rather, there was a tendency to force all

inhabitants into a bifurcated racial classification; that
is I ind:~viduals were labelled either white or black, but
seldom ::ndian. The regulations state that occasional
identif:.cation of the petitioner as non-Indian by external
sources will not be the sole grounds for denying that a
petitioner has met criterion 83.7(a). The three previous
censuseB (1870, 1880, and 1890) and two subsequent censuses
(1910, :.920) tended to list the UHN ancestors living in the
vicinity of the founding Bayou Terrebonne settlement as
Indians.
We therefore find that the 1900 census does not
constitute conclusive evidence that the UHN were not
identified as an American Indian entity.
In addition to the
consistEmt identification as an American Indian entity in
every FE!deral census from 1870 to 1920, with the exception
of 1900, there is evidence, detailed below, which indicates
the UHN ancestors were identified as an American Indian
2
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Summary under the criteria -- united Houma Nation, Inc.
entity bet11leen 1890 and 1910, by knowledgeable external
sources other than the Federal government.
In the 1910 and 1920 censuses, those living along Bayou
Terreborne, in the vicinity of the original founding
community, were consistently identified as Indian.
But the
majority of the UHN ancestors living away from the original
founding settlement area were listed as non-Indian.
Even
those UEN ancestors with no documented Indian ancestry were
labelled Indian, if they lived along Bayou Terrebonne. This
indicates that outsiders had a perception that the people
living along parts of Bayou Terrebonne, and sharing
particular surnames, were a distinguishable American Indian
entity.
During the 1920's, several members of the UHN ancestral
group wrote to the BIA requesting assistance.
Reports
compiled during the 1930's by researchers sent by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs (Nash Report; Underhill Report) accepted
the comnunity as mixed-blood Indian, but no Federal
assistar.ce was provided. Most efforts during this period
were airred at the improvement of educational facilities.
In the 1930's, Assistant Commissioner - Indian Affairs
Scattergood did not deny that the group was Indian, but
indicated 1:hat the UHN ancestral group lacked tribal status
vis-a-vis the Federal government.
Scattergood's conclusion
was based on at least three considerations: that the Houma
never had 1:reaty relations with the Federal government; had
never been given any reservation lands; and had no allotment
history. ~rhough scattergood's summary of the facts was
accurate, it does not constitute conclusive evidence that
the UHN were not regarded as an Indian entity under
criterion 83.7(a). Under the current regulations for
Federal acknowledgment, petitioners are not required to have
signed a treaty.
Petitioners are also not required to have
had a reservation established for them, or to have an
allotment history. While denying their status as an Indian
tribe, Sca1:tergood did nonetheless identify the petitioner's
ancestors <is an American Indian entity.
state government.
In 1921, the Congressman representing the
district in which Terrebonne Parish is located wrote to the
CommissionE!r of Indian Affairs (COlA) enclosing a memorial
presented 1:0 him by "the Houma Indians, who reside in my
district." Another Louisiana congressman wrote the BIA on
their behalf a decade later. The UHN became a member of the
Louisiana Commission on Indian Affairs sometime after their
formation in 1974.
3
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Summary under the criteria -- United Houma Nation, Inc.
Local gO'/ernment.
In the second half of the nineteenth
century d.nd first half of the twentieth century local
governmental authorities identified the petitioner as a nonwhi te en':.i ty, with partial Indian ancestry. The petitioner
fought aqainst locally exerted pressure to amalgamate with
those fn~e families of color descended from the antebellum
slave population. This is particularly evidenced in efforts
by the Tl~rrebonne Parish school authorities to require the
attendance of UHN children at "colored" segregated schools
(see bell)w). Oral histories stated that during segregation,
Terrebonne Parish had a tripartite system for, example,
public Wd.ter fountains, with the UHN group distinguished
both fr~n white and from black.
In 1931, the secretary of
the Houmd-T'errebonne Chamber of Commerce wrote to BIA
researchl~r Roy Nash offering assistance "in this splendid
effort tl) help these people," and identifying them as
Indians, part French, some with Negro blood.
In his 1938 Master's thesis, the local school board
commissil)ner, H.L. Bourgeois, treated the petitioner as a
distinct community with mixed Indian and non-Indian
heritage.
But the bifurcated racial classification system
(i.e., b.lack and white) shaped the way outsiders, including
Bourgeoi:;, acted toward the UHN ancestors.
In regard to the
education system, there were segregated schools for white
children and colored children. The school officials would
not allo"" the UHN children to attend the school for whites.
The UHN ancestors did not want their children to attend the
"colored" schools alongside black children, and requested
the establishment of separate Indian schools.
Local school
official:; refused to comply with the request.
Thus, while
acceptinq that the UHN had partial Indian ancestry, local
school o::ficials lumped the UHN together with blacks as
"colored:;" or non-whites.
The fact that the children of the petitioner's ancestors
were forced to attend the colored schools during segregation
does not constitute conclusive evidence that the UHN were
not iden1:if ied as an American Indian entity.
Bourgeois'
assumption that the UHN ancestors were a separate entity was
based on the perception that they had partial American
Indian ancestry. 'This provides supporting evidence that the
peti tionl~r meets cr iter ion 83.7 (a) .
Academic and scholarly.
At the time of anthropologist John
R. Swanton's field research among the petitioner's ancestors
in 1907, under the auspices of the Bureau of American
Ethnology, two of the petitioner's elderly female ancestors
still recalled a few Indian words, which were recently
4
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Summary under the criteria -- united Houma Nation, Inc.
identified as Mobilian Trade Jargon (a pidgin language,
based on Choctaw, spoken by most Indians along the Gulf
Coast, from Florida to Louisiana).
Since 1907, the
ancestors of the petitioner have regularly been reported in
anthropoloqical literature as a "mixed-blood ll Indian group.
In 1935, anthropologist Fred Kniffen identified the Houma as
an American Indian entity. During the late 1930's, Frank G.
Speck exprE~ssed no doubts about Swanton's identification of
the group \vith the historical Houma tribe, and stated that
he would "rate the Houma as a people possessing Indian blood
and cultural characters to a degree about equal to that of
the Creek, Choctaw, Catawba, and Seminoles." In 1941, Speck
acknowledged the existence of both Indian (from a variety of
tribes) and non-Indian elements in the group, but in 1943 he
simply assE~rted that "the modern people known as Houma
Indians.
. are descendants of the Historic Houma tribe
mentioned in eighteenth-century narratives of Louisiana."
From the 1940's to the present, subsequent scholars
continued to identify the petitioner's ancestors as
descendants of the historical Houma Indian tribe based on
the unfounded assumptions of Swanton and Speck.
In spite of
the inaccuracy of this identification, the petitioner has
been consistently identified by external sources as an
American Indian entity.
Evidence for this includes
identification by anthropologists and sociologists (e.g.,
Fred Kniffen in 1935 and 1987; William H. Gilbert, Jr., in
1946; and Ann Fischer in 1968), historians (e.g., Charles
Gayarre in 1974; Kenneth Martin in 1984; Richebourg
McWilliams, in 1953), and others.
In the 1970's, Janel
Curry, Jessica Parks, and Edison Roy researched and wrote
about the petitioner for their Master's theses.
Two
additional papers were also published during the 1970's,
partially based upon research conducted in the petitioner's
communities, concerning housing and racial identification.
other external sources of identification.
From the late
1930's to the present, many journalists (e.g., Fred Barry,
Sherwin Guidry, Edgar Poe) and Protestant missionaries and
mission organizations (e.g., Milbry Guest, Henry Harper,
Mary Lou Jenkins, Mary Beth Littlejohn, and Wilhelmina
Hooper) have identified the petitioner as an American Indian
entity. The petitioner has been identified as an American
Indian entity in newspapers with greater frequency since the
founding of their organization in the 1970's.
As noted above, evaluation under criterion (a) does not
establish the identification of the petitioner with a
specific tribe.
It also does not consider whether any such
5
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summary under the criteria -- United Houma Nation, Inc.
identifications are accurate. Nevertheless, in the case of
the UHN, it: should be stated clearly that there is no
evidence to support the contention of early anthropologists,
or the petitioner, that the petitioner's ancestors are
related to the historical Houma Indian tribe. In fact, all
available evidence indicates that they are clearly not Houma
Indian descendants. This finding, elaborated under
criterion 83.7(e), has no bearing on whether or not the
petitioner meets criterion 83.7(a).
External identification of a petitioner's ancestors as
descendants of a specific Indian tribe, even though it does
not accurately reflect the historical tribal origins of the
group, m~y nevertheless provide evidence that the group was
identifi~d by outsiders as American Indian.
Thus Swanton's
and Sped<'s specific identification of the petitioner's
ancestor.; as Houma Indians, while historically and
genealogically inaccurate, has to be separated from the fact
that their research, and the research of those who followed
them, provides evidence that the petitioner has been
consistently identified by external sources as an American
Indian entity since the early 1900's to the present.
Based on this and other evidence that external sources
identif i4:!d the petitioner as an American Indian entity from
1900 to 1:he present, we conclude that the petitioner meets
criterion 83.7(a).
A predominant portion of the petitioning
group comprises a distinct community and has
existed as a community from historical times
until the present.

The avaL.able evidence demonstrates that the petitioner did
not exisi: continuously as a distinct community from
historic~ll times to the present.
Most significantly, there
is no evidence for a UHN ancestral community (Indian or nonIndian) prior to 1830. The petitioner has not presented any
evidence that such a community existed, and none has been
found. ~'he petitioner maintains that they are descended
from the historical Houma Indian tribe. There is no
evidence of any social, political, or genealogical
connections between the petitioner and the historical Houma
Indian tribe.
First historical contact of Europeans with the historical
Houma Indian tribe (though not the petitioner) dates to the
1682 voyage of LaSalle, at which time the Houma Indian tribe
6
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Summary under the criteria -- united Houma Nation, Inc.
was living on the Mississippi-Louisiana state border, north
of present-day Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The Houma Indians
moved tc Bayou st. Jean (near New Orleans) in 1706, and by
1718 had moved to the headwaters of Bayou Lafourche,
residing on both banks of the Mississippi River near the
present-day town of Donaldsonville, Louisiana. They
continued to live in settlements in this area into the early
1800's.
By 1830, however, there is evidence that a single community
of UHN ancestors had formed, at Montegut on Bayou
Terrebonne. which is the community from which the petitioner
descends. The majority of these ancestors were non-Indians,
though a few were Indian. The varied origins of this
communi ty are detailed belo'.v. This community existed
continuously from 1830 to 1880. There is no evidence that
any of the Houma Indians from around the Donaldsonville area
ever migrat:ed, as individuals or as a tribe, to the UHN
ancestral settlement near Montegut.
r

From 1840 to 1880, some of the petitioner's ancestors
migrated out of this community to nearby bayous in south
Louisiana and established several socially and politically
independent:, satellite settlements. The evidence indicates
that these communities were never united across the bayous
on a continuous basis in terms of extensive, significant
social and political relations. However, each of the
communities did exhibit a high degree of internal social
cohesion by 1880.
The evid~nce in this case is complex, and presents a unique
situation, in comparison to previous acknowledgment cases,
because ~f the three-stage historical process just described
in outline form: 1. prior to 1830, no evidence of a social
community; 2. 1830 to 1880, a single UHN ancestral
communit:{; 3. 1880 to the present, several (six or more)
socially and politically independent communities. Thus,
when speaking of the UHN petitioner's ancestors between 1830
and 1880, the reference will be to a single "community."
From 1880 to the present the reference will be to the
separate UHN "communities."
The earliest UHN community evolved from individuals and
nuclear ::amilies who moved to modern-day Lafourche and
Terrebonne Parishes beginning in the 1780's. The UHN
ancestor:> who first settled the bayous of southern Lafourche
and TerrE~bonne Parishes, Louisiana, did not enter the area
together.
The UHN petitioner presents a situation in which
a small number of individual Indians, from partially unknown
7
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summary Qnder the criteria -- united Houma Nation, Inc.
tribal backgrounds (two unrelated Indian women and a single
Indian nQclear family), and numerous non-Indian individuals,
coalesced. into a distinct community on Bayou Terrebonne
between 1810 and 1830. Geographically, the origins of the
individual families can be traced to several locations:
south of New Orleans, the city of New Orleans, the German
Coast, and Ascension Parish. Ethnically, they were French,
German, English, and African, as well as American Indian.
The various families came to take up land grants from the
Spanish colonial administration.
The petitioner's ancestors who would meet in Louisiana's
lower bayous had few, if any, previous relationships, other
than those within nuclear families.
In only two cases were
prior interactions documented among genealogically unrelated
ancestors moving onto Bayou Terrebonne. The documentation
indicates t:hat the vast majority of the ties among the URN's
ancestors developed only after the families had settled on
their land in Terrebonne Parish after 1800. After moving
onto Spanish-era land grants along Terrebonne Bayou near
present-day Montegut, they united through marriage, economic
undertakings, and other social interactions. After these
immigrants had become one another's neighbors, over the
course of a generation, the settlers evolved into the small
farming co~munity shown on Federal census records and
General Land Office records in the 1830's.
In the context of Louisiana history, it is not surprisihg to
find that some members of such a farming community were of
American Indian origin. Documents generated by the colonial
administrat:ions, travelers' reports, and letters described
what has bE~en metaphorically called the "mixing bowl" of
Louisiana ][ndians in the second half of the eighteenth

century. ~rhe many small Muskogean tribes which had lived on
the greater Mississippi River Delta were battered by the
great European powers, displaced by settlers, and decimated
by disease.
They moved often. Members of different tribes
intermarried. Often larger groupings amalgamated
temporarily, and sometimes permanently.
What has rarely been focused on in historical and other
writings is that Indian individuals and families also joined
non-Indian society.
Some Indians married non-Indian
settlers. Others took on many of the customs of the new
population.
They were baptized. They learned and used the
French language. They farmed and cared for domesticated
animals. They held slaves. Some obtained land grants.
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While some Indian groups acculturated and changed
substantially in social, political, and cultural practices,
they maintained tribal political authority within tribal
communities. The Tunica-Biloxi, Chitimacha, and Mississippi
Choctaw are good examples of groups which were able to
sustain continuous existence as tribal entities despite
acculturative processes. other Indian individuals and
families did not maintain close relations with tribesmen,
but rather,. joined existing non-Indian communities or
pioneered in the frontier communities being established in
their mids1:. The Indian ancestors of the UHN petitioner
clearly fall into the latter category.
Extensive settlement of Bayou Lafourche had begun in the
mid-1700's. Settlers from Acadia, who would become known in
Louisiana as "Cajuns," settled in the upper part of Bayou
Lafourche. By 1790, internal migration within Louisiana
brought second-generation Cajuns and landless Creoles (as
those born in Louisiana were called) to Bayou Terrebonne in
search of new lands. The need for new lands was felt
especially by second and younger sons who could not inherit
accordin~ t:o primogeniture requirements of Franco-Spanish
law. Yo~ng Creoles from the German Coast, English Turn, and
other oljer settlements moved with second generation Cajuns
into the lower bayous in the 1790's. They became neighbors
along Ba~ou Terrebonne. Other settlers came directly from
France or the young United States.
Between 1790 and 1820," documents show the petitioner's
ancestor; moving to a location above modern-day Montegut on
Bayou Terre!bonne. Their descendants have remained
associat<ad with this place for 200 years. In 1907, an
informan"t from the group told ethnologist John Swanton that
all the people whom Swanton subsequently called "Houma"
living il1 'I'errebonne and Lafourche Parishes were descended
from thrlae families: Billiot, Courteau, and Verdin. The
informan':'s claim has been verified by extensive research on
the peti ':io,ning group.
General Land Office records and documents of probate,
marriage, baptisms, and other events show that the nucleus
of the founding settlement was comprised of these three
families. First, the Courteau family was clearly associated
with the Biloxi Tribe. They were a nuclear family: parents
and children. Second, the Billiot nuclear family had mixed
ancestry: African-American and German Creole. The Billiots
were not Indian in origin; but, after their settlement on
Bayou Terrebonne, three of their sons married Indian women.
Third, the Verdin family was also mixed: German/French
9
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Creole and unidentified Indian.
Extensive genealogical
analysis has shown that all of the members of the
petitioning group descend from at least one of these three
families.
The petitioner, anthropologists, and others have often
referred to the three founding families of the UHN
petitioner..
It has usually been assumed that these three
families had Indian origins. Anthropologist John Swanton
even speculated that the three families represented three
clans or moieties, but there is no evidence to support this
contention..
Even his own field notes of interviews with the
oldest members of the community support a scenario which
would attribute diverse tribal and geographical origins to
the founding ancestors.
The Billiot and Verdin families received Spanish land grants
along Bayou Terrebonne between 1788 and 1803, as did a
Courteau brother-in-law, Louis Sauvage.
Between 1805 and
1830, two of the original core families, the Indian Courteau
family and the non-Indian Billiot family, contracted two
marriages. They were neighbors and associates of the Indian
Verdin family, whose children were not yet old enough to
marry.
However, during the same period of time, 1805-1830,
the two remaining Courteau siblings and the seven remaining
Billiot siblings contracted marriages with members of other
neighboring families (Billiot) or with persons of unknown
origin. None of these neighboring families can be
documented as American Indian: most have been documented as
non-Indian in origin -- French, Acadian, Euro-African, or
Mexican, f()r example.
In summary, a group of neighbors
lived on Bayou Terrebonne approximately 20 miles south of
the modern city of Houma, Louisiana, between 1805 and 1830.
They are ancestors of the petitioner.
The group of people living along Bayou Terrebonne before
1830 did not, however, constitute a distinct Indian
community.
It was a group of neighbors:
settlers of widely
varying origins. Only a minority of these settlers had
American Indian ancestry:
one family and two apparently
unrelatei ~Tomen. These individuals appear in the records of
Terrebonne Parish and in the 1810 Federal census. They
owned their land in fee simple and paid taxes on it.
Both
local anj Federal census records identified some in the
neighborhood as "Indian." In one case, Houma Courteau was
specifically identified as Biloxi. However, extensive
research has failed to document any tribe or band of Indians
that settled along Bayou Terrebonne in the later eighteenth
or early nineteenth centuries.
10
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Extensive rE~cords concerning the activities of the three
core families and those whom they married prior to the civil
War have beE!n located. These records leave no doubt that
the three families became closely associated.
The three
families lived next door to one another.
In the second and
third generations they married each other.
Between 1825 and
1840, three siblings of the mixed French/German/Indian
Verdin family married into the Courteau line; the other
three Verdin children who survived to maturity married nonIndian neighbors.
While the founders' descendants often married each other, no
widespread pattern of group endogamy (marriage to other UHN
ancestors) could be confirmed for the period before 1880.
During the second and third generations, the UHN ancestors
married ~idely.
In addition to the intermarriages among the
three core families, members of the core families entered
into unicns with several recent European immigrants (for
example, Dardar, Parfait, Gallet, Roubion, Molinaire), with
members cf local French/German Creole families (Frederick,
Robinet, Prevost), and with free persons of color (Solet,
Verret, Jeanne).
Two Cajun women (Magneau, Renaud) married
into the Billiot family during the second generation. The
first Cajun marriage by a woman from one of the core
families was between a Verdin daughter and one of the
Naquins ~ho had settled on Isle Jean-Charles.
In the rE!vised acknowledgment regulations, which became
effectivE! March 28, 1994, two kinds of high evidence are
specifie~l which allow a petitioner to show that they
historicc,lly met or currently meet the criterion of
community.
First, section 83.7(b) (1) (i-ix) lists several
specific examples of high evidence that can be used to
demonstrclte conclusively that social community exists at a
particulclr point in time; for example, significant rates of
culturally appropriate patterned marriages, significant
social rE!lationships connecting individual members,
significcLDt degree of shared labor, broadly shared cultural
patterns such as kinship organization, language, religious
beliefs, etc.
Second, section 83.7(b) (2) (i-v) addresses
another }:ind of high level of evidence for social community:
"A petitioner shall be considered to have provided
sufficient evidence of community at a given point in time"
if evidence is provided to demonstrate one of five
characteristics.
For example, 83.7(b) (2)(i) states that if
a petitioner can show that "more than fifty percent of the
members reside in a geographical area exclusively or almost
exclusi VE!ly composed of members of the group, and the
balance of the group maintains consistent interaction with
11
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some men;bers of the community," that is sufficient evidence
that the petitioner meets that criterion at that point in
time.
The UHN pe1:itioner can show that their ancestors met the
high level of geographical evidence for community between
1830 and 1880 because at least fifty percent of the
petitioner's ancestral group lived in a geographic area
exclusively inhabited by their ancestors, which extended
from just north of modern Montegut to Isle Jean-Charles on
Bayou Terrebonne. Land records show a central community
existing near Montegut as early as 1830. There are no full
descriptions of the community between 1830 and 1880, but the
geographic proximity and isolation of the petitioner's
ancestral population, as evidenced by the Federal census
schedules, maps, and other period documents, demonstrates
they meet criterion 83.7(b) (2) from 1830 to 1880.
From about 1810 to 1880, the ancestral group's members
married widely with their neighbors (UHN and non-UHN), and
there is no evidence of a widespread pattern of endogamy
which would meet the high levels of evidence required by the
regulations at 83.7(b) (2) (i). An analysis of the partial
evidence provided by the petitioner for two distinct UHN
communities showed that fifty percent or more of the
marriages \~ithin the separate communities were endogamous
from 1880 to 1940. There is, therefore, limited but
inconclusive evidence suggesting that marriage patterns may
have distinguished the UHN petitioner from both the white
and African American populations also living in the region
from 1880 to 1940. The preliminary analysis raises the
possibility that endogamy may have been characteristic for
each of thE! UHN communities during this time period.

More

complete evidence concerning marriage patterns, for all of
the UHN component communities, needs to be submitted and
more analysis needs to be done, before the petitioner or its
component communities can meet a high level of evidence for
83.7(b).
In addition to the evidence suggesting endogamy may have
been practiced within the separate communities between 1880
and 1940, the descendants of the founders also appeared in
documents and on census rolls together, or sometimes filed
legal papers on the same day.
In 1880, the Federal Census showed the petitioner's
ancestors living in the founding settlement just north of
Montegut, in extensions to that original settlement along
Bayou Te:rre!bonne, and in satellite communi ties on other
12
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nearby b~yous. The censuses record the same pattern of
geographic distribution continuing in 1900, 1910, and 1920.
There arl~ no ethnographic or other first-hand descriptions
of these communities before 1907. The existence of the
separate communities is assumed solely based on geographical
proximit:{ clf the ancestors according to the Federal
censuses.
The firs·t ethnographic description of the petitioner's
ancestor:; TN'as published in 1911, based on the 1907 field
research of anthropologist John Swanton, who described
clearly :;eparate and distinct settlements, not only on lower
Bayou Te::-re:bonne, but also on Bayou Grand Caillou, Bayou du
Large, and Bayou Lafourche. The communities listed by
Swanton 1iere often viewed as similar by outsiders because
they wer4~ seen as being simi lar in terms of their ancestry,
language, and customs.
In spite of identification by outsiders as an American
Indian entity from 1900 to the present, it may not be
presumed that close social and economic relationships
continueci to exist among the later nineteenth-century and
early tw(~ntieth-century residents of the founding settlement
on Bayou Terrebonne and residents of the satellite
communities on other bayous, who were three and four
generations removed from each other in kinship. Because of
the systl~m of racial hierarchy which existed in this region,
residentB of one UHN settlement sometimes denied that they
were rela.ted in any way to residents of other UHN
settlements, despite the fact that outsiders often
classifiHd all UHN ancestors together. As time progressed
and later generations were born, the contacts between the
major an~as of settlement (the different bayous) cannot be
presumed to exist: kin ties became more and more distant.
Data to demonstrate continued significant interaction is
required to show that the entire descendent population
living in the founding settlement and the satellite
settlements continued to exist as a single, unified
community. Evidence showing this type of interaction was
not prov:.ded.
The evolution of separate communities from the single
founding community had clearly occurred by 1907, when
Swanton visited the region and wrote about the kin-based
level of social and political organization that
characterized the petitioner at that time. Although the six
settlements listed by Swanton in 1911 were misidentified as
"Houma," it is clear that the settlements were each separate
and distj.nct from the surrounding populations. It is also
13
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certain that some of the UHN component communities were
socially and politically independent of each other at the
time of his visit.
The petitioner did not submit conclusive evidence which
shows that" from 1880 to the present, the entire petitioner
meets the requirements for community under the
acknowledgment regulations as a single entity. However,
some evidence suggests that, from 1880 to 1940, the
petitioner"s precursor population lived in several distinct
communities which individually met the requirements for
community. These communities were located on Bayous
Terrebonne, du Large, Lafourche, and Grand Caillou.
Residence patterns from 1880 to 1940, show that the majority
of the UHN ancestral population lived in geographically
distinct "village-like" settlements, which were exclusively
inhabited by the petitioner's members. A residence pattern
of this sort clearly demonstrates that the separate
settlements which make up the petitioner meet the high level
evidence fc)r community required by 83.7 (b) (2) (i) between
1880 and 1940.
By the mid--1940's, some of the petitioner's ancestors began
emigrating to urban areas, such as New Orleans, to work in
war-related industry. This led to a pattern of more and
more members living outside of the lower bayou communities.
Thus, from 1940 to the present, it cannot be assumed that
the petitioner meets the high level of evidence of social
community based on geographical distribution.
There is no
alternative evidence that the petitioner meets criterion
83.7(b) based on residential patterns.
The evidence also indicates that, as the petitioner's
members emigrated from the lower bayous in greater numbers
than ever before, they started marrying non-petitioner
members with greater frequency.
Thus, the petitioner, as a
whole, does not meet the sufficient level of evidence of
community l:rom 1940 to the present based on endogamy,
although specific communities within the petitioner retained
the endogamous marriage pattern much longer.
In the UHN
community Cit Dulac, for example, community residents
continued until 1980 to be predominantly married to other
UHN members.
However, UHN members who are historically
associated with the separate settlements, but who currently
reside outside of the region (nearly two-thirds of the UHN
membership), are very likely to be married to non-UHN
spouses. There is some evidence that those who marry
outside of the UHN membership do not continue to maintain
residence in the lower bayou communities post-maritally.
14
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For these reasons, since 1940, endogamy cannot be used as
sufficient evidence of community for the UHN petitioner as a
whole or for the component communities.
Each individual
community would have to be analyzed, including relatives
living ~iay from the traditional community, to determine if
endogamy could be used to provide sufficient evidence of
community after 1940.
Evidence that could be analyzed in
such a ma.nner was not provided by the petitioner.
other evidence, such as continuing interaction, may be used
to demon:;trate that the separate communi ties continued to
exist from 1940 to the present.
After 1940, there is
evidence that some people in the separate UHN settlements in
the lowel~ bayous met on a daily basis, often worked together
in task qroups for fishing and trapping, socialized,
maintainE~d order and supported distinct institutions such as
churches, schools or dance halls. This provides evidence
suggesting that the separate settlements on the lower bayous
have maintained community between 1940 to the present, but
this needs to be better documented for each decade. There
has been no analysis of the closeness of kin ties which
exist between residents of the bayou communities and
migrants to New Orleans.
If the UHN members in lower bayou
communit:Les and the UHN members in New Orleans area are
related as primary kin (children, parents, and
grandparEmts), this could be used to demonstrate that the
separate settlements have maintained close social
relationBhips with urban residents associated with their
individual communities from 1940 to the present.
Evidence
to perform such an analysis was not submitted by the
peti tionE~.r.
There is limited evidence, based on a list of member's

addresseB submitted by the petitioner, that some or all of
the URN communities on the lower bayous may meet the level
of evidence requir~d for recognition under the regulations
as separclte entities, from 1940 to the present. However,
some of 1:he addresses that were spot checked for
confirma1:ion were proven to be inaccurate. Additionally,
the addrE!ss information for many of the group's members was
not comp:.ete.
The petitioner did not submit sufficient
evidence to prove conclusively that their community has
continuecl to exist from 1940 to the present. Because of the
failure t:o meet criterion 83.7(b) prior to 1830, it is not
necessary to evaluate this issue further at this time.
The cohefiiveness. found in some of the separate communities
does not prove that the entire petitioning population meets
83.7(b) elsa single community.
Overall, little interaction
15
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between 1:he various communities in the lower bayous has been
demonstrated. In fact, antagonistic relations, justified by
perceived racial differences, typified the few social
interactions between the petitioner's component communities
that wert~ documented. There is evidence that people who
emigrated from Isle Jean-Charles to New Orleans have
maintainl~d long-standing relationships with their relatives
in Isle ~rean-Charles from 1940 to the present. But there is
no evidence that they maintained any sort of social
relationBhip with other members of the petitioning group
living in nearby UHN settlements, such as Dulac or Bayou
DuLarge. There is also no evidence, for example, that
emigrantB from Isle Jean-Charles to New Orleans maintain any
social relations with other UHN members in New Orleans who
emigrated from other settlements in the lower bayous. More
evidence is needed to show that the URN has constituted a
single community from 1880 to the present before the
peti tionl~r could be acknowledged as a single entity.
In summary, the URN petitioner has not maintained a distinct
community from historical times until the present. The UHN
does not meet the requirements of the regulations for
criterion 83.7(b) before 1830, because there is no evidence
that the:Lr progenitors existed as a separate, distinct
community, Indian or non-Indian. Because they have not
evolved as a continuously existing social community from a
historic Indian tribe, the do not meet the requirement for
continuous existence as a community since first contact with
Europeam;.
From 1830 to 1880, however, the existence of a distinct,
exclusivE!, geographical settlement provides sufficient
evidence that a UHN predecessor community existed. Between
1840 and 1880, many UHN ancestors emigrated from the
original community to satellite settlements on nearby
bayous. There is no evidence which allows a precise
determin~~ion as to when these satellite settlements became
politically and socially independent from the single
founding community. There is also no information on the
process ",hich led to their social and political independence
from the founding community.
Nevertheless, the evidence clearly indicates that by 1880,
these sat:ellite settlements had evolved into at least six
independE!nt communi ties. From 1880 to 1940, the evidence
indicates: that only UHN members inhabited these settlements.
This provid,es prima facie evidence that the petitioner
continue~. to meet criterion 83.7(b) (2) (i) for that period as
separate communities, but not as a whole. For the purposes
16
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of these regulations, therefore, it is determined that from
1880 to 1940, at least six component settlements (Isle JeanCharles, Pointe Barre, Montegut, Golden Meadow, Dulac, and
Bayou du Large) individually met the requirement of
cr iter i01 B 3 . 7 (b) (2) (i) .
For the :?eriod from 1940 to the present, no evidence was
presented by the petitioner or found during the evaluation
process 'llhich indicates the separate communities that
constitu·te the UHN meet criterion 83.7(b) as a single
entity. The petitioner has not submitted sufficient
evidence that UHN members who have emigrated from the lower
bayou reqion, to the New Orleans area and beyond, continue
to maint,~in social relations with the bayou settlements with
which thl:!y are historically identified. There is also no
evidence that the petitioner's members who emigrated to New
Orleans from the various bayous are maintaining social
relation:; in New Orleans. There is only limited evidence
that the component UHN communities on the lower bayous
continued t.o maintain their social relations within their
communities either. For these reasons, the petitioner does
not meet this criterion from 1940 to the present.
If the rn1N petitioner were to find conclusive evidence that
established their descent from an American Indian tribe from
historical contact to 1830, the issue of acknowledging the
peti tion4:!r as a whole or as separate entities would have to
be inves·:ig·ated. Further evidence would also have to be
submitted to determine if each of the component settlements
of the rn1N petitioner is actually distinct from all other
settlements, or if two or more of these settlements may
actually be connected socially to each other. For example,
i t is no1: clear at this point in time whether the two

settlements on lower Bayou Terrebonne may constitute a
single community that could be acknowledged as a single
entity or as two distinct communities. This issue would be
investigated further if the petitioner should find
conclusi"e evidence that they descend from a historical
Indian tribe.
We conclude, therefore, that the petitioner has not met
criterion 83.7(b).
The petitioner has maintained political
influence or authority over its members as an
autonomous entity from historical times until
the present.
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There is no evidence of an ancestral UHN community, Indian
or non-Indian, prior to 1830. There is no evidence that the
petitioner is genealogically, socially, or politically
connected to the historical Houma Indian tribe, or any other
tribe of Indians.
It is, therefore, impossible for the
petitioner to demonstrate that it has exercised political
influence over its members from from historical times to the
present. ~lithout a community, there is no entity in which
political influence may be exercised.
For this reason, the
petitioner cannot meet criterion 83.7(c).
As under the discussion of criterion 83.7(b) above, there is
an important distinction to be made concerning the existence
of a sin::1IE~ UHN ancestral community, from 1830 to 1880, and
the several independent, satellite UHN communities, from
1880 to 1940.
Evidence indicates that the earliest
documented UHN progenitors were creating a settlement on
Bayou Terrebonne between 1810 and 1830. They moved there
with other settlers from a variety of non-Indian origins.
During trre period from 1810 to 1830, they constituted a
minority of the total number of settlers.
From 1810 to
1830, the tffiN ancestors interacted socially with each other
and with ne!ighbors who would not become UHN ancestors with
the same frequency and intensity. Thus, even though the UHN
ancestor; V.rere evolving into a distinct community from 1810
to 1830, there is no evidence that political authority was
exercised during this formative period.
By 1830, hClwever, a distinctive community comprised of UHN
ancestor:; had been established on Bayou Terrebonne.
Between
1830 and 1880, the petitioner meets the regulations for
community because they have presented a high level of
evidence felr social community: at least half of the URN
ancestor:; lived in close proximity to one another along
Bayou Te:::-re:bonne, in exclusive settlements. The revised
regulaticms for Federal acknowledgment provide that when the
petitionc~r meets criterion 83.7 (b) for a specific period of
time by presenting sufficient evidence, they also meet the
requirements for political authority for the same period
(see 83.·7(c) (3». Thus, on this basis, the petitioner meets
criterion 83.7(c) between 1830 and 1880 as a single entity.
The peti1:ion states that Rosalie Courteau was a leader for
the UHN ancestors from 1840 to 1880. The evidence presented
by the pHtitioner in the form of oral histories indicates
that Rosalie Courteau is remembered by her descendants as a
prominen1: ancestor.
It has been found that she is a
documentE!d Indian ancestor of the UHN, and was widely
respected in the ancestral community along Bayou Terrebonne.
18
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But

the~etitioner

has not presented any evidence that she

exercis~~ political influence over the UHN ancestors, as a
whole.
'rhE~re is no evidence that she was involved in issues

that were Clf importance to the petitioner's ancestors, as a
whole.
'rhe consistent assertions by the petitioner that. she
was infillential in the founding community on Bayou
Terrebonne have not been supported by specific evidence,
though t~e possibility remains that she may have been a
leader within that particular sphere.
There is no evidence
that her influence extended to the satellite settlements
that were formed during the period the petitioner claims she
was a leader (1840 to 1880). There is not any evidence that
she had influence over her own daughters once they married
and emigrat:ed from the original founding community on Bayou
Terrebonne to Isle Jean-Charles and Bayou Grand Caillou.
The available evidence (presented by the petitioner and
found during the evaluation of the petitioner) does not
sUbstantiate the petitioner's contention that she was a
political leader for the entire community.
The petitioner's founding community established satellite
settlements throughout the lower bayous between 1840 and
1880. T~ere is no evidence of a bilateral political
relationship between the original, founding UHN community on
Bayou Terre~bonne and the satellite communities. There are
no descript:ions of political influence being exercised by
the UHN anc:estors at Bayou Terrebonne over UHN ancestors in
the satellite communities or vice versa.
There is no
indication that there were any political issues of concern
to the U~N ancestors, as a whole, between 1840 and 1880. No
evidence was presented establishing the shift in political
authorit~ from the founding community on Bayou Terrebonne to
the sepa~ate settlements on other nearby bayous, though
later evidence seems to suggest that such a process must
have occllrred, since swanton described each of six satellite
communities as having their own leaders in 1907 (see below).
The fact that there is no evidence that Rosalie Courteau or
anyone else exercised political authority within the
communit~ 1:rom 1830 to 1880 is not considered critical for
this petitioner, since the petitioner meets the requirements
for politic:al leadership based on the high level of evidence
presentej t:o establish the existence of social community
from 1830 to 1880 (see discussion under criterion 83.7(b) I
above) .
It has been determined that the individual settlements meet
criterio, 8:3.7(b) between 1880 and 1940 based on a high
level of evidence.
This conclusion was based on the fact
19
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that, during this period, 50 percent or more of the UHN
ancestors I~xclusively inhabited villages in the lower
bayous. Under the revised regulations for Federal
acknowled~nent, this means that at least six of the UHN
individual settlements, though not the petitioner as a
whole, rreet. the regulations for community (83.7 (b)) at a
high level from 1880 to 1940. Based on the evidence
submitted, it is not possible to determine at this time if
some of thl~ settlements have actually functioned as a single
community, or if they are all in fact socially and
politically distinct. This would be investigated further if
the petitioner should find conclusive evidence that they
descend from a historical Indian tribe.
For the period from 1880 to 1930, the UHN, based on
information submitted in its petition, does not meet the
evidence for criterion 83.7(c) (1). There are no
descriptions of political influence being exercised over the
petitioner"s ancestral communities as a whole. During the
same period, there are no detailed descriptions of political
authority \~ithin the separate communities, though Swanton
made a general reference to the fact that each of the six
satellite communities he identified had its own leaders in
1907. There is no evidence concerning how or why the
leaders referred to by Swanton became leaders. There is
also neithE~r evidence that indicates what political issues
were impor1:ant for the UHN ancestors nor that there were
differences of opinion on such issues. There is no specific
evidence that can be used to understand the political
process that may have been operating.
From 1930 to 1940, there is some evidence for the exercise
of leadership within the satellite settlements on a limited
number of issues, such as refusing to attend segregated
schools established for black children, as required by
Louisiana laws, and lobbying the Federal and state
governments to establish separate Indian schools for UHN
children. This is some evidence for the existence of ad hoc
leaders between 1930 and 1940. Studies performed by the
Federal Dffice of Indian Affairs in the 1930's indicated
that at that time, such leadership as existed was exerted by
heads of extended families, but no examples were provided.
From 1940 to the present, the petitioner did not meet the
criterion for social community with a high level of
evidence. Therefore, the petitioner is required to meet the
regular st2lndards of evidence for political authority from
1940 to the present. For this period, there is limited
evidence for the existence of an informal, kinship-based
20
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system of leadership within the separate communities.
Informal, }cin-based leadership, when in evidence, can be
used to demonstrate the existence of political leadership.
But the UHN has not presented insufficient evidence to prove
conclusively that such leadership existed for the petitioner
as a whole" or within the individual communities, from 1940
to the present. There is also limited, anecdotal avidence
that, within some of the satellite communities, there have
been ad ho(~ UHN leaders.
During the 1940's there was a reference to elders within the
lower bayou communities who played a special role in
maintaining order and organizing work crews. The Cajun
French words "Tante" (Aunt) and "Nonc" (Uncle) are used to
refer to these older men and women who exert authority in
the communities. The oral histories submitted with the
petition contain many examples of elders organizing task
forces during the 1920's to 1930's. A recent example, from
1992, indicated that this political authority is still being
exercised. The story involved a young UHN member who stole
a boat. The man whose boat had been stolen did not reprove
the young man directly.
Rather, he approached the teenage
thief's "Noncs," accompanied by his own male relatives, or
"Noncs. " 'l'hey requested that the teenager's "Noncs" devise
a plan to punish him.
In response, the teenager's "Noncs"
made him work to pay for the damage.
During the 1970's civil rights movement, there is evidence
that lea,jer-ship was exercised primarily within the satellite
communities. The only example submitted by the petitioner
indicate; that Tom Dion was a leader during the fight to
integrate the schools in Dulac and along Bayou Grand
Caillou. No evidence indicated that his authority extended
to other balYous. There is no evidence which indicates how
or why Dion became involved in this issue; that is, whether
he was s,alf-appointed or representing UHN members
officially. There is also no evidence that he provided
leadership on any other issues of importance to the URN.
The formal UHN organization was founded in 1972.
From 1972
to the p:~esent, there is little or no evidence that there is
a signif.icant, broad-based bilateral relationship between
the leaders of the formal organization and the URN's
members. A handful of people, many of them close relatives,
claim to lead the organization. Meetings have not been well
attended and only few people have voted in elections.
Decision··making was performed by only a few people and did
not appeHr to incorporate the opinions of the organization's
membersh:.p widely.
No evidence was presented or found that
21
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the urba1 portion of the membership that lives around New
Orleans (approximately two-thirds of the total UHN members)
is invol~ed in the political process.
For example, there is
no evide1ce that they are kept informed of the leaders'
activiti=s, or that they communicate their opinions to the
leaders.
The UHN :1as. encountered difficulties maintaining a cohesive
front.
Hajor rifts have developed on two occasions since
the UHN 1r1as. founded.
Only in the last two years has public
opinion ::>een openly expressed in well attended public
meetings. This interest appears to have been generated by
the acti',ity of the Documented Houma (a new organization
which is considering withdrawing from the UHN in order to
set up i':s own council) and others who are questioning the
actions of the current council.
Based on the limited
informat.ion submitted by the petitioner, it is not possible
to deterlnine if the major divisions which have surfaced in
the UHN organization are due to factionalism; that is, if
they are based on strong and long-lasting political
opinions.
If they are, this might be used as evidence of
political process.
In summary, there is no evidence that a miN ancestral
community, Indian or non-Indian, existed prior to 1830.
This means that there was no entity over which political
influencH or authority could have been exercised, as
required by the regulations at 83.7(c). Because the
evidence presented for social community from 1830 to 1880
was at a high level, (see discussion above under criterion
83.7(b»
the petitioner, as a single entity, meets
criterion 83.7(c) for the same period.
From 1880 to 1940,
the separate communities meet criterion 83.7(c) as separate
communities, because of the high level of evidence presented
on community within the separate communities. But the
petitionE!r, as a whole, does not.
Since 1940, there is some
evidence for kin-based leadership structures and processes
within ttLe separate lower bayou communities.
But the
evidence presented is not sufficient to meet the regulations
for critE~rion 83.7 (c) because it is sparse (no mention of
examples of leadership for certain communities and/or
several n~jor time periods). The examples that are
mentione~. are vague and/or anecdotal.
There is no evidence
. for a bilatleral political relationship between the UHN
council and the petitioner's members from the time of their
formal orqanization in 1972 to the present.
There is also
no eviderce for the existence of a political relationship
between the UHN members in New Orleans and the council.
j
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Because t:he petitioner has not demonstrated a genealogical,
social, or political connection to a historical tribe, there
was no need for further study of the issue of a single
versus multiple communities in the preparation of this
Proposed Finding.
If the petitioner can prove that it
connects to a historical tribe, then the issue of whether or
not there! is one community or several could be reopened.
An
investigcltion of this issue would require the presentation
of more e!vidence concerning the pol i tical and social
connection between the separate communities or, on the other
hand, the! independence of the communities from each other
between ]940 and the present.
We concl~~e, therefore, that the petitioner does not meet
criterior. 83.7(c).

83.7(d,

A copy of the qroup's present qoverninq
document, includinq its membership criteria.
In the absence of a written document, the
petitioner must provide a statement ~
describinq in full its membership criteria
and current qoverninq procedures.

The membership was updated several times after the start of
the active consideration phase of the petitioning process,
on May 20, 1991. The UHN membership list was last updated
with the Secretary in 1992. The membership list submitted
that year includes 17,616 individuals.
Three UHN constitutions were submitted by the petitioner.
The first and earliest one, dated July 18, 1979, was
submitted with the original petition. The second version,
which was undated, was very similar to the first.
It
increased the number of council members from 9 to 14, and
changed the election date. The third and current version of
the constitution is dated August 20, 1983, and it contained
sUbstantial changes in the membership criteria.
The 1983 constitution requires an individual to be able to
trace descent from a list of "known Houma Indian ancestors"
who have beem identified as such by the group's tribal
council. Also, they must reside in Louisiana or be known to
the council and have identified with the group in the past.
The list :>f "known Houma Indian ancestors" was developed in
1991 by tle council from individuals enumerated as "Indian"
in the 1850-1880 and 1900 Federal population census
schedules of Terrebonne and Lafourche Parishes. This list
of "known Houma Indian ancestors," because it is based on
23
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the census schedules, is not completely accurate.
It
excludes some individuals who actually have Indian ancestry
but were classified as non-Indian by the census takers.
It
also inc:.udes some who were classified as Indian, but have
no verif:.able Indian ancestry.
Indian identity of the UHN
ancestor~; is based solely upon external identification by
Federal census takers not upon genealogical evidence.
It is
also important to note that the list of ancestors developed
in 1991 could not have been used to evaluate membership
applicat:.ons for individuals appearing on the membership
lists cOlllpiled before that date.
The earliest governing documents from the 1970's specified a
blood qucmtum for members; the Houma Alliance constitution
of 1974 l::pecified one-fourth "Houma Indian blood," the 1979
consti tut:ion of the UHN specified one-eighth. The basis for
calculatj.ng this blood quantum was not discussed in the
petition.
In fact, there is no evidence it was really used,
and it iE: n,o longer a requirement under the current
constitut:ion.
Both the 1974 Houma Alliance and 1979 UHN
governinc.:r documents required Louisiana residency for
membershj.p, but this requirement has also been modified, as
noted above.
Two versions (1979 and 1983) of UHN by-laws were submitted
by the pe,ti'tioner. They were very different from each other
in terms of the membership criteria, mirroring differences
in the 1579 and 1983 constitutions. There is an additional
ratified document, dated August 20, 1983, which reasserts a
minimum c,f c:me-eighth Houma Indian blood quantum.
This
ratified document contradicts the UHN constitution. There
is no evidence that the UHN uses the blood quantum in
determining membership eligibility, or how they purport to
do so.
The current constitution says that the UHN council will
decide the issue 6f membership eligibility. This procedure
seems to have been followed in the late 1970's and early
1980's. Re9istration cards were checked by council members;
if they knellil the applicant, they were approved and sent back
to the staff. The staff stamped the membership card,
acknowledging acceptance as a member of the UHN, and sent it
to the new member. There is no evidence that the tribal
council is Gurrently involved in the enrollment process and
it is unclear what the current process is for determining
eligibility.
The petitioner has provided a copy of its present governing
document (the August 20, 1983 constitution) and the criteria
24
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it usesEor determining membership.
meets criterion 83.7 (d) .

We conclude that the

petitionl~r

The petitioner's membership consists of
individuals who descend from a historical
Indian tribe or from historical Indian tribes
which combined and functioned as a single
autonomous political entity.
The situation of the UHN under criterion 83.7(e) is unique
as compa:::-ed. to that of previous acknowledgment cases decided
by the A:;sistant Secretary. Although it is clear that a
significant, portion of the members of the UHN have some
Indian allcestry (about 84% of them), this ancestry could not
be reliably identified as descending from a specific
historical tribe, nor from historical tribes which combined
and have continued to function as a tribal entity.
Indian ancestry can be verified for the petitioner without
doubt or question. However, the documentary record
indicate:; that there were only three Indian progenitors for
the UHN. These three unrelated Indians settled along the
southern portion of Bayou Terrebonne, Lafourche Parish (now
Terrebonne Parish), Louisiana, prior to 1810 (the Houma
Courteau family (including the descendants of Rosalie
Courteau who married Jacques Billiot and those of Marguerite
Courteau who married Jean Billiot), the Verdin children of
Marie Grt~goire, and the descendants of "Jeanet an Indian
woman" who married Joseph Billiot). Aside from these three
family LLnes, all members of the founding generation,
includinq the parents of the Billiot family, appear as nonIndian in contemporary early nineteenth-century documents,
even when the petitioner's oral tradition ascribed Indian
ancestry to them.
No addi t:.onal Indian ancestors can be documented as having
joined the community in the two succeeding generations.
Most spouses from non-founding families who married into the
group during the first half of the nineteenth century can be
documentHd from Louisiana civil and church records as nonIndian, E!Ven though the petitioner's oral tradition ascribed
Indian ancestry to them.
In addition to the documented Indians named above, UHN oral
tradition of the petitioner ascribes Indian ancestry to five
other persons whose descendants married into the group
during the first half of the nineteenth century. The
availablE! d,ocumentation neither demonstrated nor disproved
25
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such Indian ancestry for these five persons (Francois Fitch
and his wife Marguerite Houma/Bellome, Auguste Jaco and his
sister Constance Jaco, and Constance Jaco's husband
Joseph/Jean Baptiste Gregoire). The oral tradition did not
include a clear ascription of tribal origin for any of these
five individuals. No tribal identification was given for
Jaco or ~regoire.
Francois Fitch wai said to be "from
Oklahoma" and Marguerite Houma/Bellome was said to be
Choctaw/:omanche.
since the coalescence of the UHN predecessor community along
Bayou Terrebonne in the early nineteenth century, the
original three Indian family lines have maintained
themselves persistently: analysis indicates that about 84%
of the petitioner's members have verifiable Indian ancestry
tracing to the founding generation. Because of the
extensi~e courthouse and Catholic church records in southern
Louisian~, verification of lines of descent for individuals
who lived in Terrebonne and Lafourche Parishes in the
nineteenth and twentieth century did not present a problem
in the C,~SE! of this petitioner.
The Indi,~n ancestry present in the founding generation has
been con:5erved to a considerable extent. Because of
extensiv,e intermarriage among UHN ancestral families during
the nine"teenth and early twentieth centuries--intermarriage
which led to a high degree of ancestral implosion--these few
Indian i:1dividuals of the founding generation appear several
times oVler among the 32 great-great grandparents or 64
great-grleat-great grandparents of many UHN members.
However, with the exception of one individual, none of the
founding Indian ancestors can be traced to any particular
tribal ol~igin.
Courteau (aka Joseph AbbejTacalobejTough-laBay) was not from the historical Houma tribe, but Biloxi, as
confirmed both by contemporary nineteenth-century
documentation and the petitioner's own oral tradition as
presented to anthropologists in the early twentieth century.
His wife Marianne was probably of Indian descent.
Swanton's
1907 field notes recorded oral tradition that she was either
AcolapisBa or an Attakapa from Texas, but another of the
petitionHr's oral traditions relayed to Swanton--that she
was born in or near Mobile, Alabama--would indicate that she
was a menber of one of the Alabama tribes that moved into
Louisiana after 1763 rather than a member of the historicai
Houma tr:.be in Louisiana. Marianne's proven brother, Louis
Sauvage aka Louis Le Sauvage, a Terrebonne Parish landholder
in the founding generation, is documented as having left no
descendants.
26
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Aside fre~ that one Biloxi man and his probably Indian wife,
the petit.ioner's founding ancestry includes two women, Marie
Gregoire and Jeanet, who are identified only as IIIndian" in
the conte:mporary, early nineteenth century, documentary
records.
Circumstantial evidence indicates that Marie
Gregoire may have had ties to the Attakapa, while nothing at
all is known of the tribal origin of the other woman.
The linguis·tic evidence which still existed at the time of
early ant:hropological study of the group is not sufficiently
definiti\~ to permit ascription of tribal origins on that
ground. The words collected by Swanton, which he labelled
"pure Choct.aw," are in fact Mobilian trade jargon, a
language that would have been spoken by Indians of most
tribes al.ong the gulf coast of the united States, from
Florida t.o Louisiana.
In spite of the "Houma" name ascribed to the community by
anthropologists since the first study by ethnologist John
Reed Swar~on in 1907, there is no evidence that any of the
Indian individuals in the UHN ancestral community originated
in the historical Houma Indian tribe of Louisiana. There
are no de,cuments indicating why Swanton referred to them as
"Houma. 11 His own field notes indicate that he believed the
UHN ances.tors descended from a variety of tribes. The oral
history e,f ·the group did not claim Houma origin, but
referred to Biloxi and Attakapas.
Neither did the ancestral
communi ty r,epresent descent from "historical Indian tribes
which combined and functioned as a single autonomous
political entity." Rather, the ancestral community
represent.ed Indian individuals separated from their tribes
of origir, who intermarried with non-Indians in the founding
generatic'n. The descendants of these founders represented a
group of people who have interacted with and intermarried
with neighbors of non-Indian origin, but who have also
maintained a certain level of distinction from neighbors
without Indian ancestry, from about 1830 until the present
day.
Thus the UHN presents a unique situation.
They are a
distinct settlement with verifiable Indian ancestry, which
has existed continuously since 1830.
Some elders still
remembered a few Indian words into the early twentieth
century.
But there is no documentation that allows an
identification of the UHN members with the Houma or any
other historical tribe.
We conclude the petitioner does not
meet criterion 83.7(e).
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83.7(f)

The membership of the petitioning group is
composed principally of persons who are not
members of any acknowledged North American
Indian tribe. However, under certain
conditions a petitioning group may be
acknowledged even if its membership is
composed principally of persons whose names
have appeared on rolls of, or who have been
otherwise associated with, an acknowledged
Indian tribe. The conditions are that the
group must establish that it has functioned
throughout history until the present as a
separate and autonomous Indian tribal entity,
that its members do not maintain a bilateral
political relationship with the acknowledged
tribe, and that its members have provided
written confirmation of their membership in
the petitioning group.

The petitioner's membership does not include individuals who
are members of any Federally recognized tribe.
We

concl~dE~,

therefore, that the petitioner meets criterion

83.7(f).
83.7(sr)

Neither the petitioner nor its members are
the subject of congressional legislation that
has expressly terminated or forbidden the
Federal relationship.

There is no evidence that the united Houma Nation, Inc., or
its members, have ever been the subject of any Congressional
legislation which has expressly forbidden or terminated the
Federal relationship.
We concl'Jde, therefore, that the petitioner meets criterion
83.7(g).
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Fig. 3. The Lower Mississippi Riv,er and Bayou Lafourche areas. Louisiana.
extended from the pine forests in central Louisiana southward to the coastal marshes (fig. 4).~' Interrupted occasionally only by forest-lin,!jj bayous. the prairies
formed extensive pasture well suiwd for livestock. and
by the mid-eighteenth century herds of callie and horses
derived from Spanish livestock in neighboring Texas
were found in various parts of the area. 2& A retired army
officer of New Orleans. one Captain Antoine-Bernard
Dautrive. had obtained a large grant of land in the At-

takapas. and in the 1760s claimed the possession of several thousand head of semi-wild cattle and horses.~ In
1765 Dautrive offered to aid some of the newly arrived
Acadian refugees in developing a livestock industry in
the Attakapas. mainly for the purpose of insuring a reliable supply of animals for the New Orleans market
Members of the group of refugees led by Joseph Broussard dit Beausoleil of Halifax were chosen for this en·
terprise_ A contract was drawn whereby Dautrive would
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GENEALOGICAL REPORT ON
THE UNITED HOUMA NATION, INC.
SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE

The pe1titioning organization is the present-day successor to
an clrgc:mization which formed in the early 1960's under the
namE! H-::>uma Indians of Louisiana, Inc. This name was later
changed to The Houma Tribes, Inc. In 1974, residents of the
Dulclc .!.rea who felt unrepresented split off to form The
HOUllla ;H 1 iance, [ Inc. ) . The Houma Tr ibes, Inc. and The
HOUllla Alliance, [Inc.] subsequently merged in 1979 to form
wha1: i:5 now known as the United Houma Nation, Inc. (UHN).
Mew)ership criteria in effect today were put in place in
198:1. They require an individual to be able to trace
desc:en't from a list of "known Houma Indian ancestors" who
haVE! been identified as such by the group's tribal council.
Add:.ti'onally I they must reside in Louisiana QI: be known to
the cO'Llncil and have identified with the group in the past.
The list of "known Houma Indian ancestors" (aka the "Tribal
LinHage Base Lists") was developed in 1991 by the council
frou individuals enumerated as "Indian" in the 1860-1880 and
1900 Federal population census schedules of Terrebonne and
LafC)urche parishes. As constructed, the Tribal Lineage Base
Lis1:s include only persons who were identified as "Indian"
and do not include others who are clearly ancestors of the
curl~ent petitioner's members.
Gov_~rning documents (of the Houma Alliance in 1974 and the
Uni ':ed Houma Nation in 1979) indicate that for a time
eliclibility was supposedly based on a blood quantum
requirement of one-fourth and later one-eighth "Houma Indian
bloc)(i. " No evidence was provided to show how this blood
quantum requirement could have been determined, if in fact
it '"as actually used. There is currently no blood quantum
req11irement.

The UHN presented a membership list containing 17,616
mem)ers. According to the membership list, last updated by
the petitioner in January, 1992, 93% of the group's total
cur:rent membership resides in Louisiana: 74% in Terrebonne,
Laf,)urche, or adjoining parishes of Jefferson and St. Mary.
Another 19% live elsewhere in the state of Louisiana. Less
thart 7% reside outside Louisiana.
Analysis of available data concerning the ancestry of
members' parents shows that slightly more than half of the
1
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"parnnt" couples married other "Houmas.,,1 The tendency to
n,on-UHN members has increased since the 1950' s. For
the petitioner as a whole, the tendency today is toward
exogamy, although endogamy may still be practiced at a
significant level within some of the lower bayou
communities. The data was not available to conduct an
ana~rsis of this situation.

marr~'

usinIJ documentary material found in official records
(Fed':!ral, state, and local), Federal population census of
the ,:area, and other published and manuscript materials, it
is p<)ssible to document "Indian" ancestry for only three of
the ,:earliest ancestors/progenitors of the current
organization. These three "Indian progenitors" appear to
represe.nt three separate family lines. One is that of Houma
Courteau/Abbe/Iacalobe, a Biloxi Indian (possibly also
Chitimacha or Choctaw), and his children, including his
daughte~r, Rosalie, who is central to "Houma" genealogy and
history. There are also two apparently unrelated "Indian"
women 'Iorhose specific tribal heritage could not be
documented. Nothing is known about the ancestors of these
progenitors. Although other ancestors are reported to have
been of: "Indian" heritage, none of their heritage could be
documented satisfactorily. A large number of the UHN's
progenitors were Frenchmen who came to this country in the
1700's and were repute~ to have married Indian women. Based
on available documentation, all of the UHN's "Indian
progenitors" were married to non-Indians, with the possible
exception of Houma Courteau/Abbe/Iacalobe.
To d.eal with the analysis of the group's large, 17,616meml:,er enrollment, statistical sampling techniques were
utilizf!d. Based on sampling data done by BAR, using the
genE:alogical charts supplied by the petitioner, at least. 84%
of t.he total membership are projected to be able to trace to
"Inclian" heritage founded on one or more of the group's
thrE~e progenitors who can be documented to be rr Indian. "
In
the systematic random sample of 176 UHN members, BAR was
ablE! tl:» identify unreported ancestry for six members which
could be traced to one or more of the three Indian
pro~ren:itors.
Charts provided by the petitioner had not made
the cOlnnection to these progenitors.

IThe use
connBct;i.on to
been able to
refet'enc::e for

of the word "Houma." in this report does not imply a
the historical Houma Indian Tribe, since the BAR has not
establish such a link.
Rather, it is used as a term of
the contemporary petitioner.

2
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It is c:lear that a significant portion of the members of the
UHN have some "Indian" ancestry. But there is no evidence
linl<.inq these ancestors to a particular historical tribe, or
to t..is1:orical tribes which combined and have continued to
func:ti(::m as a tribal entity.
The pe1:itioner's membership does not include individuals who
are members of any Federally recognized tribe. None of the
pres,en1t-day members of the UHN petitioner were found to be
enrcllled in the recognized Mississippi Choctaw or Louisiana
Chit:im'!lcha Tribes. Further, no evidence was provided or
found 'to suggest any of the present-day members are enrolled
eISE!whlere.
I.

PRESENTATION AND UTILIZATION OF GENEALOGICAL DATA

The UHN is the largest membership yet reviewed under the
Acknowledgment regulations (25 CFR 83). Therefore it seems
appropriate to provide a brief discussion regarding how
gentlal,ogical information was presented in the petition and
how this information was utilized by BAR genealogists.
GenHal,ogical data submitted with the petition included a
ser:Les of 56 handdrawn charts tracing several generations of
desc:endants from the group's earliest ancestors or
"progenitors." These charts, reproduced on blue paper,
became known as the petitioner's "blue charts" (they shall
continue to be referred to as such herein also). Citations
to ~;pecific blue charts appear as UHN BC and a number (e.g.,
"UHN BCltl) in this report.
One or more of these blue charts were then used as cover
shel~ts for a series of Ancestry Charts (optional form BIA830!5) and supporting Individual History Charts (optional
fO~D BIA-8304).
The ancestry and individual history charts
werl~ used to show all known descendants of the group's
earliest ancestors and covered seven, eight, and sometimes
nin4~ generations before reaching living, enrolled UHN
members. The total volume of the genealogical charts (blue
cha:rts, ancestry charts, and individual history charts) when
pla,::ed one on top of the other would make a stack
app:roximately 18 feet tall. Although working with this many
cha:rts was cumbersome, it was, nonetheless, the most
eff,!ctive way for the petitioner to develop the genealogical
rec,)rd needed to describe the ancestry of the group's
cur:rent membership stretching back to the 1700's. No
consistent genealogical record is known to have existed
3
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prior t:o the group's preparation of the petition materials
during the 1980's and early 1990's.
The grE~atest mechanical problem encountered in dealing with
this mctny charts comes in trying to find the charts which
relate to a specific living member. The early ancestors of
the group as well as their descendants had large families (8
to 12 children), who in turn had large families. Families
intermnrried extensively, especially in the first few (Le.,
earlier) generations. Persons with the same surname but
differEmt lineal ancestors, frequently married one another.
Thus, people who share the same surname do not necessarily
shale the same ancestry.
Two da1:abase programs were utilized to analyze and evaluate
the pe1:itioner's membership and their claimed ancestry. A
comput4arized database for the petitioner's current
meml:lerl;h'ip list, containing 17,616 members, was established
on dBal;eIII+ (UHN 1988b and UHN 1992). A powerful
genEtalc)gical software program called "Roots III" was also
utilizl!d by BAR genealogists to create a separate
genEtalc)gical database containing information on selected UHN
familil!s that could reasonably represent the ancestry of the
grO\lp ciS a whole. For additional discussion on the Roots
III database, refer to section IX of this report, "Roots III
DatcLbalse and sampling Techniques."
II.

GOVERNING DOCUHEHTS

A. B01W1la Indians of Louisiana, Inc., alta The Houma Tribes,
Inc.
Four m,embers of the UHN antecedent community attended the
Americ;an Indian Conference which was held in Chicago in the
ear:.y 1960' s, and on their return began a formal
orgclnization (Field Data, Colliflower and McMillion, (HG)
199:!a). First, they held meetings in each area. Then they
begun 'constructing a list of members (Field Data,
Col:dflower and McMillion, (HG) 1992a). The original
orgunization was known as the Houma Indians of Louisiana,
Inc" .1\rticles of Incorporation were adopted on October 14,
197:! (UHN 1979). Membership in the organization was defined
as "all members of the Houma Indian Tribes residing in
Lou:Lsiana. "
A split in the organization known as the Houma Indians of
Lou:Lsiana, Inc. occurred in 1974 because the residents of
4
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the Dulac area reportedly felt unrepresented. The second
group (the Dulac faction) formally organized on May 13,
1974, as the Houma Alliance (see further discussion below).
Following the split, the shareholders of the Houma Indians
of Louisiana, Inc. held a special meeting on August 5, 1974,
at ~'hich time they voted to change the group's name to The
HOUllla Tribes, Inc. (UHN 1979). This name (The Houma Tribes,
Inc.) ~ias subsequently recorded with the state of Louisiana
as em iimendment to the 1972 Articles of Incorporation.
No 90vlarning documents other than the 1972 Articles of
Inc(,rpI:>ration were provided for The Houma Tribes, Inc. I Houma
Indian:; of Louisiana, Inc. The petitioner states that if
there 1;.rere any, they were probably destroyed in one of the
many hurricanes (UHN 1989, NARF Itr).
B.

HO'WIla Alliance, Inc.

When the Houma Alliance broke away from the Houma Indians of
Lou:Lsiana, Inc., they adopted Articles of Incorporation
whi(:h separated membership into two classes: honorary
members, who were defined as persons contributing services
and property, who were elected by a majority vote of the
Boal:"d of Directors, and "all persons of one-quarter (1/4) or
morl~ Houma Indian blood, residing in the state of Louisiana"
(UHa 1974b). No information was provided to indicate that
the group actually accepted any honorary members.
Addltionally, the Articles of Incorporation for the Houma
Alllance also included ~he following language:
In the event the Secretary of the Interior
approves a constitution and set of By-Laws for the
Houma Indian Tribe of Louisiana, then the members
olf that tribe as defined in such constitution and
By-Laws shall thereafter constitute the membership
olf the corporation (UHN 1974b).
It is not clear from the document if the "Houma Indian Tribe
of Loulisiana" is the same as Houma Tribes, Inc., Houma
Indians of Louisiana, Inc., or some other entity.

c.

UllLited Houma Nation, Inc.

The Cl.:lrrent organization is a merger of the two earlier
groupsl, the Houma Tribes of Louisiana, Inc. formerly, Houma
Indiarls of LOUisiana, Inc. and the Houma Alliance, Inc. On
5
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Febr'lary 10, 1979, the two groups met and resolved to
cons':llidate. An Agreement of Consolidation was signed by
reprasentatives of both groups on May 12, 1979 (UHN 1979),
cons:llidating as the United Houma Nation, Inc. (UHN). The
cons:>lidation agreement was filed and recorded with the
state Clf Louisiana on July 18, 1979 (UHN 1979). The state's
certification identifies The Houma Tribes, Inc. as
"domiciled at Golden Meadow" with The Houma Alliance as
"domiciled at Houma" and goes on to state "that the separate
corporalte existence of the consolidating corporations has
ceased'" (UHN 1979).
D.

OBlJ constitutions and Membership Requirements

Three constitutions were submitted for the URN organization.
The first and earliest one, dated July 18, 1979, was
attached to the Agreement of Consolidation and submitted
with the original petition. A second, similar but undated,
version of the 1979 constitution was also provided with the
original petition. The only differences noted between these
two versions were an increase in the number of council
memtler!; from 9 (1979 document) to 14 (undated document), and
a ct..anqe· in the date for the election from May 2, 1979 (1979
doct;.ment) to June 27, 1981 (undated document).
The third and current version of the constitution is dated
AUgllst 20, 1983, and was received by the BAR on May 22, 1991
(URN 1~~91b). The third version (hereinafter, 1983
cOl1SitH:ution) contains substantial changes in the membership
criteria compared to earlier versions. For a comparison of

6
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the 1979 and 1983 constitutional membership criteria, refer
to Table 1.
TABLE 1
'COMPARISON OF CONSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS
1979 CONSTITUTION

1983 CONSTITUTION

Art.icle III - Membership

Article III - Membership

sec~ion 1 - The membership of
THl: UNITED HOUMA NATION, INC.
she.ll consist of:
(a) All Houma Indians who are
livin9 in the territorial
liDlit:; defined by Article II,
and who at the time of the
rat~if:ication of this document
pOEise:;s one-eight (1/8) degree
or more of Houma Indian blood
she.ll be admitted to
meD~ership in the United Houma
Natioll'l, Inc. of Louisiana.
(b) All persons officially
re~ristered as Houma Indian at
thE~ time of the ratification
Shelll be recognized as members
of the united Houma Nations,
1m:. [lsic] (URN 1985a Const.).

section 1 (A) criteria
All persons:
(1) who can trace descendency
from a list of known Houma
Indian ancestors as identified
by tribal resolution duly
approved by the united Houma
Nation Tribal Council, and
(2) who reside in the state of
Louisiana, or
(3) who are known to the
members of the United Houma
Nation Tribal Councilor its
delagatees [2i£], and who
identify with the Houma Tribe,
shall be eligible for
membership (URN 1991a).

===============================================================~

1.

1979 Constitution

The 1979 constitution limits eligibility to successful
applicants for membership residing in the state of Louisiana
(URN 1979 version attached to the Agreement of
cons'olidation).

Following a discussion about the residency

regtlirl!ment at a URN tribal council meeting held November
30, 1979, the council members decided that no person should
be denied membership based on residency (URN 1979 Tribal
Minute:;). There was no resolution or amendment to support
thi!: decision.
J

Article! II defines the territorial limits as "any parish
where any Houma Indian may reside .••• " Based on a
mem1:Ier:;hip list dated April 10, 1985, entitled "Name [ill)
and addresses of People that live in other Parish [sic] &
stat:es lll which was included in the petition, this criteria
doeE: nCJt appear to have been followed (URN 1979 Const.).
'The defined territory also includes "any lands hereafter
7
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acquired. by or for the Houma Indians as tribal assets (UHN
1979 Const.)." It is unclear why this clause was included
or if it. pertains to membership.
a. Article III, section 1
The second criteria in Article III, section 1 (a) includes a
one-eighth Houma Indian blood quantum. The basis on which
the bloc)d quantum was determined and if the quantum was ever
calculat:ed for any of the members is unknown. section 1 (b)
of the membership criteria accepts any person who had
already been officially registered as a Houma Indian,
presumably those registered in either of the predecessor
orga~izations, at the time of ratification of the
constitution.
b. l.rt:icle 111« section 2
Sectl.on 2 of Article III gives the tribal council the power
to pc.ss ordinances governing future membership, loss of
membE~rsl1ip, and the adoption of new members.
No ordinances
of this nature were ever submitted.
,

c. l~icle III, section 3
Sect:.on 3 of Article III places the burden of proof on the
appl:.ca:nt in establishing eligibility for membership. There
are no ordinances or resolutions to describe what documents
are acceptable as evidence in establishing Indian ancestry
or enrollment in the United Houma Nation, Inc.

2. Undated Constitution
Althl)ugh there were no changes in the membership criteria in
the lmdated version of the constitution, the number of
memb~rs on the council (Article VI) changed from nine (9) to
fourteen (14). The only other substantive change noted was
the ,:!lection date. Under the first constitution the
elect.ion date was May 12, 1979; the undated version required
the fir'st election to be held June 27, 1981. No evidence
wasprolvided to indicate whether the undated version of the
constit.ution was ever executed or adopted (UHN 1985a,
Unda tedl Const.).
3.
1'13 constitution
This ccmstitution is dated August 20, 1983, and was received
May 22, 1991 by BAR (UHN 1991a). The 1983 constitution is
the current governing document of the UHN. The membership
requirE~ments of the 1983 constitution show a SUbstantive
change from those found in the UHN's 1979 constitution.
section 1 (A) (1) dropped the one-eighth degree blood
quaJ'1tw~ requirement.
The language of the constitution
indicat:es that descent is to be traced from a "list of known

8
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Houma Indian ancestors." No such list was provided with the
1983 constitution (see further discussion under F,
Additic.nal Governing Documents).
a. sections 1-3
SectiollL 1 (B) appears to reaffirm section 1 (A) and adds
that anyone seeking membership "must apply to and be
approve~d by the UHN Tribal councilor its delagatees [sic]
(UHN 1991a Const.)." section 2 empowers the Tribal Council
to est2lblish rules regarding enrollment and loss of
memberslhip (UHN 1991a Const.). Obvious deficiency (00)
lettersl requested (dated December 1, 1986 and May 27, 1987)
copies of any rules established under this sectionj·none
were provided. Section 3 amends the UHN constitution and
revokes anything which may be inconsistent with this
particular constitution (UHN 1991a Const.).
The laslt major change noted in the 1983 constitution is the
additic)n of Article XV which provides ratification of the
document (UHN 1991a Const.). The ratification reads "The
by-laws; shall be declared adopted ••• (and) are approved by
the UHNTC .•• August 20, 1983 (UHN 1991a Const.)." The
article reads "by-laws" rather than "constitution". For a
com~arison between the membership requirements found in the
1983 c()nstitution and those found in 1983 by-laws, refer to
Table ~!.
B.

BY'-Laws

Two ~iated sets of by-laws were submitted with
sigr.if icantly different membership requirements: one set
closely followed the 1979 constitutional membership
req\;.ir.~ments, the other followed the 1983 constitutional
member!;hip requirements. Some confusion exists, however,
beca.ust~ the by-laws which are similar in content to the 1979
cone.ti1:ution include a separate, one-page ratification
stat.ement, dated August 20, 1983. The ratified version
cont.ains a blood quantum requirement of "1/8 degree of more
HOUDla Indian blood" which is not consistent with the current
UHN constitution. The unratified version includes two
additic:mal requirements (namely, "all persons who reside in
the state of Louisiana" and "all persons who are known to
the melnbers of the United Houma Nation Tribal Councilor its
delE!ga1tes, and who identify with the Houma Tribe"), but does
not cOl:1tain a blood quantum requirement.
The sec::tion 1A of Article III of both versions of the bylaws
includes as eligible for membership, "All persons. officially
9
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registE~red as Houma Indian at the time of the Ratification
of the Constitution of the United Houma Nation, Inc."
Acccrd:Lng to field data, this section was added to
gra~dfather-in those individuals already registered (Field
Data, Colliflower and McMillion, (HG) 1992a). Based on
available evidence, it appears that the ratification page
was in1:ended to cover the set of bylaws which matches the
curl:en1: constitution, but was inadvertently attached to the
earlier version when the petition was assembled.

section 4 of both sets of by-laws deal with the termination
of It,embership, but are not specific as to who initiates the
action to remove a member from the membership. willful
falsif:Lcation of information on the application for
member~3hip is grounds for termination.
Section 5, again for
both. SE~tS of by-laws, provides for resignation from the UHN.
The tW() versions of the by-laws are fairly consistent except
for thE~ membership requirements.

\
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TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS
in 1983 qoverninq documents
COlrSTITUTION REQUIREMENTS

BY-LAWS REQUIREMENTS

Art.icle III - Membership

Article III Membership
Section 1. composition of Organization
A•••• shall consist of:

Sec~ion

A-l. All persons officially
registered as Houma Indian at
the time of the Ratification
of the constitution of the
United Houma Nation, Inc.

1 (A) criteria

(lJ who can trace descendency
from ,a list of known Houma
Inclian ancestors as identified
by tribal resolution duly
approved by the united Houma
Nation Tribal Council, and
(2) who reside in the state of
LOllisiana,or

(3:1 . who are known to the
meJllbers of the United Houma
Na 1:ion Tribal Councilor its
delagatees[sicl, and who
id1mtify with the Houma Tribe,
shall be eligible for
melnbership (URN 1991a Const.).

A-2. All persons who can
trace descendency from a list
of know Houma Indian ancestors
as identified by tribal
resolution duly approved by
the United Houma Nation Tribal
Council.
A-3. All persons who reside
in the state of Louisiana.
A-4. All persons who are
known to the members of the
United Houma Nation Tribal
Councilor its delegates, and
who identify with the Houma
Tribe, shall be eligible for
membership (UHN 1991a ByLaws) .

-==,========-===================================================~

F.

Ad,!!i tional Governinq Documents

Both the 1983 constitution and its matching, undated and
unratified by-laws require the individual to be able to
trac:e their descent "from a list of known Houma Indian
ancc!stors as identified by tribal resolution duly approved"
11
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(UHl\ 1991b). No resolution or list of "known Houma Indian
ancE:ste)rs" (which could be identified by BAR researchers)
was pre)vided with either of the 1983 governing documents.
LatE!r, Resolution 1, enacted May 28, 1991, was adopted
designating the United states censuses for the years 1860,
1870, 1880, and 1900 as the "Tribal Lineage Base Lists."
Resolu'tion 1 and the "Tribal L,ineage Base Lists" were
recuiv'ed by BAR July 16, 1991, after the Houma petition went
on Clctive consideration. The base lists will be discussed
lator in this report.
Resc)lution 1 states that:
in lawful consideration of establishing a sound
and fair basis from which to determine, as
acceptable, the genealogical lineage of Houma
Indian descendence, accept without questions, or
reservations, the United states Censuses for the
years 1860, 1870, 1880, and 1900 as the lawfully
established "Tribal Lineage Base Lists" (UHN
1991b).
Sinoe these "base lists" were established after the UHN
membership li~t was compiled and submitted, they could not
have been utilized in determining eligibility at the time
the li.st was was being prepared.
III.
A.

ENROLLMENT PROCEDURES

B2LckClround

The fc)rmal procedures for enrollment or registration in the

fOI:mer organizations are unknown and cannot be determined
frcm 1:he membership lists in existence. A house-to-house
survey was taken sometime between 1973 and 1979 by
volunteers in an effort to develop a "census" for the group.
It wa!; reported that registration cards were filled out
dUI'inq the house-to-house survey for each household by the
hec,d e)f the household. This registration form was developed
in 1973 or 1974 (Field Data, Colliflower and McMillion,
19S'1a). "Census cards" were developed from the information
on thli! registration form submitted by the applicant. In the
fiE!ld interview, UHN staff explained how the process began.
In 1979 they registered anyone who came
in and (they) did not trace ancestry,
12
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but then . • • they had to do ancestry
on each person. They. . . would go
through the ancestry (to verify the
ancestry). They then took existing
membership and traced all people with
cards, then they started giving numbers.
Prior to the numbers they removed those
who couldn't trace back (Field Data,
Colliflower and McMillion, (~O) 1992a).
Essenti.ally, the documentary evidence for ancestry and
genealclgies appear to have been collected and/ or constructed
by rese!archers Greg Bowman and Jonathan Beachy, who were
workingr for the Mennonite Central Committee. Volunteers
were re!crui ted from the mIN membership to assist in
gatheri.ng genealogical data. Eventually the UHN employed
individuals who were members of the UHN to ,take over the
member5~hip duties (Field Data, Colliflower and McMillion,
(DO) lS192a).
As mentioned earlier the group is said to have registered
anyone who came in without tracing their ancestry.
Recognizing the need to trace the ancestry of each person,
Bowman would personally go through the cards and verify the
ancestry. Cards of people who could not trace were removed
before [UHN membership] numbers were assigned. The
registration cards of seven members who had registered, been
acceptE!d for membership, but were later denied membership,
were cc)pied from two large file folders in the tribal office
in Golden Meadow. In each case form letters had been sent
by Dolc)res Dardar (tribal genealogist) to the members or
familiE!s in question stating, "we are unable to trace your
ancestry to Houma decent [sic] with the information you have
furnished us. Your tribal roll #
is no longer valid
by the tribe" (Field Data Col1if10wer and McMillion, (~O)
1992a).
In each of the eight cases, the member's "official
registration" card had been rubber stamped originally as
acceptE!d as a "Houma Tribal Member." Four of the eight
appear to have been issued a URN membership number; the
other four were noted "not Houma" in the upper right corner
of the card. The earliest card in the sample was dated
SepteDU)er 30, 1975, the latest May 18, 1983. Based on these
dates clnd the name of the respective chairperson stamped on
the cards, this practice appears to have been in use for at
least E!ight years and under the leadership of Helen Gindrat,
Rirby Verret, steve Cheramie, and John A. Billiot. (Field
Data, Colliflower and McMillion, 1992a)
13
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Hele:1 Gindrat states that every card was reviewed and
chec:{ed (Field Data, Colliflower and McMillion, (HG) 1992a).
A list was then prepared and brought to the Tribal Council
by DJlores Dardar for approval. council representatives
usually- knew persons from their community (Field Data,
Colliflower and McMillion, (HG) 1992a). The cards
themselves provide no evidence to confirm or deny this
process••
B.

DDr

"Base Lists"

There bas been some confusion concerning the terms "base
list" cmd "base roll." The current membership list of a
petiticming group does not become a "base roll" until that
group becomes federally recognized. The current membership
list bE~comes the tribe's base list/roll when or if
acknowledged.
The ~l has a current membership list and, in their (UHN)
terns, one or more "base lists." The tJBH "base lists" are
lists composed of individuals (ancestors) found on the "blue
chazts" from whom the current members trace their ancestry.
The UHN's "base list" is also known as the "Tribal Number
Mast,er List". The ancestors listed on the Tribal Number
Mast,er List consisted of all of the individuals that appear
on t,he "blue charts." The third and final "base list"
SubDdtted by the petitioner is referrred to as the "Tribal
Linllaqt. Base List." This list is believed to have resulted
froDl the BAR's two obvious deficiency letters requesting
"any fc)rmer lists" of tribal members (Field Data,
Colliflower and McMillion, (MLT, DO) 1992; Bureau of Indian
Affclirl;; 1986, BAR 00 ltr #1; 1987, BAR 00 ltr #2). As noted
previolilsly, it appears that the "Tribal Lineage Base List"
was not a functional document since it was constructed after
the current membership list was submitted.
The petitioning group appears to have had no "membership
lis1:" :per se prior to the list that was typed and submitted
as part of the petition. For a'discussion of the current
membership list, refer to section V of this report.
The UHN base list(s) are referred to in Article III, Section
1 (1~) (1) of the Constitution. They appear to have evolved
ovel:' time from several similar but different sources.
1. The First Basa List
The first base list was a series of handdrawn ancestry
cha:rts which identified several generations of the group's
14
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early a,ncestors. Because these charts had been reproduced
on yellow paper, they will be referred to herein as the
"yelloVir charts." These charts, received with the initial
documented petition on July 18, 1985, were used as cover
sheets for approximately three linear feet of detailed
genealogical charts (BIA optional forms 8304 and 8305).
ThEI Second Base List
In 198e~ the UHN submitted a second base list consisting of a
second, larger series of the handdrawn ancestry charts.
This sElcond series of charts was reproduced on blue paper
and is referred to herein as the "blue charts".
Approximately 18 linear feet of supporting genealogical
charts and a typewritten list entitled "Tribal Number Master
List" ",ere also submitted at this time. UHN genealogists
advised BAR genealogists that the blue charts replaced the
yellow charts and that the yellow charts and their three
linear feet of supporting genealogical charts should not be
used. Time has not permitted an examination of the yellow
charts to determine how they compare with the blue charts
and whclt was added or deleted.
2.

The Tribal Number Master List is primarily a list of
ancest()rs of the petitioning group. The list is said to
have bE!en compiled from Bowman's research on the families
(UH~ 1988b).
It includes the ancestor's name, the unique
(~~, one-of-a-kind) number assigned by the UHN, and the
number of the "blue chart" on which the name appears. The
list includes several ancestors who are identified elsewhere
by the UHN as non-Indians. Examples of such individuals are
Aug\;.st Creppel (Tribal Number Master List number 0110A),
Micl':.el Dardar (0100A), Jean Charles Naquin (0171A), Thomas
Molinere (OJOOA), Francois Galley (0086A), and Marie Manette
Renc.ud (01J4A, 0151A, 016JA), to mention but a few. An
altElrnCltive name for the Tribal Number Master List might
bett.er be "Master Ancestor List."
3.

Thl. Third and Current Base List ("Tribal Lineaqe Base

Li.t~")

At c. special meeting of the UHN tribal council held May 28,
199]" ii new and entirely different base list was adopted.
Thie: list could more aptly be called a census list because
it is im abstract of individuals and households identified
as "Indian" in one of several Federal population censuses.
Thh~ l.ist, as well as a list of 144 deceased members, and a
lis1: o:f 11 individuals who had been accepted into membership
withou't:· establishing a "link" to any ancestor on the tribal
linElagl! base list were received on July 16, 1991 (UHN 1991b,
ResCllu't:ion 1). UHN genealogists indicated that these lists
15
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had heen part of a larger shipment of genealogical charts
covering 6,434 additional, new members sent to their
att~~ney in June 1991.
Only the resolutions and "Tribal
Lineage Base Lists" had been forwarded on to the BAR; the
balance of the shipment was not received until January of
1992 (UHN 1992), eight months into the active consideration
peric)d.
The council's resolution adopting this census listing as the
tribal lineage base list reads:
in lawful consideration of establishing a sound
and fair basis from which to determine, as
acceptable, the genealogical lineage of Houma
Indian descendence, accept without questions, or
reservations, the united states Censuses for the
years 1860, 1870, 1880, and 1900 as the lawfully
established "Tribal Lineage Base Lists" (OHN
1991b, Resolution 1).
In al1 interview, URN genealogical staff explained that
anth:ropologist Jack campisi sent them photocopies of
sele,::ted pages reproduced from the Federal population census
(Field Data, Colliflower and McMillion, 1992a). URN
gene,!logist Mary Lou Townsley then abstracted persons
identified by the census enumerator simply as "Indian"2
(Field Data,Colliflower and McMillion, 1992a).
When asked why some families enumerated as "Indian" had been
omitted from the typewritten list provided with the
resolution, Townsley stated that her handwritten lists had
been re:typed several times before they were submitted to the
BAR (Field Data, Colliflower and McMillion, 1992a; OHN
1991a, Resolution 1). Earlier Field Data (1991a) indicates
that on:ly :tamilies enumerated as "Indian" were extracted,
and the!n only once [even though in succeeding years
addi ticlnal children not previously enumerated may have been
present}. A partial analysis of these lists and the census
itsel:t shows that the base lists approved by the tribal
council in 1991 do not include all "Indians" present in all
years, nor do they include :tamilies/individuals who were
known atncestors o:t the group when they were identified as
anytllinlg other than "Indian." Some individuals then
identit.'ied as "Indian" who were extracted have no apparent
descendants in the current membership.
2

In no instance did the enumerator record the tribal heritage of
parsens enumerated as "Indian."
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The group's use of the Federal census as a base list is
belieVE!d to have resulted from their misinterpretation of
the BAFt's obvious deficiency letter requesting copies of
"'any fc)rmer rolls" which might exist (Field Data,
Colliflower and McMillion, 1992ai Bureau of Indian Affairs
1986 and 1987).
It is unclear whether any of the lists provided were ever
actually used by the UHN as "base lists". The "blue" and
"yello"," charts (which are base lists one and two) were
created from the ancestry and individual history charts
preparE~d for the petitioner.
The "Tribal Number Master
List" includes persons identified elsewhere by the
peti ticmer as non-Indians. The "Tribal Lineage Base List"
(the third and current base list) was abstracted from the
l86e, 1870, 1880, and 1900 Federal population censuses of
Terlebcmne and Lafourche parishes and was not itself
comple1:e until 1991.

C.

CUll:'rent Enrollment Procedures

CUrI'en1:1y, the registration process is initiated by the
indiviciual. The person contacts the UHN headquarters and
fills C)ut a "registration form" for each member of the
family. Next, the applicant is asked to fill out an
anCE!stlry chart listing their ancestors as far back as
posl!~ible.
They also fill out an individual history chart.
The enlrollment staff then verifies the information provided
by 1:he applicant against the UHN ancestor index card file
prepared by UHN researchers from documents collected. If
the applicant can trace back to a UHN ancestor, they will be
assj.gn,ed an enrollment number. No supporting documents
ver:.fying the identity of the applicant are necessary.
Curl:en·tly there is no apparent tribal council involvement in
the enrollment process; in earlier years there was.
Reg;.stration cards were checked by council members; if they
knell the applicant, they were approved and sent back to the
staJ:f. The staff stamped the chairperson's name on the back
as approved. For additional discussion, refer to Section
III~~.
It is unclear if this practice is still being used.
According to the staff, the only time an applicant has to
pro'lide documentation (birth record, etc.) is if there is "a
mislsing link" (i.e., if they don't know who one of their
anC4!stors is) (Field Data, Colliflower and McMillion,
199:~a).
No resolution appears to have been passed citing
doc1lments which are acceptable evidence. An individual may
17
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be rE!moved from the membership roll if he/she does not
"trac:e back" to a Houma ancestor: a tribal resolution is
not needed (Field Data, Colliflower and McMillion, 1992a).
IV.

FORMER MEMBERSHIP LISTS

The lruN petition, as initially submitted, contained no
formurmembership lists. Two former lists of members were
lateJ~ provided with the petitioner's response to BAR's
obvious deficiency (00) letter: one list for the Houma
Tribl~s, Inc.; the other, for The Houma Alliance, [Inc.].
A
second Houma Alliance list was collected at the UHN office
in GI)lden Meadow, during field research in June 1992. The
Houma Tribes, Inc. and The Houma Alliance, [Inc.] were
precursors of the united Houma Nation, Inc. (OHN) petitioner
(OHN 1985b, 145-147; Field Data, Colliflower and McMillion,
(HG) 1992a).
A.

'l'he Houma Tribes, Inc.

The Il!arliest membership list provided was for The Houma
Tribl!s, Inc. This list, estimated to have been prepared in
1973, includes 2,579 individuals, grouped by parish with the
larg,ast representations being from the parishes of
Terr,abonne (1,074), Lafourche (935), and Jefferson (423).
Considerably smaller numbers appear in other nearby
parishes. The list includes sixty-three individuals who
resi:ied. out of state. The balance (111 individuals, 4%) are
spread over 13 Louisiana parishes. Within each parish,
indilTid.uals appear to be grouped into family households,
thou;h familial relationships are not stated. Full name,
date of birth, and mailing address are provided for most
indilTid.uals listed.
B.

rhll Houma Alliance,

[Inc.)

The second former list provided in the UHN response to the
00 lett:er was a list of the members of The Houma Alliance,
[Inc.] (OHN 1976). This list, which contains the names of
approxi.mately 1,795 individuals, is believed to have been
prepare!d in 1976--three years after The Houma Tribes' list.
Individluals listed appear to be grouped by families and/or
househcllds. Familial relationships are not stated. Full
name, aLge in years, and sex are provided. Household
addressles are generally expressed only by street name or
18
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post office box but without the town, making it virtually
impossible to conduct any analyses or compare it with other
available lists.
Another Houma Alliance list (1976) was obtained from UHN
headquClrters during field research. This list, like the
list presumably prepared in 1976, also appears to be
arrangE!d in families and/or households. No addresses of any
sort are provided, only full names and dates of birth.
Maie.en names are used for women.
V.

CURRENT MEMBERSHIP LIST

The UHN's documented petition, as initially submitted June
18, 1985, included a list of names and addresses for only
2,718 adult members (UHN 1985c). This list, prepared in the
spring of 1985, contained full mailing address for each
meml:.er, but no other identifying information. No children
werE! apparent and there was no obvious grouping which might
su9ges1t: familial relationships.
The si:z;e of the list (2,718) was significantly smaller than
the B~R had been led to expect. For this reason, and
beccLusle the genealogical charts of some members indicated
UHN melnbership numbers in the 6000's, the BAR questioned the
comple"teness of the list in the obvious deficiency letter
(UHlI 1'985a; Bureau of Indian Affairs 1986).
In response to
BARfs OD letter, the UHN petitioner submitted a new list
con1:ai:ning 11,223 members (UHN 1988). The list of 11,223
was cOlmputerized by the BAR and hereinafter will be referred
to cLS part of the "UHN membership database."
In ~run,e 1991, shortly after the petition had been placed
undur ,active consideration, the petitioner submitted a
supple:mental list to their attorney along with supporting
genE!al,ogical charts (UHN 1992). This new material covered
approximately 6,400 new members who had been enrolled since
the 11,223 were submitted. These additions represented new
bir1:hs and members omitted from the membership list
subnitted in 1988. Unfortunately, however, the supplemental
lis1: and the accompanying genealogical charts were not
fO~iarded to the BAR until eight months later--after BAR
gen4!alogists had questioned the presence of UHN membership
numbers in the 17,000's1 The missing charts were received
by 1:he BAR in January 1992. Delay in transmitting this
additional material (a 57 percent increase in the size of
19
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the 9roup) caused the Assistant Secretary to extend the
peril)d for active consideration.
For the purpose of this report, the group's "current list"
of memb,ers consists of the 11,223 members submitted in June
1988 SDS the supplemental list of approximately 6,400
members, received in January 1992. The current list includes
17,616 members. Information on an additional 156 members
was submitted to the group's attorney two to three weeks
prior t:o the field research in June 1992 (Field Data,
Colliflower and McMillion, 1992); this material has not been
forwa,rdled to the BAR and is not included in this report.
The current list provides the following information for most
membersj: mailing address, full name, sex, date of birth
(month, day, and year), social security number (where
applicclble), UHN membership number, mother's full maiden
name, 1:ather's name, and for each parent whether they are
"H" ("Houma,,)3 or "NH" ("non-Houma") (UHN 1988b, Field Data,
Colliflower and McMillion, (DO) 1992a). Women are listed by
full mcliden name. Identification of the member's parents as
"Houma" or "non-Houma" has been determined by tribal members
who stuff the tribal headquarters in Golden Meadow (Field
Data, Colliflower and McMillion, 1992a).
For most families, the current membership list includes at
leas,t 1:wo generations--sometimes three where younger
families are involved. The presence of four generations is
estima1:ed to be very rare.
A.

Geltleral statistics on Membership

1.

Agl.

The median aqe of current members for whom dates of birth
are km)wn appears to be around 22+ years. This figure and
tho~je in Table 3 below are based on a total membership of

~he pE~titioner's classification of a parent as "H" (meaning
"Houma") does not reflect the BAR's finding as to whether or not
the parent bas Indian heritage. For a more detailed discussion of
BAR's findings regarding the petitioner's claims to descend from
the historic Houma Tribe, see section x, Establishing Tribal
,Heritage (Which Tribe?), of this technical report.
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17,554 members which excludes the 62 members for whom no
birth year data is known.
TABLB 3

AGE RANGE OF CURRENT MEMBERSHIP
22
23
53
73

and under
thru 52
thru 72
and over

8,537
7,237
1,319
461

Total

17,554*

49%
41%
7%
3%
100%

* Does not include 62 for whom no birth year is known

2.

Geographic Distribution

Stat.is1:ics on the geographic distribution of the current
meml:1er!;hip are estimated, due to lack to time for BAR to
follow up on addresses that were obviously incomplete or
incclrrl:!ct. At least 93 percent of the group's members
appE~ar to live within the state of Louisiana (74% live in
the adjoining parishes of Terrebonne, Jefferson, Lafourche,
and st. Mary; 19% live elsewhere in the state); less than 7
perc~en1~ live outside the state.
Information on the parish
of l'esidence was not provided and was, therefore, estimated
using i:l road map. When the parish could not easily be
detE~rmined from the map, persons were placed in the "Other
Louisii:lna" category.
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TABLE ..
ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF OBN
MEMBERSHIP BY PARISH

Terrebonne
Jefferson
Lafourche
St. Mary
Subtotal

6,771
2,529
2,415
;1..283
12,998 (74%)
376

Plaquemines
st. Bernard
Orleans
Other LA l2a;rish
Subtotal

335
2,192
16,390 (93%)

Other than LA
Total known

1,187
17,577

489

39

state unknown
Total Current

17.616

The pe1:ition provides a chart showing the distribution of
8,715 ]ltlembers of the "Houma Indian Population, by Parish"
for thE~ year 1985 based on UHN tribal records (UHN 1985b).
Effert!> were made to compare the 1985 information provided
in the petition with the Table 4 above. However,. meaningful
coml=arJLsons could not be drawn because of the "Other
Louisiana" category.
3.
Mal~riaq. Patterns
Statis1:ics generated from the membership database provide
some insight into marriage patterns prevalent among the
cur:t:en1: membership. The analysis of the data that follows,
however, must be seen as a provisional estimate, because the
data that the petitioner submitted is limited. It is
hell=,ful only as an indicator that endogamy may have been
practi(::ed for from 1880 to around 1940 at the level of 50%
or greater. Better data would need to be collected, and a
more dE~tailed analysis would have to be performed before
this c()uld be asserted with certainty.

The da1:a shown in Table 5 below has been calculated from the
database of 17,618 (the total number before a few
corz·ec1:ions were made). The figures do not add to 17,618.
Infc,rmation in the database concerning the ancestry of

memt~er!;hip
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individual members was obtained from the UHN membership list
itself.. Determinations regarding the ancestry of members
parents (i.e., "H" for "Houma" and "NH" for "non-Houma") are
believed to have been made by the URN genealogical staff.
TABLE 5
URN MARRIAGE PATTERNS
BASED ON THE PARTIAL DATA SUPPLIED BY THE PETITIONER

rn Between
1 885
1 900
1 910
1 920
1 930
1 940
1 950
1 960
1 970
1 980
1 990

-

1899
1909
1919
1929
1939
1949
1959
1969
1979
1989
1992

Birth date
Range,
Current UHN
Members

Percent with
two Houma
parents

21
126
299
513
805
1,511
2,293
3,434
4,021
4,109
405

76 %
80
75
69
63
57
42
36
26
17
15

Percent with
one Houma
parent only
23 %
20
25
31
37
43
58
64
74
83
85

==
*

Blrth year for at least 62 members is missing from database.

The pe'tition states that:
Since 1960 there has been a greater tendency for
H'oumas to marry whites, but this has not been a
siqnificant [p]ortion of the population.

The

m,ajority of Houma continue to marry other members
of the tribe"(UHN 1985b, 130).
Statis'tics gathered from the petitioner's membership list
con1:radict this statement. Based on the membership
database, the tendency for "Houmas" to marry whites appears
to have been prevalent since at least the 1950's and to have
been on a steady increase since the early 1900's (19101919). The table above illustrates that it was more common
for members born in decades prior to 1950 to have two
"Hollma" parents (57%). In decades beginning with the
1950's, the tendency to marry other "Houmas" dropped
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significantly to 42%. Thus the te~dency beginning in the
1950'!; was to marry non-Indians. This tendency has
continued, and by the 1980's had almost doubled (83%) what
it wan in the 1940's (43%).
Table 3 also reflects the fact, contrary to what the
petition states (URN 1985b, 130), that the portion of the
membe:=-ship which is marrying out may be significant and,
furth,ar, that the majority of the members may not have been
marrying other members of the group since the 1940's.
VI.

LIST COMPARISONS

Meaningful comparisons between the Houma Tribes list and the
two HOUIl.1a Alliance lists are virtually impossible because
informa1:ion provided differs. One list provides complete
mailing addresses, another gives only street or post office
box, while the third gives no address at all. One list
exprE'SS~~S age in years, while the others provide birth
infol~ation as month, day, and year.
Two give the full
maidE!n name for women, the other lists women by married name
withc,ut reference to maiden name. Because of problems like
this. i't was very hard to confirm that individuals on one
list were the same as people on another list.
Notw:Lthstanding the above inconsistencies, a very limited
comparison was attempted, using 25 of the more visible
membt!rs 4 of the current tribal council and five other
memb.ars as the sample (obviously, this is not a random
sample and cannot be used to extrapolate to the petitioning
grou:p as a whole). The analysis showed that 29 of the 30
individ.uals checked appeared on the current UHN membership
list. One council member could not be identified on any
list. Of the 30, two persons could be identified on the
lists of all three organizations; five appeared on both the
UHN lisit (the current membership list) and the Houma Tribes
list; and five others showed up on the URN list and one of
the twC) Houma Alliance lists. No individual appeared on
both Hc)uma Alliance lists. seventeen appeared only on the
curren1: membership list.

4 Includes 14 council members, 9 alternate council members, and 2
ex-offic:io members (former chairpersons).
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Our I::onclusion was that very little overlap was found
betwl:!en the available lists, even for the more prominent
memb:!rs.
VII.

RECORDS UTILIZED

To verify information presented in the petition, research
was :::onducted in a variety of different repositories and
reco~ds,.
Staff genealogists made two separate field trips
to repolsitories in Louisiana. The first trip, in December
1991, was based on data for the 11,223 members available at
that time; a second trip was made in June, 1992, after the
data cClvering the approximately 6,400 new members had been
reviewed and computerized. Extensive research was also
cond~cted in Washington, D.C. area repositories, in
particu.lar the National Archives and the library of the
Nati ::ma,l Society, Daughters of the American Revolution
(NSDAR). Wherever possible, however, research focused on
origina.l records. Where published information was relied
upon, some effort was made to verify the information at the
origina.l source. The following paragraphs will briefly
disc~ss, some of the major collections and the extent to
which. t~hey were utilized.
A.

ori.ginal Records

CClurthouse Records
in four parish courthouses (primarily Terrebonne
Parish and Lafourche Parish, but also Ascension and
Assumpt:ion parishes) were researched in an effort to verify
informaltion provided and/or cited in the petition. The
largest~ quantity of relevant material was found in
Terrebcmne Parish where several of the group's earliest
ancestclrs had acquired and disposed of land and other
possess~ions beginning in the early 1800's.
Where documents
collect:ed were written in French, translators were employed
to prepare English transcripts. All documents were reviewed
for genealogical content. Relevant information was then
extract:ed and posted to BAR's "pink charts"S for further
analysis. Many of the documents which have been utilized in
1.

Records~

S
The "pink charts" were early printouts from the Roots III
datulase,. They were early in the sense that the database had not yet been
expanded, to include current members of the UHN tribal council and their
ancelltor's (see discussion at section IX).
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analises and evaluations for this report are discussed at
some length in section VIII, entitled "Establishing Ancestry
as Indian."
2.
Wc,rld War I Draft Records
Worlj. War I draft registration cards were consul ted to see
how ancestors of the petitioning group had identified
themselves or been identified by Selective Service
registrars when they registered for the draft in 1917 and
1918 (U.S. Selective service 1917-18).
The draLft registration cards for 15 surnames6 which are
significant or common to UHN genealogy were pulled and
reproduced from the total cards filed from the parishes of
Terrebcmne and Lafourche. Approximately 365 individual
cards \lTere reproduced from the total cards filed: 203 from
Terrebcmne Parish; 162 from Lafourche Parish. The names of
these 365 persons were then compared with the BAR's pink
charts to see if any could be identified as ancestors of the
UHN. Forty-four men were identified with reasonable
certainty. Another nine were "perhaps" ancestors, but could
not be positively identified based on available information.
Three ~;eparate registrations had been held for the draft. 7
A slightly different registration card had been used for
each oj: the registrations. In each case, the front of the
card WclS physically completed by a registrar based on
infcrmCltion provided by the individual being registered.
The person registering was then asked to read what the
regjstrar had written on the front of the card and to attest
to t.he accuracy of the information recorded by signature or
marK.
.
The question regarding race was handled differently on each
of t.he three registrations.

The rirst registration card

simply asked the registrant to specify which race but
sug<;res1::ed no terminology. The second form asked the

6 Bergeron, Billiot, Chaisson, Courteaux, Creppel, Dardar, Fitch,
Fredl!ric:k, Gregoire, Molinere, Naquin, Sauvage, Solet, Verdin, Verret and
all ',ariant spellings.
7 The first registration was for men ages 21-31 as of June 5, 1917.
The I.eccmd registration, a year later (June 5, 1918), was for man who had
becOIfla ;11 in the intervening year. The third and final registration was
for all men between the ages of 18-21 and 31-45 on September 12, 1918, who
had ~ot previously registered.
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indilfid.ual to specify the race by striking out the
inappro'priate lines or words and offered five possible
alterna:tives of which the fifth was "I am a noncitizen or
citizen Indian."s The forms used for the first and second
regist:r"ations provided for a corner of the form to be torn
off if the person was of African descent. While some
registrars did tear corners, others placed a "C" in the
lower c:orner of the form. The third form provided boxes to
check race as "White," "Negro," "Oriental," or "Indian,"
with "Indian" further classified as to "citizen" or
"noncit:izen." The back of the card included space for the
registrar to describe the physical appearance (height,
build, color of eyes and. hair, disqualifying disabilities)
and to record a personal comment not seen by the registrant.
The registrar then certified:
that my answers are true; that the
person registered has read or has had
read to him his own answers; that I have
witnessed his signature or mark, and
that all of his answers of which I have
knowledge are true, except as follows
(emphasis added) . • • (U.S. Selective
Service 1917-19).
Conmlen1:s extracted from the backs of the 365 draft cards
rept'oduced by BAR's researchers ref lect confus ion on the
part: of registrars over the meaning of such terms as "mixed
breEd," "mixed blood," "mixed," and "mix Indian," and
whether these terms included persons of some "Indian"
heritac~e.
Examples of this confusion follow.
On cards of persons who identified themselves as "Indian" on
the frl:Jnt of the card, the registrar commented later (on the
reVE!rS1e) :

• "Non-citizen Indians" were Indians living on a reservation under
the ::arcit of a Government agent or roaming individually, or in bands over
unsettled tracts of country.
They were believed to be maintaining
relatioJ:ts with a tribe, were not taxed, and were not to be counted for the
purp~se of the apportionment of Representatives among the States.
Noncitizen Indians were not required to register for the Selective Service
draft. In contrast, "Citizen Indians" were living mingled with the white
("ordin,ary") population, out of tribal relations, were taxed, were to be
counted for apportionment purposes, and were required to register for the
draft.
(Twenty Censuses 1979, 19,22; Provost Marshall General Second
B!l2Q[Lof the Provost Marshal General to the Secretary of War on the
~~ons
of the Selective Service System to December 20, 1918
Washington: GPO 1919, 197).
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"Registered as Indian but is mixed
breed."
"Born of white & Indian parents."
On the ,card of a person who identified himself as "Mix
Indiim" on the front, the registrar commented:
"Father Is of Indian, mother is of
Indian and caucasian."
On ~le card of a person self-identified as "Caucasian," the
regi:;;trar commented:
"Mix Blood."
Only on.e of the four cards noted above could be reliably
matched by BAR to an ancestor of the UHN; the other three
were "perhaps" UHN ancestors, but could not be found on the
UHN lis:ts.
On one typewritten card (third registration, 1918) where the
individlual had registered as "white," the registrar drew a
line through the block and checked "Negro." On the back of
the cat~d, the registrar wrote, "My opinion is that he is a
mixed breed such as one at Golden Meadow" (U.S. Selective
Service 1918, Louisiana, Lafourche Parish, Augustin Verdin,
serial Number 2432, Order Number A459, Sep 12). The
registrar's comment raises an unanswered question as to his-and o1:her registrars' --interpretation of the term "mixed
breed." This registrar's comment also suggests his
aWarenE!SS of a community of "mixed breeds" at Golden Meadow.
An a.nalysis of answers to questions relating to race for the

45' Juen who could be identified by BAR with any reliability
as c!lnCI~stors of the UHN shows them distributed by race as
follows:
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TABLB ,
RACIAL DISTRIBUTION
by self-identification.

20**

Indian
Indian Mixed
Mixed/Mixed Blood
White
Caucasian

6
4

13

2***

Total

*
**
***

45

Positive identification on BAR's pink charts
Three of the twenty were identified by
registrars as being of "Mixed Blood."
One was identified by a registrar as descending
from "Indian/Negro."

Another nine persons were determined to be "perhaps"
descended from a UHN ancestor. Five of the nine identified
thenlsel ves as "Indian" (1), "Mixed Indian" (1), "Mixed" (2),
or 'Iwhite" (1). The card of the individual who identified
hims:el:c as "Indian" had been annotated by the registrar as
"mi>:" [sic].
If the classifications in Table 6 are regrouped to
cOn!lol.idate terms which could reasonably include persons of
SOmE! "Indian" heritage, the heading "Some Indian Blood"
might ·then look like this: 9

9 Analysis is limited to persons appearing on BAR's pink chart. at
'~hen the Roots III database included only the BAR's first selection
(i •• ,., 1089 names). If the analysis had been conducted using the complete
Root.s III database (1408 names), researchers would undoubtedly have b.en
&bll. to, match more draft registration cards with URN ancestors.
a time
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TABLB 7
RACIAL DISTRIBUTION
by self-identification.
(revised)
# Men

How Identified
Some Indian Blood
White/Caucasian

30

15
45

Total

* Positive Identification on BAR's pink charts
3.

Census Records

For thE! purpose of this report, genealogists used the
Federal population census schedules to try to locate
proll'immt UHN ancestors in order to verify information
prov idE~d by the petitioner. The census was also used to
determine whether.individuals who could be identified with
the grc)up had been identified as "Indian" and, if so, of
what tribal origin. For discussions of residential patterns
in t.he census, see the accompanying Historical and
Anthropological reports.
GenE!alc)gical research initially focused on Federal
popllla1tion schedules of Lafourche and Terrebonne Parishes
fourld in National Archives Record Group 29, Records of the
BUrE!aU of the Census. The majority of the petitioning
group':$ ancestors lived in these two par ishes . Some
schE!dules for other parishes were also researched; refer to
the bibliography for a complete list of censuses searched
(U. B. :Bureau of the Census).
It Has often impossible to positively identify families in
the census with families sampled on BAR's pink charts, thus
mak:Lng it difficult to draw conclusions from available
information. These difficulties may have resulted because
the individual/family was residing outside Terrebonne and
Lafc)Urche parishes when the census was taken and was
enwnerated elsewhere, or was simply not enumerated at all.
Whe:re they could be identified, it was sometimes with
unrl~cognizable family members who had widely different
nam,~s.
In some instances they were enumerated 20 years
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apar':, making family composition almost impossible to pin
down.
Wherl~

specific individuals/families could be found, racial
iden't:ification was often inconsistent. The following
exam:;>le (albeit a non-Indian) is fairly typical of the
problem, found. Manette Renaud appears in the 1850 census as
"M" (Mu,latto), as "Ind" (Indian) in 1860, and as "W" (White)
in 1680. She could not be found in the 1870 census.
Manette Renaud classified herself as white when applying for
theNar' of 1812 pension of her last husband, Etienne Billiot
(U.S Ve:terans Administration 1878b), and it can be verified
that her parents were of French ancestry (Catholic Church,
Diocese of Baton Rouge, 1982, ASC-5, 276; ASM-2, 99; ASC-2,
49;

A.S~[-l,

14).

The separate "Indian schedules" used with the 1900 and 1910
Federal. population censuses to enumerate households composed
predominantly of persons identified as "Indian" were not
found for Terrebonne and Lafourche Parishes (Twenty Censuses
1979, 39; U.S. Bureau of the Census 1900a, 1900c; 1910b,
1910c). When available, these schedules can often provide
valuable information about individuals and sometimes the
group clS a whole.
No Indian census rolls are known to have been prepared by
agents of the Bureau of Indian Affairs of persons living in
Terrebcmne or Lafourche Parishes (Indian Census Rolls. 1885~,

1973).

Of the "Indian progenitors" identified by BAR researchers
(Houma Courteau, Marie Gregoire, and Jeanet) (for more
infcrmCltion refer to discussion at Section VIII), only
Rosaliu, the daughter of Houma Courteau, and possibly Houma
CoulteClu himself, could be identified in the census. In
186C, 1~osa1ie is listed as Mrs. J. Billiot age 75, living
witt. h4!r grandchildren, Marguerite Verdin, age 17, and Eliza
Verc,in" age 25; all three are identified as "Indian" (U. S.
BurE:au of the Census 1860c, 6th Ward, p. 66, household
47S).w In 1880 "Rosalie Billiot," identified as "Indian,"
is listed as mother-in-law in the household of James Fitch,
husband of her granddaughter, Clodine (1880 U. S. Bureau of
the Census l880c, p. 323, household 290).

10
Rosalie's grandchildren, Marguerite and Eliza Verdin, were the
chil'iren of Ursain Verdin (son of Alexander Verdin and Harie Gregoire) and
Arth'!mille Billiot (daughter of Ro •• l i . COurt ••u and Jacques Billiot); as
such, they descended from Indian ancestors on both sides.
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Rosalie's father is beiieved to be "Courto, a Savage" listed
on t~e 1810 census (U. S. Bureau of the Census 1810, page
161, line 25). The census was recorded in English,
therafore "a savage" clearly meant Courto was an "Indian."
Maria Gregoire (m. Alexander Verdin) and Jeanet (m. Joseph
Billiot) could not be found.
In general, census information concerning UHN families
sampled. by the BAR genealogists was found to be quite
inconsistent and not always reliable with respect to family
composition or racial identification.
This fi.nding is not inconsistent with findings of other
scholars regarding use of the census for ethnic
identification purposes:
Any assumption of ethnicity on the basis of
census data from a single year (or any other
single document) may err. Determining the
ethnic identity of any family labeled free
people of color (or f.p.c.) on any record
invariably requires exhaustive research in
the widest-possible variety of resources
(Mills 1990, 264).
B.
1.

Published Sources
HElbert's South Louisiana Records

In addition to research in original records in four
Louisicma courthouses, Reverend· Donald J. Hebert's 12-volume
series entitled South Louisiana Records was utilized
extensively. The series contains abstracts of births,
baptislllS, marriages, and deaths recorded in Catholic and
non-Ca1:holic churches of the parishes of Lafourche and
Terrebcmne. The series also includes abstracts of
marriages, successions, and some original Acts recorded in
the courthouses at Thibodaux (Lafourche Parish) and Houma
(Terrebonne Parish). A volume of South Louisiana Additions
~~~rections was published in 1993 (Terrebonne
Genealogical Society 1993).
2.

Pllblished Church Records

Church records for St. Louis Cathedral in New Orleans dating
frOB, the early to mid-1700 I s were reviewed in their
published format, Sacramental Records of the Roman Catholic
~~of the Archdiocese of New Orleans, and were used to
verjfy relationships. These records in their published
fOrBlat reportedly do "not include information about race. or
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legitimacy, although race can often be deduced when the
country of origin, e.g., Senegal or Ireland, is listed"
(Woois and Nelson 1987, l:ix).
The Diclcese of Baton Rouge was separated from the
Archdiclcese of New Orleans in 1961. This diocese includes
the 12 civil parishes located directly north of Lafourche
and Terrebonne, including the civil parishes of Ascension
and Ase~umption. Records created prior to 1870 have been
brought: to the archives of the newly-created diocese and the
dioceSE! is now reported to have the "largest collect;on of
Catholic colonial registers in Louisiana outside of st.
Louis cathedral (New Orleans)" (Catholic Church, Diocese of
Baton Rouge 1978, i). Published records from this diocese
were e)camined in the series entitled Diocese of Baton Rouge
Catholic Church Records (refer to bibliography for citations
to individual volumes).
3.

IJlternational Genealogical Index (IGI)

A micr()fiche index published by the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latt.er-day Saints (aka LOS, an accepted acronym, or
Mon,om;) was also relied upon where more official sources
were nc)t available. A research outline distributed by the
Famjly History Library of the Church describes the
International Genealogical Index, commonly referred to as
the IGI, as
a worldwide index of about 187 million names of
df:!ceased persons. It lists birth, christening,
mi:lrriage, and Latter-day Saint temple ordinance
information. It does not contain records of
living persons. Most of the names in the index
C4:>me from vital records from the early 1500s to
1:B75. Other names were submitted by members of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day saints
f,or temple ordinance work.

Individuals listed in

t:tle index are not joined in family groups or
p,edigrees • • • [although) the index is published
by The Church • . • names are not limited to
Church members or their ancestors (LOS 1992, 1).
The microfiche is arranged by state and thereunder by
surname. citations to the ICI appearing in this report
(e.q., LOS-ICI, LA 1173) are to the state abbreviation (LA)
and the fiche card number (1173). Entries on pages
rep:~oduced on the fiche card are arranged alphabetically by
surname.
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VIII.

ESTABLISHING ANCESTRY AS "INDIAN"

The purpose of genealogical research for acknowledgment
purp::>se,s is to verify the petitioner's claims that members
are ::>f Indian descent and further that they descend from an
hist::>rical tribe, or tribes which combined and functioned as
a single autonomous entity. While other racial admixtures
may als:o be present within a group, the focus of the
genealogist's research is on whether the members of the
group dlescend from Indian ancestors and, if so, from which
tribe clr tribes. The BAR genealogist of necessity begins
with the information provided by the petitioner and sets out
to veri.fy this information using materials contained in the
petition and, when necessary, expands upon the petitioner's
information using standard genealogical research methodology
and available records.
The petition states that many "Houma" Indian women married
Frenchllien from 1800 to 1840 giving the tribe French family
names s~uch as Billiot, Dardar, Dion (Dean), Dupre, Gallet,
Naquin, Parfait, Verdin, Gregoire, and Verret, which then
became essentially "Indian" names (UHN 1985b, 35). Other
researc:hers have also commented on social distinctions
attrib1.:lted to certain names which are commonly found within
the pet:itioner's membership.
swanton identified three families "known by the French names
'Couteclux,' 'Billiout,' and 'Verdine, "' who were, he said,
all thclt was left after other Houma families "went back
north" in the late 1700's [ca. 1786]. He further stated
that the remaining "Houma" of Terrebonne and Lafourche
descended from these three "families or possibly bands"
(Swantcm 1911, 292).
speck said that, "family patronyms indicate that the
collect:ive Houma band stems from a limited group of
progenitors" - Billiot, Verdin, Diane (or Dean), parfait,
Gregoire, and Verret (Speck 1943, 212-213). Writing more
recently, stanton concurs: "Surnames are often indicators of
an Indian background. Some of the more common names which
are ei1:her exclusively Indian or tend to be Indian are:
Bi11io1:, Deon (Dion), Gregoire, Naquin, Parfait, and Verdin"
(Stantc)rl 1971a, 86). Stanton writes that "by 1795 at least
three ~l7hites, all bearing French surnames, had settled in
the southern portion of Terrebonne Parish, all three married
to Indians" (stanton 1979, 97). BAR could not verify the
sett.lernent date or determine which three whites stanton was
refE,rring to in this passage.
34
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All of t.he above surnames are present in the membership
today. Some names like Billiot (2,314 members) and Verdin
(1,029) are more common, followed then by Dardar (752),
Naquin (631), Parfait (556), Verret (460), creppell (279),
Fitch (267), Dion (247), Chaisson (192), Foret (186), solet
(171), and Gregoire (162). Forty-one percent of the current
UHN rcembership use one of the above surnames.
BAR c;;-enE!alogical research initially focused on verifying the
Indic.n ancestry of the "three original families of Houma"
ident;ified by Swanton--Couteaux [~], Billiout [sic], and
Verdine [sic] (Courteau, Billiot, and Verdin) (Swanton 1911,
292).
Research was then expanded to include other families,
such as Dardar, Naquin, Solet, Verret, Dion, Creppell,
GallHt, Foret, and Fitch, which petition materials had also
iden1:ified as ancestors of the URN. The starting point for
BAR'H work was always the petitioner's blue charts and
supporting genealogical charts.
Threl! of the progEmi tors of the UHN could be identif ied as
"Indi.an" with reasonable accuracy in official (Federal,
stat'~, and local) records:
Bouma courteau, a Biloxi Indian
(and his children, including his daughter Rosalie courteau,
wife of Jacques Billiot), and Indian women whose tribal
affilia.tion is not known: Karie Gregoire ("femme sauvage"),
wife of Alexander Verdin; and Jeanet ("an Indian woman"),
wife of Joseph Billiot (brother of Rosalie's husband
Jacques;). It is from these three "Indian progenitors," who
were mCLrried to non-Indians ll and appear to have founded
three independent family lines, that most UHN members
descend. Virtually nothing is known about the ancestors of
these early families. Appendix A is a diagram which shows
how. these three "Indian progenitors" relate to one another.
The following sections will discuss the evidence to identify
thelHe UHN progenitors as "Indian." A discussion of what is
kno~'n '!lbout the specific tribal affiliation of these "Indian
progenitors" will be found in section X entitled,
"Es1:ablishing Tribal Heritage/Which Tribe?"
A.

URN'. "Indian proqenitors"

The UHN often discuss their ancestors in terms of their
relationship to Rosalie Courteau, an important historical
\I

For a more extensive discussion of Houma Courteau's wife,

Bee

belcw.
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leadar. This section of the report will begin with Rosalie
Courteau and her relations before proceeding to Marie
Greg::>ire and Jeanet. other URN progenitors whom the
petitioner did not claim to be Indian, or for whom Indian
ancestry could not be established, are handled under the
subheading "Other UHN Ancestors."
1. Roslalie Bouma Courteau
Documentation of Rosalie's ancestry as Indian is based
primarily on the Indian ancestry of her father, Houma
CourteaLu/Abbe/Iacalobe, who is clearly identified as
"Indi.an" in official records (see section VIII .A.l. a) .
Rosalie also appears as "Indian" in the 1860 and 1880
Federal population censuses (U. S. Bureau of the Census
1860c, p.66, household 475; U. S. Bureau of the Census
1880c, p. 323, household 290). "Indian" ancestry for
RosaliE~'s mother has not been documented, although BAR
genealogists believe it is likely (see VIII.A.l.b).

Infcrmcltion concerning Rosalie Courteau's date and place of
birth is somewhat conflicting. The petitioner's blue charts
place her date of birth as simply 1787 (URN BC1). An
abstra(::t of Rosalie I s baptism which appears in Hebert' s
South Louisiana Records (Hebert 1978a, 161) indicates that
Rosa.li4! was baptized on January 27, 1867, at the age of 80;
this: aCJrees with the petitioner's information. The
IntE!rniltional Genealogical Index (IGI) lists her date of
birt~h CiS June 24 ~ 1787, in Houma, Terrebonne Parish (LDSIGI, ~~ 1173). The IGI entry shows the information to have
been submitted by an LOS church member, but does not
indica'te the source of the member's information. Oral
hist:ory reports her place of birth as Biloxi, Mississippi
(BiJ.li,::>t, Charles and Emay 1978; Billiot, Charles 1979).
Confli,eting information regarding Rosalie's date of birth
appnar:s in several places. In her application for a widow's
pem;io:n based on her husband's (Jacques Billiot) service in
the War of 1812 (U.S. Veterans Administration 1878a) ,12
Rosalie gives her age as 83 (Le., born about 17'5). In the
1880 Federal population census of Terrebonne Parish,
"Rol.alie Billot" is enumerated as "Indian;" her age is
recorded as 102 years (1. e., born about 1778) (U. S. Census
12

Rosalie's pension application was rejected because Jacques'
military service could not be verified by Federal officials.
Widows
Brief, 'liar of 1812 Svc. Pension, "Rejected July 14, 1879, on the grounds
that th'ere is no evidence of the alleged service. Claimant so notified"
(U.S. V,eteran. Administration 1878&).
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1880c, 6th Ward, p ..
Church records give
placing her year of
The original of the
for review.

323, household 290). Published Montegut
her age at death in 1883 as 130 years,
birth at about 1753 (Hebert 1981c, 242).
Montegut Church record was not available

Rosalie!'s oldest child (Alexander) was born in 1813 (LDSIGI, LJ. 463); her youngest child, Jacques Constant, was born
in 183S (Hebert 1978a, 68). When this 22-year span is used
in conjlunction with the 1787 birth date, we find her
marrying at age 21 and bearing children from age 26 to 48.
Using t:he 1795 date of birth calculated from Rosalie's
pension application places her marriage at age 13. Her
childre!n would have been born when she was between 18 and 40
years of age. The 1787 birth date seems more likely than
the 1795 or 1753 dates, given Rosalie's 1808 marriage date,
since it would place her marrying at age 21, rather than 13
(1795) or 55 (1753).
The 1778 birth date calculated from the 1880 census seems
quite unlikely since it would mean that she gave birth to
her last child, Jacques, when she was 57 years old. The
1753 birth date calculated from the age at death reported in
Hebert/'s work (Hebert 1981c, 242) is undoubtedly in error.
Usil1g 1:his date (1753) would place Rosalie marrying at age
55 in 1808 and bearing children when she is between the ages
of eo Clnd 82--well beyond the years when a woman is
physiccllly able to bear children. The normal child bearing
yeals j:or a woman in this area and time period were probably
beb'een 18 and 45 years--the maximum possible range is
cons idE!red to be betweel" 12 and 50 years.
FrODI R()salie' s pension application we learn that she married
Jacc;:uel; Billiot on April 15, 1808, at Bayou Terrebonne (U.S.
Vete:rans Administration 1878a). She describes herself as a
"mald" [unmarried] at the time; Jacques was the widower of
ChaI'lo1:te Louis. This is the first and only indication of a
pric1r Jnarriage for Jacques. The petitioner's blue charts
(UHli' BC2; UHN BC3) make no reference to Jacques' marr iage to
anyclne other than Rosalie Courteau. Rosalie's marriage date
is c:onlEirmed in the IGI, but as was the case with the
infclrmation regarding her date of birth, this information
was all~o submitted by an LOS church member and the source of
the inlEormation is not reported in the published IGI entry
(LO~:-IGI, LA 1173).
Hebert, when reporting her death in
188~, 110tes that she was married to Jacques Billiot, but
givE!s 110 date for the marriage (Hebert 1981c, 242).
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Sacred Heart Church records that report "Rosalie Houma"
[sic] died January 24, 1883, and was buried the following
day in t:he cemetery of St'. John the Baptist, at Bayou
Terrebonne (Sacred Heart Church 1964; see document under
Field Delta, Colliflower and McMillion, 1992b (Certificate of
Death abstracted April 17, 1964, from Sacred Heart Church
records). However, other field data and oral history,
provide conflicting information, suggesting her burial may
have beE~n in Dugas Cemetery just below Montegut (Field Data,
Colliflc)wer and McMillion, 1991b; Courteau, Jimmy and
Albertine 1978). Oral history states that Rosalie was
buried in a brick cave at the back of the Dugas Cemetery.
Emile Billiot (Rosalie's nephew) is said to have taken the
marker and buried it (Field Data, Colliflower and McMillion,
19911:,; Dion 1981). A stone marker was placed at the front
of tl':.e Dugas Cemetery in recent years (Field Data,
Colli flc)wer and McMillion, 1991b). The inscription reads:
Rosalie Courteau
(Houmas)
June 4, 1787
Jan. 24, 1883
Wife of
Jacques Billiot
In the ;1968 intestate succession!3 of "Rosalie Houma
Court:eau, widow of/and Jacques Billiot"--entered some 85
yearfl after her death--her date of death is reported as
having .occurred one day later (January 25, 1883) (Terrebonne
Pariuh 1968).
In sUmm,ary, although Rosalie's reported date of birth ranges
from as early as 1753 to as late as 1795 (both dates
calculated), BAR believes the 1787 date to be most likely.
Infol7mation concerning Rosalie's marriage to Jacques Billiot
in 11108, and her death in 1883, is generally consistent.
a. ]~osalie's Father, Houma Courteau/Abbe/lacalobe.
Rosalie's father appears in official records under several
difft~rent names, but most consistently as "Courteau."
These
) SiUCCESSION refers to the process by which the property or right of
a dec ••dent is taken through descent or by will. It is a word that clearly
exclujes those who take by deed, grant, gift, or any form of purchase or
contract •••• (Black's Law Dictionary). In this instance, it means taken
by descent since Rosalie and Jacques died intestate (without leaving a
will). It is very unusual for such a long period to ensue between the
death and the filing of the succession.
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names, when viewed collectively, clearly identify "Courteau"
as Indian and as Rosalie's father.
Identification of Courteau as an Indian is found in two
deeds from the 1820's. In the earliest of these deeds a
"Touh/Tough-Ia-bay alias Courteau of the Beloxy Nation"
purchae;es land from a Jean Billiot (Terrebonne Parish
1822e) . Several years later, identified now as "Loup La Bay
called Courteau Indian of the Beloxy Nation," he conveys the
same land to Alexander Verdin [husband of Marie Gregoire]
(Terrebonne Parish 1829g). Both names, Touh/Tough-Ia-bay
and Loup La Bay, are obviously Indian and are undoubtedly
one-anci-the-same person. Neither deed makes any reference
to F.osalie.
Direct identification of Rosalie as the daughter of
"Lol:.prroup la [B]ay alias Courteau" comes from Rosalie
hers.elf and is found in a land transfer from Rosalie to
Clenlen1: Carlos (Terrebonne Parish 1856).
Further evidence that Courteau is the father of Rosalie and
the husband of Rosalie's mother, Marianne, is also found in
offj.cial parish records. Identification of Rosalie as the
dau~~ter of Marianne is found in an 1841 transfer of land
frODt Marianne, identified as the wife of Courtau [sic] and
the sil:;ter of Louis Ie Sauvage, to her "daughter" Rosalie
(Tel'rebonne Parish 1841a). Three years earlier, in 1838,
"Houma dit 14 Courteau" and wife Mari Ann/Marie Anne sold
lan~l to a Louis Verret (Terrebonne Parish 1838).
In the
183S dc)cument, the grantor's name is written as "Houma
COUl·tei!U" in the text of the document and is reversed to
read "Courteau + Houma" in the signature block. (The "+" in
the signature block indicates the individual signed the
dOC\lment with his mark rather than a written signature.)
Use of both names (Houma Courteau and Courteau Houma) within
the doc:::ument has been interpreted to mean that the names
werE~ u:sed interchangeably.
Additil::>nal evidence of family relationships can also be
gatllerced from the records concerning the probate of the
estclte of Francois Iacalobe (Terrebonne Parish 1844), which
identifies Iacalobe as the deceased husband of Marianne and
the fa'ther of four children:

14
"Cit" is French for "called" and when used in this manner means
that thn individual named Houma also went by the name of Courteau.
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Francois Courteau/Abe/Iacalobe (deceased);
(Marie Mingoloi is identified as Francois' widow;
their children are Julien and Josephine Iacalobe)
Rosalie Iacalobe/Benbe(?);
Antoine Iacalobe;
Marguerit Iacalobe
(Marguerit is identified as the mother of
Filarum/Philarum).
Thes4~

relationships are consistent with other materials,
both provided by the petitioner and qathered by BAR
researchers.

The Eollowing list attempts to display visually the
info:rmation concerning Courteau which was collected from the
offi,::ial documents discussed above:

1329
1338
1U1
1B44
1B56>*

Touh/Tough-la-bay alias Courteau of the Belozy
Nation
Loup La Bay called Courtea~ Indian of the Belozy
Nation
Houma dit Courteau and Courteau Houma [as husband
of Marianne Courtau]
Marianne Courtau [as wife of Courtau and mother of
ROsalie]
Iacalobe [as husband of Marianne and father of
four Iacalobe children: Francois Courteau/Abe,
Rosalie Benby(?); Antoine, and Marguerit Iacalobe]
Loup/Toup la [B)ay alias Courteau [father of

Rosalie~]

*

Rosalie identifies herself as daughter of Loup/Toup la [BJay
alias Courteau

Based. cln the foregoing, there seems little question but that
CourteaLU (aka Houma, Loup 1a Bay, Toup/Touh/Tough-1abay/lac:alobe) was Rosalie's father and was an Indian.
In ad.di.tion to the names mentioned in the paraqraph above,
some wI'iters have identified Rosalie's father, variably, as
Joseph Abbe, Shulushumon, and Louis de la Hussaye alias Ie
SauvagEI (tithe Indian tl ). Anthropologist John R. Swanton
identified Rosalie's father as "Joseph Abbe, a Biloxi medal
chief (also called Shulushumon)" (Swanton 1911, 292). This
informcltion is reported to have come from Rosalie's
daughtE!r, Felicite Billiot, who was age 78 when Swanton
interviewed her in 1907. Felicite is reported to have said
that tlher grandfather, Shulu-shumon or, in French, Joseph
Abbe, cmd more often called 'Courteaux' was a Biloxi medal
chief (emphasis added) . . . . . (Swanton 1911, 292).
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Swanton's field notes, however, show this quote to have come
from Bartholemy Billiot, Felicite's brother, and not
Feli,;::ite herself (Swanton 1906; UHN 1985b, 44). Elsewhere
in S~anton's field notes, Rosalie's father is also
identified as a Chitimacha chief (Swanton n.d.c).
other references to Rosalie's father as Joseph Abbe (aka
ShulJshumon) appear in works by Janel Curry (1979a, 17) and
Max Stanton (1979, 97). Such references appear to rely on
the field notes and writings of Swanton (Swanton 1911, 292;
Swanton n.d.b) who obtained his information from Bartholemy
Billiot..
of Indian Affairs (BIA) educator Ruth Underhill
stated that Rosalie was "pure Indian" and the "daughter of
the Indian chief Louis de la Hussaye, alias Ie Sauvage" but
did not give the source of her information (Underhill 1938a,
14). No evidence was found to sUbstantiate a parent-child
relatio1nship between Rosalie and anyone by the name of
Louis de la Hussaye/le Sauvage. Official records do
establi.sh a sibling relationship between Rosalie's mother,
Marianne, wife of Houma Courteau, and Louis Le Sauvage who
died without issue (Terrebonne Parish 1841a; Terrebonne
Parish 1854).
Bure~u

In 1943, Anthropologist Frank Speck stated:
The last chief, apparently a hereditary officer,
is: remembered to have been one Delahoussay
(Dalahousie) Couteau (Courteau). He is an
historical figure mentioned by Swanton, and
pclinted to by the Houma as the last social unifier
whose death (about 1800) left the people minus
leadership (Speck 1943, 213).
No source is cited for this information. Whether Speck
believEld a relationship to exist between Rosalie and this
"Oelahc,ussay Couteau" cannot be determined from his
writin9s.
The l8l0 Federal Population' Census of Lafourche Interior
Parish, the precursor to present-day Terrebonne Parish,
enumercltes one "Courto, a Savage" (U. S. Bureau of the Census
1810, page 161, line 25). Courto is listed as male, "of 45
[years] and up," with six children. The census was recorded
in English leaving no question that the words "a Savage"
after his name meant he was an Indian. Based on available
infcrmcltion we can only speculate that this Courto could
have bE~en Rosalie's father. His age would fit with a birth
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year of 1787 for Rosalie; his name is a phonetic spelling
for Courteau; he was Indian, as was Rosalie's father. The
only information which casts some doubt on such a.
relationship is found in Speck's writings wherein he states
(Wit:loUt citing any backup documentation) that the last
hereditary chief, Delahoussay Couteau, died about 1800--10
years prior to the census (Speck 1943, 213).
The pet,ition narrative at page 32 speculates that a "Louis
de la Houssaye Courteaux, alias Ie Sauvage" was most likely
the sec:ond Houmas chief present at the meeting between ChacChouma and Governor Claiborne in 1806. Volume 5, page 275
of Rowland (1917) is cited as the basis for this information
(UHN Pe!t., Narr., p. 32). An examination of the cited page,
however, shows no reference--direct or indirect--to anyone
by the name of "Louis de la Houssaye Courteaux, alias Ie
SauvagE~. "
The petitioner should recheck the source of this
information and provide the BAR with an accurate citation.
Janel ~~rry appears to enlarge on the statements of Swanton
and SpE!ck, identifying Rosalie's mother as the sister of
"chief Louis de la Houssaye" (Curry 1979a). She goes on to
claim t.hat "leadership went matrilineally from Louis de la
Houssa'~ [sic] to his sister's daughter" (Curry 1979b).
Ten'ebc)nne Parish conveyance records (Book I, page 157) are
cited as the basis for this statement. A search of the
cited conveyance records shows the documents on page 157 of
Booj.: I to record two land transfers, neither of which refers
to cl Lc:>uis de la Houssaye or to the passage of leadership of
any kind. One document records the transfer of land from
Marianne, wife of Courtau [sic] and sister of "Louis Ie
Sauvag1e," to her daughter, Rosalie Courteau (Terrebonne
Par:.sh 1841a); the other records Rosalie's transfer of land
acqllir,ed from Louis Ie Sauvage to a Mister Paroy(?)
(Terrebonne Parish l841b). Nowhere in any of the official
documents reviewed for this report was any evidence found to
corroborate claims that Louis de la Houssaye and Louis Ie
Sauvage were one-and-the-same individual.
The petitioner's blue charts identify Rosalie's father as
Josc~ph Houma Courteau (UHN BC1).
Published church records,
probably extracted from the original church record, identify
him simply as Joseph Courteau (Hebert 1978a, 161). The
ent:~y published in the IGI also describes him as Joseph
Cou:~teau; this entry may have been copied from a published
sou:~ce such as Hebert or may have been entered from family
inf':>rm,ation provided by a church member (LDS-IGI, LA 1173).
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b. Rosalie's siblings.
The pet:itioner's blue chart (URN BC1) lists Rosalie,
Francois, Antoine, Philomene, and Josephine (Fine) as the
childrEm of "Joseph Houma Courteaux" and "Anne Marie Pierre
(aka Mclrie Sauvage)." Rosalie, Francois, Antoine, and
Marguerite can be documented to be the children of Iacalobe
(Houma Courteau/Abbe) and Marianne using the succession of
Fra~cojLs Iacalobe (see discussion at VIII.A.l.a).
Based on
this Selme succession, Philerom Courteau/Billiot, Josephine
(Fi~e)., and Julien Courteau are the grandchildren of
Iacalobe (Houma Courteau/Abbe) and Marianne.
Philerc)m was born February 10, 1812, and baptized December
17, 1818 (Catholic Church. Diocese of Baton Rouge, ASM
4:238). Josephine was born about 1833 according to the 1860
census where she appears as "Fine" with her mother Marie
[(Migolois) Courteau, now Billiot] (U.S. Bureau of the
Cens,us 1860e, Terrebonne Parish, p. 67, household 480 ).
Julien appears as Julius, age 21, with his mother Marie
[(Migolois) Courteau, now Billiot] in 1850; in 1860, he is
list.ed as Julien Billiot, age 33, as the head of a household
cont~ining his sister Fine's children (U.S. Bureau of the
Cem;:us 1860c Terrebonne Parish, p. 67, household 48).
The Federal population census schedules also show "Julien
Houllla,'11 an Indian, age 38 in 1870 (born about 1832) (U. S.
BUrE!aU of the Census 1870b, page 25, household 202) and
"Philerome Billiot," an Indian (male), age 66 in 1860 (born
abo\lt 1794) (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1860c, p. 418,
houuehlold 646).
Althou.gh a 1854 land transfer identifies Marianne Courteau
as 1:he "deceased mother" of Antoine, Julien and Fine
[Jouepbine] courteau, and Philerom Billiot/courteau (Terr
Par 1854), this parent/child relationship is not supported
by pap,ers in the succession of Francois Iacalobe. The
succ:ession identifies Julien, Josephine, and Philerom as
grandchildren of Marianne and Antoine as a son.
Add:L tional documentation to support the Indian ancestry of
Rosalie's sister, Marquerite Courteau, appears in a series
of hirth and death records found in the basement of the
Terl~ebonne Parish Courthouse and later published in
~~ebonne Life Lines.
A "Declaration of Death" given by
"Jean Billiou" [Jean Billiot, the son of Jean Baptiste
[Jean-Pierre] Billiot and Marie Enerisse] regarding the,
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deattl?l!i of Marguerite courteau, identifies her as an "idian
[ sic) Yiroman." She is reported to have died on August 6,
1822. No tribal heritage was recorded for Marguerite. This
declaration of death and the series of declarations of birth
which follow, all given September 7, 1822 by Jean Billiot,
identif:y five children born to him and Marguerite Courteau
between 1812 and 1819~ (Shannon 1985,65-67). Descendants
of thesle children who were born to Jean Billiot and
Marguerite Courteau, his "Indian" wife, would be counted as
"Indian" in the same manner that descendants of "Jeanet an
Indian woman" and Marie Gregoire are being counted except
for thE~ fact that it has not been possible to identify them
on the current URN membership list and none of them appear
in either of the samples (systematic random or non-random) .
Based em the above evidence, Rosalie, Francois, Antoine, and
Marguerite are believed to be the children of Houma
CourteClu/Abbe/Iacalobe and of "Indian" ancestry. Evidence
to estclblish Marianne as "Indian" or as "Anne Marie pierre"
was neither provided by the petitioner nor found by BAR
rese arc:hers •
c. Rosalie's mother. Marianne Courteau, and Marianne's
brother, Louis Sauvage/le Sauvage.
Al tl1.0U9h numerous documents refer to Marianne, they provide
little personal information about her other than that she
was th~! wife of Houma Courteau (also written Courteau
HOUDla) ,; the sister of Louis le Sauvage "who died without
isst.ei" the mother of Rosalie, the "wife of Jacques Billiot"
(TeITebonne Parish 1841ai Terrebonne Parish 1838i Terrebonne
Parish 1854), and as the widow of Iacalobe and mother of
RosC!.lil!, Antoine, Francois Courteau/Abe, and Marguerit
IacC!.lobe (Terrebonne Parish 1844). Swanton's informants,
who welre children of Rosalie, stated that their grandmother,
namE!d ·"Nuyu'n", was later baptized. Marion (Swanton 1911,
292; Swanton 1906, 197).
The pe1citioner's blue charts identify Rosalie's mother as
"Anne llfarie Pierre (aka Marie Sauvage)" (UHN BC1). However,·
only the surname "Pierre" appears in Hebert's extract of

IS
Published transcript of Marguerite'S "Declaration of Death"
indil:attts that document was incomplete in the original ("page torn").
Some of detail regarding Marguerite is incomplete and inconclusive.
16
Phylorosine (male) b. 2/2/1812, Joseph b. 2/4/1813, Etienne b.
4/10118:L5, Heloise b. 5/9/1817, and Jean Baptiste b. 4/12/1819.
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Rosalie!'s baptismal record (Hebert 1978a, 161). No official
abstrac:t (i. e., prepared by the church based on its own
records;) was provided to verify this information.
Documentary evidence to substantiate the name "Marie
SauvagE!" as an alias could not be found. The petitioner's
reference to Marie Sauvage is believed to derive from the
fact that Rosalie's mother was the sister of Louis
SauvagE!/ Ie Sauvage.
The only other record provided by the petitioner to
sUbstantiate "Anne Marie Pierre" as the name of Rosalie
CourteclU's mother was a marriage entry form used by the LOS
Church to enter data into the IGI (International
Genealc)gical Index) (Field Data, Colliflower and McMillion,
(ML'I) JL992ai LDS-IGI, LA 1173). The marriage entry form
notes t:he information provided came from an unspecified War
of 1814! pension record. Lacking any information to the
contrary, BAR researchers believe this citation refers to
RosaliE~ Courteau Billiot's application for a widow's pension
(U.S. "eterans Administration 1878a). An examination of
RosaliE~'s pension application, however, shows it to contain
no infc)rmation about Rosalie's parents.
Based em documents recorded in Terrebonne Parish records,
Marianne's date of death can be approximated to have
occ\lrrE!d between April 1, 1845 (Terrebonne Parish 1844) and
June 30, 1854 (Terrebonne Parish 1854). Rosalie is
ider.tified as Marianne's daughter in an 1841 land transfer
froIr, Marianne to Rosalie (Terrebonne Parish 1841a).
Marianne is also described as the "deceased mother" of
Julien" Antoine, and Fine [Josephine] Courteau, and Phileram
Billiot/Courteau in an 1854 deed." No mention is made of
RosaliE!. The deed transfers land originally confirmed and
reqisb!red to Louis Sauvage, but which had been acquired by
the Courteaux as an inheritance from the death of their
"decea~;ed mother Marianne sister of Louis Sauvage [who] died
with,ou1: children" (Terrebonne Parish 1854). This land
appearf; to be the same land that was confirmed to Louis
SauvagE! in 1813 (ASP 1834a, 388).
BAR genealogists speculate that Marianne may have been of
Indian descent.
However, no direct evidence was provided
or found to confirm this. It seems unlikely that an Indian
I!lAIl would have married a non-Indian woman in the late 1700's
due to the marriage patterns of that time period. In
.7
For an analysis of these relationships, see the discussion above
undel: SEtction b., Rosalie's Siblings.
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addi tic1n, Swanton's informants report that Marianne had an
India.n name, "Nuyu'n," when she was baptized, which, along
with her sibling relationship to Louis Sauvage/Ie Sauvage
(whose name could be translated as Louis, "the Indian")
would s:uggest that she may have been of Indian heritage.
However, even when taken collectively, this circumstantial
evidence is not sUfficient to credit Marianne with Indian
ancestry at this time.
Discuss:ions found in the petition narrative (UHN Pet.,
Narr., p. 32) and in the report by Underhill (Underhill
1938a, 14) which link Marianne's brother, Louis Sauvage/1e
sauvage~, to Louis de la Houssaye/Hussaye could not be
confirmed.
In addition to the Louis Sauvage/Ie Sauvage who is mentioned
in landl records previously discussed in conjunction with
Rosalie~ and Marianne, there was also an Indian named Louis
Sauvage~ living in Point Coupee Parish in 1806.
A fair
amount of research was expended by BAR researchers in an
effort to establish whether or not the Louis in Point Coupee
(ASP lS134a, 388), and Louis, the brother of Marianne who is
noted in Terrebonne Parish land transactions (Terrebonne
Parish 1841ai Terrebonne Parish 1854), were one-and-the-same
man. Given the presence of other persons of the same
surname~ in the general area who were not identified as
Indian, it seems questionable that they were the same
person, given the distance between the two parishes both by
land and by water. Additional research in Louisiana land
records could possibly establish this link.
d.

Ros;alie's Husband, Jacques Billiot.
is known to have been married only once and then to
Jacques; Billiot, the son of Jean Billiot and Marianne
Eneriss;e [Iris] (U.S. veterans Administration 1878a).
RosaliE~

Jacques;' date of birth is unknown. He is reported to have
"died intestate [without a will] in the Parish of Terrebonne
on May 16, 1867," according to a 1968 petition to appoint a
provisional administrator to handle the settlement of
Rosal.iE~'s and Jacques' combined estate (Terrebonne Parish
1968). The 1968 petition for an administrator states that
Jacques;' death was recorded in Terrebonne Parish on May 29,
1868, cLS entry No. 9648. The May 16, 1867, death date for
Jacques; conflicts with Rosalie's own testimony wherein she
states that Jacques died September 28, 1858 (U.S. Veterans
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Administration 1878a). Jacques' supposed death record,18
noted as entry 9648, was not submitted by the petitioner or
viell.'ed by BAR researchers. Therefore no explanation for the
discrepancy can be put forth. However, lacking any obvious
explanation for the almost nine year difference in the two
date:s, it is reasonable to place more weight on the 1858
date: provided by Rosalie, because she was in a position to
haVE: had firsthand knowledge and she was providing the
infclrmation closer to the time the event occurred. The 1868
datE: rlaported in the 1968 petition for the appointment of a
provisional administrator was entered almost 100 years
latE:r.
Ros2,lh~'s application for a widow's pension (U.S. Veterans
Admini:stration 1878a) states that Jacques was a widower at
the time he and Rosalie were married in 1808. His previous
wifE: is reported to have been Charlotte Louis; no
infclrmation other than Rosalie's testimony was found to
corl'obc)rate this information (U. S. Veterans Administration
187~a).
Hebert's twelve volumes of South Louisiana Records
werE: slaarched for further information on Jacques' marriage
to Charlotte, but nothing was found.

Available evidence shows Jacques Billiot to be a non-Indian
(seE! also discussion of Jacques' parents, Jean Baptiste
Billiot: and Marie Enerisse under "Other UHN Ancestors,"
VIILB. 2).
2.
Milrie Greqoire
No reliable information was found or collected concerning
Marie Gregoire's parents or her date of birth, nor has any
recc.rd of her date of death been found (Westerman 1984, 19;
Field Data, Colliflower and McMillion, 1991a). Based on
"Fire lBrands" (cattle brands) and deeds recorded in
Terreb4::>nne Parish, her death is estimated to have occurred
aftE!r April 30, 1828, but before April 22, 1829 (Terrebonne
Parish 1828; Terrebonne Parish 1829b, 1829c, 1829d, 182ge).
Accc.rding to information supplied by the UHN petitioner,
Marie Gregoire reportedly married Alexander Verdin on
Febl'UaJry 1, 1800 (URN Pet., ancestry charts of Narciss
Naq\lin, Rose Lovel, and Joseph A. Verdin; UHN resource card
for Marie Gregoire). Circumstantial evidence that this
unicm I::>ccurred appears in the 1860 application for a
marria4;1e license of their son Jean Baptiste Verdin and
II

By

1868,

there

were

several

men

named

Jacques

Billiot

in

Terrl!bonne Parish.
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Arcene Gregoire (Terrebonne Parish 1860). The license
identifies Jean Baptiste Verdin as the "legitimate issue of
the marriage" between Marie Gregoire and Alexander Verdin;
Arcene Gregoire is recorded as the "legitimate issue of the
marriagre" between Joseph Gregoire and Constance Jaceau. All
parties, in this document are identified as free people of
color.
The 1829 will of Alexander Verdun identifies Marie Gregoire
as a ll!mme sauvage ' Indian woman' (Terrebonne Parish 1829f;
Miller 1992; westerman 1984). Westerman states that Marie
Gregoire was a "Houmas Indian of the Biloxi nation" but
cites no evidence to prove this point (Westerman 1984, 20).
No infclrmation was provided by the petitioner or found by
BAR resiearchers to identify the name of the tribe from which
Marie Gregoire descended.
a. Marie Gregoire's Husband. Alexander Verdin.
The baptism of Alexander Verdun (Verdin) was recorded on
November 1, 1771, in st. Louis Cathedral, New Orleans, along
with the births and baptisms of three of his siblings
(Cathedral st. Louis 1771, Alexander Verdun; Cathedral st.
Louis 1758, Marie Verdun; Cathedral st. Louis 1767, Jean
Baptis1:e Verdun; Cathedral St. Louis 1769, Jean Pierre
Verdun). All are identified as children of the legitimate
marriage of Jean Adam Verdun and Anne Dauphine who, in 1767
and 1769, were noted as residents of New Orleans (Cathedral
st. Louis 1767, Jean Baptiste Verdun; Cathedral st. Louis
1769, Jean Pierre Verdun).
Oral histories state that the Verdins originally came from
"OVE:rseas" (Verdin 1978), or from Germany, and that "some
man'ied Indians like Gregoire" (Dion 1981). Alexander
verc.in"s will identifies him as a "native of" (Le., born
in) whItt was then Jefferson Parish (Terrebonne Parish
182S·f). Two translations prepared by parish officials from
the early French Acts describe transfers of land from
Bill,iots, identified as men of color, to Alexander Verdin, a
whit~e lnan (Terrebonne Parish 1822b; 1822c).
The marriage
rec(,rd of Alexander's son, Jean Baptiste Verdin (Terrebonne
Parish 1860), and the petitioner's blue charts (UHN BC24;
UHN BC:~5) identify Alexander Verdin as a free man of color.
No documentation was provided or found to identify Alexander
Verdom as "Indian."
b. Marie Gregoire's Children.
The pe·titioner's blue charts (OHN BC25) list eight children
borll tl:) the union of Alexander Verdin and Marie Gregoire-pauJ.in,e, Melanie, Ursain, Felicite Marguerite, Jean
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Baptist:e, Victor, Eulalie, and Joseph. Only seven of these
children are mentioned in Alexander's will [Joseph is not
mentioned] (Terrebonne Parish 1829f). Alexander's estate is
divided into seven equal shares which are left to the
childrE!n of Marie Gregoire, deceased. The children are
described in the will by given name only (Eulalie, Pauline,
MelaniE!, Ursin, Felicite Marguerite, Jean Baptiste, and
Vict.orE!); each of the children is identified as a free
pers,on of color, which would be appropriate for children of
an lndian-white union in Louisiana at this time. Although
the children's surnames were not included in the document,
all children were, nonetheless, individually indexed in the
conveyc:lnce book under their mother's surname, Gregoire
(TelTebonne Parish 1822f). A parent-child relationship
bebreell Marie and five of her seven children (Melanie,
Felicit.e Marguerite, Victore, Jean Baptiste, and Ursin) can
alscI bl! verified using land records (Terrebonne Parish
182S 'a, 1829b, 1829c, 1829d, 182ge).
West:erlnan speculates that "the marriage of Alexandre Verdun
and Marie Gregoire will probably never be found" and that
the re.!son Alexandre wrote his will the way he did,
m)t calling the heirs his children (but most of
them are proven children from church records), was
the fact there was a law that offspring of mixed
r;aces could not legally inherit property. Their
p,arents' marriage was probably according to Indian
customs, both parties appear to have been faithful
tlO the marriage commitment, but it was not
r,ecognized bywhite [sic] law (Westerman 1984, 20).
"Interracial marriages were prohibited in Louisiana between
180" and 1972," except for the period from 1870 to 1894,
when laws prohibiting miscegenation (marriage or
cohabitation between different races) were temporarily
repoaled (Dominguez 1968, 57). From 1810 to· 1920, Louisiana
legally classed Indians as "people of color." This stemmed
fron a ruling by the Louisiana supreme Court in 1810 which
defined "people of color" to include persons who "may be
desl:ended from Indians on both sides, from a white parent,
or Joiulatto parents in possession of their freedom"
(Louisiana District Court 1810, Adele v. Beauregard, 1
Mar:.; Dominguez 1968, 34; Stahl 1934, 303; Mills 1978, 14).
It lias not until 1920 that Indians were legally identified
as "non-colored" by the state of Louisiana (Dominguez 1968,
34) .
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An exaDlination of the relationship between Alexander Verdin
and Marie Gregoire within the framework of the above laws
helps 1:0 bring their relationship into perspective. Based
on available records, a long-term relationship appears to
have e)cisted between Alexander Verdin, a white man, and
Marie Gregoire, an Indian (who by Louisiana law was then
classi1:ied as a person of color, or "POC") .19 Children born
to t.hai: relationship were identified as persons of color by
virt.ue of their mother being a "POC. n Because marriage
bet'4l'een different races was prohibited, Alexander and
Marie'~; marriage was not legal under Louisiana law after
180i. Thus, the children born to their relationship were
cOn5iidlared illegitimate.
Al thouc~h laws against miscegenation were repealed for the
24-~'ear period from 1870-1894, this was not within the
lifE!tilnes of Alexander and Marie. Alexander did not survive
lon9 enough to "legitimate" his children born to Marie in
the ey1es of Louisiana law. Consequently, donations of land
madE! by Alexander in 1829 to his "illegitimate" children of
color by Marie Gregoire were later successfully challenged
by oth,er Verdin heirs in Robinett, et ala V. Verdun's
Vendee~ (Louisiana Supreme Court 1840, 914 La. 542;
Terrebonne Parish 1829a, 1829b, 1829c, 1829d, 182ge). At
thai: time, Louisiana law was especially stringent on
inhHritance issues dealing with the illegitimate issue of
color of a white man. The court ruled in favor of the
pla:Lntiffs, giving the following reasons:
Children of color (from a white person) are not
allowed to prove their paternal descent when they
have not been legally acknowledged; but this may
be shown by proof against them, by the adverse
party, in order to annul a sale made to them as a
disguised and simulated donation to incapable
persons (Louisiana Supreme Court 1840, 914 La.
542).
So, children of color (from a white person)
unacknowledged, cannot inherit or receive by

19
In this report the terms "husband," "wife," and nmarried" are used
for unJLons which lasted and/or produced children even though the BAR
resE!archers are fully aware that these unions were not recognized as legal
within the State of Louisiana.
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dc)nation inter vivos or mortis causa20, even one
fc)urth of the ancestor's estate; and, if by
disguised sale or donation, an attempt is made to
give them a greater amount of property than can be
legally disposed of, it is not reducible to the
disposable portion, but absolutely null (LOuisiana
Supreme Court 1840, 914 La. 542).
Louisiana law regarding "persons of color," interracial
marriac;Jes and inheritance is very complex. Much has been
writ:telll on the subject. 21 One author summarizes the problem
by ~~ta·ting, "More about the people of color in Louisiana
might be written. It is a theme too large to be treated
SaVE! by a master hand" (stahl 1934, 376).
"Indialil" ancestry has been established for Marie Gregoire
baSE!d I:>n her identif ication as a femme sauvage 'Indian
womcln' in the will of Alexander Verdin (Terrebonne Parish
1825 I f). The tribe of Marie's Indian heritage is as yet
unknowlil. Because Indian ancestry has not been documented
for Allexander Verdin, the seven children who descend from
that: ulilion (1. e., all but Joseph) establish their Indian
herttaI;Je from their mother, Marie, and not from Alexander.
c. Jo:seph Gregoire. Marie's Brother?
The anl::estor card of Joseph Gregoire at the UHN headquarters
and three of the petitioner's ancestry charts (Joseph A.
Verdin, Arcene Gregoire, Jackson Gregoire) suggest a
posuible sibling relationship between Marie Gregoire (wife
of l~le:ICander Verdin, mother of Jean Baptiste Verdin) and
JOSE!ph Gregoire, aka Jean-Baptiste Gregoire, 22 (father of
ArcEme Gregoire). Such a relationship could not be
confirlilled.

lD

Donation inter vivos means a gift in or during life; donation
means gift in expectation of the donor's death.

~~:ausa

11
See especially, Virginia R. Domingue~, White By Definition (New
Brunlwic:k, NJ: Rutgers Univ. Press, 1986) and "Social Classification in
Creole ]~ouisiana" In American Ethnologist (1977, 4:589-602).

22
1850 U. S. Census, Terrebonne Parish, LA, Bayou Petit Caillou,
#338, shows:
Jean-Baptiste Gregoir, 56, male, mulatto, laborer, born
Louisiana; wife Constance, and children Arcene, Helen, Pierre, Jackson,
Pela';ie" and Constance.
The household also contained seven Billiot
chil,jren (U.S. Bureau of the Census. Terrebonne Parish I8S0c, p. 333,
hous'ithold 338).
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Circ:um.stantial evidence to suggest a possible sibling
relClti.onship between Marie and Joseph/Jean-Baptiste can be
found in the marriage license of Jean Baptiste Verdin and
ArcEme Gregoire, in which Marie Gregoire and Joseph Gregoire
each appear as a parent and possibly contemporaries
(Terrebonne Parish 1860). A series of cattle brands (called
"f i]~e brands") recorded in Terrebonne Par ish of f er
add:lti-onal information to suggest a sibling relationship
(Terrebonne Parish 1828). Table 8 abstracts fire brand
rec()rds to show the placement of Alexander and Marie and six
of 1:heir known children (all identified as children of
Mar:Le) in a block, followed immediately by Joseph Gregoire
with no stated relationship. Joseph is followed by Pierre
Cha:Lsson, who frequently served as a witness for Alexander
Verdin. The fact that the fire brands were recorded
connecutively on the same day suggests that the registrants
may have traveled to the courthouse together. The placement
of ~roseph with respect to the family of Alexandre and Marie
and the fact that he and Marie have the same surname
sugcJests a possible relationship, although none is specified
(Terrebonne Parish 1828; Hebert 1978b, 16-17).

IF==========

....

TABLE 8

FIRE BRAJlDS RECORDED 4-30-1828, TERREBONNE PARISH

Alexandru VI!!rdun [sic]
Margueri1;e
Marie Grugoi.re
Melanie
Ursin
Eulalie
Jeanbapt:.stei [sic)
Victore
Joseph Gl:egc,ire
Pierre ChiaeIson

Brand

Regial

D/V

'EV

63
64
65
66
67
68

B

69

VN

MG
MV
HV

70

VV

J
PC

7l

eo_ent
"dau of Marie Gregoire"
"dau of Marie
"son of Marie
"dau of Marie
"son of Marie
"son of Marie
[relationship

Gregoire"
Gregoire"
Gregoire"
Gregoire"
Gregoire"
not stated)

72

The names of several other "Grego ires" appear in UHN
genl!alogy and in early Louisiana records. Familial
reliitionships between Marie Gregoire (the wife of Alexander
Verdin) and these other Gregoires could not be documented.
Nonl! of the other Gregoires noted were identified as Indian
by IJutsiders.
3. Jeanet, an Indian woman
Evidence to establish the Indian ancestry of Jeanet comes
fro:n the January 12, 1811, record of her marriage to a
"Jo:3eph Billaux" [Billiot], which identifies her simply as
"Jeilnet, an Indian woman" (Lafourche Parish 1811; Hebert
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197Ha, 68). The record provides no information as to
Jeanet's surname or tribal heritage.
UHN ma·terials identify "Jeanet" as "Janet Houma", wife of
JosHph Billiot, with a daughter named Modeste, born July 2,
181;! (UHN BC18a). Evidence was not provided by the
pet:.ti,oner, nor was evidence found by BAR, establishing her
surnam,e. Nor was her tribal affiliation established.
Modust·e Billiot's December 1818 christening record at
Assumption Church in Plattenville, Louisiana, identifies her
parunts as "Joseph Billiau" and "Jeanne" (no surname)
(Ca1:holic Church. Diocese of Baton Rouge 1982, 100; Hebert
197Ba, 68; LDS-IGI, LA 461).
Thai: "Jeanet, an Indian woman" from the' Lafourche Parish
record, "Jeanne" from the Plattenville church
christening records, and "Janet" from the petitioner's blue
chal~ts are one-and-the-same person is highly likely.
No
con::licting evidence was provided by UHN or found by BAR
res.~archers •

marl~iage

One of the petitioner's ancestry charts also identifies a
"Jol;eph Biliau," married the same day (January 12, 1811) to
a ".Teanette Courteau" (UHN Pet., Ancestry chart of Lucien
Fit-::h, p. 2), with a daughter named Marguerite Bellome (born
182·l, died at age 105 [c. 1929]). The surname "Bellome" is
sigl'lificant because the "Modeste Billiot" who is the
dauqhter of Joseph and Jeanet also appears in official
rec-)rds as "Modeste Bellhomme" of Terrebonne Parish who
mar::-ied Joseph Prevost (Hebert 1974b, 41 [April 13,
185'5]23). The published abstract of the record of their
mar:riage in Houma Church on April 13, 1856, lists Modeste as
the daughter of "Jeanette Courteand"; the father is recorded
as ~name not given" (Hebert 1974b, 41 (April 13, 1856».
The actual church record was not seen by BAR.

D Hebert (1974b) contain8 two citations to the "marriage" of Mode8te
Belhomme and J08eph Prevo8t. The first, dated April 7, 1856, is a civil
record in Terrebonne Parish, Louisiana (Houma Courthouse Marriage Vol. 4,
p. :~17).
This record i8 a marriage bond which references a marriage
license. It i8 not, however, a marriage return, a8 the citation in Hebert
8uggests.
Therefore, it can not be used to prove that the marriage
occ~rred; only that a marriage was intended.
The second citation, dated
April 13, 1856, i8 to a marriage abstracted from the records of Houma
Chu~ch.
A third citation comes from the LDS-IGI (LDS-IGI, LA 3615) which
repcrt8 this marriage a8 having occurred on April 30, 1856; the source of
thil information is unknown.
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The petitioner's materials connect this same Modeste Billiot
with an early UHN ancestor named Antoine Courteau. Based on
ava:.lable information, however, BAR researchers conclude
that there were probably two Modestes in the area at the
samu time and that the Modeste who married Antoine Courteau
was not the daughter of Joseph Billiot and "Jeanet, an
Indian woman." This conclusion was based on the fact that
the women appeared to be giving birth to two independent
families at the same time and because available records show
the relationship between Modeste Billiot and Joseph Prevost
to have been one of long standing (Terrebonne Parish 1842).
Available evidence shows Jeanet's husband, Joseph Billiot,
to :oe a non-Indian (see also discussion of Joseph's parents,
Jearl Baptiste Billiot and Marie Enerisse under "Other UHN
Ancestors," VIII.B.2).

B.

Ot,her UHN Ancestors

A I argre number of the UHN' smale progenitors were Frenchmen
who ca,me to Louisiana in the 1700' s and are reputed to have
marrie!d· Indian women •. That a large number of the UHN's male
proqenitors were Frenchmen can be substantiated by the
genealogical record; that they married Indian women has yet
to be established. For a listing of most of the UHN
progenitors and their ethnic origins, refer to Appendix B.
origins cited are based on information provided by the
petitioner or from official documents collected during field
research. The key to abbreviations used in the chart
appears at the end of the chart.

1.

Joan Baptiste Billiot' Harie·Enerisse, Parents of

Jacqutas and Joseph Billiot

A 1arge portion of the UHN membership trace their ancestry
to Jecln Baptiste Billiot (referred to in one document as as
Jean Pierre Billiot) and Marie Enerisse who were, according
to the petitioner, "with the tribe in 1787" and are
identified as the parents of Jacques and Joseph Billiot, the
reepec::tive husbands of Rosalie Houma Courteau and "Jeanet,
an Indian woman" (UHN 1985b, 35; UHN BC2; UHN BC3).
Mal'ie"s surname has been spelled many different ways in the
rec:orcis utilized for this report; virtually all variations
can bl! shown to refer to the Marie who was the wife of Jean
Bapti:;te Bi~liot and the mother of Jacques and Joseph
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Some of the more common spelling variations N
inc1udt~ Marie Enerisse, Mariane Erice, Mary Eric, Marian(n)e
Eris'l l-tarianne Iris, Marie Iris, and Marie Neriss/e.
Bil1io1:.

That. Jacques and Joseph are children of Jean Baptiste
Billiot: and Marie Enerisse can be documented in a variety of
sources. The following are just a few examples from
offj.cial parish records:
o

A deed dated August 27, 1822, from Jacques Billot, a
m'!ln of colour, to Alexander Verdin for land to be sold
tc:) his (Jacques') mother, Marianne Eris (Terrebonne
P'!lrish 1822a). Similar deeds exist for his brothers
Charles "Billeau" (Terrebonne Parish 1822c) and Jean
Billot, Jr. (Terrebonne Parish 1822d).

o

A quitclaim deed dated October 31, 1823, from the
Billiot brothers (Joseph, Jacques, Charles, Jean,
E'tienne, and pierre) to their brother Michel who cared
flor their deceased mother, Marianne Iris, during her
last sickness (Terrebonne Parish 1823).

o

The marriage record of Joseph Biliot to Magdelaine
Gregoire, in which Joseph is identifi~d as the son of
J,ean Biliot and Mariane Eris (Terrebonne Parish 1826).

o

D,onations in 1855 from Miss Adelaide Billiot
(,rerrebonne Parish 1855a) and Pierre Billiot
('rerrebonne Parish 1855b) to their brother, Jacques
Billiot, of claims they had to the succession (estate)
of their mother and father, Jean Billiot and Mary
Eric(e).

According to the petition narrative, proof that "Jean
BiLliot and Marie Nerisse" were "of at least partial Indian
parlmtage" is found in a document recorded on page 485 of
Terl~ebonne Parish Conveyance Book 1 (UHN 1985b, 35).
A copy
of 1:he document in question was not provided. Inquiries to
Parish authorities produced a copy of the document cited in
the petition as Book 1:485; it had no apparent connection
with UHN ancestors. Subsequent inquiries produced a
photocopy of a deed from Terrebonne Parish Conveyance Book
T, page 485, which is believed to be the document intended
(Tel:'rebonne Parish 1813). This document is a handwritten
transcript of a deed which was initially recorded in
~ Where specific records are discussed below, names are spelled
they oc,cur in the record.

a.
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Laf,)urche Interior Parish in 1813, prior to the formation of .
Ter:rebonne Parish (Lafourche Parish 1813). Terrebonne was
for:ned from "Lafourche Interior" in 1822; the remaining
portion of the original parish then became known simply as
Laf,)urche Parish (Everton 1982, 122-123).
The deed recorded as Conveyance Book (COB) T:485 transfers
land from Marianne Iris to Jean Baptiste Verdin. It is not
cle,:lr from the document whether the Jean Baptiste Verdin
nam,ad in this deed is the son of Marie Gregoire and
Alexander Verdin or the brother of Alexander. 25 Marianne
Iri:; is identified as a free woman of color (Terrebonne
Parish 1813). The only information in the document which
could be interpreted as evidence of "partial Indian
par1antage" is fa reference to Marianne Iris as a "FWOC" (free
wom,:ln of color). If this were the only information
desl::ribing Marianne's heritage, one could speculate that she
might have some Indian heritage because the definition of
people of color at that time legally included Indians
(Louisiana District Court 1810, Adele v. Beauregard, 1
Mar·~.; Dominguez 1968, 34).
However, it is not the only
evidence.
Oth,ar available evidence of the ancestry of Jean Baptiste
Billiot and Marianne Iris comes primarily from sources
disl::ussed below:
o

Documents in the 1809 probate files of Lafourche Parish
concerning the estate of Jean Baptiste Billau [Billiot]
strongly suggest that many of the items in his estate
were sold to his c~ildren (Lafourche Parish 1809).
Family relationships must be established using other
available documentary evidence (Terrebonne Parish 1823;
Terrebonne Parish 1827). Items sold to children of
Jean Baptiste and Marie are

typica~~y

fo~~owed

by

Marie's name and the word '''Caution''2~ suggesting that
Marie would make good on the sale if the individual
[her child] did not. The relationship between Marie
and the child is not stated. The children are not
identified as to race in the probate file.

~ The 1813 date, at which Alexander and Marie's son would have been
a minor, makes it more probable that the deed was to Alexander's brother.

~ The word "caution" which appears in this document is believed to
be t:he French word meaning surety or security.
Except for the word
"cautioln", the rest of this and other documents in the probate file are
written in English.
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Marie/Marianne is described in these probate documents
both as a free woman of color and a free negress
(Lafourche Parish 1809). Others purchasing from the
estate of Jean Baptiste Billau include
Co,urteau/Pourteau, lIan Indian. II Marianne Iris is
identified three times as a free negress on the same
pa.ge with "Pourteau an Indian" indicating that, at the
le:ast, the person recording the sale was distinguishing
be:tween Indians and Negroes even though both might have
be:en classified as Free People of Color in other
contexts (Lafourche Parish 1809; Dardar 1992).
o

One year later, a "Marian Billa/o "appears in
the 1810 census of Lafourche identified as a "Free
ne!gress 60 year old" [who) "has land pays tax has
10 children" (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1810, 161,
li.ne 24). "Courto a Savage" is enumerated on the
next line (1810, 161, line 25). The census is in
English, strongly suggesting that "Courto a
Selvage" means that "Courto" was an Indian. As was
the case in the 1809 inventory of sale discussed
above, it appears that the census enumerator was
mclking a clear racial distinction between Marian
Billiot and Courto.

o

Court testimony in 1917 in H.L. Billiot v. Terrebonne
Board of Education describes Marianne as a native of
Santo Domingo, which is described as an "Early name of
Dc)minican Republic and name of earliest settlement on
Hispaniola" (Webster's New Geographical Dictionary
1972. 1060). Hispaniola is the island in the West
Indies, on which the countries of Haiti and the
D()minican Republic are now located.

o

Fischer (l.968, l.37) reports that "Marie is said to have
b~!en

Spanish, and a one-time recipient of a Spanish
land grant." The public land claim (No. 370) of Marie
N.!risse was confirmed in 1812 based on a regUlar
warrant of survey from Governor Miro in 1788. The
claim notes that the "land was "inhabited and
cultivated by her on the 1st day of October, 1800" (~
11334b, 433).

o

Oral history also credits Marianne with spanish
arlcestry (Billiot, Charles/Emay 1978; Lovell 1979;
Molinere 1978) and as "Pure Indian" (Billiot,
Alex. 1979).
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o

Oral history regarding the ancestry of Jean
Ba.ptiste [Jean Pierre] Billiot quite consistently
identifies him as French (Billiot, Alex. 1979;
Bi.lliot, Ludovic 1979; Field Data, Colliflower and
Mc:Million, 1992b). Information about Jean
Baptiste Billiot obtained from ancestor cards at
illIN tribal headquarters in Golden Meadow and
ccmfirmed by field research (Field Data,
Colliflower and McMillion, 1991a) describes him as
born in 1766 in France, married to Marie Enerise,
dled 1798 at sea (Field Data, Colliflower and
MC:Million) .

Avajlable evidence shows Jean Baptiste Billiot and Marie
Enelisse (Marianne Iris), the parents of Jacques, Adelaide,
Mict~l, Joseph, Pierre, Charles, Etienne, and Jean Billiot,
to tie non-Indians, therefore their children must also be
non-·Indians. UHN blue chart #2, which diagrams the family
of ':'ean Baptiste/Jean Pierre Billiot and Marie Enerise,
errclnec:>usly includes two children (Alexander and Francois)
who de:scend from a later generation and fails to include
Jean/Jc:>hn who can be clearly identified in other documents
(Terre1bonne Parish 1823 and 1822d). It also includes Agnese
[Agnes], a daughter of John Baptiste Billiot and Marie
Eneris:se who is not mentioned in the documents discussed
abo're (UHN Pet., BC#2).
2.
Louis de la Houssaye court.aux, alias 1. sauvaq••
Information concerning the origins of the name "Louis de la
Houl;saye Courteaux, alias Ie Sauvage" comes primarily from
fOUl:" separate interviews with one couple and an "Indian
Identification Form" completed by the husband.

Thrc)uqh each of the interviews, the couple consistently
identified Rosalie's father as "Louis de La Houssaye" (three
timl~s) or "De la housaye Courteau" (one time) (Billiot,
Cha:rles and Emy/Amy Billiot 1978a and 1978b; Billiot,
Charles 1979). They stated that Rosalie's father had
chanqed his name and that papers on de la Houssaye had been
found in New Iberia (Billiot, Charles 1979). No documentary
evi:lel'llce was found or provided to corroborate the name
change!.
The "Indian Identification Form" completed by Charle [sic]
Billic.t in 1940 refers to a "Houmas Reservation" in st. Mary
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PariBh, Louisiana,27 and mentions an allotment (number 19)
to "]~ice Dellahouse Corto" (U.S. Department of the Interior
1940;. In answer to the question regarding where allotted,
Char:.es Billiot answered "Terrebonne Parish."
How the form
ShOU:Ld be interpreted is unclear. The allotted land
refe]~red to appears to have been located in Terrebonne
Pari:;h and not on a Houmas Reservation in St. Mary Parish
(see below). What significance should be attached to the
name "Luice Dellahouse Corto" is not obvious on the face of
the ::orm, since elsewhere on the form "Charle" states that
his c:laim is for an oil field in Terrebonne Parish that
belonged to his grandmother, but had been taken away (U.S.
Depal~tment of the Interior 1940).
Another interviewee identified Rosalie as the "daughter of
the chief, De Ba LaHoussaye Courteaux" but did not know more
abou': him (Billiot, Alex 1979). Rosalie's father was also
iden':ified as "Louis de Sauvage" in another interview.
However, the name "de Sauvage" was suggested by the
inte:=-viewer and confirmed by the interviewee (Billiot,
Sylv1ast 1978).
The petition asserts that "Louis de la Houssaye Courteaux,
alia;:; Ie Sauvage" was a chief, that "he acquired land for
~t:ribe from the Spanish government in 1787" (emphasis
added), and that these statements are "supported by federal
and :?arish documents" which are cited as "American State
Papers 2:432-433" and "Terrebonne Parish conveyance Records
1:157-158" (UHN 1985b, 32). The citation to the American
state Papers appears to refer to public lands settled by
Louis Sauvage prior to 1803 and subsequently confirmed to
him in 1812 by certificate No. 339 (ASP 1834b, 432).
The ::it,ation to Terrebonne Parish conveyance records at
pages 157-158 in Book I refers to land originally confirmed
to Loui.s Sauvage (ASP 1834b, 432; No. 339). The first of
the tWOI documents found in Terrebonne Parish Conveyance
Records: on pages 157 and 158 is a deed transferring the land
origina,lly confirmed to Louis Sauvage from Rosalie Courteau
to a Mi.ster Paroy (Terrebonne Parish l841b). The second
document is Marianne Courteau's acknowledgment that she had
given this parcel of land to Rosalie Courteau, her daughter
(Terrebonne Parish 1841a). Marianne is identified in the
document as the sister of Louis Ie Sauvage.
n I~o other record of a Houma/Houmas Reservation in St. Mary Parish,
Louisiana, was provided or found.
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None of the documents cited above includes an alternate name
for 1Jouis Sauvage (such as de la Houssaye or Courteau); none
describes Louis as a chief. There is no language in any of
these documents to suggest that the land is being held for
the t.ribe.
The deeds do not specify how or why Rosalie
obtained the land other than that it came from Louis Ie
Sauvage via Marianne, Rosalie's mother.
No evidence could be found to establish any connection
between a Louis de la Houssaye Courteau and Louis
SauvagE!/Louis le sauvage. Nor was evidence provided or
found t:o sUbstantiate a father-daughter relationship between
Louis Sauvage/Louis Ie Sauvage or Louis de la Houssaye
CourteclU and Rosalie Houma Courteau. Based on available
documentary evidence, Rosalie's father was Houma
Courteclu/Abbe/lacalobe (aka Tough la Bay and various other
spellings) (see earlier discussion at VIII.A.1.a). Louis
SauvagE! was Rosalie's uncle (her mother's brother) (see
previous discussion at VIlLA. lob) • Thus, the assertion
that. L()uis de la Houssaye Courteaux (aka, Ie Sauvage) was
Indian has not been sUbstantiated. Nor is the assertion
that ht! was the father of Rosalie supported by available
eviclenc::e.
3.
Mllrqaret/Marquerite Houma/Bello••.
Infc.rm.!tion concerning the ancestors of "Margaret Houma"
comE~S :from the oral history interviews of three individuals
who id1entify themselves as Margaret's great-greatgrandchildren (Billiot, cyril n.d.; Billiot, cyril 1978;
Lovull 1979; Molinere, Lindsay 1978). Margaret Houma is
des(!ribed by one informant as the daughter of a "Choctaw
chiof" (Molinere, Lindsay 1978) and by another as the
-dauqhter of the "chief of the Houmas" (Billiot, Cyril n.d.;
Bil:tiot, cyril 1978). She is said to have died at the age
of 111; no year of death or birth is given (Billiot, Cyril

n.d.). A third informant (Lovell 1979) is reported to have
sai.l of Margaret's parents that one was Choctaw, the other
Comanche. Based solely on the placement of this information
on '~he ancestry chart which accompanies the oral history
intl!rview, we can only speculate that Margaret's father was
the Choctaw and her mother the Comanche.
One oral history interview infers that Rosalie Houma
Courteau and "Marguerite Houma" were sisters. When the
interviewer pursued the relationship further, however, the
inforllliant stated that they were not sisters because they had
different fathers (Billiot, Cyril n.d.). It is not clear
from t.he interview whether they did or did not have the same
moth.er.
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A sibling relationship between Rosalie Courteau and
Margilret/Marguerite Houma/Bellome could not be verified in
offil::ial records. The Marguerite Courteau/Iacalobe who was
the :;ister of Rosalie died in 1822 (see discussion under
VIII.A.b, Rosalie's Siblings).
Marg.!ret Houma is reported to have married Francois Fitch,
Sr., "a Frenchman," during the "Confederate period"
(Billiot, Cyril 1978). However, the petitioner's blue
charts for the Fitch family show "Francois Fitch I" as
married to "Rosalie Marguerite Bellome" (UHN BC38). Rosalie
Marg'Jerite Bellome is reportedly identified as "Indian" on
her death certificate, but no certificate was provided.
Fran::ois is also identified as being "from Oklahoma" (UHN
Pet., Individual History Chart of Francois "Sambo" Fitch I).
Fran::ois's granddaughter also states that he was from
OklatlOlllla (Verdin, Azelie Clodellia Fitch 1979). When
queried. as to which Indian nation he was from she said
simply "Just Oklahoma." As to whether he was Indian, she
replied. "Oh ya, he said he was Indian." Francois is
reported to ha~e died in 1939 at age 115 years [i.e., born
about 1824]. His son, also known as Francois (Frank) Fitch,
is repo,rted to have been identified as Indian on his death
certifi.cate. The certificate was not seen by BAR
researchers.
A Fran1<: Fitch, age 50 [Le., born about 1810], appears in
the 11th ward of the 1860 Federal Population Census of
Terrebclnne Parish (Houma post office) with wife Marguerite,
also 501, and six children ranging in age from 10 to 21 (U.S.
Bureau of the Census 1860c, p.48, household 341). None of
the chi.ldren are documentable descendants of the Frank Fitch
family listed on the UHN blue chart for the Fitch family
(UHN B(:38) or the Individual History Chart provided for
"Francois 'Sambo' Fitch I

(from Okla.)."

On the 1860

Federal census, all members of the family, including Frank
and Marguerite, are enumerated as born in Louisiana. All
are rec:orded as "M" (Mulatto) as opposed to other choices
(white or black). Three households immediately following
the Framk Fitch household are recorded as "Ind" (Indian),
indicating that the enumerator was making some distinction
as to race. At the bottom of the page, the enumerator has
written "Indians and Negroes." 28

28
Additional research in the census would need to be done to
detazmine what the enumerator meant by the annotation "Indians and
Negrc·ea. " Photocopies gathered by researchers do not include a complete
cons"cutive run of all pages for the ward.
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Infor-mation concerning the Indian ancestry of Margaret
Houma, Francois Fitch, and Rosalie Marguerite Bellome could
not be verified. A relationship between Rosalie Marguerite
Bellome! and Modeste Bellhomme/Billiot could not be
established, given available information.
"•
MI~rie Miqolois.
Marie ~[igolois [Migoulois, Mingoloi, Margoulois] was married
first to Francois Courteau/Abe/Iacalobe who died about 1844
according to succession records in Terrebonne Parish
(Terrebonne Parish 1844). She married second to Jean/John
Billiot:, who was by then the widower of Marguerite
Courteclu/ Iacalobe. No documentary evidence was provided or
found to establish "Indian" ancestry for Marie Migolois.
Descendants of her marriage with Francois
Courtec:lu/ Abe/Iacalobe can be counted among those who are
believE~d to have some Indian ancestry based on Francois'
established ancestry (see discussion under VII.A.l.b).
However, descendants of Marie Migolois' marriage with
Jean/Jc)hn Billiot (son of Jean Baptiste Billiot and Marie
Eneriss;e) cannot, at present, be counted among those who are
believE~d to have some Indian ancestry because such ancestry
has not been established for either Marie Migolois or
Jean/John Billiot. For additional discussion of Jean/John
Bil1io1:, refer to VII.B.l, Jean Baptiste Billiot & Marie
EneI is!;e.

IX. THE GENEALOGICAL ROOTS III DATABASE
AND SAMPLING TECHNIQUES
Beca.us.~ time constraints and staffing limitations did not
perIllit computerization of all of the genealogical data
providtad, sampling techniques were used. All names found on
the UHN's "blue charts" were entered into the genealogical
datc.ba:se first because they accounted for a large portion of
the eal:"liest three or four generations of the group's
anCElstC)rs.

A.

Prclliminary Non-Random Sample

A preliminary non-random sample consisting of 25 living
perl:;om; was manually selected from the 18 feet of ancestry
and individual history charts of the UHN's 17,616 current
memben;. In selecting this group of 25, BAR genealogists
madE~ all'1 effort to include representatives of all important
familicas, age groups, and residential communities. Families
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classed as "important" included those that were historically
as well as presently involved in politics, large families,
and/or surnames that were or are still common to the UHN's
histor~' and genealogy.
Collectively, the ancestry of these
25 individuals included almost all of the UHN progenitors
identified on the group's blue charts.
To expclnd the scope and size of this genealogical database
further, current tribal council members, their alternates,
and twC) ex-officio members of the council (Le., former UHN
chairpE~rsons) and their ancestors were added.
A few others
from the general membership were also added. Four council
membersl and/or their alternates could not be included in the
databasle for lack of sufficient information to identify them
in the 18 feet of genealogical charts. Table 9 shows the
distribution of the non-random sample by age and residence.

[

TABLE'
I)ISTRIBUTION OF NON-RANDOM SAMPLB
OJ~ UBN MEMBERSHIP BY AGB AND PARISH

=====;===~I

D:istribution
by Age

Distribution by
Parish (residence)

AgE! Ri:inge - #persons
1(1-1'~
2(1-2!~

3(1-39
4(1-4'~

1
3
3
4

50-59

2

60-6'~

4

70-79
80-89

3

90-100

1
2

a~re

2

1Llnkn -

Parish - #persons
Terrebonne
Jefferson
Lafourche
st. Mary's
Plaquemines
out-of-state no address

10
5
3
3
2
1
1

W()rksheets were then printed from the genealogical
database created for the non-random sample to show how the
indjviduals descended from the group's earliest
ancEstclrs/progenitors. Because these worksheets are printed
on pinJc paper, they are referred to as BAR's "pink charts."
The pink charts were then annotated and footnoted with
genE:al(::IC;ical data obtained from other sources, such as
copies of original and published courthouse and church
recc~ds, information from oral histories and other materials
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provide:d with the petition or collected during field
research. Thus the pink charts were used to consolidate
information about individuals from a variety of sources into
one location where it could be analyzed and evaluated more
easily.
B.

sYl!ltelllatic Random Sample

In addition to the non-random sample, a systematic random
sample was independently drawn from the total membership of
17,616.
In order to compute the size of the systematic
random sample it was necessary to rely on the percentage of
those \OTho descended from Indian ancestry from the
preliminary non-random sample (refer to Table 10). It was
estimated that a 1% sample would give a 4.1% plus or minus
margin of error.
s}'stE~matic random sample of
dra~n.
The petitioning group

A

176 individuals was then
had assigned a registration
(mellbership) number to each individual registered. There
was no discernable pattern to the numbering system. A skip
intervcll of 100 was established based on the size of the
sam~le .. · The beginning number was drawn randomly from the
first lOO-member registration numbers and was "81"i
the:refc)re, subsequent numbers in the sample, using an
interval of 100, were 181, 281, 381, etc.

Next, 1:he lineage for each individual in the systematic
ranc.om sample was traced back to the original ancestors
usirlg the genealogical information provided by the
petitic:mer. All inform2'tion in the Roots III database
regCl.rding an individual's ancestry was taken from
infclrIniition provided by the petitioner on their blue charts,
individual history charts, and/or ancestry charts.
AftE:r 1the lineage of those included in the systematic random
sample was entered into the database, the sampling results
sholilred that 84% of the individuals sampled could be expected
to clocllment some Indian ancestry (refer to Table 10). A .95%
levEll c:>f confidence was used, with a 5.4% plus or margin
ratEl o:f error. The percent of the individuals sampled who
can be expected to have some "Indian" ancestry is between
78.f;% .and 89.4%.
Based on these results, we estimate that
14, ~'97 of the 17,616 individuals who are registered as
member:s of the group would be able to trace descent from one
or J10r,e of the UHN's three documented "Indian progenitors."
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TABLE 10
Roots III Database composition

Category Sample

Sample*
Size

Random
Non-Random

176
25

*

Percent
traced
to
Indian

84%
85%

Current living members

The random and non-random samples differed by only one
percHntage point.
It.

ESTABLISHING TRIBAL HERITAGE (WHICH TRIBE?)

This section will examine what is or is not known about the
trib'll heritage of the three progenitors of three
independent family lines present in the UHN membership for
which "Indian" ancestry could be documented.
A. Houma Courteau (Tough-la-Bay, alias Courteau of the
Be10:ry Nation)
Evidlmce of Houma Courteau's tribal heritage is conflicting.
1820's identify him
(Terrebonne Parish
18221l; Terrebonne Parish 1829g). In the early 1900's,
Swan':on's informants described him as a Biloxi medal chief
(Swanton 1911, 292). Elsewhere in Swanton's field notes, he
is identified as a Chitimacha chief (Swanton n.d.b). with
rega::-d to language, Swanton recorded "about 7 8 words and
expr,~ssions in the Houma language" noting that it was
"nea:rly pure Choctaw" (Swanton, n.d.b), but more recent
scholarship considers these words to have originated in
Mobilian Trade Jargon, which was the pidgin lingua franca
amon'i Indians of various language groups along the Gulf
Coas'c, from Louisiana to Florida (Drechsel to DeMarce,
1993). Oral history collected in the 1970's says that his
daug:'tter Rosalie was the last of the "HoWlla" (Billiot,
Charles 1979).
Terrl~bonne Parish land records from the
as bl~ing of the "Beloxy Nation" [Biloxi]
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The :nost consistent contemporary documentary evidence
appe!rs to describe Houma Courteau as Biloxi. Late sources
indi':::ate he was possibly chitimacha or Choctaw.
B.

:!farie Gregoire (wite ot Alexander Verdin)

No it'lfolrmation was provided or found concerning the tribal
heritag'e of Marie Gregoire. Her parents are unknown.
Marie's. Indian ancestry was derived from her identification
as a fe~mme sauvage 'Indian woman' in the will of her husband
Alexander Verdin (Terrebonne Parish 1829f).
c.

Jeanet (wife of Joseph Billiot)

No it'lfclrmation was provided or found concerning the tribal
heritagre of Jeanet. Her parents are unknown. Jeanet is
described in her marriage record simply as "an Indian woman"
(Lafourche Parish 1811).
D.

otl:ter "Indian" Claims

1. NaJ:~ianne, wife of Houma Courteau
Oral history concerning the possible tribal heritage of
RosaliE!'s mother, Marianne Courteau, comes from Swanton's
informants, who in one place described their grandmother
Marianne/Marion as an "Atakapa" from Texas, but elsewhere
said that she came from Mobile (swanton 1911, 292; Swanton
n.d.a; Swanton n.d.b). One of these informants also
indica1:ed that she was an Acolapissa (Swanton n.d.). No
other E~vidence of Marianne's Indian ancestry was provided or
found. If Marianne Courtau [sic) (aka Marion) could be
doc\lmented to be of Indian descent, then Rosalie Courteau
(da\lgh1:er of Houma Courteau and Marianne), could possibly
have been of Biloxi and some other tribal heritage.
Oral history also includes a number of references to the
possible tribal heritage of other UHN ancestors:
2.
Mc)scow Indian Wife of Jean Naquin
Ale):ander Billiot in 1979 stated that Jean Naquin married a
Mosc~ov Indian girl (Billiot, Alex. 1979).
When Alexander
was qU4astioned further as to whether Moscow was a tribe or
just; a family, he speculated that Moscow was "just a family"
(Billi4Jt, Alex. 1979). BAR research showed that, in fact,
Jean-Miarie Naquin married Marie Gregoire's daughter, Pauline
Verdin.
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3.
Cl:litimacha Wife of Dion
The "Dion [name] came from [a] Frenchman who married a
Chi t.imilcha and came to (?) Dulac area" according to Tom Dion
(Die1n 1981). BAR research showed that Jean-Charles Dion
actl.ally married Marie Zeloni Frederick, the non-Indian
daus:htl~r of Bastian Frederick and Francoise Billiot.
4.
Fll:'ancois Fitch
Francois Fitch is reported to have come from Oklahoma
acce1rding to his children (Fitch, Wickliffe 1979; Verdin,
Cloc.ellia Fitch 1979). When the interviewer asked which
Indjan nation, the answer was "Just Oklahoma • • • he said
he ~'as Indian" (Fitch, Wickliffe 1979). BAR researchers
werE unable to confirm Indian ancestry for Francois Fitch.
5.
M~Lrqaret/Marguerite Houma, wife of Francois Fitch
Margarl!t/Marguerite Houma, the wife of Francois Fitch, Sr.,
is said to have been lithe daughter of the chief of Houma"
(Billiot, Cyril 1978). cyril did not know the chief's first
name, but reported, "his last name was Houma. He was chief
of the reservation." Later in the interv~ew, cyril
described the Indians of the area saying the "right way to
call them is the Choctaw. II When the interviewer questioned,
"It wasn't the Houma Indians?," cyril answered "It was the
BOUDIa Indians too in Terrebonne Parish, LaFource [sic]
Parish" Assumption Parish, where they was thrown • • •
togethE!r . • • old people used to tell me that" (Billiot,
cyril JL978).
The anc;estry chart of Maria Billiot Lovell identifies the
parents of Margaret, wife of Francis Fitch, to have been a
Choeta" and a Comanche (Lovell 1979). BAR has not been able
to confirm these tribal identifications for her.
E.

CllLims in Published and Manuscript Materials

A sampling of published literature and some manuscript
matericlls provides additional, equally generic references.
Hodge'!; Handbook of American Indians North of Mexico
published in 1907, identifies the "Huma" ('red') as "A
Choeta" tribe living during the earlier period of the French
coloni~:ation of Louisiana."
The entry concludes with the
statemEmt, "They are now supposed to be extinct" (Hodge
1907,

~;77).

swanton reported that:
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Although they call themselves 'Houmas,' or, rather
'Bomas,' it has been intimated • • • that remains
of several other tribes, such as the Bayogoula and
Acolapissa, have been incorporated with them. To
these must be added Biloxi and Chitimaeha . . .
and probably the remnants of the Washa (Swanton
1911, 392).
In

1~17

Bushnell reported:

several families living in Terrebonne and
Lafourche parishes, near Bayou La Fource [sic],
claim to be of chitimaeha descent, although they
know some of their ancestors to have been Houma
(Bushnell 1917, 302).
Bushnell's informant was an Abel Billiot, age 65, "'who is
known a.s a Chitimaeha' from Point-au-chien." However, this
man, wh.ose full name was Abel Rene Billiot, was born August
9, 1B53 (Hebert 1976b, Houma Church: V. 2, p. 75), and had
no docuimentable chitimacha ancestry. His parents were
Joseph Rene Billiot and Henrietta Solet; his grandparents
were Pierre Billiot and Marie Jeanne, and Jean Baptiste
Prarialle Solet and Marie Genevieve Verdin. The eight
qreat-grrandparents were Jean Baptiste Billiot and Marie
Eneriss.e; Joseph Jeanne, a native of Campeche, Mexico, and
Francoise (ethnicity unknown); Valentin Solet and Babet
Marie. The parentage of Marie Genevieve Verdin is not
documented, but she was not a descendant of Marie Gregoire.
Abel Re!ne Billiot was married to Pauline Creppel, one of
Rosalie! Courteau's great-granddaughters.
In 1938., Underhill stated that, in her opinion, "Houma has
become a generic name for a number of Muskoqian remnants
which. lIlixed and concentrated as the French and Spaniards
usurpedl the land" (Underhill 1938, 3). She went on to note
on the same page that "some 300 people of Indian descent
callingr themselves Houma," were present in the parishes of
Lafourc:he and Terrebonne "in more or less concentrated
settlenlents ... though [they are] not organized as a tribe."
Speck, in 1941, when writing about plant curatives obtained
from Hcmma Indians, noted in a footnote that the present
population classified as "Houma Indians of Louisiana," then
estimated at 2,000, was comprised of:
el.ements of other Indian descent (early historic
CtLoetav, Biloxi, Chitimaeha), early spanish,
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Fl:-ench and unspecified American, besides several
accessions of Filipinos by marriage (Speck
1~~41, 49).

n~cent

In 194:3, when writing about the "Creole Houma Indian
Trappers," Speck noted, without citation, that:
SI111anton added a comment to his enumeration, saying
'~rhe so-called Houma of today include remnants of
mc)st of the Louisiana coast tribe., in all degrees
of mixture, Indian, white and negro' (Speck 1943,
1:3 7) .
In 1979 Stanton repeated this same quote crediting it to
Spec:k rather than swanton (stanton 1979, 93).
Edif~on

Roy, relying on Swanton's work, reported that "some
Indian::; presumably the Houmas inhabited Terrebonne as early
as t:he end of the eighteenth century" (Roy 1959, 7). Roy
conc:luded that of some 200 "Indian" families living in the
DulcLc c::ommunity (Terrebonne Parish) in the 1950's, most
"have isome white intermixture and some with traces of Negro
heritaC:Je" (Roy 1959, 9). He breaks this down further
stat:ing that,
The native inhabitants are approximately 45 per
cent white ("Cajuns"); the remainder, a racial
hybrid people, are primarily of Indian and French
ancestry. About 10 per cent are tri-racial
(:rndian~ white and Negro) (Roy 1959, 10).
In J.96:S, Fischer referred to the "Houma" as "so-called
Ind:.an:s" which is believed to denote "individuals who have
somo claim to Indian ancestry" (Fischer 1968, 133-4). She
notnd 'that, "Approximately 2000 people identify themselves
prinarily with the Houma" (Fischer 1968, 135).
In :.971, Stanton noted that they " identify themselves as
Ind:.an • • ., they prefer to be called Indian . . . In the
his1:orical and descriptive literature, they are often
ref,!rrled to as Houma Indians" (Stanton 1971, 82). He stated
thai: hie "was not able to find any Indian who used this
des:.gn,ation" (stanton 1971, 82). Later, Stanton pointed out
that literature referred to them as Houma Indians, but the
tern did not appear to be used locally by the Indians or
the;.r :non-Indian neighbors. He went on to state that the
group ,did not use the term Houma and resented, "even among
thenselves, those who use the word Sabine" (Stanton 1979,
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90). stanton also cited Speck, 1943, who was quoting
Swanton.
Stanton claimed in 1971 that a 1795 record "states that land
in the southern portion of Terrebonne Parish was granted to
Frer.ch settlers who had married local Indians" (Stanton
1971, B4). However, closer investigation of stanton's
sou%ce provides a slightly different picture:
The parish Conveyance Records reveal that in 1795
a white man named "Carlo" Naquin was granted a
tract of land in the marshy fringes along the Gulf
Cc)ast. It is stated that Naquin, a migrant from
France, another white man named Chaisson, and an
individual named Dardar, whose race in unknown,
s.~ttled in the southern end of the parish and
married Indian women (Parenton and Pellegrin,
1950, 149).
BAR research indicates that Charles Naquin, who arrived in
178!:, and received the land grant, was Acadian. His
qraIldsc)n, Jean-Marie Naquin, married Pauline Verdin, a
dau9ht.~r of Marie Gregoire, founding the URN Naquin line.
The Chi:lisson family was also Acadian: it was not until
aftE!r 1850 that Andre J. Chaisson (aka Joseph Andre
Chaissc)n) married Felicite Isilda Billiot, the non-Indian
dau9ht.:!r of Jean Billiot and Manette Renaud, and began the
URN lil:le bearing this surname, for which BAR cannot
estclblish Indian ancestry. Michel Dardar, from France,
married Adelaide Billiot, the non-Indian daughter of Jean
Bapt:is·te Billiot and Marie Enerisse, in 1809.
The UHN petition states that "early courthouse records refer
to t:he Houma as the Courteaux Indians which was, most
1ikEtly, a reference to an extended family" (UHN 1985b, 27).
BAR re:searchers found no such direct references in official
recClrd:s. One possible explanation may have been that "Loup
La lIay called Courteau Indian of the Beloxy Nation" was
intE!rp:t"eted as "Courteau Indian" rather than the more likely
intE!rpretation "Courteau [ ,] Indian of the Beloxy Nation"
(Terrebonne Parish 1829g).
Avatla:ble information regarding the historical tribe from
whie:h 'the petitioning group descends is vague and
inc()nsistent. Researchers have tended to quote one another
freuly, without further primary source research. When
quo1:es attributed in print are investigated at the source,
one of'ten finds that information has been restated upon
reprin'ting in such a manner that the original meaning is
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dist:ort:ed. It has not been possible to determine the
hist:orical tribe from which the petitioning group descends
basE!d C)n available published materials.
P.

COltlclusion Regarding Tribal Heritage

BasE!d C)n the best information available at this time, the
spec:if:ic Indian ancestry of the UHN progenitors from whom
the ma:jority of the current UHN membership descends appears
to be .:is follows:
Hc)uma Courteau/Touh-la-[B]ay/et aI, and children
Biloxi; possibly Chitimacha or Choctaw
Jeanet (wife of Joseph Billiot)
tribe unknown
Marie Gregoire (wife of Alexander Verdin)
tribe unknown
Where lRosalie's identification as "Houma" comes from is not
cleclr. It may. have been associated with her father's name,
HouJlla Courteau. It could also be that when she, an
"Indialrl," settled in the Houma area in the 1800's, that she
was idcentified as an "Indian of the Houma area," .L.JL., a
"Houma Indian." A connection to the historical Houma tribe
. could lrlot be found in records reviewed for this report.
It j.s c::lear that a significant portion of the members of the
UHN have some Indian ancestry. However, this ancestry
cannot be reliably defined as of one particular historical
tribe C)r another or from historical tribes which combined
and continued to function as a tribal entity.
XI.

MEMBERSHIP IN RECOGNIZED TRIBES

To detcermine whether any of the UHN members were also
enrclllcedmembers of two other federally recognized tribes in
the arcea, researchers reviewed the following rolls in Branch
of ~'ribal Enrollment files:
Mis!~is:;ippi

1-1-'1940
1-1-'19·'1

Choctaw
Census of the Mississippi Choctaw Reservation
(Bureau of Indian Affairs 1940)
Supplemental Birth Roll No. 1 (Bureau of
Indian Affairs 1941)
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11-18-1920
1920)

Annuity Pay Roll (Bureau of Indian Affairs

no

Annuity Pay Roll (received Office of Indian
Affairs 10/18/1926) (Bureau of Indian Affairs

datE~

n. d.)

June 1959

Tribal Roll of Chitimacha Indians, Charenton,
LA (Bureau of Indian Affairs 1959)

a few individuals of the same or similar surnames
could be identified on the above Choctaw and Chitimacha
rolls, there the similarity stopped. Given names did not
match t:hose found in the UHN genealogy.
Althou~Jh

None oj: the current members were found to be enrolled in the
reccgnized Mississippi Choctaw or Louisiana Chitimacha
Trit'es.. An unpublished inventory of annuity rolls on
depcsi1: with the National Archives was checked for the
following possible tribal entities: Houma, Attakapas,
Bilc~i, Acolapissas, and Bayogoula; none were found (Hart
1954) •

.

No e,vidence was provided to suggest that any of the current
member!; are enrolled elsewhere.
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Appendix A
UHN'S DOCUMENTED "INDIAN" PROGENITORS AND THEIR INTERRELATIONSHIPS
("Indian" Progenitors in bold)

I

JP/B Billiot; Marie Enerise
(dc1798)
(bc1750)

(Iacalobe/Abbe/
siblings
Touh-la-Bay) (Nuyu' n~Marion)
I
HOtnlA COURTEAU = Marianne
Louis Ie Sauvage
(d1841/54)

I

MARIE GREGOIRE

Jacques (d1858/68?) - - = Im18D8)-Rosalie (b1787-d1883)

Jea~/John

=m1(bef 1809)

Charles
Etienne
(b?-d1897)
Michel
(bc1780)
Pierre
(1790-1880)
Joseph -.
Adelaide

I

m2 Marie Migolois
Francois = Marie Migolois
Marbuerite = Jean/John Billiot
Antbine

1

Alex Verdin
(bpt1771-dbei1840)

Eulalie (bc1806)

~argUerite co~rteau,

I

I

Pauli ne
Ursain (bc1822)
Victor
Jean Bte (bc1820)

(m1811) = - JEANKT. an Indian woman

I

Modeste Bellhomme

Jos Celestin
Arthemise
Alexander --------------Jean Marcellus
Rosette
Felicite (bc1829)
Jacques Const/Bartholomew
Severin
??Bartholemy
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Appendix B
RACIAL/ETHNIC ORIGINS OF UHN PROGENITORS
based on available inforaation

Key to Abbre'fiations:
A/C; IHC
_. Ancestry/Individual History Charts provided by UHN
ASP
.. A.erican State Papers
BC22
.. Blue Chert *22 prepared and provided by UHN
dc;b
" death certificate; born
fa;ao;s;9s
.. father; .other; son: grandson
FD DO 6/92
.. Field Data, June 1992, UHN Headquarters
Not Houaa
.. Not a Houaa Indian according to UHN genealogist
0/H58 Toa Di')n :: Oral History '58 collected by UHN researchers froa inforaant To.
Dion, in UHN petition
UHN anc Card
:: Ancestor card prepared by UHN of inforaation collected on
specific ancestor of UHN group
UHN "Proqeni tor':

Race/Ethnic Origin

Source of Inforaation

froa France
froa France
Geraan
froa France
froa France

0/H18 Alex Billiot
FD Louie "olinera
H.L. Billiot v.
Terrebonne 8d of Ed
0/H33 Francia Gallet
OIHll Karie Dupre

CHAISSON, Andre I/Andrea.i

Not Houaa
French

FD DO 6/92
0/H33 Franci. Gallet

COURTEAU, Houaa/Tough la 8ay

Indian
Indian

T.rr. Parish 1822.
Terr. Parish 1829g

CREPPELL, August I

Not Houaa
froa France

FO DO 6/92
Auguat I'a IRC

DARDAR, Klcba.l

Not Houaa
French

FD 00 6/92
UHN anc card (dau'.
baptiaaal record)
Leopold Paulin
Dardar's IHC

BABE (see

SO~ET)

BILLIOT
Jean Pierre Baptiste

Jacques

froa Franc.
0101
Jean Chal'le.
surnaa. fro. Frenchaan who
_arrieel a Chitiaschs
DU80IS, Frallcois

b France

dc of son Placid
0/H48 Toa Dion

re whether Indian,
said "We don't know."
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Pure Indian
Free Negresa

O/HChaa/Eaay Billiot
0/H17 Ludovic Billiot
FD Louia Molinere
H.L. Billiot v.
Terrebonne Bd of Ed
0/H18 Alex Billiot
J.B. Billiot Probate

FITCH, Francois I

Oklahoaa
Oklahoaa
Pure French

0/H26 Azalie Verdin
0/H29 Coldelia Verdin
0/H5 Lindsay Molinere

FREDERICK, BnsUan

Not Houa.
Not Houa.
Not Houaa
looked Indianl
known aa Indian

FO DO

ENERISSE/IRI~i,

!!.arie

GALLEY IGALLE'!, Francois

Spaniah
Spaniah
Spaniah
SanlSanto Doaingo

Not Houaa
b France
Frenchaan

6/92

UHN anc card
lIarie Dion'. AIC
0/865 Odelia Saith

FD DD 6/92
1880 Fed'l Cenaus.
Terrebonne Pariah
O/H33 Francia Gallet

Indl.an

Alex Verdin will
(Terr Pariah 1829f)

JEANET (give:, nnae)

Indian

Lafayette Pariah 1811

JOHN
Captain (fa e)f Genevieve)

froa Spain
Native of Mexico

0/H15 Valentie
Serigny Dardar
death record

LOVING, Lise

English

0/H16 Louis Naquin

MOLINERE, Thoaall

Not Houaa

FD DD 6/92
0/830 Elvira Koliner.
Billiot

GREGOIRE, Made
HOUMA (aee CDURrEAU)
IRIS (see

ENI~RISSE)

Joaeph Jesnnl!

fro. Ro.. [Italy]
NAQUII
Jean lIaria (:£a)
Jean Char lea (son)

Acadian
b France
b France
parenta b Acadia
iaaigrated wlfa froa
France on ahip,
St. Reay, 1785

0/83 lIanuel Naquin
BC22
Narcisa Naquin AIC
UHN one card

UHN anc card

NERISSE <set' ENERISSE)
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PARFAIT, Frederick

Not Houaa
France

FD DO 6/92
0/H48 Toa Dion

PRERIELLE <E.ee SOLET>
RENAUD, AnnE,tte/Mannette

parents were French

0/H30 Elvira Kolinere
Billiot
church record

SAVAGE/LE Sl,UVA.GE, Louis

Indian

ASP 1834a

SERIGNV, Gelogoi.re/Gregor

fro. England

0/H15 Valentine

fro. France

Serigny Dardar
SOLETISOLEY
Valentintl
Babe
VERDIN, Jean Ada. (fa of Alex)
VERRET
Jacques
Celeste I.aaeltte

French
FWOC

church record
church record

Geraany
Overaeaa

0/H28 Paul Verdin

French
Quadroon

church record
church record
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SUMKnRY OF THE EVIDENCE.

The petition for Federal acknowledgment as an Indian tribe
subm:ltted by the United Houma Nation, Inc. (hereafter
refeJ~red to as URN) maintains that the petitioner descends
from the historical Houma tribe, which was mentioned in
eighteenth-century French, Spanish, and English colonial
docunents. The UHN membership undoubtedly has both Indian
anceBtry, which can be traced to the early nineteenth
century, and non-Indian ancestry, which is traceable to the
same period. Since the mid-nineteenth century, residents of
UHN Bettlements have been intermittently identified as
Indicln, or as of Indian ancestry, Indian appearance, and/or
of IJldian lifestyle. Since the early twentieth century,
they have regularly been reported in anthropological
literature as a mixed-blood Indian group.
Some individual ancestors of the UHN group were
unamhiguously identified as Indian in local documentation
betwE!en 1808 and 1830. Most, but not all, of the URN
anceBtral population was enumerated as Indian in the 1860
Federal census. The sole firm tribal identification for any
of thesle Indian ancestors, however, both in deed records and
by ol:al tradition preserved in ethnologist John R. Swanton's
1907 an'thropological interviews, is Biloxi rather than
HoumCl. "Houma" was used as a family name by this Biloxi
man, which may have contributed to confusion on the part of
outs:.ders. Oral tradition also recalled one Indian
ancef;trless as born in Mobile, and one as either Atakapa or
Acolclpi:ssa.

Three other women in the founding generation of

the UHN ancestral group were just described as "Indian .. "
In ac~ition to these individual Indian ancestors, the first
two genlerations of UHN progenitors in the Terrebonne Parish,
Loui!;iana, area included persons of European ancestry and
persclns of mixed European and African ancestry. Since
settlemlent in its current location, which took place 'by the
first: dlecade of the nineteenth century, the UHN population
has increased significantly. In addition to large families
in tt~ founding group, considerable interaction with the
surrc,unding population, from the first generation onward,
contributed to this population expansion.
By the beginning of the twentieth century, the culture and
langl.lagle of the UHN were primarily Cajun French, though two
1
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elde:~ly

people recalled some vocabulary of the Indian
lang'1age, which was described by Swanton at the time as
beiru~ "almost pure Choctaw," although more recent
scholarship indicates that it was from the Mobilian Trade
Jarg'Jn. In spite of extensive marriage outside the group
and ,! high level of participation in the surrounding
society's institutions (as indicated by membership in the
CathJlic church, private landholding in fee simple with
conveyances recorded at the courthouse, etc.), evidence
indi:ates that the UHN continued to regard itself, and to be
regarded by its neighbors, as distinct from the French and
Acadian cultural groups ar~und it.
The pet,itioner's ancestors resisted attempts by government
authorities in the second half of the nineteenth century and
first half of the twentieth century to pressure it into
amal~amation with those free families of color descended
from the antebellum slave population, particularly evidenced
in effclrts by the Terrebonne Parish school authorities to
require! the attendance of UHN children at "colored"
segregated schools. In this matter, the UHN's ancestral
populat:ion continued to maintain internally and assert
externailly that its Indian ancestry distinguished it from
other free persons of co"lor in the region.
However, it is not manifest from the evidence that the
distinct nature of the community, although based upon pride
in Indian ancestry, was tribal. Because of population
growth, the UHN precursor group expanded during the
ninetee~nth century from its original location into the six
settlements found in 1907 by Swanton, who described them as
having few ties to one another and only informal familybased internal leadership.
Reports; compiled during the 1930' s by researchers sent by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs accepted the community as
mixed-blood Indian, but no Federal assistance was provided.
Most efforts during this period were aimed at the
improvE~ment of educational facilities.
The modern UHN organization did not formally incorporate
until the late 1970's. Since that time, efforts of the
leadership have been directed toward strengthening the
group's perceived Indian cultural identity and improving the
comllmni ty 's economic base.

2
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LOUISIJ~A

INDIAN TRIBES, PRE-1800.

since t:he UHN petition identifies the historical tribe from
which the group descends as the Houma, it is necessary to
discuss the history of the historical Houma trive in more
detail than that of the other small tribes of the coastal
area.
Coloni!Ll context. The situation in which the historical
Houma t:ribe and other neighboring Louisiana Indian tribes
lived during the second half of the eighteenth century was
that of the competitive struggle among the French, Spanish,
English, and Americans for control of the Mississippi River.
The colonial regimes all generated extensive records, many
of TNhic:h were researched in the early twentieth century by
John RE!ed Swanton, an ethnologist who studied the Indians of
the Louisiana and Lower Mississippi River Basin in
considerable detail (see Swanton 1911, 2-3; Beers 1989).
Only rE!cently has historical scholarship attempted to delve
into the multi-faceted relationships which evolved, in part,
from the day-to-day situations confronting the participants
rather than from policy enunciated by formal governmental
authorities.
There \t,ere numerous players in the drama. Not only the
Europecln powers were involved through the French, Spanish,
and En~rlish colonists whom they sent directly to the Gulf
Coast. There were the coastal Indian tribes themselves.
There \t,ere French emigres from Canada and the Caribbean
Islands;; English who came by way of the North American
ColoniE!s; and Spanish immigrants who carne by way of the
Canary Islands. Also, in increasing numbers during the
eighteenth century, African slaves of a wide variety of
geographical origins were brought into Louisiana. These
immigrcmts contributed to the development, along the Gulf
Coast from Florida to Louisiana, of one of the first
societies in the Western Hemisphere composed of various
ethnic groups and languages.
While t:he political and administrative network established
by the French within the Mississippi Valley was primarily
designE~d to link their own settlements from the Great Lakes
to the Lower Mississippi Valley, both Marcel Giraud, A
History of French Louisiana, Vol. One, The Reign of Louis
XIV, lEi98-l715 (Giraud 1974) and Daniel H. Usner, Jr.,
Indians;, Settlers, and Slaves in a Frontier Exchange Economy
(Usner 1992), demonstrate that this system did extend to
includE! the Native American and African populations.
3
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The prodigious bibliographical and archival materials
researched and analyzed by Giraud and Usner demonstrate
considerable political, economic, and social interaction
betw.~en European administrators and settlers and the
resident Indian tribes under the French and Spanish colonial
syst.~ms.
Indian groups were involved in local affairs.
They interacted with French and spanish authorities,
espel:ially in connection with land grants made by, or land
pur~lases made from, the tribes.
The internal Indian
percl:!ption of these events is less well understood than are
the assumptions the Europeans made.
Econl)mic change and cultural mixing did not proceed without
conflict and difficulty. At various points in the
eigh':eenth century, the Indian tribes were thrust into
situiltions where they had to determine whom or whether they
would fight, be the enemy Indian or European. Internal
factions within tribes and splits between factions
consLderably affected the tribal social and political
make1lp.
One .)f the effects of the Seven Years War, 1756-63, was the
readjustment of the political fortunes of the French,
SpanLsh, and English in North America (Lyon 1974, Chap. II;
Moor·:! 1976, Chap. II). By the last third of the eighteenth
cent'lry, the Spanish took over the administrative authority
of L)uisiana, beginning in 1762, with the process
effe<:ti vely complete by 1769.
The :Ustorical Houma Tribe, Colonial Period.
The Houma
trib:! is believed to have been resident on the Tombigbee
River in modern Alabama in pre-colonial times. By the time
of first European contact by LaSalle in 1682, however, they
were in Louisiana near the Mississippi border. Evicted from
this village site north of Baton Rouge by the Tunica in
1706, they lived for a short time on Bayou st. Jean near
present-day New Orleans, but by 1718 settled around Houmas
Point, on both banks of the Mississippi, near the headwaters
of B~you Lafourche (Donaldsonville area). There are
scattered mentions of them in this same location during the
next 50 years. The 1758 comment by De Kerlerec, quoted by
Swanton (Swanton 1911, 290), that the Houma were reduced by
the consumption of alcohol, is found in an extensive 25-page
report on the Indians of the Colony of Louisiana. It
indicat.ed that the Houma had been numerous, but now only
numbere~d about "sixty men bearing arms."
The group was then
located! half-way between New Orleans and Point Coupee. The
Governor noted the strategic position they occupied and
indicat.ed "great consideration is shown them" (Mississippi
4
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Provincial Archives [hereafter MPA] 5:212, Doc. 56; MPA
5:225, note 41).
For ':.he Spanish period, numerous political descriptions and
anal:{ses have been used by historians to try to determine
wher'~ various tribes were actually located at particular
dat~:; in the eighteenth and the early nineteenth century
(for sources see Kinnaird 1979, 39-48; Sanchez et al. 1991).
The :;>olitical background contributes, as does Usner's
desc:ription of the eighteenth century economic system, to
reinforcing awareness of the possibilities for intercultural
mixi1g among the riverain tribes of the lower Mississippi.
Anthropologists have made the assumption that the historical
Houm,:l tribe incorporated remnants of several other small
coas'tal tribes during this period (Kniffen, Gregory, and
stok~s 1987, 78).
usino::J the documentary record to trace the historical Houma
trib~ in particular is a somewhat sketchy, though not
al to'::rether impossible process. There are numerous
references to tribes such as the Bayogoula, Houma, Taensa,
Tuni::::a, and other tribes (e.g., Giraud 1974, 73; Usner 1992,
62-63, 85), often in the context of a multi-level and
interactive set of circumstances, rather than mentions of
one tribe in isolation.
Eigh'teenth-Century Maps. Two maps printed in the 1770's
incl'lded the Mississippi River Valley and adjacent portions
of ~le southeastern area of what came to be the United
stat'~s.
Both were based on scientific and historical
docwnentation available at the time and each contained
info:rmation locating the Houma and other Indian tribes in
the qeneral area indicated by other documentation.
The I~arlier map was completed in 1765 by a Lieutenant Ross.
It t:raced the "Course of the River Mississipi [sic] from the
Bali:;e to Fort Chartres; taken on an Expedition to the
Illi:10is, in the latter end of the Year 1765 . . . . ,"
incl1lding references to a number of southeastern Indian
trib~s within the Mississippi River Valley drainage system.
Houm,~, Acolapissa, Alibamons, villages, forts, and French
settlements were all depicted, as was "Chackhumas" on the
YaZ01lS River. The Houma, Alibamons, Bayagoulas, and
Acol,~pissas are all shown along the Mississippi above New
Orle.ms, yet below Point Iberville/Manchac (Report of the
Secrl~tary of War, 1892).
The ':hird quarter of the eighteenth century saw the
pUbl.ication of Adair's History of the American Indians,
5
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published in London in 1775. James Adair was described on
the title page as "a trader with the Indians, and resident
in their country for forty years" (Adair 1775). Adair's
map, while somewhat indefinite regarding Indian tribes in
the Mississippi valley and Louisiana, noted a "Chakchooma"
locaticln on the Yazous River, in an area ostensibly claimed
at the time by South Carolina.
Linguis.tic Evidence. Scholars have used linguistic
informClltion to hypothesize a link connecting the historical
Houma t:o other tribes, specifically Choctaw. One scholar
noted t:hat the Adair map (Adair 1775) indicated that the
"Chakchiuma originated from the vicinity of the Yazoo and
Yalobus.ha Rivers in Mississippi" (Albrecht 1946, 49), and
then asserted that the "Houma were once a part of the
Chakchiuma" (Albrecht 1946, 48). His theory was based on
the sinlilarity and use of the red crawfish by both groups
and on a linguistic analysis that the Houma were essentially
"a Choctaw-speaking remnant group" (Albrecht 1946, 48). It
should be noted that Swanton did not make this
identification (Swanton 1911, 292-293). "Houma" was not a
term which pertained exclusively to one tribal group along
the Mississippi River. Humma or homma for "red" was "widely
used" in Choctaw (Albrecht 1946, 46-47) and related
MuskogE~an languages. 1
Linguistic evidence is not conclusive
in tying the petitioner to a historical tribe.
Historical Houma Locations and URN Tradition. The standard
description of the locations of the historical Houma tribe -that I ..aSalle located them on the banks of the Mississippi
in 168~~, and Iberville visited them there in 1699 (Swanton
1911, ~~85); that they were near New Orleans in 1706, and by
1718 some distance upriver from New Orleans on the
Mississ.ippi--does not square well with the UHN tradition of
a Court:eau grandmother who was born in Mobile (Swanton 1911,
292).2

The petitioner cites the Penicaut narrative of eighteenth-century
Louisiana is the source of the word "istrouma," signifying "red stick"
(MCWilliaml: 1'988 [1953 J; United Houma Nation, Inc., Petition for Federal
Acknowledgnlent, Exhibit (hereafter UHN Pet., Ex.) 1:24), but scholars' reviews
of the eighteenth century documents note some linguistic confusion. While humma
or homma W,lS found to be a "true Indian source," the spelling of the prefix
"istro" dOE!S not conform to the Choctaw dialect.
2 The tribes which are known to have moved from Mobile to Louisiana in 1764
in.clude thE' Pascagoula (Swanton 1911, 305), Apalache, and Chatot (Swanton 1911,
156, 210). Th4! Taensa, originally from Louisiana, had moved near Mobile in 1715
and returnud t:o Louisiana shortly after the 1763 cession (Swanton 1911, 171,

6
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A ba(:kground report prepared by the BAR historian surveyed
the lnovements and linguistic affiliations of all the later
eigh':.eenth-century Louisiana tribal groupings in an attempt
to a::;certain if anyone of them more closely matched than
did ':he historical Houma to the information which swanton's
info::-mants provided to him in 1907 (Background History
Pape::-, BAR Files). Although several of the other tribal
groupings which came into Louisiana from Alabama after 1763
folll)wed paths more consistent with Felicite Billiot' s
desc::-iptions of her ancestors' movements than did the
histl)rical Houma, no conclusive determination was reached.
BAR :~esearch could not tie the petitioner to the historical
Houm,~ tribe, but was unable to determine which of several
othe::- possibilities might be the correct one.
De la Houssaye. The UHN's oral tradition frequently cites a
Suppl)sed eighteenth century ancestor of the petitioner
refe:~red to as "de la Houssaye."
Speck reported that this
"Dali~housie Courteau" was the last chief and died about 1800
(Speck 1943, 213). He cited to Swanton 1911, but Swanton's
field notes and published papers did not include the
Delahoussay/Dalahousie reference: only one to Courteau.
Reco::-ds of the Mississippi Provincial Archives name two
offic::ers named La Houssaye who served in Louisiana. Jean
Richard P. de la Houssaye was in Louisiana by 1731 and had
been a lieutenant at Point Coupee in 1741, but was removed
from that command, probably for "maintaining an Indian
concubine" (MPA 4:97, note 14, Doc. 16). He later
antaqonized a chief in 1749 while in command at Tombecbe--he
had promised a cow to the chief in order to secure the
favol~s of the chief's daughter, but the chief complained he
did not receive the cow (MPA 5:15, 21-22, Doc. 2; MPA 4:97,
note 14, Doc. 16). He was forced to leave the colony in
1749. when Governor Vaudreuil requested his transfer due to
his "excessive familiarity . . • with most of our Indian
nations" (MPA 4:97, Doc. 16).
The Becond de la Houssaye arrived in Louisiana in 1750.
Paul Augustin Ie Pelletier de la Houssaye, after service in
the 1~rkansas and Mobile posts went to New Orleans as a major
in 1-'62. (MPA 5:97, 99, and note 5, Doc. 24; see also Arthur
1971,. 204-210).
Paul Augustin de Pelletier died November

210).
One band of the Muskogee, the Pacanna/Pakana, also moved into Louisana
from AlabamiL about 1764 (Swanton 1911, 204). Only "some" of the Alibamu followed
the French from Fort Toulouse to the Ascension Parish location on the Mississippi
in 1762 (Ga1;schet 1969,88; Swanton 1911,153-156).

7
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23, l777, having served in the western area of Louisiana in
the ,~ttakapas country (later the parishes of st. Martin, St.
Mary, Iberia, Lafayette, and Vermilion). He settled in
Atta:<apas District by 1771 (American state Papers (hereafter
cited as ASP) 1834c, 3:129-30, No. 50). His eldest son,
Louis le Pelletier de la Houssaye, followed in his father's
footsteps and served in the military in the late eighteenth
centJry (House Rept. No. 28, 19th Cong., 1st Sess., Jan. 26,
1826; Smith 1991, 177-204). Both this son (Louis) and
anot~er son, in the Attakapas District, had extensive land
claims (ASP 1859, 4:455-457, 803-804), business ties to the
Attalcapas Indians (ASP 1834c, 3:111, No. 81), and
documentable economic connections with the Prevost family
(Conradl 1992, 359), which BAR research has proven to have
marriedl into the UHN's ancestors.
Geneale'gical certainty as to whether Paul Augustin de
Pelletier may have been the progenitor, or whether the more
senior Jean Richard was the connection (if, indeed, either
one was~), may be difficult to ascertain. As no documentary
evidenc:e of the de la Houssaye or "Dalahousie Courteau"
cited by Speck's informants has been located, it is possible
that it: was the early nineteenth-century connection with the
Prevosts that the oral history was recalling (for a
recollection of Louis de la Houssaye's connection with New
Iberi.a in Attakapas District, see UHN Pet., Ex. 7:#209/10,
p. 1).

The Hi!ltorical Houma amonq Other Historical Tribes: Acad.ian
coast ILnd. "La Fourche d.es Chetimachas," 1769-1803. There
were mcmy conflicts between Indians and colonists in
Louisicma during and after the French and Indian War. The
intzoduction of Spanish and English administration in the
lower 'fississippi Valley, east and west of the River, as a
res~lt of the European realignment, caused considerable
turnoil (Moore 1976, 64 ff.).

Cabcno(::eyc The History, Customs and Folklore of st. James
Parish by Lillian C. Bourgeois (Bourgeois 1987), states that
the central location of St. James Parish made it a natural
cent,er for Indian groups such as the Houma, Chitimacha,
MUg\:.lalsha, Bayogoula, Washa, and Aco lap issa3 (Bourgeo is
1981, 1). No extensive, permanent European settlement of
thi!, part of the coasts of the Mississippi River took place
until 1:he arrival of the Acadians in the 1760's. At that
The Acolapissa Indians had been residents prior to 1739, when the site
of their v:.llcLge was purchased by the French (Campbell 19B1, 27-2B).
8
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time, modern st. James Parish was referred to as the First
AcadLan Coast, and modern Ascension Parish as the Second
Acadian Coast. Although the Acadians were more numerous,
gove::-nment administration remained in the hands of older
Fren,=h colonial settlers of Louisiana who moved to the
Acadian Coast from New Orleans.
Duri:1g the 1760's and 1770's, the intermarried Cantrelle
[als,) Canterelle], Judice, and Verret families obtained land
gran'~s in the area of what is today st. James Parish, on the
west,arn shore of the Mississippi River (Campbell 1981, 4-5;
Harr'all 1992). Louis Judice, Sr., a son-in-law of Jacques
Cant:relle, Sr., was commandant at st. James from 1765-1770,
and then moved to Lafourche (La Fourche des Chetimachas) to
beco:ne Commandant there. At st. James, he was succeeded by
Nich,)las Verret, Sr. (d. 1775), another son-in-law of
Jacq"leS Cantrelle, Sr. (Campbell 1981, 36-37, 47-48).
Verr·at was succeeded at st. James in 1775 by Michel Bernard
Cantrelle, Sr. (a son of Jacques Cantrelle, Sr. and brotherin-l:lw to his two predecessors in office as commandant and
judga of the First Acadian Coast). Verret descendants
settled in Ascension and Lafourche Parishes as well. The
pers::mal background and connections of the government
offi:ials in the area are prerequisites for understanding
settlement patterns, as these men were also the largest
land::>wners and it is primarily the records they created,
rathar than accounts by occasional travellers, upon which
systamatic research must depend.
CensJs Records. The number of Indians residing along the
Mississippi River's banks in Louisiana in the last third of
the eighteenth century was not large. Local officials knew
in c::msiderable detail who and where they were. 4 Because of
the nixing-bowl effect that the close residential proximity
of a nU.mber of small tribal groupings had, it is effectively
impossible to discuss the historical Houma tribe during the
last th.ird of the eighteenth century independently from the
other "small nations" living in the same neighborhoods. The
questic1ns to be answered are, essentially:
(1) what became
of each. of these Indian groups; and (2) can any of these
groups be documented as having been the community of origin
for the: UHN?
In his Journal, Notes on the Country along the Mississippi
from Kaskaskia to New Orleans, captain Harry Gordon wrote on
For l1lore detail on the individual tribes other than Houma, see
Histor ian's Bac:kground Report (attached to this Proposed Finding as an appendix) •
9
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October 14, 1766, that the colony of New Orleans was
inhabited on both sides of the Mississippi for 20 leagues
(approximately 60 miles) above the town. The population
incl~ded not only "poor Acadians," but also "about 150 Houma
and lik.e number of Alibamu" (Bourgeois 1987, 13-14).
The 1766 Spanish census of Indian villages and tribes taken
in 1766 in the colony of Louisiana has been published
(Voorhies 1973, 164-166). At Cabannocey, on the right
(west) bank, some 20 leagues upriver from New Orleans, were
a Taens:a village (pop. 21) and a Houma village (pop. 14); at
"Humas Coast" on the left (east) bank, about 22 leagues
upriver from New Orleans, were an Allibamont [sic] village
(pop. 27) and a Houma village (pop. 58).
The census of
1769 specified quite precisely that this "Land occupied by
Aliba.mu Indians" and "Land Occupied by Houma Indians" was
located between the concession of Pierre Blanchard and the
concess:ion of Jean Sonne on the Acadian Coast (Bourgeois
1987, 178). The 1769 census also placed a Taensa Indian
village in st. James Parish (on the site of an earlier
Bayogoula village).s
Louis Judice's 1768 "Resencement des Sauvages Dependants de
la Coste" [Census of the Dependant Indians of the Coast] at
Cabbanc,cey went into somewhat more detail (Papeles
Procedemtes de Cuba (hereafter cited 'as PPC), 1772 -17 97) :
Taensa 6 little
mem
wc)men
bc,ys
girls

nation, left bank, Mingo Mastabe, chief
12
12

11
10

TOTAL:

45

Far':heJ~ north, near Pointe Coupee (Punta Cortada in spanish), described
as "below the little River of Plaquemine, above False River, further downstream
from Pointe Coupee," on the right (west) bank, were two Chitimacha villages (pop.
22, respectively), and one Allibamont village (pop. 9). On the left (east) bank,
"six leagues, more or less, above the bridge of Pointe Coupee," were one Tunica
village (pc'p. 33), one Istagula village (pop. 5), and one Chakta village (POP.
3) (VoorhiEs 1973, 164).
6
In J.805" Sibley reported the Taensa (Tenisaw), with 25 men, as emigrants
from the Tensa'" River that ran into Mobile Bay; they had been on Red River about
40 years, in a village within one mile of the Pascagoula, but were planning to
move to Ba~'ou Boeut.
All spoke French and Hobilian [a southeast coast trade
jargon) (A~~ 1832, 4:725). There is documentation pertaining to a Taensa land
sale on bo·:h laides of Red River in Rapides District, below the lands ot the
Pascagoula, ill 1803.
The sale included lands occupied by the Apalache and
Coushatta (ASP 1834b, 2:796-797, No. 126; ASP 1834b, 2:801).

10
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[SjC(?)uana or] Alabamon7 nation, right bank, Mingos Canebe,
chief
27
mEm
wc)men
28
bc)ys
17
TOTAL: 87
girls
15
Cocteau [Hoctahenja] or Alibamon village, Mingo Titabe,
chief
23
mEm
31
women
32
bc)ys
TOTAL: 117
31
girls
Houna 8 nation, right bank, Mingos Atthanabe, chief; Calabe
alsc chief
mEm

wc)men
boys
girls

40
40
60

90

TOTAL:

230

These basic numbers serve as a starting point for analysis.
Inte rac:tion with European Settlers. In his study of Acadian
settlement, Brasseaux located the historical Houma tribe on
the west side of the river, in present-day Assumption
Parish" in the 1770's and 1780's (Brasseaux 1987, 182-183).
However, they also had a more general presence in the
region---they were also on the east bank and in st. James and
elsewhE!re in Ascension Parishes as well. All of these
locations were along the banks of the Mississippi River

7
By 1805, Sibley reported that the Alabamas, from West Florida off the
Alabama River, settled on the Red River about the same time as the Bolusca and
Apalache.
Thoy had lived about 16 miles above Bayou Rapide until 1804, when
most, about~ 30' men, moved up the Red River near the Caddoes. Another party of
Alabamas, about 40 men, had been in the Opelousas District ever since coming from
West Floricla, their village being located 35 miles northwest of the Opelousas
church. H,! re,ported that the Alabamas spoke Creek, Choctaw, Mobilian, most of
them Frenc:l, and some of them English (M.f 1832, 4:724).
The land of the
Alabamas ill Rapides District was contiguous to that of the Choctaw, Pascagoula,
and Biloxi (AS:f l834b, 2: 802-803) •

Sibley's 1805 report on Louisiana Indians indicated that na few of the
Humas" wer,! still on the east side of the Mississippi near Manchac, but stated
that they "sca,rcely exist as a nation" (ASP 1832, 4:725). In the same report,
Sibley alsl) s1~ated that the Attakapa, about 50 men, were living in a village
about 20 miles west of the Attakapas District church. Tunica and Houma who had
married in1;o t;he group raised the total number of men to about 80 (ME 1832,
4:724).

11
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nortl of New Orleans, near the confluence of the Mississippi
with Bayou Lafourche. Although no mention of Indian
pres~nce is found in the published local records, which deal
excl'Jsively with land conveyances, marriage contracts, and
other legal matters pertaining to European settlers (Behrman
1981; Behrman 1985), the correspondence of Judice, the
Spanish commandant at st. James and Lafourche, preserved in
the ,Pap-eles Procedentes de Cuba, from the 1770' sand 1780' s,
cont!ins frequent reference to Indian residents--some of
whom were Houma, but by no means all of whom were Houma:
when Judice confronted local Houma with allegations of
cattle stealing in 1772, their reply was that the Taensa and
Alib:lmu had done it (Corbin 1981, [1]).
The same year, in discussing a palisade that the Houma had
built to defend their village against the Talapouche, Judice
indi:ated that Taensa, Chitimacha, Tunica, "Hoctchianya" ,
and Pacana'were also in the area, though the Tunica had
abandoned their village and gone to Pointe Coupee (Corbin
1981, [2]).
The Houma were going to take over the site of
an a.oandoned Chitimacha village near Lafourche, about threefourths of a league from the river on the left (east) bank
of tle bayou (Corbin 1981, [3]).
Thro'Jghout the 1770' s, the correspondence of the commandants
indi,::ated that these "small tribes" moved back and forth
exte1sively. They went across the river to talk to the
English Indian agent at Manchac. They went as far west as
Opel<)usas and returned, while Atakapa and Opelousa also came
into the Lafourche area. There were repeated conflicts
amoro~ the various groups (Corbin 1981, (5-7, 13), but there
were also other types of interaction. Judice mentioned one
Houm,i-Chickasaw marriage that had taken place in the
previous generation (Corbin 1981, [7]). The daughter of
this marriage "ran off" to the Alibamon village with a
Chic]casaw (Corbin 1981, (9).9 Pascagoulas (possibly from
In mor'. detail, a young Indian slave woman (who i8 not named in the
translation submitted in the historical document #23 with the petition) ran away
from her manter, a man with whom she was living. He was a "former Illinois post
conunandant" (PPC, Roll 189B, August 1775; UHN Pet., Ex. 1 #23, p. 7). She was
apparently the niece of the Houma Chief, Calabee. Her mother was a Houma who
married a Chic):asaw. The Houma wanted her master to free her. She had moved in
with a Frenc:ruDlILn named Larteaux, yet later ran to an Alibamon [sic) village with
a Chickasaw.
The French official, Louis Judice, sent Calabee, Larteaux, and
three women to "fetch her," (PPC, Roll 189B, August 30, 1775; UHN Pet., Ex. 1
#23, p. 9).
The Frenc:hman Larteaux was apparently protected by the Alibamons. These
events indi,:atE! that special consideration was given to one Indian slave woman's
disappearan::e lind return.
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the Red River area in Pointe Coupee Parish) had corne to town
and "gc1ne after" some Houma women (Corbin 1981, [8, 16]).
Essentially, the continuing interaction among the small
tribes was so close that it became more and more difficult
and art.ificial for European administrators to distinguish
them from one another.
In 1775, some Biloxi were in Pointe Coupee near the Tunica
and both groups were associating with the Choctaw (Corbin
1981, [10-11]), while some Choctaw raiders had taken refuge
with the Houma (Corbin 1981, [8]). In 1779, one Arkansas
killed another in the Chitimacha village, and Judice was of
the ~pinion that the whole affair had been "fomented by the
mali:e of the Houmas" (Corbin 1981, [20]).
Calabee was noted as a Houma chief in records relating to a
land sale. Judice's october 1, 1775, to the Governor of
Louisiana, Unzaga, stated that the "Houma chief" (probably
Matiabee 1o ) was descending the Mississippi with several
tribesmen to visit the Governor (URN Pet., Ex. 1:#16).
Judi:e voiced the Houma chief's concern that Calabee would
receive a present without passing it along to the other
members of the group, added that he had attempted to
restrain the others from going to Unzaga, and proposed
Unza~a send the present to him for distribution to the five
or six tribesmen who would receive the annual present (URN
Pet. Ex. 1:#16; see also: PPC, Roll 189B, p. 277, Feb. 4,
1776; M:ar. 18, 1776; UHN Pet. Ex. 1:#23, p. 9).
Thera \ras a split within the Houma tribe at the time.
Referring to the sale of October 1774, made by Calabee, of
"its village site" (URN Pet., Ex. 1:#16; see also: Senate
Doc. 45, 28th Cong., 2d Sess., January 13, 1845, for
docu:nents) Judice indicated (1775) that the Houma actually
had ,iivided into "three villages." Calabee, with about 20
men, remained on the site on the left bank of the
Mississippi River sold to Mr. (William) Conway; "the chief
[Matiabee?]" with an almost equal number, had retired to
anot:ler "site two and one-half leagues above [that of
Cala:::>ee's village]" and established a village 20 arpents

10
In addition to Calabee, the name Matiabee [Natchiabee 1 appears in a
number of entries in the PPC, where he is referred to in several as the young or
only real chief of the Houma (PPC, UHN Pet., Ex. 1:#23, p. 9, 2, February 4, 1776
and March IS, 1776; UHN Pet., Ex. 1:#23, p. 20, Oct. 4, 1778).
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from the river. 1I In addition, "one Tiefayo, with eight
familie!s, has withdrawn to the LaFourche" (UHN Pet., Ex.
1:#16).
This location was near Donaldsonville, at the far
north clf Bayou Lafourche where it met the Mississippi River,
and was; not indicative of a migration of the historical
Houma t:ribe at this time into lower Bayou Lafourche or lower
Bayou Terrebonne.
On the basis of Judice's description of their size, the two
contingents of approximately 20 men, with their families,
and the third under Tiefayo, may well have totaled less than
100 persons. At the time of this letter Judice was
attempt:ing to have "these tribes" which he indicated were
the cause of complaints and disorder among themselves, move
to laf()urche. This may shed light on the movement of
Tiefay() to Bayou Lafourche, though the correspondence
indica1:es that Judice was referring to the former Chitimacha
villagE~ site near the confluence of the bayou and the
Mississippi--not to the lower Lafourche area as asserted in
the petition. Therefore, the late colonial movements of the
histc)rical Houma tribe as described and the names of its
leaders as given in the PPC do not provide a link between it
and thE~ ancestors of the petitioner.
In 5U1IIInary, by the 1770's the historical Houma are clearly
doct;,mented as having been settled in the parishes of St.
Jame,s and Ascension, on the Mississippi River above New
Orle,an:;, but they were not living in isolation. The 1770's
witrlessed considerable, if not perpetual, conflict among the
HouUla and their neighbors, including other Indians, the
Talc,pollches and the Chi timacha, the Attakapa and Opelousa,
as \I'ell as European settlers and African slaves (PPC, #23,
Nos. 2, 3, 5, 6, 16, 17, 18, 31, 32, 33). The documents
providt:! no indication that any of the ancestors of the UHN
petitic:mer were, during the 1770's and 1780's, living among
the hi:;torical Houma tribe.
DesC~)tions by Observers.
The most concise generally
available picture of the status of the Indian "petites
nation:;" in Louisiana during the early 1770' s (Rea 1970, 1314) is Robert Rea's article on the career of John Thomas,
the En<;Jlish representative who had been involved in the

II
It wall probably this group that Jefferson's 1803 report to Congress on
Indians ill Louisiana described as follows: "on the eastern bank of the
Missi8sipp,L, ilbout twenty five leagues above Orleans, are the remains of the
nation of ffoumas, or red men, which do not exceed sixty persons" (~ 1834a,
1:349).
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establishment of Fort Bute on the east bank of the Iberville
River at Manchac since 1764 (Rea 1970, 6-7). When Thomas
returned to Manchac as Deputy to the Indian Superintendent
of the Province of West Florida in 1771, his instructions
inclLlded that he was to travel the Mississippi from New
Orleans as far north as Natchez, "noting the various Indian
tribes and traders, and then to return to Manchac and reside
there 'N'hile cultivating the good will of the surrounding
tribes and the neighboring spaniards" (Rea 1970, 12).
The Indians who came under John Thomas; purview
and were usually referred to as the Small Tribes
co,nsisted of remnants and survivors of numerous
groups once established on the Gulf Coast west of
Mobile and along the rivers between the Tombeckby
and the Mississippi. They had been driven inland.
and westward by the more powerful Chickasaw,
Choctaw, and Creeks, and in 1771 they eked out an
existence on either side of the Mississippi,
hunting and planting wherever they could find
safety, dreaming of returning to the coastal
plain. The Houmas were the first tribe north of
New Orleans and were located about twenty-five
leagues above the town. They numbered between
thirty and forty-six men and were firmly attached
to the masters of the Isle of Orleans. A league
below Manchac, Plaquemines creek entered the
Mississippi from the west, and there were found
some thirty families of Tensa, Pacanna, and
Mobilien Indians; farther up the bayou lived fifty
to fifty-eight Chittamachas, Attacappas and
Opelousas. The Alabamas lived a half-league below
Manchac, on the Spanish side, and numbered thirtyfive or forty warriors. Near Point Coupee was
located a band of fifteen Chittamachas, and a
league above the Spanish post, the Tonicas, some
thirty-five families strong, occupied the English
shore. Across the river from there were ten or a
dozen Choctoes [probably Chatoti possibly
Choctaw], so few in number that their chief
Illetaska described himself as the sole survivor
of the tribe and depended upon the Biloxies for
safety. Two leagues further north were nearly one
hundred Biloxies, refugees driven from the
Pascagoula River to the banks of the Amite and
thence to the Mississippi. As recently as 1771,
they had fled to the spanish side in fear of
Choctaw raids, as had fifteen or so Pascagoula
warriors. Several smaller groups had separated
15
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frc)m these tribes and were settled on the Red
River where security had bred civilization and it
wal; reported that they had built themselves a
churcn (Rea 1970, 13; 14 n. 10, citing "Charles
stuart's List of the Several Indian Tribes, c.
November 1772"; Thomas to J. stuart, December 12,
1771, in Haldimand Papers).
All these tribes were declining, the number of
their warriors being estimated at somewhere
be'tween 200 and 250, but their very weakness
enabled them to move back and forth across the
Mississippi as they pleased. The Biloxies and
Pascagoulas, for example, planted corn on the
English side of the river but resided on the
Spanish side. All of the tribes were eager to
trade with any white men (Rea 1970, 14).
In 1~r84, Thomas Hutchins, a British officer reported that
thern w-ere about 25 Houma warriors at a village 60 miles
from Ne'w Orleans, also an Alabama village with 30 warriors,
and 1:hree ~iles further on, a Chitimacha village with 27
warriors (Hutchins 1969, 39).
Judic:e's references to Houma at Lafourche (living on the
site of the former Chitimacha village near Donaldsonville)
continued in 1784, 1785, and 1787 (Corbin 1981, [26-27,
29]).
In 1790, 1793, 1796, and 1797, Verret wrote
ment.Loning Naquiabee, chief of the Houma of Lafourche, to
the CJovernor (Corbin 1981, [30-31, 34-35]), but aside from
thosl~ occasions, mentions of Indians gradually dropped out
of the correspondence from the Lafourche commandant. During
this period, most of the "petites nations" migrated from the
Misslssippi to the Red River and Bayou Boeuf areas in
cent:~al Louisiana (see Background History Paper, BAR Files).
Indi.:tn concerns continued to be prominent in the
corrl~spondence of commandants further to the north and west,
and ,::ontinued to indicate extensive interaction among the
vari,)us small tribes (Corbin 1981, [30-38]). The
disa:;>pearance of such mentions from the correspondence of
theidm.inistrators in the Mississippi River parishes
probibly indicates that none of the small tribes were still
livirlg there.
Thellistorical Houma, Early u.s. Administration. Several
items printed in the American state Papers and The
Territolrial Papers of the United states, Vol. IX, The
~i~.QIry of Orleans, 1803-1812 indicate the interest of
obse~ve.rs in the Indian groups at the time of u.s.
16
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assunption of sovereignty over Louisiana. President
JeffE!rson's letter to Congress, November 14, 1803, entitled
"Description of Louisiana," states that the Houma did not
exceE!d 60 persons (ASP 1834a, 1:349, Report No. 164).
Jeffu:rson had taken the information from a letter, dated
Septumber 29, 1803, to Secretary of State James Madison from
Daniul Clark detailing the Louisiana Indian tribes along the
Miss:,ssippi and other important rivers and bayous.
Jeffu:rson utilized Clark's letter to Madison on the Indian
population in its entirety, making no sUbstantive changes.
Two years later, John Sibley indicated that the Lower
Mississippi Valley tribes were experiencing constant
movelnent and interaction among groups or remnants of various
tribHs. Sibley noted that some Tunicas and Humas [sic] were
"ma~~ied in" to the Atakapas, in a village near Quelqueshoe
[Calcasieu, later Opelousas District], about 20 miles west
of the Attakapas Church (ASP 1832 [Indian Affairs], 4:724).
The addition of the Houma and Tunica had increased the
numbE!r of men at this settlement, which was a considerable
distance (50 to 80 miles) west of the UHN ancestral
settlement along the bayous in Lafourche and Terrebonne
PariBhes (Swanton 1911, 291-292). For a land claim based on
an 11101 purchase from an Indian of the Calcasieu settlement,
see 1:he American State Papers (ASP 1834c, 3:113, No. 96) .12
Sibloy in the same report (ASP 1832, 4:721-725, No. 113;
Annals of Congress, 9th Cong., 2d Sess., 1076-1088)
indic:ated that "a few of the Humas [were] still living on
the E~ast side of the Mississippi, in Insussees [bad misspeLLing of Ascension?] parish, below Manchac, but scarcely
exis1:ed as a nation" (ASP 1832, 4: 725). By way of contrast,
the only Indians reported in Lafourche Parish by Sibley in
1805 were not Houma, but five Washas, scattered in French
families (ASP 1832, 4:725). This reaffirmed what Clark's
letb!r had indicated in 1803. It was land in this area,
sold by Calabee in 1774, which subsequently was referred to
as the "Houmas Claim" (Sen. Doc. 144, 25th Cong., 2d Sess.,
Jan. 29, 1838; S. Report 45, 28th Cong., 2d Sess., Jan. 13,
1845>. Daniel Clark, who purchased the Houma's property in
the area, sold it to General Wade Hampton in 1812. In the
1850"s the property passed to John Burnside, after which

12
Alaoam,ls were also in this area. HYLAlRE, sauvage Alibamon legitmate
according to their laws, son of Payancabe & Fic SCHONQUE, sauvages Alibamons, b.
1 Aug. 1815, bt. 16 July 1816, Opelousas Church: Register of Blacks, v. 2, p. 19
(Hebert 197')4, 3:687).
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time the area came to be called Burnside (Prichard, Kniffen,
and Br01ivn 1945, p. 757, note 76; p. 843, note 504).
A dietry kept by James Leander Cathcart also referred to the
HoumCl slettlement in the early nineteenth century as being
loca1:ed near the modern boundary of Ascension and st. James
Parif;h, on the east side of the Mississippi. Some Houma
(fOUl: f,amilies, two of whom he saw) were certainly on
Cantrelle lands in st. James Parish when seen by de Laussat
in 11105/06. At that time, he reported, they spoke Choctaw
and French (Laussat 1978, 67-68). They were still in St.
JameB, under Cantrelle patronage, when "Chakchuma" and an
unnal~ed chief were sent to New Orleans to see Governor
William Claiborne in 1806 and 1811 (Rowland 1917, 3:347 and
5:27!».
Houma were possibly reported around Manchac as late
as 11136 (Gallatin 1973, 115), if Gallatin was not at that
date just repeating information that Sibley had gathered
over 30 years earlier. Anthropological literature seems to
have assumed that they migrated away from St. James Parish
shor1:ly after that date, but a local historian indicates
that a settlement remained to the rear of Bon Secours
Plan1:ation until at least 1915 (Campbell 1981, 28).
Writing on behalf of the petitioner and seeking to deal
specifically with the historical Houma from the late
eigh1:eenth century into the nineteenth, Janel Curry traced
movements of the historical Houma, both known and supposed,
from a variety of sources (Curry 1979). As an explanation
for 1:he fact that neither Clark nor Sibley referred to a UHN
ancel;tral settlement on Bayou Te'rrebonne, Curry contended
that the authors of the early Federal period sources,
particularly Daniel Clark, might have had some ulterior
motive(s) in describing only certain locations of the
histl)rical Houma tribe (Curry 1979, 9-10, 17).
More probably, the sources did not describe any Indian
settlement along Bayou Terrebonne during the first decade of
the nineteenth century because there was none. The
situiition depicted in these sources showed a high level of
movelDent by numerous Indian groups (not only the historical
HOumii tribe) in the Lower Mississippi Valley at this time.
The ::-elocation and amalgamation of various Indian tribes,
band:;, and groups prior to and subsequent to U.S.
acquisition of Louisiana from France were part of their
resp,)nse to the pressure of united States, French, and
spanish interests and the uncertainties which resulted from
the ::-apid administrative changes. There is no indication
that the government officials' reports deliberately omitted
info::-mation.
18
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The Indian
groups which appeared in Judice's correspondence during the
1770's are very similar to those recalled by URN ancestress
Felicite Billiot in her conversations with Swanton in 1907:

Correlation with the Petitioner's Traditions.

The family history of the writer's oldest
informant, Felicite Billiout, will serve to
illustrate this tribal complexity. HerB
grandmother, whose Indian name was Nuyu'n, but who
wa.s baptized "Marion" after her removal to
LC1uisiana, was born in or near Mobile; her
grandfather, Shulu-shumon, or, in French, Joseph
Abbe,14 and more often called "couteaux, II was a
13
In l:eviewing Swanton's field notes, the referent of the pronoun "her" is
ambiguous.
In the published version, it seems to refer to Felicite Billiot
herself. Eowever, his notes indicate it is possible that Felicite's brother,
Barthelemi, may have been speaking of his .other'. grandparents and parents.
Chronologica.lly, the second interpretation would make more sense.

14
For a very similar name, see a 1745 reference to Shulashummashtabe (Red
Shoe, SouloJchl~ Oumastabe) as a Choctaw war chief at the town of Couechitto, near
Tombecbe (Gall'Dway 1981). Elsewhere, Galloway remarks that:

each [Choctaw village] chief had his staff of officials numbering
about five. These men can be identified in the documents through
the repeated occurrence of what the French took for personal names
but ~hat are clearly functional titles, . . , Many, if not' all,
villages had a war chief, and often this office carried the title of
soulouche oumastabe (red shoe killer) or simply mingo ouma (red
chief)" (Galloway 1985, 123).
Galloway further notes that, "Swanton, who had access only to the French
documents a::quired up to that time by the Library of Congress and other American
libraries.
. did not recognize the titular nature of the appellations
soulouche oumastabe • • • • (Galloway 1985, 152, note 14). Gatschet regarded
appellations such as Old Red Shoe as names or war-names rather than titles in
Creek, Alibamu, and Koasati (Gatschet 1969, 162).
Usner's discussion of the Choctaw Red Shoes (Usner 1992, 88) also says he
was "known by the name of his political position" and uses the spelling "Shulush
Houma" for "Red Shoes," which is phonetically even closer to the version given
Swanton by l'eU.cite Billiot. Combined with her recollection that the family came
from Mobile, and the fact that the "Houma" language that Swanton collected from
her was "nelrly pure Choctaw" (Swanton n.d.; see also Swanton 1918), this opens
a possible lint! of research that some of her ancestry may have been Mobilian or
Choctaw and thcLt "Shulu' shumon" represented a title rather than a personal name.
A "CclosB.da" [Coushatta, Koasati) chief named Red Shoes was mentioned
several times in Alexander McGillivray'S correspondence, and is noted as having
visited Ne'~ Clrleans 'in 1792 (Caughey 1938, 246), but a Creek uncle of
McGillivray'S c:alled Red Shoes (brother of MCGillivray'S mother Sehoy Marchand)
died in 1784, '~hich indicates further the frequency of the name/title (Caughey
1938, 62, 65). According to Swanton, about 1793 this Coushatta Red Shoes led a
party of about 20 families of Alabamas and Coushattas to settle about 60 miles
up from the mouth of the Red River (Swanton 1922, 204).
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Biloxi medal chief; and her mother "an Atakapa
fr'::lm Texas." In addition, she said that Cherokee
("Tsalaki"), Choctaw, and Alibamu had all married
wi·th her people. Among other tribes she had heard
of the Chickasaw ("Shikasha"), Tallapoosa
("Talapush") ,15 and Tunica. Her grandmother,
whom, she said, had moved successively to the
Mississippi, "Tuckapaw Canal," Bayou La Fourche,
Houma, and the coast of Terre Bonne, was evidently
among the Indians who migrated from the
neighborhood of Mobile after 1764, in order not to
remain under English rule (Swanton 1911, 292).
Were the Historical Houma the Tribal Antecedent of the URN?
In ac::cordance with the acknowledgment criteria, the focus of
this section of the report is whether or not the historical
Houmcl, or any of the other Indian tribes along the
Miss.Lssippi in the later eighteenth century, can be
iden':ified as a tribal antecedent of the UHN. Various
authl)rs have attempted to make such an interpretation.
Knif::en, Gregory, and Stokes, publishing in 1987 and
appa:~ently extrapolating from Swanton (Swanton 1911), stated
that even after 1803, "three Houma families, or bands"
~ineg (emphasis added) in the "marshland bayous"
(Kniffen, Gregory, and Stokes 1987, 78). At the same time,
thes,~ authors indicated that while lands were sold by the
Houm,i in 1776, "as late as 1836" English l6 [sic] maps showed
them hunting on the Amite River (Kniffen, Gregory, and
Stok,~s 1987, 78).
Else'lII'here, referring to the "pantribal Houma agglomerate,"
KnifEen, Gregory, and Stokes suggest the historical Houma
absorbed "some Washa and Chawasha, the Yakene Chitto, and
refugees from Gulf Coast tribes such as the Biloxi"
(Kniffe:n, Gregory, and stokes 1987, 78), as well as the
OkelJus,a, whose "identity, location, and fate • • • remain
in doubt" (Kniffen, Gregory, and Stokes 1987, 79; Swanton
1911, 300-301). In addition, these same authors suggest at
anottler point that the "Acolapissa, Houma, and quite likely,
thei¥as,ha fused into one group, seeking refuge from the
encroac:hment of the Europeans" and moved into Terrebonne

"

A subdivision of the Creek.

16
Although Albert Gallatin published his history of American Indians in
1836, a cloae I~eading indicates that his discussion of the Houma and other small
Louisiana trib'Bs was based primarily on Sibley's 1805 report, and the statement
did not refer to the actual situation in 1836.
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Paris;h

~to

become the UHN (Kniffen, Gregory, and Stokes 1987,
The authors cite no primary
documents supporting these presumed admixtures with the
histc~ical Houma tribe or for its presumed migration into
the l<:>wcar bayous.
65; ~:warlton 1911, 44).

FREE PEI)PLE

OF COLOR.

~.it1.lation of the Indian groups in
eight~enth century cannot be analyzed

The

Louisiana in the
without considering
the imp.act of African as well as European settlers. A
numbE!r c:>f studies treat the issue of slavery in colonial
LouiHiana, but a discussion of race is not synonymous with a
discussion of slavery.
IndicLns were enslaved with some frequency during the French
colonial period. However, the issue of Indian slavery in
LouiHiana is not relevant to analysis of the petition, as
therE! is no indication that any of the documented Indian
ance!.tors of the UHN had ever been enslaved.

In felct, neither Indian "nor African slavery was as
significant in the development of the UHN ancestral group as
was 1~e existence in Louisiana of free persons of African,
or mixed European and African, ancestry. While this study
is nc~ primarily focused on investigating black-Indian
relat:ionships during the French and Spanish administrations
in LClui:;iana, in the total picture of the heterogeneous
sociE!ty which was evolving, the presence of Africans was
nearly .as important for the Indians as the presence of
Europeans. Their existence is of major significance to
underst.anding the social, linguistic, ethnic, and economic
groups ,.,hich developed and met in Louisiana, as a whole, and

in specific localities within the state.
The impc:>rtance of the "free people of color" portion of the
Loui~.ialrla population in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
century in Louisiana is well documented in governmental,
archival, and secondary source material. Ingersoll (1991),
Ster}:x (1972), Everett (1966) and Berlin (1974), have dealt
with free blacks and free negroes in the New Orleans area
prior tc:> 1803. They and others have presented various
aspe(~s of a century and a half of the history (1720-1860)
of Afri.::an and West Indian immigrant society, though
primcLrily from the perspective of outside observers rather
than using the documents generated by the group itself, as
Mill~. did for the Metoyers (Mills 1977).
21
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The free Negro population in Louisiana appeared shortly
after the founding of the colony. Church records indicate
that marriages of free Africans took place in New Orleans as
earli as the 1720's (Sterkx 1972, 15, 22). The
heterogeneity of the society created a social situation that
permitted widespread interaction among all ethnic groups
(Sterkx 1972, 31). In addition to the "mixed offspring" of
white a.nd Indian (known in French as "metis" and in Spanish
as "nestizos"), and white and African (mulattos, quadroons,
etc.), there were also offspring of Indians and blacks or
mUlattoes (known in French as "griffes" or in Spanish as
"zambos") (Webre 1984, 120). All of these groups
interma.rried with one another as well as marrying back into
the source populations.
The Spa.nish treatment of, and attitude towards, both Indians
and ~fricans was potentially, if not always in reality, more
humane than the French, British, or American (Moore 1976,
Chap. Vi Sterkx 1972, Chap. 2). The new Spanish Governor,
Alejandro O'Reilly issued a decree in December, 1769, which
prohibited the future enslavement of Indians (Webre 1984,
122). In 1794, Governor Carondelet freed all Louisiana
Indian slaves except th~ Natchez (Kniffen, Gregory, and
Stokes 1987, 94).
Webre stated in a phone conversation that the court records
for the slave cases cited at footnotes on pages 124-126 of
his art~icle17 indicated that the suits for freedom were
brought~ by Indians who were "fairly fully assimilated into
white alnd black culture" (August 25, 1992, phone
convers:ation with BAR historian Terry Lamb). If, however, a
slave v.rho claimed to be Indian were found to be African in
appearalnce, the legal ground for determining free status was
based em whether or not the individual "could prove to the
satisfalction of the court that he was descended from Indians
in the maternal line" (Webre 1984, 127).
While aldopting a more positive or pragmatic attitude toward
the Inc:lian population, the Spanish also "removed all
17
The study of spanish judicial records indicates that, while the Indians
who brought legal actions on slavery issues were identified by name, they were
not identi:~iecl by tribe.
One case involved a suit against the estate of
Francisco C:ruz,at, a lieutenant at an Illinois post.
Following his return to
Louisiana from Spanish Illinois (Missouri), he died. Slaves kept by Cruzat, one
Marie and h,!r brother Pierre, and Marie's half-brother Baptiste, who sued his own
master, we:~e freed under the anti-slavery declarations initially issued by
Governor O'Reilly in 1769. Between 1790 and 1794 some dozen cases were brought
before the Governor, who heard each case (Webre 1984, 124-130).
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impediments to manumission" for all slaves, though this did
not, of course, outlaw or restrict slavery itself (Ingersoll
1991, 180). After 1780, African slaves were guaranteed a
righ': of self-purchase, which was quite frequently exercised
(Ingl~rsoll 1991, 183-89, 192; Conrad 1974).
The :;panish kept population figures on the numbers of free
pers1ms of color. sterkx concluded that of the 165 free
Negroes in Louisiana in 1769, 73 were ufree Blacks" and 92
were "free Mulattoes" (sterkx 1972, 33), but this appears to
have been only a count of males eligible for militia service
(Vool~hies 1973).
In 1785, the Louisiana Colony had a
population of 9,766 whites, 15,010 slaves, and 1,175 free
Negroes, of whom 563 were in New Orleans (Sterkx 1972, 85).
A 1900 publication, cited by Sterkx, indicates that the
Span:Lsh period witnessed "clear lines" of classes based on
law and custom, which placed the Europeans by birth (the
"chapetones") as first in rank and power; the Creoles, in
the Bense of persons of European ancestry born in the
colonies, were second; the free mUlattoes and free Negroes
formnd the third class; and the slaves and Indians [emphasis
added] the fourth (Sterkx 1972, 87). There is no indication
of why Indians were classified with with slaves rather than
with other free persons of color.
The :Law of Louisiana under American jurisdiction after 1803
did not make legal distinctions among the various categories
of f]~ee persons of color, whatever an individual or group's
spec:.fi,c ancestry may have been. The status of free people
of color within Louisiana in the early nineteenth century
was defined in a First District, Louisiana, court decision
of 1B10 (Adelle v. Beauregard) in which the Court held that
"perflon;s of color may have descended from Indians on both
side!!, from a white parent, or mulatto parents in possession
of their freedom" (1 Mart. [O.S.] 183, 184).
As of 1806, the Black Code (a compendium of laws pertaining
primclrily to slaves but also referring to free persons of
color) :stated that the testimony of "all free Indians" would
be aclmi"tted into evidence in trials involving slaves (Digest
1806,8'-9).18

The "frlee person of color" notation on official civil
records, devised after the purchase of Louisiana by the
II
The Dig~ of slave law compiled in 1835 summarized the "Black Code" as
it existed \Inde,r the Louisiana government from 1806 to the 1830' s.
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united states, was the result of official government policy
(Sterkx 1972, Chap. 3 and 4, esp. 160-161). The slave
revolts, in the 1790's in Haiti and Santo Domingo had caused
a fear of similar potential upheavals in Louisiana (Berlin
1974, 112-119; Sterkx 1972, 79-97).
The social and political situation faced by the Spanish,
French, Americans, and Creoles in Louisiana was new and
anomalclus for the American government (Sterkx 1972, 79-97).
Once the United states began to establish an administrative
network:, free blacks who had begun to exert some degree of
independence through the black militia challenged the social
and ecclnomic patterns which were being introduced, in large
degree as a response to the immigration from Haiti and the
resulting larger free Negro population developing in
Louisiana. By 1810, with the influx of free Negroes from
Santo Domingo and Cuba, the free people of color in
Louisiana numbered approximately 8,000: most were from the
West Indies.
'
How the! petitioning group relates to the free Negro or to
free people of color who were partly of African ancestry is
incompletely. documented from the traditional historical
perspec:ti ve. Genealogical sheets forwarded with the
petiticin include notations that a number of founding group
ancestors were designated as free people of color. It is
sometimes, but not always, clear whether a specific "free
person of color" was of Indian or African background--or a
combinaLtion. From the perspective of acknowledgment
criteri.a, the question to be analyzed is whether or not the
groue lIIras distinct from the society surrounding it because
of the element of Indian ancestry, the element of African
ancestJ:'y, or both. If it was held distinct from French
Creole society because of non-European ancestry (whether
Indian or African), did it hold itself distinct from the
~ral, population of free people of color because it
identified itself as Indian in nature rather than African in
nature?'
EARLUIEMOGRAPHY OF THE t1HN ANCESTORS.

oriqinll of t1BN Ancestral Settlement in Lafourche and
Terrabcinne Parishes, 1800-1850. Throughout the first half
of the nineteenth century, the ancestors of the UHN were
never dlistinguished in Federal or State government records
as an Indian group discussed by Indian agents or in
specialized record groups. Therefore, to locate documents
that pe!rmit an understanding of the chronology of the
24
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appearance of the group's ancestors in its current area of
resi(ience, and the development of the community in what is
now 'rerrebonne Parish, Louisiana, it is necessary to look,
not at any special set of "Indian" records, but at the
ordinary administrative records of the civil and
eccl.~siastical jurisdictions of southern Louisiana, as they
pertdined to all residents.
The :~ecords pertaining to the petitioning group have been
kept in various civil and ecclesiastical parishes over time.
This does not reflect a continuing geographical migration on
the part of the UHN ancestors during the period 1800-1850.
By t:le end of the spanish administration in the 1790' s, they
had .'ilready received land grants on Bayou Terrebonne and
were living there. Rather, the location of the records
refl:!cts the subsequent subdivision of civil and
eccl:!siastical parishes which occurred as the population
incr:!ased and the level of governmental and church services
was :!xtended over the course of time.
Develop,ment of southern Louisiana Record-Keeping Aqencies.

The founding ancestors of the UHN appear to have been
already settled in what is now Terrebonne Parish along Bayou
Terrebonne by the late 1790's. They continued to live there
from the 1820's through the 1850's. The successive
appeara,nce of records pertaining to the UHN in Ascension,
Assumption, Lafourche, and Terrebonne Parishes does not
reflect a process of continuing or ongoing southward
migrati.on, but rather one of changing administrative
boundaries through sUbdivision.
civil J'urisdictions. For the purpose of tracking the
origins of the petitioning group in Terrebonne Parish,
Louisiama, it is not necessary to consider the development
of Louisiana's civil jurisdictions prior to their
reorganization by the Spanish administration in 1769. The
new rulers divided the Province of Louisiana into 20
districts, with sometimes rather ill-defined boundaries. In
each district, the governor appointed a commandant who was
entrusted with various military, judicial, and civil powers
(Robichaux 1974, vii). These districts survived until the
beginnings of American administration after the Louisiana
Purchase, in 1803.
One of these districts was the "Distrito de La
Fc)urche de los Chetimachas." From a study of
adjacent districts and of the subsequent
separations from the original area, this District
25
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is believed to have been composed essentially of
the areas of today's civil parishes of Lafourche,
Te!rrebonne, Assumption and that part of Ascension
on the "west" side of the Mississippi River. The
District included land on both sides of, and
along, the entire length of Bayou Lafourche
(formerly called by the French, "La Riviere des
chetimachas")--from the junction with the
Mississippi (the "fork," in French, "La Fourche")
to the Gulf of Mexico. Its shoreline on the Gulf
WSLS that of the present parishes of Lafourche and
Terrebonne combined (Robichaux 1974, p. vii).
On the north, it was bounded by the Iberville Coast and
Cabanoc:ey or the First Acadian Coast (modern st. James
Parish); on the east by the German Coasts, the District of
New Orleans, and the Lower Coast below New Orleans; on the
west, hy the Attakapas District (Robichaux 1974, p. vii).
The Spanish military post of Valenzuela was established on
Bayou Lafourche in 1778 (Robichaux 1974, p. viii).
After t:he Louisiana Purchase, the first session of the
Territory of Orleans Legislative Council (1805) abolished
the Spclnish administrative system and replaced the 20
districts with 12 counties. The ecclesiastical parish of
Ascension (also known as the Second Acadian Coast) was
subtracted from the old Lafourche District and placed into
Acadia County together with st. James Parish, while the new
Lafcurc::he County was the old district less Ascension Parish
(Robichaux 1974, p. ix).
This system did not last long. In 1807, the second session
of the legislature redivided Orleans Territory into 19 civil
parjsh~~s.
Those of interest for the history of the UHN were
AscE:nsion Parish (the Second Acadian Coast, including the

old POf;t and village of "La Fourche des chetimachas"),
Ass~mp1:ion Parish, and Lafourche Interior Parish.
The civil
Ass~mp1:ion Parish was the northern part of this area along
Bayc~ Lafourche, closest to the Misssisippi River.

Lafeturc::he Interior Parish contained the southern part of old
Lafe~rche District (Robichaux 1974, pp. ix-x).
In 182:2, the legislature divided Lafourche Interior Parish
intel L.!fourche Parish and Terrebonne Parish. These civil
parish4es attained, at that time, essentially their modern
bourdaries (Robichaux 1974, p. x). Sketches of both of
the!::e 4::ivil parishes (No. 29, Lafourche and No. 55,
Terreb4)nne) and their records were produced by the Works
Pro: ec1ts Administration and published in 1942 by Louisiana
26
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statE! University. They were conveniently reprinted in the
first. volume of Hebert's South Louisiana Records (Hebert
1978~., pp. xiii-xxxviii).
EcclE!siastical Jurisdictions. While Catholic churches
exist.ed in Louisiana from the foundation of the settlement,
New C~leans was not established as a diocese until 1793.
Priolo teJ that date, the ecclesiastical administrative
authe,ri1::y was first Quebec, then Santiago de Cuba, and then
Havar~ (Beers 1989, 154).
In 1793, the Diocese of Louisiana
and the Floridas (episcopal seat at New Orleans) included
the E!nt.ire area of the modern state.
In 1853, the northern
section of Louisiana was transferred to the newly
establi:;;hed Diocese of Natchitoches (the name of which has
SinCE! bl:!en changed to the Diocese of Alexandria). Southwest
Louil;;iana was made into a separate diocese in 1918, with
Lafayet 1te as the seat. The Diocese of Baton Rouge was
creat:ed in 1961 (Hebert 1975, 2). Lafourche and Terrebonne
Pari~~es, with a small amount of adjacent territory, were
sepal'atlad from the Archdiocese of New Orleans in 1977 under
the t:itle of the Diocese of Houma-Thibodaux (Hebert 1979a,
p. vi).
AscensieJn Parish, at the Post of Lafourche (modern
DonaldseJnville), was founded August 15, 1772 (Robichaux
1974, viii). Assumption Parish, a few miles below the Post
of VCllenzuela, at modern Plattenville, was founded 1793
(Robichaux 1974, p. ix). Abstracts of these parish records
have been published (Catholic Church. Diocese of Baton
ROUgE!" Louisiana).
st. ~~(Jslaph Church, Thibodaux, Louisiana (Lafourche Parish),
was E!sti:tblished in 1817; registers begin in 1820 (Hebert
1975, 3:2). st. Francis de Sales Church, Houma, Louisiana
(Terl'ebl::>nne parish), was established in 1848 (Hebert 1975,
59). Sacred Heart Church, Montegut, Louisiana (Terrebonne
Pari!i:h), was established in 1865 (Hebert 1975, 59). While
its t~te of founding might seem to place its records beyond
consideration in a section on the first half of the
nine1:eell1th century, the efforts of Sacred Heart's first
priesit ,to baptise a number of adults, some of them of
advanced age, make its early records relevant to the period
1800·'1850.
usin~r

C:ivil and Church Records to Identify Early Ancestors

l~etitioner.
Use of the records generated by the late
colonial and early Federal era civil and ecclesiastical
juri!~ictions of Louisiana to identify members of the
petH:ioll1ing community is not always a straightforward

of tile
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procE!dure. After 1808, keepers of civil records were
instructed to use the term "free person of color"
(abb]~eviated "f.p.o.c."), or some variant of it, for nonwhitHs. Indians and mixed blood Indians, as well as
African/Caucasian mUlattos and negroes, were included in
this generic category (see Adelle v. Beauregard, First
Dist]~ict Louisiana, Fall Term, 1810).
Of necessity, under
the ~\delle v. Beauregard standard, Indians in Louisiana had
to accept the "f.p.o.c." designation for legal purposes in
rela1:ionships with outside society. This was not congruent
with the self-identity of those who perceived themselves, or
whos4a parents chose to identify them, as Indian.
Upon occasion a civil record keeper might be more specific
than "f.p.o.c.," as in referring to Joseph Billiot's wife
Jeanl~t as "an Indian woman" (Lafourche Parish Records,
Marriage Bk. 1808-1829, Doc. 3) or Courteau as "Indian of
the :3iloxi nation" (Terrebonne Parish Records, Acts of
convl~yance, Bk. 3, 1828-1830, Doc. 526)--b1;lt a civil record
keep1ar was not required to be this specific. Several of the
refarences of use to researchers working on this petition
exis': not because the record keeper specif ied the ethnic
desi9nation, but because the originator of the record did
so, ,:is when Jean Billiot declared that his deceased wife
Marqlerite Courteau was "an Indian woman" (Shannon 1986, 65)
or ~len Alexandre Verdun, in his will, specified that Marie
Greg·:>ire was a "femme sauvage" (Terrebonne Parish Records,
Acts of Conveyance, Bk. 3, 1828-1830, Doc. 521 and 521A).
In presenting abstracts of early sacramental records
(baptisms, marriages, and funerals), the Catholic dioceses
of L~uisiana have made a deliberate effort both to provide
essential information to genealogists and to prevent the use
of the abstracts for purposes of racial identification. As
an elCample of this procedure, in the Diocese of Baton Rouge
Catholic Church Records. Volume 3 (1804-1819), most of the
records: pertaining to ancestors of the UHN from Assumption
Parish are coded ASM-4 (Catholic Church. Diocese of Baton
Rouge, Louisiana 1982, Vol. 3, throughout). It is necessary
to refe~r to another book, not in the same series, to
discovE!r that the ASM-4 code for Assumption Parish refers to
"Libro de bautizados de neg.s y mulatos para esta parroqu.a
de la F'ource de Valenzuela (nombrada la Assumpcion) que
comienz:a en veinte y nueva de sept [ i] embre del ano de mil
seteciemtos noventa y tres y acaba en [1841]" [Book of
baptisms of negroes and mulattos in this parish of La Fource
of Valemzuela (called Assumption) which begins September 29,
1793, and ends in [1841]) (Nolan 1976, p. B-15-2). Some of
the original entries may have been more specific about the
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ethn.ic identity of the individual considered, but the
original entries were not accessible to BAR researchers.
The published abstracts are not complete. In his
intrt)duction to the South Louisiana Records series, Rev.
Donald J. Hebert stated:
The records found in this series are from the
Registers of Whites only, although a few records
of slaves or free people of color are sometimes to
be found in these Registers. The records from the
Black Registers will probably be published later
on in a different series (Hebert 1978a, p. ix).
Hebe:~t also emphasized that his extracts of church records
made no reference to legitimacy, even when this was given in
the I)riginal document (Hebert 1978a, ix). Therefore, it
must be emphasized that while a historian can to some extent
utilize these series of abstracts in a study of the early
development of the UHN, the abstracts were not produced with
such a purpose in mind, and are not well-designed for the
purp,)se of analyzing ethnic affiliations and legal
rela'::ionships.

Chro::loloqy of Settlement Patterns on Bayou Terrebonne, 17871810. r At the time of Swanton's visit to Terrebonne Parish

in 1'~07, Bob Verret, one of his informants, delineated
apprl)ximately 1,700 descendants of its founders in six
settlements on the southern bayous (Swanton 1911, 291).
1911, Swanton wrote that:

In

The records leave us in doubt when the bulk of the
[historical Houma] tribe moved from Ascension into
Terre Bonne parish, and possibly it was a drift
rather than a regular migration. At any rate, the
remnant of the tribe, mixed with other Indian
peoples and white and negro blood, now live along
the coasts of Terre Bonne and La Fourche parishes
• . • (Swanton 1911, 291).
In f.ict, the parish-level documents located by BAR create
doub':: that the "bulk of the tribe" ever made such a move at
all. Swanton's informants in 1907 told him that all "Houmas
or riither Homas" of Terrebonne and Lafourche descended from
the "couteaux, Billiout, and Verdine" families (Swanton
1911, 292). This statement was perfectly accurate. Swanton
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did not realize how small the number of Indians who
orig:.na"ted the group he was studying had been. 19
In acWition to acknowledging that there had been a mixture
with whites and negroes (Swanton 1911, 292), Swanton made
the assumption that t.he UHN's founding settlement had
inco]~porated not only survivors of the historical Houma
tribu, but remains of several other tribes: Bayogoula and
Acolapissa, Biloxi and Chitimacha, probably remnants of
Washa and Chawasha, besides individuals from a number of
oth~~ Louisiana and Mississippi peoples (Swanton 1911, 292).
Thus Swanton suggested seven specific tribes as ancestral to
the lnodern UHN petitioner. However, BAR research has found
only three family lines (a married couple with their four
children, and two other women) providing documented Indian
ance:;try for the petitioning group. In fact, the situation
that Swanton attributed to the first decade of the
nine1:eenth century would seem to be much more typical of the
Indian tribal melting pot or mixing-bowl process that had
been taking place along the Mississippi River near La
Fourche des Chetimachas a full generation earlier, as
descl~ibed in the PPC correspondence of Commandant Judice in
the 1770's (Corbin 1981). It does not to conform to the
data that land and census records provide about the
settlement pattern in the lower bayous.
The Billiot land grants in Terrebonne Parish were dated as
earl:r as 1787/1788, while the Verdin land grant was in 1792
(see below). These dates are not in chronological accord
with Swanton's hypothesis that the historical Houma tribe
migrated into the lower bayous. By the time of the latest
repol:-ts of the historical Houma tribe in st. James Parish
and among the Atakapa in the first decade of the 1800's, the
UHN ancestors had already received Spanish land grants on
Bayoll Terrebonne. The earliest reported marriage of a
doculnented Indian in the petitioning group, that of Rosalie
Cour':eau to Jacques Billiot, took place in Lafourche Parish
on Bayou Terrebonne in 1808, at which time the historical
Houma tribe was still in st. James Parish.

19
Swant'on' s studies of American Indians were comprehensive but not
infallible- -Seli!, for example, a discussion of how research by more recent
scholars in::lici!l.tes that Swanton was in error when he assumed that the Mohegan
tribe of Connecticut migrated there from upstate New York (BAR Proposed Finding,
Mohegan, Historical Report, 12).
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It p]~oved possible to develop a chronology of settlement of
the lffiN's ancestral families. This section covers,
esseJrtially, the period from the arrival of the Acadians in
1785 to the death of Jean-Baptiste Billiot, Sr. in 1809.
Sources for the preparation of the chronology included not
only land and church records, but also the late Spanish
colonial censuses of Lafourche, 1788-1791-1795-1797-1798
(Rob:Lchaux 1974) and the first Federal census of Louisiana
in 1B10 (NAM Microfilm Series M-252, Roll 10). Overall,
this chronology does not link the known ancestors of the
peti1:ioner to the known activities of the historical Houma
tribl~ .
pattern of settlement of the Lafourche-Terrebonne
area, In a marginal note to his taking of the 1810 Federal
Cens1ls, Judge William Goforth of Lafourche Interior Parish
descl~ibed Bayou D' Arbonne (Terrebonne) as follows:
Genel~al

This Bayou comes up from the Sea and is Considered
as belonging to the Interior Parish of La Fourche.
It comes up to within about 10 miles of the bayou
la Fourche in a dry time and in a wet time within
the distance of one and a half. The Tide comes up
this bayou about Nine Legues. The length of this
bayou from the Sea is Seventeen Leggues. The
general wideness is 120 feet at 10 mi. It has
good rich land on each side surrounded with low
lands. The arable land is 15 acres [illegible] &
10 acres & till you get near to the Sea it is
chiefly a low marsh (NARA Microfilm Series M-252,
Roll 10, [2]).
A fe1~ settlers from colonial Louisiana French families, as
well as some more recent immigrants from the Canary Islands
and :;ome Acadians, were residing in, or at least claiming
land in, the Lafourche area by 1779 (ASP 1839b, 2:332, No.
1). Newly arrived Acadian French received grants in the
area after 1785 (Robichaux 1974, viii), but the number of
spanish grants to this popUlation group in the area was also
smalL. In 1810, Goforth noted of "Bayou D'Arbonne" that,
"The::-e is very few Spanish grants on this bayou, it is
gene::-ally Congress land" (NARA Microfilm Series M-252, Roll
10, J).
By 1'787/1788, Governor Miro was issuing these land grants on

"BaYI)u Darbonne." U. S. Land Off ice surveys indicate the
Spanish claimants' names as (in order, moving from north to
south) Pierre Menard [Minoue], Pierre Gazeau [Cazo], Pierre
Gan01le [Gano], Joseph Ganoue [Gano], Charles Billiot
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[BiL.io], Pierre Billiot, Michel Derdin [Dirdia], Etienne
Bill:.ot, Etienne Billiot [Bious], and M. Eris [Iris].
Another slightly overlapping sequence continued with the
name!; E·tienne Billiot, Marianne Erice [Iris], Joseph
DeanJl/Deanne/Dianne [Dion/Dionne/Jeanne], Pierre Chasson
[Cha:.ss,on/Chiasson], Charles Billiot, Jean Bte. Theodore
Henry, ,Joseph M. Boudreau, Jean Dupres [Dupre], Jean Nanquin
[Naquin, Nacquin], and the widow of Jean Pierre Dugat
[Dugas]. A third survey map, starting with Jean Pierre
Dugat [Dugas], continued down the Bayou with Charles Nanquin
[Naquin, Nacquin] (assigned to John B. Alexander and Peter
Vard:Ln [Verdin/Berdine]), Charles Billot (assigned to John
B. A1exander and Peter Vardin [Verdin]), Pierre Bourque
(ass:Lgned to John B. Alexander and Peter Vardin [Verdin)
Loui:; S.auvage (assigned to John B. Alexander and Peter
Vard:Ln [Verdin), Jean Billot Jr., Jean Billot Sr., Marie
Herinse [Iris), Joseph Billot, and Manuel Albaradez (U.S.
Genel~al Land Office, survey Maps; copies in BAR files).
Arrival of Known UHN Ancestral Families in Modern Terrebonne
Parinh. The date of arrival of the majority of the
ancentral families of the UHN who were early settlers in the
Laf~lrche/Terrebonne area (not just of those families who
are identified in the records as Indian), must ordinarily be
detel~ined by a combination of church, land, and census
recol~ds.
The following discussions are in approximate order
of al~rival. More detail on the demographic development of
the ::amilies of Billiot, Courteau, Verdin, Gregoire, Solet,
and 'lerret is contained in a survey prepared by BAR
histc)rian as background for this report. 20
Therc~ was no Indian tribe living on Bayou Terrebonne at the
time Europeans and other non-Indians started to settle
there!. Also, there is no evidence for an Indian tribe or
tribal agglomerate which moved to Bayou Terrebonne from
some1ihere else. Rather, the descendants of a small number
of unrelated individuals with Indian ancestry, along with
desccmdants of a majority of immigrants who were or European
and/c)r African descent, developed into a community on the
lowel::- reaches of Bayou Terrebonne. The immigrants, both
Indian and non-Indians, received individual land grants.
These~ persons of widely varied origins became neighbors and
assoe::iates. Because of a tendency toward group endogamy,
most of these immigrants' descendants now share some Indian
ancei;try (84% of petitioner's members).

A copy of
petitioner.

this

background

survey

will

be

made

available

to

the
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For narrative purposes, BAR has adopted standardized
spellings for the relevant family names. The original
documents contain'many variants for every surname.
FamilY.:·by-Family Summary. Each of the following families
has beem documented as ancestral to the URN petitioner. The
order elf discussion is chronological, beginning with the
earlies:t known date of settlement in the lower bayous.

Naquin. Jean Charles Naquin, born in 1771 in France, was a
son of two Acadians, Charles Naquin and Anne Durand, a
seamstress. He immigrated to Louisiana with his father from
Nancy on the st. Remy to New Orleans in 1785. As Juan
Carlos Naquin, he married Magdalena or Magdelaine LeBoeuf on
Decemhe:r 28, 1800, at Assumption Church, Plattenville,
Louisiana. She was a daughter of Jean LeBoeuf, born on the
German Coast (his parents had been born in Canada) and Reine
Matherine/Matherne/Materne, born ca. 1760 on the German
coast (her parents were also born on the German Coast). The
1810 ce:nsus showed Jean "Nankin" [Naquin] on Bayou D' Arbonne
(U.S. Bureau of the Census. Original 1810 Population Census
Louisiana, 161). The family has remained a large one in the
Terrehelnne area, the majority of the descendants of the
immiqra.nt couple continuing to identify exclusively as
Acadian French.
No member of this family became identified with the URN
until ~:a. 1828, when Jean-Marie Naquin, born in 1804,
baptize:d at Assumption parish, Plattenville, Louisiana, son
of Jean Charles Naquin and Magdelaine LeBoeuf, entered the
group through his union with Pauline Verdin, daughter of
Alexa.ndler Verdin and Marie Gregoire.
This family was also part of the Acadian
French immigrant group that arrived in 1785. The 1810
cenSllS showed Pierre "Shaison" on Bayou D'Arbonne (Original
1810 Pc'pulation Census, Louisiana, 161). However, no
Chaissc.n identified with the URN until shortly before 1850.
The majority of URN members who carry the Chaisson surname
are :ies:cendants of only one marriage: that of Andre
Chaisson and Marie Azilda/Felicite Isilda Billiot.
Chaisse.n/Chiasson.

Billiot/Billeau, etc. When John Reed Swanton visited
Louisia.na in 1907, one of his main informants was Felicite
Billiot. (Swanton n.d.; Swanton 1911, 392). The information
he obta.ined from her and from her brother Barthelemi
pertained primarily to their maternal grandparents.
However, Felicite and Barthelemi were also grandchildren of
Jean-Baptiste Billiot, Sr. and Marie/Mariane Iris, members
\
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of families which had been living south of New Orleans in
the area of the English Turn [Detour Anglaise] as late as
the 1770 census (Voorhies 1973, 133; Woods and Nolan 1988,
2:21'-22).
Jean'-Baptist'e Billiot's first land claim on Bayou D'Arbonne
was filed on land granted in 1787 by Governor Miro: this
land, 162 acres, was inhabited by him prior to 1803. His
othe::- claim, 167 acres adjacent to Louis Sauvage, was as
assio;nee of Joseph LeForce (ASP 1834b, 2:433, Nos. 371 and
484; AS~ 1834c, 3:362, No. 371; 363, No. 484). Marie Iris
ente:red an independent claim of 321 acres, obtained on a
regular warrant from Governor Miro in 1788, which was
reco:rded as Marie Nerisse (ASP 1834b, 2: 433, No. 370; ASP
1834
3:362, No. 370); as Marianne Erice she claimed a
tract in Lafourche Parish on both sides of Bayou Terrebonne,
adjoining the lands of Dardan [sic] (ASP 1834c, 3:597, No.
249) .
1: : : ,

Their son Joseph Billot/Billiot received a grant in the same
area in 1788, adjoining "Marie Acies" in the printed
records--most probably another misspelling/misreading of
"Arias" for "Iris" (ASP 1834b, 2:432, No. 368). Jean
Bill)t, Jr. was in possession of a claim by 1803, but it had
been co,nveyed to him by way of Jean Chap, the original
clainant, through his father, Jean Baptiste Billiot, Sr.
(ASP 1834b, 2:433, No. 484; ASP 1834b, 2:432, No. 369).
Three more sons of Jean Baptiste Billiot, Sr., and Marie
Iris had claims in the same area. Charles
Billot/Billio/Billiot's was dated 1790 (ASP 1834b, 2:362,
No. 314; ASP 1839c, 3:597, No. 244) and adjoined those of
Pierre Billio (ASP 1834c, 3:597, No. 243) and Etienne Billio
(ASP 1834c, 3:597, No. 251).
It is doubtful that the family had moved to their claims by
the filing dates, however, for as late as 1792 Jean Biau
[sic] a,nd Marie Yrys had a daughter baptized at New Orleans,
with Alexandre verdin (see below) serving as her godfather
(Woods and Nolan 1990b, 5:32-33). So far, this is the only
documentary evidence located by BAR for a connection between
any tWCt of these families prior to their settlement on Bayou
Terrebonne, and it is the sponsorship of the child of one
man of European ancestry by another man of European
ancestry.
The Billiot family is not listed on any of the late Spanish
colonia.l censuses (the last dated 1798) as being in
Lafourc:he Parish, but Jean-Baptiste Billiot died there in
34
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1809 (Lafourche Parish Probate Records 1809) and Marian
was on the 1810 Federal Census, described in
a marginal note as "free Negress, 60 years old, has land,
pays tax, has 10 children" (Original 1810 Population Census,
Louisiana, 161).
Bill~u/Billoux

BecaQse Marie Iris was clearly identified as non-Indian in
the rec:ords, considerable effort was made by BAR historians
to dete:rmine whether or not there was Indian heritage in the
line of Jean Baptiste Billiot. Circumstantial evidence
gathere:d from numerous published sources (Robichaux 1973;
Voor~ies 1973; Woods and Nolan 1988-1992; Cruz at 1941a and
1941b) leads to the conclusion that he was in all
probability a descendant on the paternal side of Isaac/Louis
Billiot dit Bon (French) and Marie Eve Frederick dit Conrad
(German), early residents of the Mississippi River coast
below New Orleans. No information at all was found
pertaining to his maternal lineage but, as he was never
referred to as a free person of color in his estate
administration, it is probable that his mother was also of
European ancestry.
Sauvage!/Savage. Louis Sauvage claimed a tract of land on
both sides of Bayou Terrebonne in Lafourche Parish,
containing 80 and 48/100 acres, adjoining on one side to
Pierre Bourg [Bourque]. This land had been actually settled
prior to December 20, 1803, with permission of the proper
Spanish Officer (ASP 1834b, 2:423, No. 339), but the claims
report does not indicate by whom. Louis Sauvage did not
appear on any Federal census records. On December 27, 1806,
John Joseph of Lafourche sold to Louis Ogeron land on Bayou
Darbonne bounded above by Louis Sauvage and below by Jean
Biou, i:ils (Toups 1991a, 47). As Louis,Sauvage died without
childre!n, the land eventually passed to descendants of his
sister, Marianne, wife of Houma called Courteau (Terrebonne
Parish, Conveyance Bk. I, 157-158).
The orlgins of the Louis Sauvage who held land on Bayou
Terrebonne have not been traced. It is possible that he was
of Indian ancestry, but no proof has been adduced of his
ident.it:y with the Louis Sauvage, grandson of an Indian, who
in 1806 sold to Joseph Ennet land in Pointe Coupee Parish,21
a considerable distance to the north from the Terrebonne
Parish land (ASP 1834b, 2:388, No. 154).

21
There ,.,ere several Indian groups (not Houma) in Pointe Coupee Parish in
the early l8th century.
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The pet.i tion states that this man was identical with the
"Louis de la Houssaye/Oalahousie Courteau" whom oral
traditi.on says was the last chief of the group, that he
succeeded Chac-Chouma as chief of the historical Houma, and
that he~ was the unnamed man who accompanied Chac-Chouma on
his vis,it to Governor Claiborne in 1811 (UHN Pet., Narr., p.
32; URN Pet., Resp. to 00 Letter, 35). All of these
asserti.ons are unwarranted assumptions based upon
extrapc,lation from one single documented fact: that his
land was inherited by his niece Rosalie Courteau (Terrebonne
Parish, Conveyance Bk. I, 157-158).
There was a colonial family named Sauvage or sauvagin which
appears: in other documents connected with the Billiot
family, and which was of Flemish origin. since there was a
documented contemporary man named Luis Sauvagin in that
family (Forsyth 1977, 123), additional work needs to be
undertaken before Indian ancestry can be regarded as
established for this Louis Sauvage or, by extension, for his
sister. However, the oral tradition that his sister had an
India.n name and an adult baptism (Swanton 1911, 292) would
point to a strong possibility that there was Indian heritage
here, even if he is not identical to the Pointe Coupee
vendor.
Valentine Solet (Louisiana French) was the
father, by a woman of color named Babe/Babet Marie whom he
freed in 1811, of a son named Jean-Baptiste Prairiale Solet
whose descendants would marry into the petitioning
community. (By Babet and other women, Valentin Solet was
also father of at least five other children of color whose
descendants did not become part of the UHN community).
BaptizE!d May 4, 1755, in New Orleans, son of Thomas Solet
and FrcLncoise Julie Bruandet (Woods and Nolan 1989, 2:250),
Valentine Solet married in 1782 (Woods and Nolan 1989,
3:272), but apparently had no children by his wife. His
Lafourc:he Parish land claim was dated 1790 (ASP 1834b,
2:333, No. 15). On the basis of late colonial census
records, he apparently settled in Lafourche Parish between
1791 and 1795 (Robichaux 1974, 50, 73, and 123), but the
1810 CE!nSUS indicates that he resided on Bayou Lafourche-not on Bayou Terrebonne (original 1810 Population Census
Louisiclna, 149).
Solet/Saulet.

Verret/Lamatte • . Jacques Verret, who was probably a member

of the Louisiana-French Verret family, had between about
1790 and 1803 seven children by Celeste Lamatte (or
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Lamo 1:he/Lamotte), who is described as a liberated quadroon 22
(Toups 1991a, 26; Original 1810 Federal Census, Louisiana,
145). Verret was ordinarily described in the records as a
resident of New Orleans, though because of his relationship
to the Cantrelle and Nicholas Verret families, he often
appeared also in land records of st. James and Assumption
Pari:;hes. The Verrets were filing land claims along Bayou
Lafourche and Bayou Terrebonne by 1792 (ASP 1834b, 2:333,
No. 10i ASP 1834c, 3:596, Nos. 236-239).
Cele:;te Lamotte's Spanish-era land claim for 193 acres was
on the right (east) bank of Bayou Lafourche, not in the area
of the claims of other UHN ancestral families on Bayou
Terrl~bonne (ASP 1834b, 2:417, No. 297).
She later married a
French-born man, Pierre Jacob Gaubert, who in 1807 was
serving as a Justice of the Peace in Lafourche Parish, by
whom she had at least seven more children (Berger 1985, 30;
Catholic Church, Diocese of Baton Rouge, Louisiana 1980,
2:411; Catholic Church, Diocese of Baton Rouge, Louisiana
1982. 3:474; Hebert 1978a, 333).
Of CHleste Lamatte's children by Jacques Verret, only three
have descendants among the petitioner: Solomon Verret, who
marr:Led into the Verdin family, and Louis Verret, who
marr:Led into the Courteau/Billiot family. A family named
Fitch, her descendants through a daughter, also married into
the Courteau/Billiot family prior to 1850 and has
desclmdants among the petitioner. None of her Verret
children who married into other families and none of her
GaubHrt children were progenitors of UHN members.
Joseph Jeanne or Dianne23
[also Ghianne], thus far identified only as a free man of
COlOl~ and a native of Campeche, Mexico, held a land claim
alonq Bayou Terrebonne by 1792 (ASP 1834c, 3:597, No. 254).
His descendants began to marry into the petitioning group by
abou1: 1815, and he died by 1822 (Cogswell 1978, 277). As
all 1:hree of his children were associated with ancestors of
the tffiN, more knowledge of this family line could be of
sign:.ficance, particularly since "John" -is a surname

Jeanllej.Dianne (perhaps Dion).

~ A quadroon was a person of one-fourth African and three-fourths European
ancestry.
23
In 18th-century French pronunciation and spelling, the "0" and the hard
"G" were to':ally interchangeable: Dion and Guyon must be handled as the same
name in Quebec genealogical research, for example.
As the "G" and "3" were
nearly indistinguishable in many people's handwriting, names beginning with those
to letters !lftEIO became confused as well.
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comm:mly found in at least two other Louisiana Indian
comm'mities in the nineteenth century (Bushnell 1909, 18;
Jacobson 1974, 93).

courteau/Houma/Abbe. The earliest reported records under
the name courteau along Bayou Terrebonne are: the 1808
marriage of Rosalie Courteau to Jacques Billiot (this date
evidenced only by an 1878 application for a War of 1812
wido~'s pension--the oldest child was not born until 1813);
an 1808 land sale in Lafourche Parish (Lafourche Parish,
Record of Deeds, Book A, 24); an 1809 purchase by Cortau a
Savage from the estate of Jean-Baptiste Billiot; and the
1810 re~cording of Courto a Savage (with six children) on
Bayou 'I'errebonne in the Federal census, as the household
next tel that of Marian Billou (U.S. Bureau of the Census.
Original 1810 Population Census Louisiana, 161).
Since Rosalie Courteau's mother Marianne, wife of
Houma/c:ourteau, is documented as having been a sister of
Louis Sauvage (see land claim above), it is possible that
the family was on Bayou Terrebonne prior to 1803. The
family's presence, however, was not recorded on any of the
late cc)lonial Spanish censuses. Information provided by
Felicit:e Billiot to Swanton in 1907 indicated that the
originsl of the Courteau family lay in the Biloxi tribe
(Swantcm 1911, 292), which was verified by early deed
record~1 (Terrebone Parish Conveyance Book A, 92-94, No. 51;
Acts of Conveyance Bk. 3, 8128-1830, Doc. 526), but the
family used Houma as a surname by the 1830's and 1840's
(Terrebonne Parish Original Acts, Bk. 7, Doc. 1343,
Conveyance Book H, 110-111; Federal Land certificate,
OecembE!r 8, 1845). No documentation was located to tie
Hou~a/Courteau to known families of the acknowledged TunicaBilcxi Tribe of Louisiana.
Felicite Billiot also indicated that her ancestress had been
baptizE!d with the name "Marion" later in life. This, along
with the adult baptism recorded for Rosalie Courteau as an
elderly woman, a couple of other late-in-life Courteau
baptisIllS, and the oral tradition that Rosalie's nephew
Jacque~; Julien Courteau was arranging for a Catholic baptism
at the time of his drowning in 1882, by which time he was
oveI 50 (UHN Pet., Ex. 7), would indicate that this family
was no1: fully European-acculturated in the early nineteenth
century.

Verc'in/VerdinejVerdun. Alexandre Verdin, his brothers,
PieI're and Jean-Baptiste, and his sister Marie who married
Nictnlas Joseph Robinet, were children of Jean-Adam Verdin
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(Gerlnan) and Marie-Anne Dauphin (French). All were baptized
at N.~w Orleans (Cathedral of st. Louis King of France, New
Orleans, 1758, 1767, 1769, 1771). The three brothers made a
land claim "on both sides of Bayou Derbonne" in the
Lafourche area as early as 1792/93, but the land
commissioners stated that they were reported to have left
the area prior to 1800. The claim was first denied but then
appr,)ved upon appeal (ASP 1834c, 3: 261-262, No. 612, under
the :;pelling Vardin). They spent some time in the Attakapas
Dist::-ict where the Robinet family had settled (Conrad 1992,
107, 360, 379 and throughout). The 1810 census recorded all
thre,a of the brothers in the section of Attakapas District
sout:l of st. Martin of Tours church, each recorded as a
whit,a male in a household of free persons of color.
Alex,:mdre Verdin's household showed three persons of color
(ori9inal 1810 Population Census Louisiana, 68). Alexandre
had returned to Lafourche - Terrebonne by 1820 (Jackson,
Teeples, and Schaefermeyer 1981, 31).
Betwaen 1805 and 1822, he fathered seven children by an
American Indian woman, Marie Gregoire, of unknown tribal
origin. 24 Those who survived to adulthood remained in
Terraba,nne Parish and became ancestors of numerous URN
members. Several additional free persons of color named
Verdin, who may have been descendants of Alexandre Verdin's
brothers, amalgamated with the group during the 1830's and
1840's, while at least one of his brothers left descendants
amon:J t.he Atakapa (Gatschet 1885).

Dardar.

Journalists' reports on the UHN have claimed Dardar
as be,ing a uniquely Indian name (URN Pet., Ex. 3: Sherwin

:lot
Of possible relevance to the tribal orl.gl.ns of Marie Gregoire is a
notebook by Albert Samuel Gatschet entitled Atakapa Language, gathered at Lake
Charles, Louisiana, in 1885 (Smithsonian Institution, National Anthropological
Archives #239-,a-b, BAE Records). It indicates that Cyprien Verdin, a nephew of
Alexandre Verdin, was married to an Atakapa woman, showing that the family had
ties to tha': tribe. Specifically, Gatschet described Delia/Delila Moss (Swanton
1911, 362, gave her name as Delia Morse) as a daughter of Cyprien Verdin, who
raised the children and died in the Civil War after they were grown, and of an
Atakapa won an who removed to Texas.
This unn,illI\ed Atakapa woman was said to be the daughter of Shu' kuhui, chief
of the the Ata,kapa at English Bayou/Lake Charles, and of Mary Ann. Delia was
described ii.S aL cousin of Pauline Verda-ine, and of Eliza Verda-ine (born ca.
1848), who knew the Atakapa language and lived at Lockport, 3-4 miles west of
Lake Charles.
Civil marriage records gave the name of Cyprien Verdin's wife as Helene.
They were nlarried in 1826 (Hebert 1974b, 2:887). Baptismal records for their
children gClve her surname as Baradin (Hebert 1976b, 563) or Barabino (Hebert
1977, 463).
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Guid:ry, "Houmas Indians, First Americans," subsection
'Old':!st Resident/Bright Future for Houmas,' Courier}, but it
is n,)t. Michel Dardar was born in 1782 in Chalons-surMarn,:!, France. The date of his arrival in the Bayou
Terr,~bonne settlement is not known, but he married Adelaide
Billiot there in 1809 (Lafourche Parish, Marriage Records,
Bk. 1808-1829, No.4). It is possible that he was there by
1803, when a Michel "Dirdia" or "Dardan" claimed a tract of
land situated in the county of Lafourche, on both sides of
BayoJ Terrebonne, containing 330 superficial acres, adjacent
Jose;>h Ganoe and Pierre Bion [Biou, Billiot], settled and
cultivated by permission of the proper spanish officer prior
to Dacember 20, 1803 (ASP 1834, 3:231, No. 597). However,
it is not certain that Dardar was in the u.s. so early, for
this claimant may have been from the Dardenne family which
had numerous members in the Lafourche area.
Summ:iry. The UHN petitioner has far more European ancestry
than it does Indian ancestry, even though the Indian
ancestry spread as a result of group endogamy
(intarmarriage). No families besides the Courteaux and the
Verdins known to have married into the UHN ancestral group
throJgh the time of the civil War have been documented to be
of Indian origin, although the possibility has not been
disproven in the cases of Joseph Gregoire, the Jaco
(Jac~uo't) family, and Marie Migoulois.
In addition to
Naquin and Chaisson (discussed above), the Magnan, Renaud,
and Jubois families, all in the Terrebonne area prior to
1800, w'ere demonstrably of Acadian or combined colonial
Fren:h and Acadian ancestry. The origin of the Parfait UHN
ancesto,r is undocumented, but according to the UHN's oral
tradition, he was French. The Fredericks were from
Louisia.na's German Coast and of German/French descent. The
Creppel, Gallet (Terrebonne Genealogical Society 1983, 64),
and Roubion (Toups 1991b, 1) marriages, like that to Dardar,
were tOI men born in France. The Fitch ancestor came from
KentLlck,y and married into the Verrets.
Thepro'portion of African ancestry in the UHN founding group
was ':Jen.etically very small and culturally insignificant. 25
After t.he founding generation, which contained African
ancestry in the line of Marie Enerisse/Iris (mother of the
Bill iot.s), and the second generation, when some entered via
intermarriage by way of Celeste Lamatte and Babet Marie,
15
EXCI!pt in so far as white supremacists, more than a century later, would
attempt to use its presence to force an amalgamation between the UHN and other
non-white population groups.
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there ~rere no documented alliances between the UHN ancestral
group aLnd the general community of Euro/African free persons
of color prior to the civil War. u It is probable from the
historical circumstances (the Iris family had been in
Louisiana, and free, at least since 1741) and descriptive
terminology used in contemporary records that all three of
these women were, in part, of European ancestry. Celeste
Lamatte was specifically described as a quadroon. It is
certain that all three of them were European-acculturated in
the sense that they were Catholic in religion, French in
language, and bore their children to men of European
ancestry.
.
Relatic1nship of Appearance of Known URN Ancestral Families
in Lafourche/Terrebonne to Early Nineteenth-century Reports
of Hi.st~orical Houma Tribal Locations. To sum up the
material gathered above, none of the ancestral families of
the URN have been shown to have descended from the
histori.cal Houma tribe. The majority of them have been
shown to have resided elsewhere than in Ascension and St.
James Parishes (the known location of the historical Houma
tribe's villages) prior to 1800. The documentation
indicates that the majority of the ties among the UHN's
ancestors developed only after the families had settled on
their Spanish land grants in vhat is now Terrebonne Parish
after 1.790/1800.
EVIDENCE OF URN BACKGROUND FROM U.S. LAND CLAIMS.
General. Nature of Claims Records. Almost immediately after
the dat~e of United States sovereignty in Louisiana, settlers
claimedl lands based on grants issued under the French and
Sp~nishL administrations.
Descendants, purchasers, or likely
specula,tors claimed title from those to whom the grants were
origina,lly made. Disposition of the claims was made by
commiss:ioners who were authorized by U.S. law to pass on
their validity.
The various classes of Louisiana claims were summarized in
two 181.2 reports (ASP l834b, 2:377-379, No. 200). A clear
explanation of the procedures by which French and Spanish
land ti.tles were granted (written petition or requete to the
comma.ndlant of the post, regular survey, and sometimes, but
not a.hrays, formal patent by the governor) and the
16 The Jeanne/Dianne family members were described as free persons of color.
The earliest known ancestor was a native of Campeche, Mexico.
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procE~dures of the Amer ican commiss ioners in handling these
claims 'Nas made to Congress in 1813 (ASP 1834b, 2:635-636,
Clairl No. 240). Some were dismissed or rejected for lack of
docunen·tation (ASP 1834-b, 2:299, No. 421i ASP 1834b, 2:300,
No. ~,22i ASP 1834b, 2:435, No. 338).

The rec':)rds are extens i ve:
reports 0 f these c la ims made to
the Cien,eral Land Office (ASP 1834b, 2:224-404) comprise a
tota:. of 180 pages of several hundred claims by individuals
thro\IC;rh,out the Orleans Territory, as constituted in 18111812.
'rhis was just one of many similar reports made in an
attru~t to recognize and confirm land titles in portions of
the :.ands purchased from France in 1803.
At lE!as·t some members of the UHN trace their genealogical
root~; t·o individuals who claimed land under these
procE!dures. A number of claims were made by individuals
with surnames matching those of families noted in the
genealo1qy accompanying the UHN petition (ASP 1834b, 2: 39596, nos. 6, 10, 15; 2:411, No. 207; ASP 1834b, 2:415, Nos.
249, 250, 251; ASP 1834b, 2:417, Nos. 275, 286; ASP 1834b,
2:4111, No. 312; ASP 1834b, 2:432, Nos. 314, 339, 340, 341,
368, 369; 2:433, No. 370, 371, 453, 484, 496; ASP 1834b,
2:43!i, No. 338).
None of these documents identified by
clainant by race or background. Each of these confirmed
clail~s was located on Bayou Lafourche or Bayou Terrebonne.
Othel~ claims in the same geographical areas were made by
individuals not related to those on the UHN membership list.
GeneJ~al

Nature of Indian Tribal Claims and Sale ••

Individuals who considered themselves to be Indian were free
to submit claims for individual parcels. In the early
nineteenth century, these claims made by individual Indians
were not afforded the protection of tribal lands, as was the
prac1:ice when the united states made treaties with Indian
tribHs as tribes.
Some claims involved lands initially conveyed by Indians. A
numbl!r of these were denied for lack of adequate
docwnentation, or lack of information indicating Indian
occupancy of the lands. Reports from the Land District
Offic:e of Western Louisiana in 1815 cited the Spanish policy
as tC) what lands constituted Indian lands. In reports dated
April 6, 1815, and May 1, 1815 (ASP 1834c, 3:91, 119), the
natul~e of Indian land-holding practice and policy under
span.ish administration in Louisiana was discussed, (ASP
18344:, 3:94; ASP 1834c, 3:146). The Spanish policy
rega:~ding title to Indian lands in Louisiana had allowed the
Indians to occupy what areas they wished. Official acts
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under the French or the spanish either "granted" the lands
in some official act or unofficially recognized that the
Indians held certain tracts, usually called villages.
The Spanish respected Indian occupancy and title to lands as
inhering in the soil. Indians were allowed to sell their
lands, customarily with the government's consent, although
apparently no time requirement existed for such consent.
This was in part because the approval was a "formality,"
rather than a real possibility of refusal. "The principle
is ~ell established, that a deed for lands from Indians or
their chief, who, in all cases sells in his name for them,
is as valid and good [as others), and the title as complete,
provided the land sold was a village or part of a village"
(ASE 1834c, 3:146). Indeed, even villages deserted by the
Indian tribes in Louisiana apparently continued to be
considered Indian property by the Spanish.
certain land claims did describe Indian individuals by the
names of their tribes. Those tribes that were named in
General Land Office documents included the Atakapa (ASP
1834c, 3:91, 120-121) and the Choctaw (~ 1834b, 2:775776). In the schedule of sales made by Indians of lands in
Opelouf;as and Attakapas Parishes, eleven individual Indians
were named as selling various acreages.
The AmE!rican commissioners distinguished four separate
categories or classes of claims to lands purchased from
Indians during the Spanish period. The first class covered
those (:laims to land purchased from Indians who were found
to t,e Christian. These were usually small tracts for the
use of one family. The second class was those claims to
land. purchased from Indians, a chief or tribe, which had
beer. rcltified by the Governor. The Governor's ratification
was "r~!garded as a relinquishment of the title of the Crown
in fav()r of the purchaser" (ASP 1834c, 3:95). The third
catE:gory included sales of lands from Indians who occupied
the lands at time of the sale, even though the deeds had not
beerl presented to the Governor. The title was incomplete in
suct. tl:"ansactions, the claimant having only an "equitable
claim leor the confirmation of his title" (ASP 1834c, 3: 96) •
Finc.lly, if the lands claimed as having been sold by Indians
werE~ unoccupied at the date of the sale and the Governor of
Loutsii!na had not ratified the transaction, then the
purc:hal;ers or claimants' title was not confirmed (ASP 1834c,
3:9Ei) •
Of t:hOI;e claims made by individuals who derived their title
frODt "purchase from Indians," most were not recommended for
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conflrmation by the U.S. land commissioners. The report
dateci April 6, 1815, from the Western District Land Office
indil:ated only 5 of 20 claims involving lands "sold" by
Indi,:lns were recommended for confirmation (ASP 1834c, 3: 9197,'io. 235). A similar report dated May 1, 1815, included
nine sales claiming Indian lands. Five of these nine were
reco:nrnended to provide, in part, compensation if not actual
titl~ to the land.
The issue upon which confirmation of the
land claim turned was non-occupancy of the land by the
Indi!ns at the time of the conveyance.
As eKamples of handling of these Indian sales, the
Pascago1ula joined the Biloxi in a land sale in 1802 (ASP
1834b, 2:789-93, No. 125; ASP 1834b, 2:801-803). Documents
indicate that in the first decade of U.S. sovereignty in
Louisiana, the Choctaw, Pascagoula, and Biloxi tribes were
located on Bayou Boeuf, in Rapides Parish. The conveyance
made by the Biloxi, Choctaw, and Pascagoula tribes to
william Miller and Alexander Fulton in 1802 was brought
before the General Land Office officials and reported June
9, 1813: (ASP 1834b, 2: 744, 775, 789-795, no. 217; ASP 1834c,
3:91-·97, no. 235).
Ih.JLEarly Federal Period Land Claim By the "Homas Tribe of
Iruliaos;" Was Not Located in the Lower Bayous. At some time
between 1803 and 1817, a claim was filed by "The Homas tribe
of Indians" to twelve sections of land "on bayou Boeuf, or
Black bayou." This claim for land near Nachitoches, in the
general Red River area where others of the "petites nations"
had est:ablished themselves by the time of the American
purchase of Louisiana, was denied by the General Land Office
in 1817, under the Act of February 27, 1813, on the ground
that it did not fall within provisions of the existing laws.
It indicates, however, that as of the January, 1817, date of
the report to the General Land Office in which the claim was
includE~d (~ 1834c, 3:254; l&f 1834c, 3:265, No. 247),
HOUDIa Indians apparently were seeking to claim lands in
north c:entral Louisiana (ASP 1834a, 1: 349, No. 164). This
indicat.es that the direction of movement of the historical
Houll,a 1~ribe, when it left the Mississippi River parishes,
had n01~ been south, but rather northwest. One writer has
mair,tained that the denial of this claim violated the
Louisiana Purchase Treaty (Curry 1979a, 17).
H.Q..J;locllmented Land Sales by the Historical Houma Tribe after
~..
There is no documentation for any lands conveyed by
the hil;torical Houma, as a tribe, after 1774. There is
litt.le indication that the tribe advanced land claims after
that. dclte: the above referenced 1817 unsuccessful claim for
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lands c,n Bayou Boeuf by unnamed Houma Indians (ASP 1834c,
3:265, No. 247) is the sole exception. There is no
documentation to indicate why this occurred, but the
phenomenon does raise some basic questions. Was it because
the historical Houma tribe had no additional interest in
lands to convey? Had the historical Houma tribe amalgamated
with other tribes? Were no chiefs still functioning to act
as representative(s) for the historical Houma?
The answer
to each of the three questions appears to be, "yes."
The ~Hclumas Claim" Was By American Settlers to Land Which
the Historical Houma Tribe Had Already Sold in 1774.
several. documents were presented to the Congress in the midnineteenth century, each of which dealt with the "Houmas
Claim. 'II In spite of the name of the claim, Houma Indians,
either as a tribe or individually, were not claiming these
lands: Instead, non-Indian successors of the eighteenthcentury European purchasers were the nineteenth-century
claimants, seeking to confirm title in themselves.
In October 1774, the Bayogoula and Houma Indians sold
certain lands on the left (east) bank of the Mississippi
River, the exact description of which was unclear. Chiefs
of the two tribes conveyed the lands, the location of which
was confused by subsequent overlapping claims.
correspondence and petitions for title to certain portions
of the Houma land were recorded in an opinion of the u.S.
AttornE!y General dated December 31, 1847, (Sen. Doc. 150,
36th Ccmg. 1st Sess., p. 7-55). The tracts involved in
various transfers were intertwined in a series of claims
made on the government, essentially to clear title in the
name of the claimants.
The Donaldson, Conway, and Clark claims to the "Houmas
Grant, ~I located on the north side of the Bayou Manchac, were
reviewE~d under the provisions of Acts of Congress enacted
March 4!, 1805, 2 stat. 324; April 21, 1806, 2 Stat. 391; .
March 3, 1807, 2 Stat. 440; March 3, 1811, 2 Stat. 662;
April. 4!S, 1812, 2 Stat. 713; April 12, 1814, 3 stat. 121;
and April 18, 1814, 3 stat. 137. This legislation provided
for confirmation procedures regarding private land claims in
Louisiclna, yet these Acts did not simplify the complexities
of surveying and patenting lands either in the context of
French and Spanish law or in light of Louisiana's ecological
and geographical realities (Sen. Ex. Doc. 111, 46th Cong.,
2d ses~;). The Attorney General concluded that the grant to
one Maurice Conway was "a complete and perfect Spanish
Gral1t," but that certain patents issued to Donaldson, Scott,
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and <::lark were "void and of no effect .. (Sen. Ex. Doc. 111,
46th Cong., 2d sess., 55).
Docu:nentation pertaining to the "Houmas Claim" was printed
as c1)ngressional documents on several different occasions in
the1ineteenth century. Two of these were: "Information in
rela~ion to the claim to land in the State of Louisiana,
call,ad the 'Houmas claim'" (Sen. Doc. 45, 28th Cong., 2d
Sess., January 13, 1845, Serial Vol. 450), and "The select
committee to whom was referred the memorial of residents and
owners of lands in the parishes of Ascension and Iberville,
Louisiana, . . . to whom, also, were referred the protest of
the )wners of the Houmas grant, . . . " (Sen. Doc. 150, 36th
cong., 1st Sess., March 23, 1860). These two Congressional
docunents alone"comprised over 250 pages of correspondence,
copias of eighteenth century Spanish and French materials
and axtensive discussion of the issues which characterized
the ~istory and individual claims involved.
Conflsion in the legal terminology and uncertainty
concarning the exact location of the lands involved
incraased to the degree that a General Land Office report of
1880 on the "Houmas Claim" identified the lands as
comprising approximately 120,000 acres. Reports of the
Surv,ayors General, Louisiana, made to the Commissioner of
the ':;eneral Land Office, filed in the 1870's, include
references to the unconfirmed land claims in Louisiana. The
reports indicate title to approximately 80,000 acres was
still u.nresolved. This excluded the lands embraced within
the "Houmas Grants" (GLO Reports, 1873, 1874, 1877; Sen. Ex.
Doc. Ill, 46th Cong., 2d sess.). In none of these
docunents, however, were any URN ancestors cited as having
any possible interest in or title to the lands in dispute.
Research conducted
in recolrds of the General Land Office and Louisiana parish
conveyance records, using the citations in the American
State Papers, suggests a chain of title exists from
iDdi~id,ual claims made in the early nineteenth century to
the present. However, the voluminous amount of material
whic[1 mlust be reviewed and collated in such an effort to
prove more than mere "connections" precluded an extensive
in-depth research endeavor. Entries in tract books of the
General Land Office indicating claims by individuals with
surnames identical to those of members of the petitioning
group lead to the tentative conclusion that individ~al land
clains which were confirmed were later surveyed and platted,
and the surveys approved, as early as 1831-1832, although in
some cases they were not patented until 1964!
Land Claims by Individual UJDf Ancestors.
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Information available on private land claims includes the
names of individuals making those claims, the names of
indi\'iduals making application for the patents, and the
issu~.nce of the patents in the name of the original
cIa iman1:s. Subsequent actions on those claims by the
Gener'al Land Office and the Bureau of Land Management were
admir,is1:rative actions taken, file numbers, and patenting
procE,dures. certain documentation submitted by one
individual to the BAR included genealogical data intended to
demonstrate the inheritance of land by that individual and
membE:rs of his family (Bureau of Land Management patents,
submittl~d to BAR, with documentation, by P. H. B. Martinez,
Fort Worth, Texas, July 1991).
ThesE: submitted records include copies of a dozen patents
iSSUE:d between 1940 and 1964 (8 issued in 1964, 1 in 1963, 2
in 1~150, and 1 in 1940). They indicate a chain of title
exist:s c:m lands initially claimed in the early nineteenth
century by individuals with the surname Billiot, in six of
twel,~ instances.
These lands were platted from surveys
complete~d in 1831-32 and 1856.
However, the lands were not
officially patented until well over 100 years had elapsed.
The coming of the War between the States in the late 1850's,
the lonc;J duration of that conflict, both in actuality and
the period of Reconstruction following, when Federal troops
occupied Louisiana and other states, may have contributed to
this delay. The delay may also indicate a predisposition of
both thea Federal and state governments to refrain from the
pater~ing of lands to those not considered full-fledged
citi4:en:s, be they considered black, negro, mulatto, Indian,
or SClme combination.
One E!Xallllple of two claims being made on behalf of an
indiv.idl11a1 Who was one of the progenitors of the UHN is that
of "!Iarie Nerisse/Erice". Her claim (No. 370) was approved
for pat,enting in 1964 (l&f 1834b, 2:433, Report No. 193,
Janu,nry 8, 1812). Claim No. 370, contained 309.24 acres,
accol~ing to the plat of survey of August 30, 1856.
Another
clabl (I~o. 249) was referenced in a letter of the Bureau of
Land Management, dated August 5/6, 1963. This claim was
reported as part of Report No. 368, dated January 1, 1823
(~ 1834c, 3:597, No. 251).
Each claim was confirmed,
according to the BLM documents, the first under authority of
the JLCt of March 3, 1807, 2 stat. 440; the second under
auth()rity of the Act of February 28, 1823, 3 Stat 727.
TherH w,ere also two claims on 'behalf of Charles Billiot.
The fir,st claim (No. 314), made as part of Report No. 193,
Januclry 8, 1812, was approved for patenting and patent
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issw=d in December 1963 (ASP 1834b, 2:433, Report No. 193,
Janudry 8, 1812). The second was made as part of Report No.'
368, January 1, 1823 (ASP 1834c, 3:597). These were also
surv,=yed and the plats of survey approved in 1831-32 and
1855.

NINE'rEENTH-CENTURY DEMOGRAPHY OF THE URN ANCESTORS.
Interconnections ot Families Based upon Baptismal Sponsorships, Witnessing of Legal Documents, etc. civil and church
records from the early nineteenth century demonstrate that
ance3tors of the modern URN frequently did appear in such
role3 as witnesses to one another's deeds and sponsors at
the ~aptisms of one another's children. However, the same
records clearly demonstrate that they were neither the
excllsive nor even the predominant fulfillers of such roles.
In tle case of legal documents, this might be explained by
the~ish to have as witnesses white neighbors whose
testimony could not be impeached in court in the case of
future disputes or challenges to the document. This could
not be a causative factor in the case of baptismal
sponsorships, however.
CommLJ.ni.ty Residence Patterns trom the Federal Census, 18101860.
All source materials have their limitations. When
usin; F'ederal censuses to outline community development, it
is necessary to emphasize that ethnic identifications did
not remain consistent from one Federal census to another:
in 1810 and 1820, the household of Alexandre Verdin had one
free white male, while all others in the household were
identified as free persons of color.
In 1830, all free
persons. in his household (with a very high degree of
probabi.lity the same children by the same Indian mother,
Marie c;,regoire) were listed as white. On the other hand,
the household of Solomon Verret, who was identified in his
marriage record as a free man of color, was consistently
listed as white in the 1820, 1830, 1840, and 1850 Federal
censuses.
Pattern shown by the 1810 Federal Census.
In addition to
the originals of the 1810 Federal census for Lafourche
Parish, Louisiana (U.S. Bureau of the Census. Original 1810
Populat:ion Census Louisiana), there is a published version
(Census; Records 1957). Several heads of URN-ancestral
familiE~s, and also many unrelated neighbors and associates
who appear in documents pertaining to URN ancestors, were
listed in this census. The families Qf interest for an
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anal:rsis were not in a uniform pattern of close residential
contdct. Some names were difficult to decipher. 27
To mdke the meaning of the following listing easier to
foll,)w, the listings have been keyed. Names in bold print
are persons, both Indian and non-Indian, who were members of
futu::-e UHN core families. Names underlined are French or
Acadian families which would marry into the UHN ancestral
group in subsequent generations, but were not yet, associated
with it as of the date the census was taken. Names in
ital ics indicate neighbo'rs who witnessed deeds, sponsored
baptisms, and otherwise were associated with UHN ancestors
in the documentary record, but who were not themselves
ance:;tors of the modern UHN group. Regular type indicates
neigl1bors who did not appear associated with UHN ancestors
in d4)cuments.

~

On Bayou Lafourche (ellipses indicate the appearance of
seve::-al other households between the names, indicating that
thes4~ individuals of interest for the history of the URN
lived in the same general vicinity along Bayou Lafourche,
but l.ere not immediate or next door neighbors to one
another) :
. Marie Celeste Lamatte (marginal note, "A
quadl:"oon") . . . Thomas Fitch . . . Jacques Lamotte . . •
Jacques Verret . • • Valentine Solet . • . Guillaume Gobert.
On Bayou Terrebonne (full listing of residents, in order) :21
Thomils Rhodes, Hubert Bellenger, Margrette Bellenger,
Augu:;te Babin, Henry S. 'I'hibodeaux,29 Ustace Carret, Pierre
Guedl:"Y, Pierre Sylvie, Francis Sylla, Joseph Darsy [Darce],
wid~l Charles Bergeron, John Cambel, Jean Joseanses [?],
Jean Baptist Henry, Joseph Boudraux, Jean Duprey, Pierre
ShaiBQD [Chaisson], Jean Nankin [Naquin], Jean Pierre Dugot
[DugHs], Pierre Bourge [Bourg?jBourque?], Marian Billau(x?]

r7
The Acc:elerated Indexing System index to the 1810 census of Louisiana
indexed "Velen'cia Solet," "Karian Billoux" and "Courlo Savage" in Lafourche
Parish (Jacl:sorll 1976, 13, 133, and 136). The following names are as they appear
in the published version (Census Records, 1957), indicating some of the
.difficultiell that appear in attempting to use published indexes: Jacques Loret
or Verret
• Volentine Lobet • • • Karian Billain, Coxitoa Savage.
Examination of the original census at the National Archives indicated that this
fi:rial name ,.,a8 "Courto, a Savage."
3
Notu that this order corresponds closely with that of the land grants,
from north 1:0 Ilouth.

29
The Justice of the Peace who performed the 1808 marriage of Jacques
Billiot and ROElalie Courteau, Thibodeaux was born in Albany, New York, but had
settled in Loui.siana by 1793 (Westerman 1991: 29-30).
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(marginal note: free Negress 60 years old, has land, pays
tax, has 10 children), Courto a Savage (marginal note: pays
tax, has six children).
Patt~rn Shown by the 1820 Federal Census.
In addition to
the originals of the 1820 Federal census of Lafourche
Interior Parish, there is a published version (Westerman
1982). This census had no separate category for "Indian"
identification--ancestors of the petitioning group were
identified as either white or as free persons of color.

The 1820 Federal census listing of names, apparently in
order clf residence since the names again track well with the
order shown in plats and surveys of land grants along Bayou
Terrebonne from north to south, indicates that those persons
who were most closely associated with the early petitioning
comnmntty were living in a tight but not exclusive
residential grotip.
To makE~ the meaning of the following listing easier to
follow, the listings have been keyed. Names in bold print
are persons, both Indian and non-Indian, who were members of
future UHN core families. Names underlined are French or
Acadian families which would marry into the UHN ancestral
group in subsequent generations, but were not yet associated
with it: as of the date the census was taken. Names in
italics indicate neighbors who witnessed deeds, sponsored
baptisD~S, and otherwise were associated with URN ancestors
in the documentary record, but who were not themselves
ancest()rs of the modern UHN group. Regular type indicates
neighb()rs who did not al-opear associated with URN ancestors
in documents.
Pircn }~ie, Thomas Fitch, Joseph Collet [dit Prevost], Marie
Riebe [i.e. Marie Iris/Eris], Pierre Billiot [Jackson,
TeeFlef5, and Schaefermeyer 1981 indexed as Billcot], Etienne
Bil1101; [Jackson, Teeples and Schaefermeyer 1981 indexed as
Ettienne Billcot], Charles Billiot, Mitchel Dardar, Jacque
Bil1101: (Jackson, Teeples and Schaefermeyer 1981 indexed as
Jocque Belleot], John Billiot [Jackson, Teeples and
SchaefE~rmeyer 1981 indexed as Bilhot], Bastien Fredrick,
Joseph Bodro fils, John Bpt. Duplantis, Edmon Fanguy, Widow
Tyean {Tyson), Jos. Jean Guenon, Pierre Chasson, Pierre
BOUZ-qUE!, J.ohn Bpt. Henry fils, John Bpt. Henry, Frans.
Const. Henry, Chs. Mager. Henry, Widow Bodro, Isidore Bodro,
Frarcs .. Dubois, Charles Dupret, John Dupret fils, John
Dupz'et pere, Joseph Cher-~ie, Jerome Dupret, Jean Naquin,
Gabliel Lebeuf, John Pierre Dugas, Alexandre Verdine, John
Mars" Lewis Lynge [Synge), Joseph Gennot, Daniel Laquet,
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Ambre)ise Dugas, Joseph Bourgeois, Augustin Babin, Widow
Crochet, Hubert Baulenger [Bellenger] ... Jacque Verret
(Wes':erman 1982, 33).
Pattl=rn Shown by the 1830 Federal Census. In 1830, census
iden':ification possibilities again were "free white" or
"frel= persons of color" (abbreviated as "fpc"). The census
of TI=rrebonne Parish, Louisiana, showed in this year three
sepa::-ate res idential clusters (U. S. Bureau of the Census,
1830b, NARA Microfilm Series M-19, Roll 43):
(1) Alexandre Verdine, Pierre Chaisson, Solomon Verret,
Joseph Gauber, Joseph Gregoire [possibly an Acadian rather
than the UHN ancestor] (all of these persons counted as
whitl=) . . . i (2) Jean M. Naquin (white), Pierre Billeaux
(fpct, Charles Billeaux (fpc), Henry Carr, Edmond Fanguille
. , and (3) Jean Billeaux (fpc), Pierre Cazeau, Joseph
Mongl3n, Etienne Billeaux (fpc), Jean V. LeBlanc.
The e:ourteau family did not receive a "head of household"
listing in Terrebonne Parish in 1830 or 1840. There are
some indications that they may have been living elsewhere,
as land sales made in 1836 and confirmed in 1845 to
"Cou::-teau Houma and Antoine Houma" and "Modeste Abbey and
Julian Houma" indicate that this family, as well as some of
the J3illiots, were purchasing Federal land in st. Martin
Pari:;h (BLM, Federal Land Certificates, December 8, 1845) .30
The petition presented no information pertaining to these
purchases. However, the family was living in Terrebonne
Pari:;h in 1828 and 1838 when Joseph Courteau Houma executed
deed:;, and in 1844 at the time of his death, so they may
have been counted in someone else's household.
Pattl=rn Shown by the 1840 Federal Census. In 1840, census.
iden':ification possibilities again were "free white" or
"free! persons of color." It is marked by anglicized
phonc=tic spelling of many French family names ("Abear n for
Hebe::-t, "Robsho" for Robicheaux), which makes its use
difficult. Again, there were clusters:

» u.s. Lilnd Office - Index to Tract Books, Southeastern District. Abbey,
Hodeste , Houn!a, Julien, Bk. 41, Folio 89; 46/144.
Sec. 23, T55, R8E, LA
Meridian, sale 2/8/1836, pat. 10/6/1841, vol. 1, p. 435.
Decemoer 8, 1845. Houma, Couteau and Houma, Antoine, of the Parish of
Terrebonne, Sec:tion 66, T20 R1aE; Section 21, TS, RaE, District of land subject
to sale at ~ew Orleans, Louisiana, containing 329 64/100 acres.
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J. M. Naquin (husband of Pauline Verdin) next door to Ursin
Verdin (both households counted as white) (NARA Microfilm
SeriE!s 1'1-704, Roll 129, 31). separated from them by three
hOUSE!holds were A. Beyout [Jackson and Teeples 1978 indexed
as BE!yont] next door to L. Verret, all counted as white
(NARJ. Microfilm Series M-704, Roll 129, 32).
AfteI' an interval of twelve households appeared: Pierre
Beix [Beez, Becz, Beey?] (6 f.p.c.), J. Rice [?], S. Verret
(whit.e), H.. Beo (2 fop.c.), C. Da1dar (5 f.p.c.), C. Bieo
[Beccl?] (wnite), Benjn. Thibodeaux, P. Beo (4 f.p.c.), J.
Greq~r9allo [Gregoire?] (7 fop.c.), F. Debo, F. Thibodeaux,
Vin 1'. Town, P. Dursch, P. Thibodeaux, M. Beo (white), W.
Delaide Vinton (1 free woman of color, aged 55/100)3\ (NARA
Micrclf i1m Series M-704, Roll 192, 32-33).
1850 and 1860 Federal Census Records. The clearest pictures
of ttle petitioning community in the mid-nineteenth century
come from the Federal census records of 1850 and 1860.
Publj.shed, annotated versions of both these dociuments are
available (Horvath 1985 and Terrebonne Genealogical society
1983).
In 1850, generally, as ethnic identification, the
desiC;'na1:ions of "black" or "mulatto" were substituted where
"all other free persons except Indians not taxed" or "free
coloI'ed persons" had been used in the earlier decennial
censt.se!; .
~[dentification.
In 1850, the majority of the
ances,tol:'s of the UHN were classified as mulatto, though
sevel'al families were counted as white. Modeste, nee
Billiot, wife of Joseph Provost, had "I" for "Indian"
inselted in the ethnic identity column (Horvath 1985, 106).
The la60 census identified many more members of the group as
Indic.n, though not with any consistency--some were
ident.if.ied as mulatto, and others as white, with variable
desic:'na1:ions for persons who were full siblings. Modeste
(Bil1i01:) Prevost, who had been the only individual labelled
India,n in 1850, was classified as white in 1860, in her
whitE: husband's household #325 (Terrebonne Genealogical
SOCiE:ty 1983,44). The families were in Terrebonne Parish,
but rlO c::lear residential pattern appeared from the census
listj ng!;.

Ethnic

)1
Circumstantial evidence indicates that this might be a listing for
Adelaide Billiot, who otherwise does not appear in this census, but is known from
other documE,nts to have been living in the area.
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1850 Residential Groupings.
In 1850, the family of Jean
Billiot, #228, was followed by two Dupre households--the
Dupre's having been neighbors of UHN ancestors, but not
themselves UHN ancestors, at least since 1810. 32 Nearby, at
#235 and #236, were the households of Charles Dardar and
Etienne Billiot. The remainder were listed in several
separate clusters: Jean Baptiste Verdin at #333; Etienne
Billiot at #336; Michel Billiot #337; Jean Baptiste Gregoire
#338; then Pierre Billiot at 1350; Francis Fitch #353; and
Solomon Verret #356; then Louis Verret #523 and Joseph
Provost, #525; finally, Ursin Verdin at #542 and Celestin
Billiot at #550 (Horvath 1985, 62-64, 92-93, 96-98, 105-106,
150) .
1860 Re'sidential Groupings. The household of Michel Billiot
was more or less isolated at /297. Joseph Verret, Etienne
Billiot., and Solom~n Verret were next door neighbors (#307,
308, and 309). A residential cluster began at 1341 with
Frank. Fitch, followed by Rtme Billiot, Robert Billiot, and
M. Billiot.

There was one other clear residential cluster. Michel
Billiot. (#467) was living near his Dubois in-laws. As
neighbors, he had Paul Dardar (#472), Clemente Carlos
(marrietd to a Naquin and who was involved with Rosalie
Courteau's land transactions in the next decade) (/474),
Rosaliet (Courteau) Billiot (#475), Rosalie's sons, Jean
Marcellus Billiot (#476) and Barthelemy Billi~t (#477), her
daughtelr Felicite's family (#479), Mrs. M. Courteau (/480),
Julien Billiot (Courteau] (/481), and Manette (Renaud)
Billiot: (/482).
Azilda Billiot had by this time married Andre Chaisson, and
was at #531, near others of the Dubois connection. At some
distanc:e, Antoine courteau, workinq as a farm laborer, was
by hims:elf at #.644, and it is not clear whether the Courteau
woman alnd child shown in the next household were his sister
and nielce or his wife and child. Philerome Billiot was at
#646, Pierre Bi.lliot at #649, Louis Verret at #653, Frederic
Parfait: at #657. Rosalie Courteau's son, Jacques, was
workingr as a farm laborer and living in household #639, near
Jean Verdin (/641) and Joseph Courteau (#642).
Nature of thexid-Nineteenth century Petitioninq community.
InformaLtion on the activities of the UHN in the mid32

Vlnct!nt Dupre would marry Rosalie Gregoire in 1858, beginning a UHN
Dupre family line.
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nineteenth century is scattered, if not sketchy. One
explanation for the lack of information is that offered by
Jane1 Curry (Curry 1979a; Curry 1979b), who worked among the
UHN c,n behalf of the Central Mennonite Committee in the
lateI' 1970's. Curry's research has been incorporated into
the lHN petition.
Curry mi:lintained that ecological conditions and historical
circl.ms1:ances combined to isolate UHN ancestors, driven
therE~ by economic circumstances, in sma 11 res identia 1
pOCkE~ts in the southern Louisiana bayous.
Curry contended
that th.~se isolated settlements permitted the UHN ancestral
famil,ies to maintain linked familial and social ties. She
also claimed that the families in these settlements adapted
to ttle .~conomic circumstances by moving from an agricultural
to a "hunting and gathering" society (Curry 1979a, 18; Curry
1979b, 6 and 15-16).
Curry overstated this point. The economic pattern of URN
ancel::toJrs was, it is true, more traditionally agricultural
in tt~ mid-19th century than it was to become in the early
20th century. By the latter date, many members of the
petit:ioJ:'ling community were living on houseboats. They were,
however, fishing, oystering, and trapping for commercial
salel::·--not just for subsistence--and their existence
remained tied to the surrounding cash economy. Manuel
Naquin's grandfather constructed pirogues [small, flatbottc.med boats], used to transport grocer ies from Houma, a
six hour trip (URN Pet., Ex. 7:/203, p. 2).
CUrry's review of Terrebonne Parish land records indicated
expallsi4:>n by UHN ancestors into several locations during the
ninet:eeJrlth century. These records showed families residing
as fclr ljiest as Bayou Du Large and as far east as Bayou
Lafo\lrclhe (Curry 1979a, 18, citing Terrebonne Parish
cOnVE!yaJrlCe Records and Lafourche Parish Tax Roll). She
arquE!d 'that the leadership of the group decentralized to
individlLlals in the various locations that the group occupied
and !;et'tled on a permanent basis (Curry 1979b, 8).
TheSE! l,:>cations included Bayou du Large, Bayou Lafourche,
Dulac:, Point Barre on Lower Bayou Terrebonne, and Bayou
Peti1: C.aillou «Curry 1979a, 18; Curry 1979b, 8; Swanton
1911, 291). Curry stated that the leadership that grew out
of such a decentralized situation was "based on kinship or
identification with a certain community" (Curry 1979a, 18).
This hypothesis was based primarily upon Swanton's research
(Swanton 1911, 291-292).
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Howe'/er, Curry elsewhere contended that it was the economic
adap':ation to "hunting and gathering" and its consequences,
rathl~r than the residential expansion per se, that shift,ed
poli':ical authority away from any centralized leader who
woullj have been universally recognized by the society
exte~nal to the petitioning community.
BAR found no
evid~nce of centralized leadership in the mid-19th century
peri'Jd.
By tle 1930's, Frank G. Speck's description of the
petitioning group's organizational system was:
It may be found, broadly applied, that the entire
Houma group is now an extended consanguineous
family. The clan organization is not known.
There is no semblance of political cohesion under
chief, leader or council. The last chief,
apparently a hereditary officer, is remembered to
have been one Delahoussay (Dalahousie) couteau
(Courteau). He is an historical figure mentioned
by swanton,33 and pointed to by the Houma as the
last social unifier, whose death (about 1800) left
the people minus leadership (Speck 1943, 213).

]) Sw~,nton mentioned the name Courteau, but not Oalahousie or any of ita
variants.
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DEVEL01'MENT OF THE UHN COMMUNITY AFTER THE CIVIL WAR.

Unfortunately, the petitioner presented essentially no
documentation on the development of the UHN from the Civil
War through World War I other than Federal census records.
The only written material consisted of the above-mentioned
deeds pertaining to land purchases by Rosalie Courteau, but
nothinq indicated that these purchases were of a tribal
nature"
Rather, they seemed to be ordinary individual land
transactions.
Occ~pa1;ions at the Turn of the century.
It was possible to
derive a picture of the occupations of petitioner's
ancestral families at the turn of the century from the 1900
U.S. FE~deral Census (Boudreaux and Morrison 1989a, 296, 311318, 345, 446-453). The results are presented in the
following table:
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occupations of UHN Ancestors (Hale) over Age 16
1900 U.S. Census, Terrebonne Parish, LA
Age F.ange

Fisherman

Oyster*
Fishman

Farmer/**
Farm Labor

Other

----------------------------------------------------------------------15***

Laborer: 6
Day labor: 1
Swamper: 2
Groc slsm: 1

13

21

26-3~

9

19

7

36-4~

6

7

9

46-5~

1

4

3

Laborer: 3

Over 55

1

2

4

Laborer: 1
Day labor: 1
Hunter: 1
Swamper: 1
None:
5* * **

Undez 26

*
**
***
****

Grocer: 2
Hunter: 1
Day labor: 2
Hunter: 1
Laborer: 1
Swamper: 1

All on Bayou Terrebonne.
On.ly 4 farmers/farm laborers were on Bayou Terrebonne; the
remainder lived in the area served by Theriot Church.
Seven of the "farm laborers" under 26 were counted in the
he,useho1ds of fathers who were farmers.
The ages of these men were given as:
(78) (81) (82) (92) (100).

JohJl S1r.nton. The only study submitted by the petitioner
which interrupted this blank between the civil War and World
War I ~ias the material gathered by John R. Swanton in the
cOlDJ[.llnlty in 1907. As an ethnologist, his interest was
priD.arlly in the group's origins, artifacts, and survivals
of Indian culture, as indicated by the 80 "Indian" words
which he collected from Felicite Billiot (Swanton n.d.;
Swal1ton 1911, 33): Swanton characterized these words as
neazly pure Choctaw, but, in fact, the words appear to be
Mobi Iiem trade jargon (Drechsel to DeMarce, 1993).
In so 1:ar as the petitioner presented documentation for the
development of the group during this period, it existed in a
gro~p of oral histories taken in the later 1970's.
Some of
the in1:erviewees at this time were over 80 years old, so can
be !.ssumed to have had memories which reached back to the
World War I era. The oral history testimony contains a
plet.hora of information on ancestors, families, communities,
HouDla, and/or '!Indians." Various references to leaders,
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leadership, lands, community, and countless individuals
permeate the answers to questions posed by the interviewers.
Genealogical references are interspersed and numerous
throughout the interviews.
For the period from the civil War to World War I, the
interviewees were describing, on the basis of recollection
only, t.hings which had been told to them by others. As an
example, one informant stated that the movement of the
Indian groups down the Mississippi bayous occurred with the
displacements caused by the "Confederate war" (UHN Pet., Ex.
7: #224/31, p. 2). One woman related how her grandfather
came de.wn the bayou "with the Indian group he was with"
(Juanita Wilson Roma, UHN Pet., Ex. 7:#223/31). She said
that a considerable amount of moving or drifting around the
area happened at the time they were attempting to get away
from the Choctaw, which took place at the time the Negroes
were in slavery (URN Pet., Ex. 7:#223/31). This vagueness
about place and time is characteristic of the oral
interviews. Essentially, there is a 50-year hiatus in the
historl.cal record. Lacking further specifics, i.e., dates,
locations, names, and reasons, only a partial picture
emerges from the oral history testimony.
as Indian. After Swanton published his
first work on the petitioner's ancestors in 1911,
identification of the petitioner as "Houma" became more
frequent. It was not yet, however, consistent. While the
oral testimony may be illustrative, it is largely
inconclusive as to whether some of the individuals were
Indian, or even claimed to be. The interviews indicate
clearly that Rosalie Courteau's memory was strongly
imprinted upon her descendants. The general picture is that
of an impressive family matriarch, but there is no evidence
that hE~r political influence went beyond her own extended
family. For example, claims in the petitioner's oral
histories that she originally owned a land grant and donated
the land upon which the city of Houma, Louisiana, is located
have bE~en disproved by a local historian who checked the
chain of title (Chauvin in Morrison 1984, 4).~
S.lf-I~l.ntification

TheSpclnish land grant was to Joseph Hache, later confirmed to him by the
govar:'UD8ut.
He sold to Brigitte (Belanger) Thibodaux, widow of Henry
Schuyler Thibc.daux.
She sold a portion to her brother Francois belanger, who
aold to hia nephew, Hubert Madison Belanger, and to Hubert'. brother-in-law
Richard Henry Grinage. Their act of donation for relocation of the Terrebonne
Parish couz·tho,use on this property was dated May 10, 1834 (Chauvin in Morrison
1984, 4). The aame historian indicates the ·following:
)01

u.s.
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The 1:estimony presented by V. S. Dardar indicates a mobile
society characterized by "some Indians that moved from place
to place" (UHN Pet., Ex. 7:#214/15, p. 1). In addition, the
mobility factor among the Indians themselves was
characterized by knowing other Indians, Le., "Sitimacha"
[sicl were located near Berwick and Morgan city (UHN Pet.
Ex, '7:/214/15, p. 1). At the same time, Dardar indicated
that the "Sitimacha" and modern Houma were "mixed" (UHN
Pet., Ex. 7:#214/15, p. 2). BAR researchers, on the other
hand, found no evidence of intermarriage between the
Chit.imacha and ancestors of the petitioner during the
nin~:eenth and twentieth centuries.
It may be of
significance in explaining this confusion that in 1917,
Bushnell's "Chitimacha" informant was Abel Billiot,
demo;,\strably a descendant of UHN ancestors (Bushnell 1917).
Some information in the oral histories appeared in
isol,ition, unconnected to any other data presented in the
peti,t:ion. For example, Dardar also recalled that in 1932
some "Oklahoma Indians came here and talked to people" (UHN
Pet., Ex. 7:1207). This interesting bit of information also
appe,ired as a short notice in the Times-PicaYUne, but no
inte:rviewee recalled who the Indians from Oklahoma were,
from what tribe, or why·they had come.
In tle oral histories, there was uncertainty both as to
specific dates and actual residential locations of earlier
generations. Referencing the mid-to-late nineteenth
cent'Jry, V. S. Dardar stated the "Indians" at Bayou Lafourche
were there prior to anyone else.l~ He also indicated that
he did not know "anybody that was pure sitilnacha and not
Houm.i. " The mixture of the two groups was more typical,
thou'~h "the Terrebonne people were more the Houma people"
(UHN Pet., Ex. 7:#214/15, p. 2).

It i. generally conceeded (sic] that Houma received it'8 (ill] name
from a 81nall band of Indians, who, at the same time of the founding
of the t,own and for 80me years prior, were camped at OUi8ki Point.
This i.s ",here Bayou Cand [sic, should be Bayou Cane) intersects with
Bayou Blilck, some three miles northwest of the City. Tobias Gibson,
or a member of his household is supposed to have suggested the name.
Houma me,llns "red" in the Indian language (Chauvin in Morrison 1984,
4) •

Since the aleelltors of the petitioner had been living over 20 miles south of the
location of tht. city of Houma for 30 to 40 years by the time the city was founded
in 1834, th.Le dloes not indicate a connection between them and the band camped for
80me time northwest of the city location.
l3

According to the documentary record, the earliest settlers were Acadian •.
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The Chllllenge of white supremacy. V.5. Dardar (born ca.
191(1) indicated that Rosalie Courteau was a "Houma Indian"
(UHN Pt:t., Ex. 7:#214/15, p. 2). The petition narrative
indicates that in the early nineteenth century the
genE!ra'tion of Indian women represented by Rosalie Courteau,
and the generation following (no names in addition to that
of Hos;:llie were provided in the oral history], married
"Fn!nchmen" (UHN Pet., Narr., 35-36).36
The issue of race predisposed, if not determined, the social
idellti'ty of Rosalie Courteau's husband, Jacques Billiot, a
son of Jean Baptiste Billiot and Marie Enerisse [Iris].
Record:s of 1812 pensioners indicate Jacques Billiot was of
"yeJ,low complexion" and that he was designated a free person
of c:c::llt::>r (U. 5. Veterans Administration 1878a). This is
illustrated by. comments by Marie Dupre during an oral
hist~ry interview in 1977.
Dupre indicated to Janel Curry
that: while she thought that Jacques Billiot "came from
France," confusion had resulted from people's describing him
as part Negro and part Indian.
Dupre ascribed this to an
attE!mp't to prevent Rosalie Courteau from obtaining funds
that: o'ther Indians were understood to receive. The issue to
Dupre 1jias not whether Jacques Billiot was In4ian, but that
he lI/as construed as being "Negro." According to Dupre,
the reason they done that·[sic] was they wanted
her to go down so her people wouldn't get the
mt::>ney what the other indians [sic] are getting in
the west and allover. They figure being married
tt::> a half negro, her family, her grandchildren and
all that they wouldn't have been able to do
anything because a negro was not able to have
ntJthing (UHN Pet. Ex. 7: #192) •
The point of the discussion was that Rosalie Courteau was

recclgn.ized and accepted as Indian, if not specifically as
HouJlla. More importantly, since the association of some of
the cOlmtlunity with Negroes could not be made through Rosalie
it ",as made through her husband. The Negro "association,"

16
SOlle clf these "Frenchmen" were in' fact from France or were from Acadian
families Ol: the local neighborhood, but qthers were Creoles of partially African
ancestry W:10 bore French surnames. The social effects on those who maintained
a "Houma" iduntity were to last for several generations.
Because of the
circumstan,:es in which free people of color lived, and the general overall racial
relationsh lps in 19th century Louisiana, the element of African ancestry may have
been what ,:auned the UHN group to become geographically isolated, socially and
economically c:onstricted, and politically.non-existent to those not part of the
numerous kLnship networks which developed over several generations.
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which Dupre went on to explain was made because "they wanted
her t.o go down," is a reference to the white population's
associating all dark-skinned individuals with Negroes.
The origin of the derogatory term "Sabine" as applied to the
UHN has; not been specified to any particular time during the
nineteenth century, nor are there early examples of it in
the written documentation. n In any case, the question of
the term's origin is irrelevant to the merits of the UHN
petition. As the practice of racial discrimination affected
Rosalie! Courteau and her husband, however, the use of the
term "Sabine" within the local context, as implying mixed
Indian-Negro ancestry, becomes significant.
For a quarter-century following repeal of anti-miscegenation
statutes in 1870 by a Reconstruction state government
(Dominsruez 1986, 84-85), the white, black, Creole, Acadian,
and Indian groups of society could legally mix. Although
still c:lassified as persons of color, Indians could legally
marry ~'hites until 1894. Numerous long-standing households
among the petitioning group's ancestors legalized their
status during this period.
As the twentieth century dawned, white ascendancy in
Louisicma created a more openly dichotomous racial
atmosphere, as. the separation of Creoles of European
ancestry from Creoles of color became more deliberate
(Desdunes 1973, xxi-xxiii). During this period, as
recount:ed in the UHN oral histories, the assertiveness of
the pet:itioning community as to its Indian/Houma identity,
personalized in Rosalie Courteau, emerged in the context of
claims to certain land located in the southern Terrebonne
Parish bayous.
Francis. Gallet was related to Rosalie through one of her
daughtE!rS, Felicite, who was his grandmother, and maintained
lively recollections of her. He indicated in one interview
that his mother was having a baby when Rosalie Courteau
passed away (UHN Pet. Ex. 7: 1201/33, p. 3). He stated that
RosaliE! Courteau and Jacques Billiot were married when
France was still in Louisiana. It was not unusual for him

]1
A good ca.. could probably be made that it derived from the period
shortly af1;er the purchase of Louisiana by the United States.
The unsettled
c:irc:umatanc'e. along the Sabine River' and east into what came to b. western
Louisiana led up to ~ha Adams-Onis Treaty of 1819 between the United States and
Spain whictl fixed the western boundary of Louisiana vis-a-via the eastern
boundary of Texa. (Taylor 1984).
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to indicate, or even emphasize, that Jacques Billiot was a
Frenchman. He went on to state that Billiot was friendly
with the Spaniards and wanted to take Francis to South
America (UHN Pet., Ex.#201/13, p. 2). Whil~ Gallet
indicated he had not heard of the name "Delahoussaye" his
wife stated, "that was supposed to be Rosalie's name. Her
last mlme" [sic]; (UHN Pet., Ex. 7:#201/13, p. 2).
Ludvic Dardar asserted that Rosalie "was the daughter of the
chief of the tribe of the Houmas grant" (UHN Pet., Ex.
7:#205). He also was aware that she married Jacques
Billi.ot:, and said that she moved from Houma to Montegut (UHN
Pet., Ex. 7:#205). Oneziphor Dardar, Ludvic's brother,
indicated in December 1978 that "Rosalie was the aunt of all
these people around here. She was the aunt of my
grandf2lther on both sides" (UHN Pet., Ex. 7:#207).
After 1894, allegations that ancestors of the petitioner
were Negro (based on the presumption that any African
ancestry, no matter how little, categorized the bearer as
blacx:), or that individuals in the group were passing for
white, became critical to the group's survival and selfident:if: ication, both for the segment of society wishing to
maintain the Indian identity and that segment seeking to
delibel:ately categorize all non-whites as colored/Negro. By
this time, any external "Indian" aspects of identification
that may have existed in earlier periods had dissipated so
far, as; Swanton found out, that this group of people with
Indian ancestry had to be rediscovered in Louisiana, and
their history had to be reconstructed as a part of the
process of re-Iabelling them as Indians. Though no Indian
cultural traits remained, compared with the ster~otypical
Indian of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century,
his interviewees cast themselves as among the the "Indians
of Louisiana."
Educati.on at the TUrn· of the century. since much of the
petiticmer's oral history tradition and many of the
twentiE!th-century studies of the petitioner by outsiders
indicated a lack of educational facilities, it should be
noted that the 1900 Federal census indicates that a school
was avalilable to that portion of the group resident at or
near Montegut, Louisiana, on Bayou Terrebonne. "Student"
was not:ed as the occupation of 16 school-age children in the
1900 U.S. census, all but one on Bayou Terrebonne. Girls
were as like ly to be in schoo.l as boys. These chi ldren
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resi::Iedi in 13 households 38 numbered between #3380-#3410
(Boudreaux and Morrison 1989a, 296, '311-318). Fifty-six
childre~n on Bayou Terrebonne, age 6-14 (elementary range for
8 grades), were not classfied as students.
In households #3380-3410, nine non-students of school age
(6-14, elementary range for 8 grades) lived in a household
where at least one other child was a student. Of these, all
were aged either 6-7 or 13-14. Nine non-students of school
age (6-14, elementary range for 8 grades) lived in five
households where no child was a student." One child in
questicm was 8; one was 11i two were 12. The other 5 were
either 6-7 or 13-14. In the succeeding households on Bayou
Terrebonne, #3411-#3453, no children were classified as
students. In this range, 20 households contained 38
children of school age (6-14, elementary range for 8
grades). It was not possible to determine if no children
were in school, or if the census taker just stopped counting
at that point (Boudreaux and Morrison 1989a, 311-318). No
children in families ancestral to the petitioning group who
were living in the Theriot Church service area were noted as
student:s. There!!y'! students in "non-Houma" families
enUlllerclted on the same census pages (Boudreaux and Morrison
19891, 446-453), indicating that "white" public schools
existed in the vicinity.
"Redisc:overy" of the Terrebonne Settlement as Indian and
"Houma'" by Anthropologists. In 1900, James Mooney reported
that the historical Houma were practically extinct, or at
least had lost their identity, prior to 1800. In 1907,
Hodge'si Handbook of American Indians North of Mexico,
publi.shed by the Bureau of American Ethnology, repeated that
the "Huma" were said to be extinct (Hodge 1907, 1:577). In
the same year, however, ethnologist John Reed Swanton, while
doing field work in Indian communities in Louisiana, visited
the 1~errebonne Parish settlement and tentatively identified
its meDlbers as descendants of the historical Houma, saying
that they called themselves "'Hommas' or, rather 'Homas'"
(Swanton 1911, 292). After a long discussion of the
historical Houma tribe from eighteenth and early nineteenth-

• HO~Behold heads: Victor Billiot, Francois Gallet, Martin Dupre, Oscar
Galley, Jules Courteaux, [Charles) Duncan Billiot, Clodius [Chlodomir) Billiot,
Andrew Cha:lson, Marcel Naquin, Jr.; Joseph Maulinaire, Marcelian Courteaux,
Charles Hot.ard. (son of Josephine/Fine Courteau), Wallace Couteaux.
)9
HOllsehold heads: .Jim Fitch, .Jouissan (.Joachim) Verdin, .James Dardar,
Arthur ChaE,son, Floran Chasson.
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cent1lry sources, he concluded: "At any rate, the remnant of
the ':ribe, mixed with other Indian peoples and white and
negr ,) blood, now live along the coasts of Terre Bonne and La
Fourche parishes" (Swanton 1911, 291). Swanton continued by
saying that, "In spite of mixture with whites and negroes,
they form a distinct class of the population, and prefer to
be cdlled Indians ft' (Swanton 1911, 292).
I

Acco::ding to Speck, in 1907 Swanton estimated a population
of 3~50 for the UHN ancestral group at that time and added a
cotnrnlmt that: "The so-called Houma of today include
remnants of most of the Louisiana coast t,ribes, in all
degrl~es of mixture, Indian, white, and negro.
The state
recoqnizes about 350 as Indian. They claim over 800 of all
mixtures and intermarriages" (Speck 1943, 1937). The
peti 1:ion presented no documentation concerning this "state
recoqnition" as Indian prior to 1907, nor did the petition
narrative discuss what it meant for the community.
\

Swanton's identification of the group as Houma was not
accepted as unambiguous by other ethnologists in the early
twen1:ieth century. When M. Raymond Harrington spent some
time "s,earching out the remnants of Indian tribes still left
in tile state of Louisiana, for the purpose of learning
some1:hing about their location, numbers, and condition
." (Harrington 1908, 656), he discussed the Chitimacha and
Koas.uti at length. His total description of the UHN
sett:.em,ent was much briefer:
Th,e Houma tribe, near Houma, Terrebonne Parish, is
now nearly extinct, only two or three persons
being found who can claim pure Indian blood.
HOli\FeVer, a number of families were seen who show
plainly their Indian extraction. The Houma
laJl'\guage, which belongs to the Muskogean stock and
is closely related to the Choctaw, is remembered
to'-day by two old women only and one of these has
forgotten much of what she knew of the Indian
tongue. strange to say this very woman remembers
some characteristic Indian songs. French is the
pr4!vailing language to-day, and the Houma live
lUte the white people about them. Even the art of
bal;ketry has been lost, which seems a pity, for I
found a number of fine old baskets among these
pec)ple, one of which, a double basket, would
cornpare favorably with the work of the Chitimacha.
The! most remarkable specimen I found here was a
bl()wgun made of a cypress pole, which had been
split, hollowed out, and stuck together again,
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then wound with cord, and covered with wax or gum
of some kind (Harrington 1908, 657-658).
In 1917, Bushnell identified a descendant of a central UHN
famjly" from a major UHN settlement, as Chitimacha:
At the present time several families living in
Terrebonne and La Fourche parishes, near Bayou La
Fourche, claim to be of Chitimacha descent,
although they know some of their ancestors to have
been Houma, and many have traces of European blood
as well. On the following pages are given some of
the mannerisms and customs of these people, as
related by Abel Billiot, a man about sixty-five
YI:!ars of age, who is known as a Chi timacha, from
the village of Point-au-chien in the southeastern
part of Terrebonne parish, Louisiana (Bushnell
19 1 7, 3 0.2) •

Frank G. Speck expressed no doubts that the roots of the
petitioner lay within the historical Houma tribe,
alttloU<;Jh he opened his major article (based upon a report he
preparl:!d for the Deparment of Education, Office of Indian
Affc.irl;, in 1939-40) by saying, "Historians and ethnologists
haVE~ dl:!alt most charily with the Houma people" (Speck 1943,
136).
His own summary stated that it was "well established
hist~or:i.cally that the Houma removed" from their 1706
sett~leJnent to the delta near New Orleans "and subsequently
drifted to the bayous of La Fourche and Terre Bonne" (Speck
194~, 137).
He did not mention the period of the historical
Howlla 1t:r ibe' s residence around Ascens ion and St. James
Parj.shes in the later eighteenth century. In a 1938 letter
to [~. Willard Beatty, Educational Division, Bureau of
Indian Affairs, he stated:
modE~n

I should rate the Houma as a people possessing
Irldian blood and cultural characters to a degree
about equal to that of the Crook [sic, should be
Creek], Choctaw, Catawba, and Seminoles.
According to Swanton their numbers may reach about
a thousand in the districts which they inhabit.
The Houma tribe traces its extraction from the
Muskogian Indian family of Mississippi and
LIJuisiana" (Downs and Whitehead 1976, 11).
In 1941, Speck estimated the group to contain 2,000 persons
and sUlnmarized it in the following description:
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There are no Houma individuals or families of pure
blood. The present population so classified comprises
elements of other Indian descent (early historic
Choctaw, Biloxi, Chitimacha), early Spanish, French and
unspecified American, besides more recent accessions of
Filipinos by marriage. Some families of Houma descent
have intermarried with mulattoes, which circumstance
has been cause for classification of the whole troup as
such by local partisans of racial segregation (Speck
1941,49:n.1).
Else~here, he indicated no doubt of a connection between the
historical Houma and the UHN: "The modern people known as
Houma Indian~ • . . are descendants of the Historic Houma
tribe mentioned in eighteenth-century narratives of
Louisiana" (Speck 1943, 136-137).~ As far as group
membership was concerned,

.

'

there is in the physical type of the group,
however, a predominantly and distinctly Indian
cargo. The leaders of the Houma people themselves
are, in my judgment, capable of satisfactorily
evaluating the validity of claims to Houma
'raciality' in respect to the blood quantum, when
the time arrives for listing and segregating the
Indians (Speck 1943, 138).
jeqraqation and Its Limits. Speck noted in 1943 that,
"There are, however, some families residing nearer the large
centers: of white population, related collaterally to those
of more distinct Houma ~escent, which have acquired
perceptible negro blood, and hence are classified as
mulattcls by the Houma themselves" (Speck 1943, 138).
Simulta,neously, some members of the UHN core ancestral
families were perceived by outsiders as more black/Negro
than Indian in ancestry, culture, and tradition. Because of
this, local whites resented them when they attempted to
disassclciate from the Negro social category. Yet, the more
"white/creole" Acadian-accultured UHN members did cut
themselves off from Negro society at the same time that they
were be!ing cut off from white society.
This dual exclusion was exemplified by the H.L. Billiot v.
Terrgbclnne Parish School Board case (1917/18, No.7, 876 20th
CI
In his text, Speck provided no citation or footnote to indicate the basis
upon which he 'was making this linkage. BAR has not located any primary source
to which he co'uld have been referring as an authority for this statement.
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Judicial District Court of La. Affirmed 29 April 1918, Case
No. 22,567, High Court Docket), in which a UHN ancestor sued
to have his children admitted to the white school system.
The E,oard of Education attempted to demonstrate that the
family was of Negro descent. The resulting jurisdictional
dismissal sidestepped the issue of race by claiming that the
benefit to accrue did not amount to a tuition cost of $2,000
or melre (Bourgeois 1938, 70).
Twent.y years later, the opinion of the Terrebonne Parish
schoell system had not altered, as exemplified in statements
made by the superintendent, Henry L. Bourgeois, in his
mastE!r':; thesis on the past 40 years of public education in
the parish: Chapter XIV was titled "So-Called Indians of
TerrE!bonne Parish." Bourgeois described the situation from
his perspective: .
This group numbers approximately one
thousand souls, including men, women,
and children. They call themselves
Indians, and claim a social status
comparable to that of the white man.
But, as a matter of fact, they are not
Indians. They are the descendants of
that union of the Indian and the free
gens de coleur of many generations back,
with large infusions of white blood
(Bourgeois 1938, 69-70).
The :.eg,al situation in Louisiana did not remain static,
howe,rer. A 1920 statute "treated the union of an Indian and
a pel~so:n of the ' colored and black I race as miscegenetic"
and nullified such unions, demonstrating that Indians were
"non(:ol,ored for the first time in Louisiana's legal history"
(Dom:~ng'l1ez 1986, 34).
In an opinion of the Louisiana
Atto]~ney General in the early 1930's, marriages between
whitns and Indians were no longer prohibited.
Even 'this did not make the status of URN families
unambiguous, however. Members of even the same immediate
family were not consistently identified as Indian on such
vital records documents as birth certificates. In the oral
histories, Dora Santiny indicated she "had to go to court to
get lily children's birth certificates changed to white from
blaclt. The court papers say we were of white and Indian
ancel;try . . . . " (UHNPet.,
Ex. 7:#210/11, p. 1).
I
SaIf'-Identification as Indian. A retired teacher who worked
with the group, Miss Laise Ledet, when discussing Clement
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and Victor Naquin, noted that during the 1940's and early
1950's, certain other people (last names not mentioned) were
reluctant to admit to being Indian. Ms. Ledet indicated
that during the time she was a teacher at Pointe au Chien,
some c)f the group identified themselves as Indians, while
other 5 \{ould not (URN Pet., Ex. 7: #43, p. 5). Irrespective
of tr. e physical appearance of th_e people to whom she was
referring, Ms. Ledet interpreted the social identification
of certain individuals as "Indian" as based both on a
process of self-identification and also on behavior or
charactE~ristics as observed by others.
Some individuals
were not only identified as "Indian" by others, but so
identified themselves.
In ar.other reference to one "Aurlie" Naquin, (Mrs. Arlene
Ms. Ledet indicated that Mrs. Naquin "had been so
discliminated against for being Indian that she didn't want
anyttinq to do with any program for the Indians" (URN Pet.,
Ex. 7:/43, p. 4). In another description, Ms. Ledet
indicatEad that one Aubin Billiot was identified as Indian by
Msgr. HEanri Bezou. Billiot was among those at "rural Point
Aux Chenes" who was "considered" Indian. The term "Indian"
is mc,re consistently used than "Houma." Further on, Ms.
Ledet. indicated that people at Pointe au Chien considered
individuals at lower Pointe au Chien as Indians. A notable
obselva1:ion which Ms. Ledet made was "if you were an Indian,
you c.idn't have any rights, you couldn't do anything" (URN
Pet., Ex. 7:#43, p. 5).
Naquin)~

The clral testimony from Ms. Ledet supports the idea that
socia.l practices distinguished between Indians and nonIndia.ns in the 1940's and early 1950's, especially in
educa.ticm. At another juncture in the testimony, she stated
that while the "antipathy" between Indians and whites was
appaI'ent1y based on "racial prejudice," economic differences
betwE:en the two groups did not exist. "Those who had been
living here [Pointe au Chien], say 100 years, . . •
[prac:tic:::ed] farming, fishing, hunting, trapping" (UHN Pet. I
Ex. ~:#43, p. 2).
Econc,lIlic: Poundation. and self-Definition. The oral
histclric!s portray intensive economic activity among the UHN
ance~,trill group at the various locations.
Most of these
locations - Bayou Terrebonne, Isle Jean-Charles, Pointe au
Chien - are discussed from the perspective of what it was
like one to three generations ago, in the late nineteenth
and E!arly twentieth century. In one case, land was
descl'ibc!d as leased from fur companies (URN Pet., Ex.
7: IH,O); in another, land was described as bought from the
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stat,e (UHN Pet., Ex. 7: #203). In another interview, lands
were! sjtated to have been settled on by sons of Rosalie
Courtea.u (UHN Pet., Ex. 7:#218/21).
The connection of various UHN families to specific land
parc:el:; is alluded to in an oral history compiled in 1960
whic:h is included in the petit,ion documents (UHN Pet. Ex.
7:#180). Referred to as the "Anderson Papers/Homestead
ReSE!a.rc::h Ctr., tI the document indicates the sons of Rosalie
Courte':lU ostensibly occupied or held title to lands which
were! l':lter used, if not by legal title then by occupation,
for fur trapping and later oil exploration. Both the oral
his1:ory and the 1938 report by Ruth Underhill indicate that
the~;e lands, if indeed in the Billiots' hands in the
ninE!teenth century, had been lost by the 1930's, if not
earlier.
The descriptions of the land issues furnished by the Naquins
and others in the oral histories suffers from a lack of
focus c::m when, where, and how the land was "lost." In spite
of HUClh. uncertainty, the oral history, which is
sub~;tantiated by other documentary records (i. e., material
subni t'ted by Mr. P. H. B. , Martinez, Fort Worth, Texas),
indj.ca'tes that members of the petitioner were actively
resE!arching land title issues for some time before the
limj.ted number of patents which they obtained were issued
bet"ee:n 1949 and 1963.
Whatev,er claim the petitioning community may have had to the
use mo:st of these lands was tenuous. As the oral history
ind:.ca'tes (UHN Pet. Ex. 7: #180), in addition to the land
that w,as later patented, individual URN members leased lands
froll f1Llr companies such as the Delaware Fur Company and the
LaTE!rrle Furcompany.41 In a description given in 1978, Paul
Verdin indicated the Verdins were a large family, some at
Pointe au Chien, others at Grand Caillou and elsewhere.
Ve'rclin said his father was a farmer who planted corn and
potato,es, but who trapped in the winter, and he also
ind:.ca'ted the land actually belonged to "a Dusenberry from
New Orleans" (UHN Pet. Ex. 7:#198/28, p. 1).

41
In 19<~8, David Billiot wrote that while fishing or trapping on "Indian"
lands, some o:~ the Indians more recently were "hit over the head" and "sent to
Negro jails" (D.Billiot, Kay 24, 1948; UHN Pet. Ex. 5:#136; 4834-42-800--Gen.
serv.). This was a reference to lands previously used or occupied by members of
the petiticmirlg group for fishing or trapping purposes, which were now being used
by outside!:'s (Jr had been purchased by other people.
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A similar description of economic life at Pointe au Chien
was obtained from two great grandsons of Rosalie Courteau
(grandsons of Alexander Billiot, who died in 1908), Joseph
and Roger Billiot, in 1979, when they were 86 and 82 years
old respectively. The primary economic activity of
Alexander Billiot and his family was agriculture. Sugar
cane was a primary product. The Billiot brothers said that
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century Alexander
Billiot's generation had planted sugar cane, corn, and rice.
In addition, their grandfather had large numbers of
livestock: notably, cows, pigs, "and chickens. They
indicated further that their grandfather and several of his
brothers had corne down the bayou to Pointe au Chien.
Accordi.ng to Joseph and Roger Billiot, Celestin and
Alexander Billiot had corne to use land that the federal
government ostensibly gave to them. Other sons of Rosalie
Court.ealu followed, including Barthelemy and Joseph. 42
In part:icular, Joseph and Roger Billiot noted that by the
time their grandfather died in 1908, people were beginning
to harvest fish as an economic activity, in addition to
farming: and hunting, (UHN Pet. Ex. 7:/218/21) .43 At the
same time, crabbing and shrimping gained some prominence.
Farming declined as an economic activity as the salt water
took over areas formerly used for crops. "Fields got
shorter and shorter till they couldn't plant anything" (URN
Pet., Ex. 7:/218/21). Water levels increased and eventually
in SJme areas, with the corning of oil fields, the necessity
to dig deep canals to transport the oil rigs "caused the
ocearl "rater to come in" further inland (URN Pet., Ex.
7:/218/21).

The standard of living among the URN ancestors living in the
lowe:r bayous declined in the early twentieth century,
acco:rding to the Billiot brothers. The oil companies
"mar:<ed off all the land" (UHN Pet., Ex. 7:#218/21). The
land remaining was "this section of hard land and a little
bit in the prairie" (URN Pet. Ex. 7:/218/21). The oil
comp,:lnies moved onto a good deal of what the UHN ancestors or the Billiots - had formerly occupied. This was possible
beca1lse the oil companies had "legal documents at the
cour-::house" (URN Pet. Ex. 7:/218/21, p. 3), though the

42

"Jolleph" and "Celestin" were the same person:

Joseph Celestin Billiot.

41
The 1900 U.S. Federal census already indicates the occupation of most
heads of hOI; sehold in this qeoqraphical area, both members and non-members of the
group, as fL.shl!rman or oyster fisherman.
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Bil~iot~ considered that the land belonged to them by

equ~ty,

if not in legal title. Perhaps because of the loss
of the lands, resulting in restricted areas for grazing, the
cattle died due to disease and lack of adequate nourishment.
The cattle that remained were used for food rather than
sold, i.f not stolen beforehand (URN Pet., E~. 7:#218/21, p.
3) •

Several environmental disasters in the early twentieth
century contributed to the temporary displacement of ~
least those URN progenitors who lived in locations c_~se to
the Gulf of Mexico coastline. These disasters included
hurricalnes in 1909 (UHN Pet., Ex. 7: #27, p. 4) and 1926 (URN
Pet., Ex. 7:#26), damming of a portion of Bayou Lafourche in
1904, and loss of certain animal trapping, which had
previously been a significant part of the URN ancestors'
econom~'.
Each of these events had multiple effects in terms
of population locations of URN progenitors. Following the
hurricanes, an increased salt water dispersion occurred
upstream on the bayous, along with muskrat and oyster loss.
The nutria replaced the muskrat, but the increased use of
grasseE~ by the nutria as a food supply led to erosion and
silt buildup in certain areas. This allowed additional salt
water j.ntrusion further up5tre~m froll the Qoaat, w:i.th •
resultinq 10•• or .0•• raralaftd.
The loss of oyster beds further depleted the economic base
of the portion of the URN community that had come to rely on
sea fishing. In 1978, Clodelia (Mrs. John) Verdin related
that hE!r father had caught shrimp, [probably in the early
twentieth century]. He also worked in the sugar fields (URN
Pet., E~x. 7;:/29, p. 4). It was, however, a Chinese
immigrcmt to Louisiana, in the late nineteenth century who
introduced a process for preserving shrimp which was adopted
by tHN ancestors and other coastal fishers. A community
festival developed from this new method of food
pres,ervation.
UHH Oral Histories: outside Observers. Bishop Abel
caillOllet, New Orleans, indicated in June 1979 (OHN Pet. Ex.
7: #-.:20/24), that while serving at st. Eloi Church, ( location
not sp1ecified), he assisted at several churches on Bayou du
Larqe and Grand caillou in the late 1930's and early 1940's.
He' t;tated that he referred to the petitioner's members as
Indians, not as "Sabines" nor "savages," because he wanted
to =;how he respected them.
Ano':her clergyman, Msgr. Henry C. Bezou, was assigned to
Ter:rebonne Parish in 1938, following his ordination. In
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1979, he provided information regarding the kind of French
spoke:1 at Isle Jean-Charles. Bezou stated that the Indians
were "deprecatingly called ' Sabine'" (UHN Pet., Ex.
7:#227/37) and that research he conducted indicated that
Jean ':harles Naquin was French, though he married a woman of
India:1 descent.44 He described the families on Isle JeanCharl'~s as all self-suff icient, employed in fishing, and
trapping muskrats. Bezou also stated the island had
possi::>ly been settled as early as 1800 and that the
inhabitants spoke a form of seventeenth century French (URN
Pet. Ex . 7: # 223 / 37) .

Some 'Jf Bezou's conclusions were based on his familiarity
with Juts ide scholarship rather than on direct observation-for eKample, he referred to an article by a Dr. Paul Kunkel
on th,:! "retrogression and amalgamation" of Indian tribes
(UHN.Pet., Ex. 7:#227/37, p. 5). Bezoureferredtoseveral
group;: the "Indians of IJC [Isle Jean-Charles), Indians of
the l'Jwer reaches of Bayou Terrebonne, Indians of Grand
Caill'Ju, Indians who are on Bayou du Large, the Indians . .
. at . . . Bayou PaC [Point aux Chene] . . . and other parts
of Terrebonne Parish" (URN Pet., Ex. 7:/227/37, p. 5). He
perceived that there might be difficulty in demonstrating
that ·they were all of the same tribe, or, if so, that they
were :iouma.
Bezou was, himself, a clergyman rather than a historian or
an anthropologist. Some of the comments he made during the
inter'~iew were internally inconsistent.
He did not indicate
the b~sis for the opinion he expressed that the petitioner
might "have been more Chitimacha than Houma" (UHN Pet., Ex.
7:#227/37, p. 5). While further stating that
"Donaldsonville was formerly known as LaFourche des
Chetiillachas" (OHN Pet., Ex. 7:#227/37, p. 5), Bezou
suggested that the Chitimacha could have disappeared and
"that th.e Houmas took over their hunting ground, their
fishing grounds" (UHN Pet., Ex. 7:/227/37, p. 5).
AFTER _WOIRLD WAR I.

Locatioll.s and Leaders:' Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth
century. During the early twentieth century, leaders
emerged in various locations, such as J.B. Parfait, in
Dulac, and Victor Naquin, of Isle Jean-Charles.
Anthropc,logists who have st~died the petitioner indicate
..

It W.lS aLctually his son, Jean-Marie Naquin, who married Pauline Verdin.
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that this decentralized leadership resulted from the
residential pattern which, given the ecological
and gec>graphical barriers between communities in south
centraJL Louisiana, certainly contributed to developing a
parallel political pattern of an extended family nature,
Leadership was strongest within each isolated bayou
cOmlTunity. The geographical situation discouraged more
extensive political organization and no such centralized
leadership was documented by the petitioner.
dis~ersed

The local leaders of individual settlements were known to
outsiders such as clergy and parish officials. While he
expressed essentially what might be termed conjecture as to
the origin of the "Indians" he referred to, Msgr. Bezou
stated that one Antoine Naquin, "was regarded as the chief
of the plt'.ce" Le., Isle Jean-Charles (UHN Pet., Ex.
7:/227/37, p, 1-2).
Bezou indicated Antoine was chief
following the time of his uncle, victor Naquin (UHN Pet.,
Ex. 7:i'227j37). This was substantiated by another oral
hist.ory interview, that of Miss Laise Ledet, who also
indjcated Clement Naquin, Antoine's father, had been chief
(UHl" p~!t., Ex. 7: 143, p. 3-6). At another point, in response
to a. question about the leaders, she referred to a
"Max'cellin" who was "talk[ed] about" (UHN Pet., Ex. 7:/43,
p. 5) •

In x'esponse to a question whether anyone acted as chief,
Mamlel Naquin replied that Victor Naquin was "look[ed] to .
. . for information" (UHN Pet., Ex. 7:#203). Margaret
Verclin "treated" people, even those from Terrebonne and
HouDla (UHN Pet., Ex. 7:/203, p. 1), and also gave "advice on
a lc,t c)f things they needed to know at that time" (UHN Pet.,
Ex. 7: l,2 0 3, P • 3).
A wj.despread custom of colonial officials was the issuance
of Dledals to the leaders of American Indian tribes during
the ei(~hteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Both primary
and secondary documentation relating to the historical Houma
tribe in the late eighteenth century refer to the receipt of
mede.ls from the Louisiana authorities, but the receipt of
such medals was not in any way unique to the Houma.
Oral history references say that UHN progenitors living in
the nilrleteenth century possessed such medals, which they had
inhE!ri'ted. These references are sketchy. However, in 1979
Chai'lels Billiot indicated that his grandfather, Alexander
Bill:io't, had possessed a medal given by the government of
Spai.n "'to the governor of Louisiana" for Indian land.
Ale)~nder Billiot came into possession of the medal "because
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he hdd education and a high rank. He lived near point au
Chenl~" (UHN Pet., Ex. 7: #209/10).
At one time Charles
Billiot himself supposedly had possession of the medal. No
medals have apparently survived to the present time. None
have been seen by BAR researchers. Therefore, they could
not :Je used to assist in determining the tribal affiliation
of the original recipient.
Charles Billiot's interview contained information which
demo:'lstrated the kinship nature of the communities of which
his family was a part, and showed that these families
iden':ified themselves as distinct and apart from other
people in the settlement areas where they lived. His
desc::-iption of his ancestors indicated he was well informed
as tl) his grandfather being a son of Rosalie Courteau. He
also indicated that his grandfather and one of his
gran,lfather's brothers, Celestin, operated a sugar mill at
Poin'::e au Chien (URN Pet. Ex./209/10). He also stated that
two I)f his brothers, Michael and victor Billiot, held deeds
to limds in Terrebonne Parish in the Pointe au Chien area.
David Billiot was later characterized by Elvira Molivere
Billiot, as uneducated, though "a smart man" (UHN Pet., Ex.
7:#2:23/30). He attempted "to bring people together" to deal
with problems (UHN Pet., Ex. 7:#223/30, p. 2). Whether or
not lle was a success in the sense of having accomplished his
aims, Billiot was a figure of some standing (see: D.
Billiot/Frank G. Speck; Apr. 3, 1943; BIA File No. 4834;42800-·-Gen. Serv.). The dispersion of the UHN ancestral group
thro1lghout Terrebonne Parish, Bayou Caillou, and Bayou du
Larg'~ during the 1920's may well have contributed to the
phen')menon of new leadership coming forward, as both David
and Charles Billiot did. In addition, Ernest Coycault's
brinqing forth of the land issue indicates additional
lead,arship activity among the UHN ancestral group at the
beginning of the 1920's (see above and UHN Pet., Ex.
7: #2:~ 3 / 30, p. 4).

The .)ral history testimony indicates that the issue of
lead'!rship throughout the nineteenth century and into the
mid-1:wentieth century was pursued by the interviewers.
Sevel~al individuals who succeeded Rosalie Courteau were
noteci as having influence if not leadership positions. One,
Alexandre Billiot, was characterized by a great-grandson,
Loui:; Naquin, as a "chief" (URN Pet. Ex. 7:#215/16, p. 1,
Loui:; Naquin), but no supporting evidence was produced.
Another "chief," noted in the oral testimony by V.S. Dardar,
was IILovincy" (URN Pet., Ex. 7:#214/15, p. 2). In a
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"to qet people active in the land cases" (UHN Pet. Ex.
7:#237/44, p. 3). This work was conducted at least in part
by Mrs. Schofield (UHN Pet. Ex. 7:#237/44, p. 4).
Acth'i ty of the Petitioner's Ancestors on their OWn Behalf.
What one writer describes as the "interplay of possibility
and ·:hoice" (Dominguez 1986, 188-89) began to affect the
soci:il fabric of the URN's community as it came to define
itself as Indian, as evidenced in the leadership
demo,strated in the 1920's and 1930's by Charles and David
Billiot, and the efforts to obtain Federal assistance of
some sort for their community.
Several inquiries on behalf of the "Houma Indians" were made
by C1arles Billiot of Ho~ma, Louisiana, in 1927. The first,
dire,::ted to a limestone company in Indiana, was forwarded to
the '::ommissioner of Indian Affairs from the Company off ice.
The letter was then forwarded from the Office of Indian
Affairs to an attorney in Franklin, Louisiana, Charles
Boat:1er (9849-27-260--Gen. Serv.). Boatner's representation
of I:1dians in Louisiana in 1919 had been the impetus for the
Braruion investigation of Indian affairs in Louisiana (see
belo 1o'). While the limestone company letter is somewhat
cryp':ic at best, it indicates that Mr. Billiot was concerned
abou': land issues.
This is one of several instances prior to 1940 that the same
Char.Les Billiot wrote to the Office of Indian Affaira. In
Septl~mber 1927, Mr. Billiot wrote the Commissioner a letter
in which he mentioned one "Arnest Carcault" (apparently the
same Ernest Coycault re~erred to in the 1921 letters from
Cong::-essmen Martin and Hayden, see below). By 1927,
Coyc,lult had passed away, but not before having advised
Billiot that land between the Atchafalaya River and
Bara':aria "had been given to us in the old time" (Charles
Billiot/Commr. Ind. Aff., Sept. 5, 1927, 43529-27-115 Gen.
Serv.) . d
Coyc,lult had, according to the September 1927 Billiot
lett1ar, researched the historical Houma tribe, indicating
d
The Atc:hafalaya River separates Terrebonne Parish on the east bank from
St. Mary Parish on the west bank. Barataria is presently a town in Jefferson
Parish, east o:E Lake Salvador, which separates Lafourche Parish from Jefferson
Parish. BaJ'atl.ria Bay empties into the Gulf of Mexico, east of Lafourche parish.
Therefore, - t.he landa included in the area between the Atchafalaya River and
Barataria c~mpl~ise Terrebonne and Lafourche parishea.
Theae artl n~t areas in which the historical Houma tribe ia known to have
resided in the eighteenth century.
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that by this date, UHN members had accepted the
iden 1:ification that Swanton and other anthropologists had
assi<Jned to them. Billiot stated that the said land,
"Chu:~uhouma" [underlining in copy of letter] was "now
know:n] as Houma" (Charles Billiot/Commr. Ind. Aff., sept.
5, 1927, 43529-27-115 Gen. Serv.). Billiot also stated that
one "Delahoula the Indian chief . . . was my old
grandfather II (Charles Billiot/Commr. Ind. Aff., sept. 5,
1927, 43529-27-115 Gen. Serv.). Billiot submitted an Indian
Iden':ification Form to the Office of Indian Affairs in 1940
(see 48363-31-260-Gen. Serv.; UHN Pet., Ex. 5:#132).~
In an oral history interview in 1979, Charles Billiot, then
age :31, reiterated some of the information contained the
corrl~spondence he had written over 50 years earlier.
He
indit:::ated that Louis de la Houssaye was Rosalie Courteau's
fath1ar, and that he changed his name. Rosalie, he said, was
born in Biloxi: her son Alexander Billiot was his own
grandfather. He claimed that some documents did exist at
one ':ime on Louis de la Houssaye, but that they were lost or
misplaced when Paul Dion was active on behalf of the UHN
ance:;tral group. Whether these were the same as the "papers
on all Indian case" which Charles Billiot described as being
abou': to be tried in the 1940's, is unclear. Whether these
pape:::-s held by Paul Dion were connected to "land deeds from
the Indians" which were lost or "taken by attornies [sic],
lost when families bickered between themselves,1I or "outside
croo](edness" (OHN Pet., Ex. 7:#209/10) is not clarified
eithl~r by Billiot or the interviewer.
In a letter to F.G. Speck in 1938, Morice Billiot of Houma,
Loui::;iana, referred to a "ugen (indecipherable] Loususy
[sic)" [de la Houssaye?] and how the individual was "sopuse
to boa one of the grand grand [sic] child of the trigbe (sic]
of H,:>uma." This may correspond to the UHN oral tradition
that de la Houssaye was supposed to be a great-great
grandilther of some of them eM. Billiot/F.G. Speck, July 4,
1938; 68776-31-Gen. Serv.-800; UHN Pet., Ex. 5:#133).
The :reason for Charles Billiot writing to the Commissioner
in 1'~27 was to claim their trapping rights were being
deni,ad. He indicated "we" had paid $300 or $400 for a mile
of t:rapping land, but that if they killed game during closed
seas,:>n they could be fined or imprisoned. Billiot further
~ These '~ere completed by persona requesting services from the Office of
Indian Affairs aa Indiana of one-half blood or more, even though not tribally
affiliated. Billiot did not receive services.
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indjca1:ed that he understood that those of 1/8 Indian blood
"aught [ought] to be free to haunt [hunt] or trap . . • like
the old time" (Charles Billiot/Commr. Ind. Aff., sept. 5,
192/, 43529-27-115 Gen. Serv.).
Commissioner Burke replied
Sept.ember 21, 1927, stating essentially that the URN
ance:stral group's members in Louisiana were subject to state
game: laws and that hunting or trapping out of season, or
witt.c)U1: a license, subjected them to arrest and prosecution.
This. applied to "all Indians involved regardless of their
Indjan blood" (Burke/Billiot, sept. 21, 1927; 43529-27-115-Gen. S~~rv.).
In 1930, correspondence on behalf of Eldon Naquin, a
resjdent of "John Charley Island" [Isle Jean-Charles] was
dire:ct.~d to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs by Dominique
C. Sch,{ab of New Orleans. Schwab described Naquin as a
"Chc'ctaw Indian." Apparently Naquin understood money was to
be c.isbursed to Choctaw Indians. Numerous cases were
bro\:.gh1: before the U. S. Court of Claims on behalf of Choctaw
and Chc)ctaw-Chickasaw Indians in the years prior to the
passag'~ of the Indian Claims Commission Act of 1946, 60
Stat. 1049. Each of these earlier cases, many of which were
disDlissed in the 1930's and 1940's, required Congressional
applopriation of the funds, if any were awarded. BAR
histc)rians have been unable to determine which case, if any,
the Naquin/Schwab correspondence may have referred to
(DoD,inique C. Schwab/Comm. Ind.Aff., 8/16/30; 46303-30-053Chocta\{; URN pet., Ex. 5: #130) .
The COInmissioner replied that the citizenship rolls of the
Chocta,{ Indians had been completed and closed in 1907, under
the prc)visions of the Act of April 26, 1906, 34 Stat. 137.
No enrc)llment nor allotment possibilities were, therefore,
oper. tC) Mr. Naquin or others, who might claim to be
elic;rible. There is no clear indication in the
corI'espondence of whether Naquin was acting only on his own
beha.lf" or was the representative of an organized group.
In t;'ov'~mber 1930, the Commissioner wrote to the Commissioner
of t.he GeJ".eral Land Office (GLO), transmitting a
"coDmunication" from Eldon Naquin. The Commissioner
admjttt~d a---Iack of jurisdiction with respect to the "band"
of Indians "that has made its home on a small island for a
long' pE!riod of time" (Rhoads/Hon. C.C. Moore, Commr. GLO,
Nov. 1U, 1930; 43603-30-053-Choctaw). At the same time,
Conm.is!;ioner Rhoads requested that "if the island mentioned
is a pclrt of the public domain" that "the claim of this
gro\lp ()f Indians to the land by reason of alleged long
occ\lpa1:ion and use [be] recognized so far as may be
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possible" (Rhoads/Hon. C.C. Moore, Commr. GLO, Nov. 18,
1930; 43603-30-053-Choctaw).
The GLO wrote to both Mr. Naquin and the Commissioner of
Indi.;m Affairs, indicating that the land, ten miles south,
southeast of Montegut, Louisiana, was approved to the State
of L,)uisiana as swamp land. This was authorized under
provisions of the Act of March 2, 1849, 9 Stat. 352. While
recoqnizing that "the lands you have occupied for so many
year:;" were ostensibly under state jurisdiction, the Acting
Commissioner, GLO, indicated questions "relative to present
titl,! of the land" should be addressed to the Register of
Stat,! L,ands, at Baton Rouge, (Actg. Asst. Commr., D.K.
Parr,)tt/Mr. Eldon Naquin, Nov. 22, 1930; 43603-30-Choctaw053). The Commissioner of Indian Affairs was similarly
info:rmed. Nothing else was ever accomplished regarding this
land claim, as far as is known.

Hid-'rventiath century Studies for the Federal Office of
Indidln Affairs. A series ot studies by the Indian Office in
the :nid-twentieth century regarding the status of Louisiana
Indi.;ms indicated that Indian groups did exist in Louisiana.
The question of whether these groups were considered or held
to b! "tribes" arose during the consideration of the
Wheeler-Howard bill in 1933-1934, but was not necessarily
the ~ocus once the Indian Reorganization Act, 48 Stat. 984,
was ,macted in 1934 (BIA File No.: 10179-43-042--General
service/UHN Pet., Ex. 5:#135).
1920~s

and 1930's.

.~rancfon Report.
On January 12, 1920, Frank E. Brandon,
Special Supervisor of the Indian Office, reported to the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs on his investigation of the

The

"Chi,t.temache Indians" (Brandon to Commr. Ind. Aff.

(her,:!after CIA) 33956-08-150-pt.2--Gen. Serv.). The report
incl'Jded a discussion of other Indian groups at various
loca't.ions in Louisiana, not all of which were Chitimacha.
In t'1I70 cases, he made tribal designations: a group in the
"ext:reme south part of the state" which he described as
Choct.aw,47 and another group at Marksville, Louisiana, who
said they were Tunica. He did not use any other Indian
trib.!l names to designate the Indian groups, but rather
refe:rred to them by location.

47
Not fu,rther identified, but possibly the St. Tammany Pariah group of
Choctaw. TIle reference to the "extreme south" of Louisiana, however, leaves open
the poasibilit~{ that he was referring to the petitioner.
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It is not clear whether any of Brandon's geographical
descriptions referred to the petitioner. A 1942 summary of
the Brcmdon report, "Notes on Louisiana Indians," identified
certain Indian groups in Louisiana as Chitimacha, Choctaw,
Tunica, and Coushatta. The same summary stated that Brandon
made "no mention • . • of the Houma Indians" ("Notes on
Louisiana Indians," Joe Jennings, May 5, 1942, 10179-43-042-Gen. Serv.) Neither did Jennings identify Houma Indians at
any of the locations.
Correspondence, 1920's. In 1921, the Congressman
represEmting Houma in Terrebonne Parish wrote to the
Conmissioner of Indian Affairs. He enclosed a memorial
pres en1:ed to him by "the Houma Indians, who reside in my
District" (Hon. W.P. Martin/Chas. H. Burke, July 30, 1921,
62897-~!1-150--Gen. Serv.).
Congressman Martin's inquiry was
at the behest of Mr. Ernest Coycault of New Orleans. Martin
wanted to know whether the "Indians" . • • "have any claims
or :rights against the Government" (Hon. W.P. Martin/Chas. H.
Bur~e, July 30, 1921, 62897-21-150--Gen. Serv.).
He
indica1:ed that the Indian Affairs Committee of the House may
not have possessed any information regarding the petitioner,
since he had been advised to request an investigation be
made by the Office of Indian Affairs.
The reply stated that due to limited funds, the
invEstigation could not be conducted at that time (E.B.
Meritt/Hon. Whitmell Martin, Aug. 18, 1921; 62897-21-150-Gen. S,!rv.). In December 1921, Congressman Carl Hayden of
Ari2 omi also inquired of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
rega.rding "what the Indian Off ice knows about the Houma
Indiam;." Hayden stated, "Mr. Coycault desires legislation
to t.e passed authorizing that suit be filed in the Court of
Claims for the value of the lands formerly occupied by these
Indians" (Carl Hayden/CIA, Dec, 3~ 1921; 97649-21-266--Gen.
Sery.) .,
COlDDlisl:;ionf(!r Burke replied that the "only information" the
Office of Indian Affairs had was that noted in Bulletin 30
of t.he Bureau of American Ethnology [Hodge 1907]. That
entI'Y l:,eferenced information stating that "Huma" meant "red"
and that the group was a Choctaw Tribe. Noting several
early d.ates in "Huma" history (1699, 1706) the Bureau of
Amel'iccln Ethnology indicated the group lived along Bayou
Lafc.urc::he, near Houma, and that "they are now supposed to be
extinc1t:" (Chas. H. Burke/Carl Hayden, Dec. 9, 1921, 9764921-4i66--Gen. Serv.). The Commissioner's reply to Congressman
Hayclen stated no treaty had been signed nor were any funds
or lands held in trust by the united states for the
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hist.orical Houma. While indicating further that "these
Indians appear to have been under the jurisdiction of the
loce.l c,r state authorities," the Indian Office had no
kno~rledge of any claims the historical Houma may have had
against: Louisiana or the united states (Chas. H. Burke/Carl
Hayden, Dec. 9, 1921, 97649-21-266-Gen. Serv.).

The Nalsh Report. This correspondence about Isle JeanCharlels indicates a conscious effort to determine the status
of 1:he Indians in Louisiana and their eligibility for some
fonl o:f Federal status either as individuals, or potential
c1a:.mants.
In 1931 the Office of Indian Affairs conducted
anothe:t" study of the situation. This initiated a series of
exchanI:;Jes between Louisiana state and local school
off:.ci,als, the Office of Indian Affairs, Congress, members
of 1:he petitioning community, and interested parties. These
exchan'ges covered the better part of a decade and resulted
in J:urther studies by anthropologists Ruth Underhill and
FraJ~ G. Speck.
Portions of this correspondence were
reprinted in the American Indian Journal in 1976 (UHN Pet.,
Ex. 2:#35; Downs and Whitehead 1976).
OncH Special Commissioner Roy Nash estimated the number of
Ind:Lans in Louisiana to be 3,000, the dimensions of the
potcmtial problem stood out (Nash/CIA Rhoads, June 12, 1931;
254:J6-31-150--Gen. Serv.). The Nash Report was essentially
a r(~port on the Coushatta Indians located near Elton,
Louisiana. However, he described the dispersed locations of
the UHN population, the openness of the area, and the
ecological conditions of the bayous and marshes which
con':ributed to the "marginal" nature of settlement and
cUl':ivation in Terrebonne and Lafourche parishes. H~ found
"de:scendants of Houma Indians on Bayou Cai110u from Dulac
sou't:h,. on Little cai1lou, on Bayou Terrebonne around
Mon'cequt, on Point au Chien, on Bayou LaFourche" and on Isle
Jea:,-Char1es (Nash/CIA Rhoads, June 12, 1931; 25436-31-1.50-Gen. Serv., p. 11).
Ref,arring to the UHN ancestral group as mixed bloods,
predom,inantly French and Indian, Nash said that it was the
"fh'e percent" with "unmistakable Negro,blood" which
pre' \Tented their obtaining an education in the pUblic system.
Nastl presumed that if "these Indian mix~d bloods were
con::enltrated in anyone place, II then the Federal government
migtlt be able to provide schools. However, Louisiana
Indiar'1ls included not only the UHN ancestral group in the
Delta area, but also groups in st. Mary's Parish, along the
Calcas:ieu River in western Louisiana, and in Bayou Lacombe
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Tammany north of Lake Pontchartrain (Nash/CIA Rhoads,
12, 1931; 25436-31-150--Gen. Serv., p. 12).

Correspondence, 1930's. A letter from the Secretary of the
Howla-'rerrebonne Chamber of Commerce, Eugene Dumez, offered
assJ.st,ance to Nash's efforts "in this splendid effort to
help these people" (Dumez/Indian Office, Apr. 27, 1931; G.M.
Conrad/U.S. Indian Office, Apr. 28, 1931; 25436-31-150--Gen.
Ser',,), Dumez had read a news clipping in the New Orleans
preBson Nash's work, so was, therefore, cognizant of Nash's
eff()rt to ascertain "how many Indians or persons of Indian
descent live in our [Terrebonne] parish" (Dumez, Apr. 27,
1931). While acknowledging they were Indians, Dumez
indicated that the majority were part French, some with
negl~o blood.
Ovel~ a year later, a letter to the Indian Office from Dumez,
who was still Secretary of the Houma-Terrebonne Chamber of
Comnerce, requested a copy of the Nash Report. He also
ask-ad whether the Indian Office "decided to do anything for
the:;e people" (Dumez/Indian Office, Aug. 18, 1932; 43488-32150·--Gen. Serv.). Such a statement implies a belief by
IOCiil parish leadership that a portion of the parish
pop1llation was comprised of what the letter itself described
as "remnants of the 'Houma' tribe of Indians" (Oumez/Indian
Office, Aug. 18, 1932; 43488-32-150--Gen. Serv.).

On september 7, 1932, the Assistant commissioner, J. Henry
Scattergood replied to Mr. Dumez and forwarded an office
copy o,f the Nash report, requesting that it be returned,
"when it has served your purpose" (Scattergood/Dumez, Sept.
7, 1932, 43488-32-150--Gen. Serv.). Scattergood indicated
that t.here were "many different bands of Indians scattered
througrhout Louisiana [underline added]." The conditions
faced by these Indians--without reservation lands, no
allotments, and "not recognized as members of any tribe
maintalining treaty relations • • • and over whom the Federal
Government has never exercised any supervision"--were indeed
"rec:ogrnized by local authorities for many ·years"
(Scattergood/Dumez, Sept. 7, 1932, 43488-32-1S0--Gen.
Serv.). The conclusion was not, therefore, that these
groups were not Indian, but that lack of tribal status visA=Yi§ the Federal government was based at least in part on
the absence of treaty relations, the lack of reservation
lands, and the nonexistence of any allotment history. At
the Selme time, the Federal government's position was that
local authorities and communities had responsibilities and
"the cluty of caring for the various bands of Indians in
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Louisiana" (Scattergood/Dumez, sept. 7, 1932, 43488-32-150-Gen. Serv.).
In a JaLnuary 9, 1933, letter to the Commissioner of Indian
Frederic C. Querens characterized the situation of the UHN ancestral group at the time as critical and
indicated that some would face starvation. Querens had
defende!d the Indians against charges of Violating an
injunction brought by some adjoining landowners. This
action further limited the land holdings of the UHN
ancestl~al group in a time when the price of pelts was too
low to provide them a survival-level income and their lands
were "insufficient for them to maintain an existence upon"
(Querens/CIA, Jan. 9, 1932; 43488-32-150--Gen. Serv.).
Querens; was seeking aid for the modern "Houma," comparing
"these unfortunates . . . [to] other Indians in other
localities" (Querens/CIA, Jan. 9, 1932; 43488-32-150--Gen.
Serv.), indicating almost a destitute status for them.
Affairs~,

At the same time, Querens stated that the lack of employment
possibilities for the group was exacerbated by the fact that
they nEdther read, spoke, nor wrote English; had no
education; and did not read or write French, but spoke a
dialect: of French and Indian combined. The reply by the
COlUD ise;ioner, C. J. Rhoads, stated that since the "Houma
Indians have never been regarded as government wards," the
req\lest: for aid was being forwarded to the Red Cross
(Rhcade;/Querens, Jan. 20, 1933, 43488-32-150--Gen. Serv.).
In tecember 1931, congressman Numa Montet of Louisiana wrote
to cOml~issioner Rhoads. Mr. Montet stated that 900 Indians
in 'Ierrebonne Parish lacked educational facilities, lived in
unhealt:hy conditions, and although they were farmers, were
suffering due to the "advanced ideas of the other farmers
[whc'] l~ake it impossible for these Indians to realize
anything from their crops" (Hon. Numa Montet/cIA Chas. J.
Rhoa.ds" Dec, 11, 1931; 68776-31-800, pt. l.--Gen. Serv.).
The Congressman reqUested assistance from the Commissioner
regc.rd:ing the living conditions, education, and steps to be
takE!n l::'egarding "your jurisdiction" (Hon. Numa Montet/CIA
Chas: .. ~J. Rhoads, Dec. 11,1931; 68776-31-800, pt. l.--Gen.
Serv.).
The COlnmissioner's reply summarized both the issues and the
realities facing the Indian Office at the time. The
ass\tmp 1tion of responsibility by the Federal government for
the' L01~isiana Indians' plight in the early 1930's was seen
as cL .p:t'oblem which presented practical, financial, and
philos4:)phical considerations. Were "the Federal government
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to aSSlme jurisdiction of the Indians in Terrebonne [the
result]1 would be to assume responsibility for all the
Indians in the state: all have equal claim" (Rhoads/Montet,
Jan. 4,. 1932; 68776-31-800, pt.l--Gen. Serv.). The
comn:issioner indicated that the "main objective" of Federal
Indian policy was to place Indians in a position of standing
on their own within their community. To take on the
res~onsibility, that is, to make the Indians wards of the
govermllent, would turn the clock backward.
At the same time, admitting the "dire poverty and deplorable
health conditions" referred to by Congressman Montet, the
COmn:lisl:lioner thought these no worse than those facing
NegIOe!; and poor whites (Rhoads/Montet, Jan. 4, 1932; 6877631-S00" pt. I--Gen. Serv.). In addition, the Commissioner
ques.ti(:>ned how the Federal government could assume
jurisdiction over small groups of 5-15 Indians, scattered
thrc,ugh Louisiana. The Coushattas and the "little colony"
on lsle Jean-Charles were "the only two compact groups"
(Rhc,adl;/Montet, Jan. 4, 1932; 68776-31-800, pt. 1--Gen.
Serv.) .

The Problem of Education. While stating that "ignorance is
the fundamental disease among the Indians of Terrebonne,"
the COlnmissioner quoted the Nash"report's description of the
grO\lp iiS mixed blood, French and Indian, having 5% with
unmistiikable Negro blood. It also discussed the school
issue. The education of Indian students was the central
issue CJf correspondence over the next several years. The
whit:e !;chools would admit no one with any degree of Negro
blocld. The "Indians" would not attend the "colored"
schclol!;, thus reinforcing their own belief in their Indian
character and inheritance (Superintendent L.A. Law, st. Mary
Parish School Board/Dr. Carson Ryan, Office of Indian
AffcLir:;, Feb. 25, 1932; 68776-31-800-pt. 1--Gen. Serv.).
FolJ.owing the exchange between Congressman Montet and
comlis:sioner Rhoads (Rhoads' letter also being approved by
the Secretary of the Interior), the Superintendent of the
Loutsi,ana Department of Education wrote to the Secretary of
the In'terior, Ray Lyman Wilbur. Citing the previously
des(:ribed circumstances regarding the education of Indian
chi:.dr,en in Louisiana, he also indicated that the location
of 1~he children was in small groups in marsh areas. He
env:.sa'ged resulting transportation problems and mentioned
the qu,estion of providing school buildings. The
Supurintendent, T.H. Harris, indicated Federal aid would
suruly be effective (T.H.Harris/Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, Feb.
20, 1932; 6877-31-800-pt. 1--Gen. Serv.). Tne Secretary's
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reply t:o Mr. Harris, dated March 3, 1932, reiterated the
points made in the January 4, 1932, letter to Congressman
Montet ..
An ~pril 25, 1934 letter from the Assistant state Supervisor
of E l.eJl~entary Schools, M. S. Robertson, to Dr. W. Carson
Ryan, [)irector, Indian Education, Office of Indian Affairs,
stated that two women were teaching school in the Dulac
Comnn;mity, eighteen miles south of Houma, in Terrebonne
Parish., "Approximately one hundred Indian children in and
around Dulac" were in need of educational facilities. They
were presently being educated in a private home. Mr.
Robert~.on reminded Dr. Ryan that the needs of Indian
childrE~n in Dulac had been discussed when he had been in
Louisiclna (M.S.Robertson/W.Carson Ryan, Apr. 25, 1934;
68776-31-800-pt. 1--Gen. Serv.).
Other c:orrespondence and memoranda available on the
education issue indicate that in the mid-1930'S the Indian
Office was aware of other groups of people in the southern
part of the united States who claimed to be Indians, but who
did not: have a relationship with the Federal government as
sovereign Indian tribes. The absence of such a relationship.
was irrelevant as far as OIA's Indian Education was
concerne'd: the schools were for Indian descendants, rather
than fc)r tribes per se.
In 'Ierrebonne Parish alone, the education office of the
Office of Indian Affairs stated, 400-500 school children
were "e.upposed to be of Indian blood" (Memorandum on Indian
Groups in the Southern States, April 3, 1934, p. 5; 1017943 -0 4 2 ··-Gen. Serv.; UHN Pet. Ex., 5: 135). Twenty-three were
attending local public schools in Houma, but protests were
made 011 the ground they were "colored" (Memorandum on Indian
Groups in the Southern States, April 3, 1934, p. 5; 1017943-042··-Gen. Serv.; UHN Pet. Ex., 5:135).
The Superintendent of Schools of Terrebonne Parish, Henry L.
Bourgec)is," indicated he could not continue to have the
Indian!; in the public schools in the next year. At the same
time hE~ apparently indicated the "people of Indian blood"
would not consent to a separate school (Memorandum on Indian
Groups in the Southern States, April 3, 1934, p. 5; 1017943-042··-Gen. serv.; UHN Pet. Ex., 5: 135). Neither would they
•
Bourg,eois wrote a Masters· thesis in the Department of Education at
Louisiana St.ate University, which was submitted in 1938. ("Four Decades of Public
Education in 'I'errebonne Parish, n UHN Pet., Ex. 2; #29) .
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attend the schools for the colored students (Dumez/CIA,
sept. 11, 1934; 25436-31-150--Gen. Serv.). Bourgeois had
also in.dicated that the "Indians" had objected to
"segreg'ated schools" when Federal funds had been made
availatlle for adult education programs (Memorandum on Indian
Groups in the Southern states, April 3, 1934, p. 5; 1017943-042-'-Gen. Servo ; UHN Pet. Ex., 5:135).
An inteirview with Clodelia (Mrs. John) Verdin in 1978
indicat~ed that early in the twentieth century, or earlier
given t~he context of her remarks, there were no schools for
India,nsi.

M~'

kids had some [education], a little, and my
little children - grandchildren, had more. No,
the Indians couldn't have school. Only the whites
and the blacks had some. And then they opened the
se:hool in Dulac, and finally, the Indians could go
tel school" COHN Pet. Ex., 7:#29, p. 4).

Address,ing the racial issue, Bourgeois maintained that the
people involved were "not really Indian people, but are
mulat.te)s" (Memorandum on Indian Groups in the Southern
States, April 3, 1934, p. 5; 10179-43-042--Gen. Serv.; UHN
Pet.Ex., 5:135). Bourgeois cited the "F.M.C." notation
(free Dlen of color) used in older documents, the implication
to hi.m being that the "Indians" were descended more from
black or Negro forebears than Indian.
In Sept:ember 1934, Eugene Dumez again wrote to the
COlDlll iSfdoner. Referring to the "remnants of the Choctaw and
HOUDa t:ribes," he stated that if those claiming to be
Indians; were denied access to the white schools, and would
not att:end a Negro school, then the only alternative was an
"Indian School" (Dumez/Comm.Ind.Aff., Sept. 11, 1934; 2543631-150--Gen. Serv.).
David Uilliot wrote to President Roosevelt, May 31, 1934,
and to Governor O.K. Allen of Louisiana, August 6, 1933,
explaining the education issue facing the Indians (not
ment,ioning Houma nor any other tribal entity): "The Indian
[iliJ eire like white with no colored blood" (David
Billio1:/Gov. O.K. Allen, Aug. 6, 1933; 25436-31-150--Gen.
Serv. )., He also stated the Indians were not afraid to pay
taxE:s lEor education.
In Clctc)ber 1934, W. Carson Ryan, Jr. answered Mr. Billiot's
inql;.iry. He enclosed a copy of the Nash report and
indica1:ed Congress had yet to make an appropriation for
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"Ind:.an groups" in Louisiana. On the education issue he
said th.at "education of Indian or mixed Indian children in
Louiniana has been considered entirely a state matter," and
that the Indian Office was corresponding with the State on
the :,ssue (Ryan/D. Billiot, Oct. 13, 1934; 25436-31-150--Gen.
Serv,,).
A le1:ter from Caroline Dormon, Chestnut, Louisiana, to
Comm:Lssioner of Indian Affairs John Collier, dated July 4,
1935. indicated that while the UHN progenitors were the most
numel:OUS of the Indian groups in Louisiana, they were
larg.~ly "mixed bloods," "having intermarried with both white
and liegro" (Dormon/Collier, July 4, 1935; 43603-30-Choctaw053). Miss Dormon volunteered to study the Indians, if some
arrangement could be made to pay her traveling expenses. In
a cOlrunent for researchers then working with the Indians of
Louil;iana, Miss Dormon stated "the Indians resent a
stranger's prying into their affairs" (Dormon/Collier, July
4, 1935; 43603-30-Choctaw-053). The Director of Research on
Planl1ing and Development, W. Carson Ryan, indicated that
whill! some Indians were attending white schools in Houma,
"the Indians resent being classified as anything but white they have even refused to accept adult classes that were set
up sl!parately for them as Indians" (Memorandum to Education:
Louisiana Indians, June 27, 1935; 43603-30-Choctaw-053).
In t::te early twentieth century, Methodist, Baptist, and
CathJlic missions identified various educational needs of
the Indians in Louisiana, including the UHN ancestors
resi :lin,g in the lower bayous in this category. As early as
1910, the need for educational assistance on Grand Caillou
was r'ec:ognized (URN Pet., Ex. 4:#125). Work on a sustained
basis, however, does not appear to have been carried on
until the 1930's (UHN Pet., Ex. 4:#118-#127). The private
school efforts which began in the ·1930's are outlined in
sever'al. sources (URN Pet., Ex. 4:1117-1128). An undated
magazine article (UHN Pet., Ex. 4:#117) was written by
WilhellIlina Hooper and Mary Beth Littlejohn, who helped
establi.sh a school at Dulac. The article referred to the
URN anc:est.ors residing in the lower bayous as economic and
social outcasts, ~ho lived by trapping and fishing. Not
allowecl in the "white school," they did not attend the "few
schools; for Negroes in Indian communities" (URN Pet., Ex.
4:#11.7) •
The i.nclividuals who were providing this educational
assistC!Lnce were well-intentioned. However, they did not
necessclrily 4istinguish one Indian group from another, other
than b~r location. One 1950 document indicates the "groups
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Indim blood. 49 Further confusing the picture, Underhill
note<i, was that "their physical status varies with different
families" (Underhill 1938, 6). This is apparently a
reference to racial classification based on individuals'
physica.l appearance, biased at the time by the perceptions
of wh.it.e society, which did not accept an identification as
India.n, based on kinship, within the group, as opposed to
external perceptions.
Between 1920 and 1950, the petitioner's ancestors are
frequently referred to in the published literature and in
governDlent correspondence as "Houma," indicating that the
identification that swanton had made in 1907 had come to be
generally accepted. As stated in numerous documents written
in the 1920's to 1940's, the "Houma" were then asserting
their Indian identity in large part to obtain their
educational rights, as they and others portrayed them. They
could not attend the "White schools·of Terrebonne and
Lafcurche parishes," (Underhill 1938, 6) but refused to
attend the "negro schools."
Underhill accepted and referenced the description of the URN
ancestral settlements as stated by Swanton, and indicated at
least nominal communication among the residents on different
baycl\1s" Her population data and descriptions of commercial
endE:aV()rs of shrimping, oystering, trapping, working on oil
rigs" imd cannery work portrayed a community which
inte:rnc!lly was based on extended kinship groups, but which
had ex1tensive economic interaction with the outside society
(Unclerhill 1938, 11-14).
In c:or:respondence from the same period, Charles Billiot and
David lBilliot also wrote to anthropologist Frank G. Speck.
Theue letters provide some useful insight into how the
IIHo\lma" functioned during the period, and how they perceived
thenselves. In one of the letters, dated April 7, 1.938,
froll Glolden Meadow, Louisiana, David Billiot thanked Speck
for hi:s interest in "our affairs. We feel confident that
somt! d,ay we'll have recognition for our tribe through your
eff()rts ll [underline added] (David Billiot/F. G. Speck, April
7, 1938; 68776-31-800-Gen. Serv.).
In ~Joing on. to explain some misconceptions and problems
associated with the previous study made by Roy Nash, David

49 BAlt research indicates that Underhill's presumption was inaccurate:
many
primary so~rc.as exist and family relationships can be clearly delineated on the
basis of ccntlsmporary documentation.
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Billiot indicated that he was aware of events in the
petit:iolner's bayou communities other than his own. He
indic:at'ed Nash had visited "the people in Grand Caillou,
peti1: Lsic] Caillou, and below bayou Terrebonne. [~] bu~
did not go in Point-au-Chene nor below Lafourche, lf he dld,
we have not seen him nor heard he's been there" (David
BiILLot/F.G. Speck, April 7, 1938; 68776-31-800-Gen. Serv.).
Mentioning Nash's estimate that 5% of the petitioner's midtwen~:ieth century members had "unmistakable Negro blood,"
Bill.iot stated that there was "much more" than that and said
because of this the Indians were considered social outcasts.
He a':tempted to disassociate his own family from the
raci,!lly-mixed components of the overall group, saying, "the
truth of it is there are many Billiots, Dardars and Verduns
livi~g in Grand Caillou, Petit Caillous, and below Bayou
Terrabo,nne which have Negro blood • • • and those that
haven['t] all follow the same rank • • • and because we have
the sallile names many of the whites here through false
misrepresentation are trying to place us in the same rank as
the colored and that will not do with us, for we are not
mixed 'tirith them" (David Billiot/F.G. Speck, April 7, 1938;
68776-31-800-Gen. Serv.).
The Spetck Report: When Do Indians Cease to Be Indians?
Within ten years of the Nash report, Frank G. Speck of the
Univers;ity of Pennsylvania reported to the commissioner of
Indian Affairs, through the Department of Education, Office
of Indian Affairs, that 72 "Houma" children had been
"admitted to the parish public school at Golden Meadow with
white c:hildren." (UHN Pet. Ex. 2:#40; UHN Pet., Ex. 5:#134;
Speck 1943, 134, 216; see also: BIA File No. 10174-43-042Gen. SE~rv.). He believed that a lack of funds was
contributory, but not primary, in causing the general lack
of educational facilities for "Houma" in other parts of
Ter:rebcmne Parish. The crucial question was "who were the
Howr,a," or "who were they, according to others."

Speck noted that some 300 children and 100 adults were
recEiving some "advantages of elementary schooling" (Speck
194C, :n7). If, in fact, this was 10% of the group's
popl.:.la1:ion, as Speck indicated, then there were 4,000
meml:ler!; in 1940. However, in the beginning of the same
articlla Speck stated that the "descendants of the Historic
[ill:] Houma tribe • • • number approximately 2,000" in
Terl'ebc)nne and Lafourche Parishes (Speck 1940, 136-137).
Spec:k c)ffered no explanation for this inconsistency.
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The varying population estimates were not reconciled by
Spel:::k, but reflected the question of who was a member of the
URN ancestral group. His study was an attempt to answer,
within the context of anthropological thought, a specific
que::;tion: what constituted Indian groups in Louisiana? One
of :1is articles noted, at several instances, points of
com:~arison with other southeastern Indian tribes, and even
wit:1 South American Indians. The article's title, itA social
Rec1:mnaissance of the Creole Houma Indian Trappers of the
Loulsiana Bayous" (underlining provided), incorporated
his'torical references to reach a definition of who Swanton I
Undl:!rhill, and he himself conceived the group to be, based
in ,:::onsiderable degree on their field work (Speck 1943).
While indicating that there were no "pure-blood Houma"
rem.!ining, Speck did conclude that there were those who
pos::;essed "a sufficient degree of Houma blood to make their
Indlan racial classification obvious" (Speck 1943, 138). He
wen't on to state that the many individuals and families in
the group "passed" as white (Speck 1943, 137-139). The
pro::llem which contributed to the uniqueness of the UHN
ancl:!stral group was their mixture with other Indian peoples
(Chl)ctaw, Chitimacha, and Biloxi), with French and spanish,
with Negro, and, finally, with Filipino. In spite of the
mix'ture, Speck believed that although the Houma language had
bee:1 not spoken in the twentieth century, the physical type
was "predominantly and distinctly Indian" (Speck 1943, 138).
The UHN progenitors had not only survived: Speck commented
tha't they had "increased," from an estimated Houma
pop'llation of 1,225 in 170050 to some 2,000~1 nearly 250
yea:rs later. While he explained the population expansion
tha't he assumed to have taken place as being a result of the
gre':lter availability of food along the coast and the
inc1)rporation of other groups over time by the historical
Houna tribe, Speck deemphasized the overall growth. The
pop'llation density of some locations, conditioned by
geoqraphical and ecological constraints, was still sparse.
Spel:::k stated that "roughly speaking" ten population centers
exi::;ted for the URN ancestral group, including six principal
set'tlements cited by Swanton in 1907 (Speck 1943, 212) •

.tI
liAR research does not indicate that the petitioner is descended
genealogically from the historical Houma tribe which was described in 1700.

,.
UAR indicates that this 18 a roughly accurate estimate of
petitioner's ancestral population in the lower bayous in the 1930's.

the
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working in part from data ,on those locations, Speck visited
a number of these areas, along with David and Charles
Billi.ot. These areas included Bayou du Large, which
incl1lded the Billiot, Verret, and Gregoire families, along
with several other surnames. "These are Houma Indians mixed
with French and some English" (Speck 1943, 214). Speck also
commanted on the "present non-integration of the Houma as a
triba, without headman or council" (Speck 1943, 212). He
saw this condition as offset by the "bond of kinship"
pred:>minant among the URN ancestral group, indicating that
"the cc,llective Houma band stems from a limited group of
progenitors" (Speck 1943, 212).
Speck. s:tated that all URN ancestral families were
colla.te!rally related to each other, but residents of
isolate!d settlements would not necessarily know of
collate!rally related family groups some distance away.
However, this distance factor seems to be only part of the
explanaltion offered by Speck, since he also indicated that
the more loosely affiliated collateral branch (es) might also
be more Negro in ancestry (Speck 1943, 137-138).
Speck described the group members on Bayou Lafourche as
almost entirely comprised of Billiots.and Verdins.
Terrebcmne Parish names were predominantly Diane (Dean)
[~: Dion/Deon], Parfait, Gregoire, and Verret (Speck 1943,
213).
Indicating further that, "the entire Houma group is
now an extended consanguineous family," Speck went on to say
clan organization was unknown and there was "no semblance of
political cohesion under chief, leader or council" (Speck
1943, ~!13). David Billiot's correspondence has been quoted
above. Speck indicated that he was "a leader well known all
alollg Bayou LaFourche," but that he (Billiot), "had not met
the GrE!goires, or Deans on Bayou Grand Caillou" until he
went along with Speck to visit those locations (Speck 1943,
213). At another point Speck stated that "Charles and David
Billiot: stand forth as aspirants for election as headman"
(Speck 1943, 212).
In fur1:her discussion of the locations he visited, Speck
indjcated there were settlements of trappers and fishermen
at E,ayc)u Grand caillou and at Pointe au Chien, about ten
milE:s .!ast of Point Barre. He also noted, among others,
eigt,t lcamilies of Verdin with twenty children at Bayou Blue,
loca,tec1 adjacent to Bayou Lafourche, who were also trappers
and fishermen (Speck 1943, 215).
In t,he context in which he understood the issue(s), Speck
conc:ep1:ualized the problem, when he indicated that the "wide
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varia':.ion in the estimates" of population in 1940 was not an
issue merely affecting the "Houma." In speaking of "many
modern Indian bands, even to tribes," he asked,
whe.n do Indians cease to be Indians
anthropologically, sociologically or politically?
Is classification dependant upon a local 'race
caslte' system, a legislative fiat, blood 'purity',
or upon the legacy of a direct tradition under a
name identity involving all of these conditions
plus forms of separatist behavior and self
c:onsciousness?' (Speck 1943,137).
One fimll comment in Speck's article which indicates the
dilellUna of "Houma" identification for both the UHN ancestral
group and outside observers such as himself was the
statument:
The persons of Indian blood compr~s1ng the Houma
group have expressed themselves in general as
desirous of recognition as Indian. There is,
however, a small group of the same people living
in the neighborhood of the city of Houma, who
de:sire recognition as whites, not as Indians
(Speck 1943, 219).
Speck ~rent on to indicate that the reason for this dichotomy
probabl.y revolved around the education issue. In 1939, a
group c)f "some twenty children of varied degrees of Indian
bloed, some of the[m] almost indistinguishable from white,
were dismissed from the public school at Houma" (Speck 1943,
219). When they attempted to gain admission to a private
Wesleyan school, they were turned away. Such instances were
desc:riJoed repeatedly in the documents. Racism was dominant
in t:he sense that the slightest suspicion of something less
than ",all white" ancestry precipitated segregation of even
thoue 'iiith visually minimal Indian/"Houma" background from
the rest of the school population.
~!~:

Education Problems Continue. Throughout 1942-43
and following the Second World War, correspondence between
Louisiana state and Terrebonne County education officials
and the Office of Indian Affairs in Washington was directed
at obt,aining Federal funds for the education of the
"Indians" in the URN ancestral settlement areas. Despite
the pClsitive intentions, the war effort precluded any
seri.ous consideration of actually providing monies for this
goal.
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In 1i42, H.L. Bourgeois, the superintendent of Terrebonne
Parish schools summarized the educational, social, and
raci~l realities discussed in the previous reports, private
correspondence, Congressional correspondence, and Executive
Departltlent files. Bourgeois indicated that the population
of tae parish (35,880) was predominantly of French
extract:ion. He estimated the Indians in the parish were
approxi.mately 1,500 persons, largely "descendants of that
union of the Indian and the free men of color of many
generat~ions back, with large infusions of Caucasian blood"
("Terrebonne Parish Indians," H.L. Bourgeois, Sept. 1942;
UHN Pet:. Ex. 5:#136).
He indicated that the constitution of Louisiana provided for
a school system for whites and a school system for Negroes.
An "Indian" school system run by the state did not fit into
either system, from either a legal or practical perspective.
While ~;tate constitutional limitations prevented the
.
institutionalization of a separate Indian system, Bourgeois
tho\lgh1: a system supported by the Office Of Indian Affairs
would !;olve that aspect of the problem. On the practical
side" Bourgeois reiterated the reluctance and opposition of
the Indians to attending the Negro schools and the
oPPc1sit.ion of the white system to allowing the Indians to
attE:nd schools established for white students.
Bouz·gec:>is updated the number of "Indian educables" and their
loccLtic:>ns in three separate areas: Isle Jean-Charles; Bayou
Terrebc:mne and Pointe au Chien; and Bayou Grand caillou and
Bayclll du Large. He indicated approximately 450 individuals
WerE! eligible to attend Indian school facilities if they
should become available (Bourgeois, Sept. 1942, URN Pet.,
Ex. 5:#136).
In :.948, Assistant to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, .
McNickle responded to an inquiry from Sen. Allen J.
Ellond,er (Louisiana). Even though Ellender's inquiry
spe<:ifically concerned "a tribe of Indians living in and
around Natchitoches Parish, Louisiana, ,,52 the BlA response
ind:Lcated the names of several other groups of Indians in
Louisiana, including "the Houma Indians of Lafourche and
TerJ:ebonne Parishes" (McNickle/Ellender, Feb. 26, 1948;
101'79-43-042--Gen. Serv.). McNickle specified that
D'~~cy

52
Na,ehitoches i. in north central Louisiana, not near the lower bayous.
McNickle illdic:ated that the Office of Indian Affairs' files and records contained
no
inforJllation
on
"this
group of
Indians, "
.L.!!, the Natchitoches
(McNickle/Ellender, Feb. 26, 1948; 10179-43-042--Gen. Serv.).
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" [t] :dbes of Indians come under Federal jurisdiction by
trea't:ies entered into between an Indian tribe and the united
Stat.:!s; and by Acts of Congress specifically referring to a
trib~" (McNickle/Ellender, Feb. 26, 1948; l0179-43-042--Gen.
Serv.). While the letter stated specifically that the
Nachito>ch [sic] group did not come under Federal
jurisdiction, and therefore was not eligible for Federal
assistance, it made no conclusive judgment as to the status
of the other groups to which McNickle had referred,
inclLlding the "Houma."
In 1948, David Billiot wrote two letters to John Collier
(Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier left that
position in 1945). Indicating in the letter dated May 24,
1948, t:hat he wanted to wait until after the war was over to
request: educational assistance, Billiot reemphasized the
need of the UHN ancestral group for education (D. Billiot,
May 24, 1948; UHN Pet. Ex. 5:#136; 4834-42-800--Gen. Serv.).
POST _ WCIRLD WAR II STtmIES.

Between the end of World War II and the beginning of the
Federal recognition effort by the petitioner, the Federal
government and Bureau of Indian Affairs did not produce any
more official studies of' the petitioner. Available analyses
were dcme either by private scholars or under the auspices
of locall or state governments.
The hisltory of the UHN, as presented in material written
since t:he late 1940's, has to a considerable degree been
written by non-historians. The historical summaries by
anthropologists and sociologists have calcified the history
of the group by restating certain "facts" and issues which
were published by Swanton in the early twentieth century,
and were amplified by Speck. As such, the last forty years
of UHN historical writing has been repetitive of the prior
fifty, without using new primary sources of information.
The pet:ition narrative recites this series of studies after
Speck, beginning with Parent on and Pellegrin (1950). These
studieEI include description, analysis, advocacy, and some
historical assessment. The perspective of each of these
researchers who viewed or studied the UHN ancestral group
requ irE~s some review itself, in order to assess the
infcl'mcltion, sources and views presented.
Several of these recent studies characterize the settlements
in an "isolated" context, abstracted out, as if no
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interac:ting movements or events occurred which affected
either the UHN·progenitors or their settlements. While
documentation may lead to such a view, to demonstrate
whether, or to what degree, Indian tribes were isolated in
Louisiama may be a logical, though not realistic approach.
An article by two sociologists, Parenton and Pellegrin
(1950), while informative, is more descriptive than
analytical, in that it utilizes a community study approach,
rather than an integrated approach to the various UHN
cOlDDlunities. Those studies referenced by the petition
narrative refer to a "remnant community ostracized by the
surrounding white population" (UHN Pet., Narr., 116). While
this characterization may be correct in the context from
which it was derived, it neglects to portray the historical
and soc:ial forces which promoted and encouraged this
isolation. Furthermore, by not delineating how this
isolation occurred in the first place, the "explanation" is
time dE~ficient.
•
Another researcher, stanton, advanced a concept of
"coll1munity" that is all-inclusive as to the entire set or
group c)f community members, as opposed to one or two subsets
of "colllllUunity" (Stanton 1979, 91-92), ~., "Cajun,"
"Indian," "Houma," "Creole." Indeed, in his 1979 article,
sta~ton stated that the Indian identity of the UHN ancestral
group, was "a phenomenon of their social relations in the
~unjlkY rather than a result of basic physical
differences" (underlining added, Stanton 1979, 91).
star.t:on emphasized "one's ethnic group identity • • • wi thin
the cOlnmunity and the social aspect of racial
idertification" as applied to the Indian group by the
"dolliinant white element" (Stanton 1979, 92). While members
of t.he UHN ancestral group would lose their "ethnic-status"
ider,t:ilcication when they left Terrebonne and Lafourche,
acccirdinq to Stanton, the reverse miqht also occur.
"Pel·sons of African ancestry, who might be regarded as
blacks outside the area, prefer, by and larqe, to remain in
the Terrebonne-Lafourche parish area, where they are
accE:pt.!ds3 as Indians" (Stanton 1979, 92-93).
StarltoJ'l juxtaposed the seeming reality of an Indian, or
"Hol:ilIla ,," community, to the concept of the overall community.
» Preswnably, Stanton meant that they were regarded by whites as beina
Indians. Such persons were neither socially accepted by whites, nor accepted ••
group memburs by the petitioner.
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This illustrates the complimentary nature, for stanton, of
the ~olding together of the whole community within a subset
of 0 the:r groups which mayor may not conf orm to one's
description of these other groups, ~., Creole, or their
own :les:cription of themselves. On the other side of the
juxtapclsition were those of predominantly Negro ancestry,
who wit~h some "Houma" heritage would identify with the UHN
ancestral group to enhance their own social acceptance by
its other members, if not white society (stanton 1979, 9293) •

In addition to the studies noted above, others including
Deseran and Stokely (1976, UHN Pet., Ex. 2:/33) referred to
the Grcmd Caillou and Dulac communities as "multi-racial"
(Desercm and Stokely, 1976, 11). They used this term to
denote co-residence of whites, blacks, and Indians, rather
than tC) denote a mixture of all three. Each racial group
was gec)graphically separate in certain areas of the
community. While some Indians lived in the Grand Caillou
area, t:hey said, the white population was dominant there.
However, more Indians resided in Dulac, and "the Indians in
the Grand Caillou-Dulac area are the largest of eight
(underlining provided) sUbcommunities of the Houma tribe"
(Deseran and stokely 1976, 11). While the distinction was
drawn by these authors, in their narrative three categories
of "language" (French), "racial differences," and "each
cultural group," were still used within a sociological
contex1:, so that each category was apparently assumed to
determine or at least define the other (Deseran and Stokely
197E, 12).

In J!.Ugl1st 1979, Louisiana State university's Center for
Agricultural Sciences and Rural Development published
Bulletin No. 719. This publication, "An Assessment of
Houe:inc;J of Indian, White, and Black Residents in Two Rural
Louisii:lna Communities," was based on the above dOcument by
DesE!ral:t and Stokely, with the addition of Mullen. While
indica1ting an historical connection of the Dulac and Grand
Cailloll communities to the Houma, the authors emphasized
"thE! ri:lcial composition of these communities • • • I" their
attC!Lcrunent to other "Houma" subcommunities, and "cultural
bac):grt:>und • • • under the influence of the French"
(De!ler':ln, Stokely, and Mullen 1979,5).
DeSE!rall'l, Stokely, and Mullen indicated that the more recent
pas1:, 'that is, over at least the previous decade, the UHN
weru ";a loosely structured group lacking political
orgcmi.zation" (Deseran, Mullen, and Stokely 1979, 5-6).
Howuver, closer to the time of the LSU publication, the
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group had "become more tightly-knit and organized because of
issulas involving better schools, improved roads, land
owne:rship, and civil rights" (Deseran, Mullen, and stokely
1979, 6). The three authors based this assessment upon
their literature review. Key sources included Fischer,
1968; stanton, 1971; and Roy and Leary, 1977, as cited in
the bac:kground to the housing assessment (Fischer 1978;
stanton 1971; Roy and Leary 1977).
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POLITICAL ACTIVITY.

By t;he mid-1970's, modern URN political organization began
to bec()me formal (see the Genealogical Report for a
description of the formation of the modern URN
org~mization).
Mihutes of a May 24, 1975 meeting of the
Houma ~rribal Council held in Galliano, Louisiana, indicated
that: Hcalen Gindrat was Chairperson, with two others in
attEmdance. Topics discussed included the desire to hire a
publicity chairman, and a visit by someone from the Times
picc~~.
A subsequent meeting indicated that Mrs. Gindrat
"went 1to Washington to rewrite [the] C. E. T. A. Program."
SevE!ral references in the 1975 time frame indicate
corl~spondence or contact with the Coalition of Eastern
Native Americans (CENA) involving economic development
pro~ec·ts for the URN in Lafourche, Terrebonne, st. Bernard,
and Se:fferson Parishes. Plans for a community center were
dise~ssed, including day care and medical services,
counseling, legal services, adult education, and other
social service programs, including preservation of
hist:orical sites (URN Pet., Ex. 6: Apr. 4, 1975).
A nE!WS article in the Houma Courier in mid-1975 resulted in
"calls from everywhere about donations and organizations,
schelC)l board, Recreation Committee, Tourist Committee,
PubLic Assistance offices, public health, etc.," (URN Pet.,
Ex. 6: Aug. 22, 1975). The impact of the article included
an ()ffler of ,$2,000 from the Tourist Committee to the
petitil:)ner's community.
HelEm Gindrat reported that following a meeting with the
school board (though not indicating which one), plans were
devEdolped "to coordinate their funds and program with ours"
(uml P1et., Ex. 6: Aug. 22, 1975).
Materials, supplies, and
equj.pm1ent along with desks, chairs, and salaries were part
of Cl plan developed for "a final ratification" with the
Sch()ol Board Committee and the state Department of Education
(UHN P1et., Ex. 6: Aug. 22, 1975).
In :.976 testimony before the American Indian Policy Review
Comnission, representatives of the petitioning community
int:.ma·ted that the Houma Alliance and the Houma Tribe were
connec·ted to certain groups within the community, dispersed
throughout st. Mary, Terrebonne, Lafourche, Ascension,
Jefj:er:scn, and st. Bernard Parishes. Claiming that the
group':s members were "descendants of the original Houma
Ind;,an:s," the representative spokesman claimed that nearly
5, DOD jmembers of the petitioning group were "settled in
differ'ent bodies and different parishes" (URN Pet., Ex.
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6:#142, Excerpts from Hearing before Task Force 10, AIPRC,
Mar. 9, 197 6) •
Those a.ttending a February 25, 1978 tribal council meeting
of th.e Houma Tribe discussed several sUbjects. These
inclu.de~d the history to be written by Janel Curry on behalf
of the Mennonite Central Committee of Pennsylvania, the
upcomirLg National Congress of American Indians (NCAI)
conferemce, the HEW (Health, Education and Welfare) adult
educati.on grant, the technical assistance program at ANA
(Admi.ni.stration for Native Americans), and CETA
(compre~hensive Employment Training Act) •
In addition, a
Bureau of Indian Affairs workshop was to be held in Houma,
Louisicma, on March 6-7, and plans were made for some UHN
memberE~ to attend.
While t:he Houma Tribe and the Houma Alliance were not yet
united in one formal organization, the tribal council
minutes indicated that the "general consensus is that a
merger of the two groups would be beneficial to both for
Federal recognition" (UHN Pet., Ex. 6: February 25, 1978, p.
3). The work of Janel Curry was discussed, and how her
expensE~s were being provided, either in-kind or by monetary
donaticms to the Mennonite Community.
The qrc)up was in touch with the National Advisory Council on
Indian Education (NACIE), attempting to "find a member from
Terl:ebcmne parish54 for the Tribal Council" (UHN Pet., Ex.
6: F'eb . 25, 1978, p. 4), and discussing plans to attend the
NCAl cc)nvention in Nashville in late March. On the issue of
ecor:()mic development, tl:e group discussed homes, tribal
cent.er!;, sewage lines, and fire protection under the master
plarlning contemplated by the South Central Planning and
DevE:lopment District. A crawfish farm was discussed as a
poss:ible economic project in conjunction with Louisiana Land
and Exploration.
As if t.o indicate that all descendants of the UHN ancestral
group in Louisiana should be part of the organization, at a
Spec:ial Tribal meeting of The Houma Tribes, Inc. in April
197~;, ~John Billiot of Dulac (generally Houma Alliance
Terl'itc:>ry at the time) was recognized as the new member from
Terl'ebc:>nne Parish (UHN pet., Ex. 6: Apr. 21, 1978).
Similarly in 1980, under new business conducted at a special
Meet:inc;J held March 22, 1980, the "Houma Indians of Vermilion
parish asked how they could have representation on the
Sol

Thll historic center of the group.
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counc:il" CUHN Pet., Ex. 6: Mar. 22, 1980, p. 2), since some
claimed to have been placed on tribal rolls. As the UHN's
acti vit:ies became more widely known, three dozen "Houma
Indians" in Plaquemines Parish requested representation on
the tribal council (UHN Pet., Ex. 6: Nov. 1980).
By the June 1, 1979 meeting, the Houma Tribe, Inc. and the
HOUlra J~lliance, Inc. had joined to form the united Houma
Nation" Inc. (UHN). An Interim Board was being created and
an invEmtory of all assets of both groups was approved. A
recleat:ion committee, consisting of six members was
nomina1:ed and approved. This committee was to administer a
$3,COO grant obtained from the Department of Urban and
CODlDluni ty Affairs. Grant applications and funding were
disc:ussed in connection with ANA, Adult Education, the
Cris,is Intervention Program, and the Department of Labor. A
by-laws committee for the united Houma Nation, and a land
claim c:::ommittee were also formed (UHN Pet. Ex. 6: June 1,
1975') •

At Cl m(~eting held July 7, 1979, the Council appointed Kirby
Verret and Charles Duthu to be representatives to the InterTribal Council of Louisiana. At a November 30, 1979,
meet:ing discussion took place regarding the current
limita'tion of Louisiana residency to become registered
memller:s of the UHN. Actions taken by the Council indicated
a d:.sp.osition of the Council not to prohibit those
desc:endants residing outside Louisiana from enrolling.
At 1:he same meeting an historical and archeological
comnit·tee was formed to investigate local Indian mounds (UHN
Pet .. , Ex. 6: Nov. 30, 1979) .55 In January 1980, further
efforts to consolidate the United Houma Nation organization
included adding several.members to the Land Claims Committee
and emphasizing that meetings be held (UHN Pet., Ex. 6: Jan.
26, 1980). An attorney working on the issue of land claims
was also identified, but later indicated he did not wish to
repl~esent the group (UHN Pet., Ex. 6: Mar. 8, 1980).
Repc)rts were made by the Recreation Committee and the By-aws
Comnittee chairmen on activities and work in their
respective areas. Each indicated a more than perfunctory
activity. A "Federal Recognition Report" was made at the
Jan1lary 26, 1980, meeting by Greg Bowman, a Mennonite
resl~archer coordinating research on the group's petition.
A
" Th •• e were prehistoric Indian mounds. BAR research indicates that they
had no immediate, direct connection either to the historical Houma tribe or to
the known pro.qenitors of the petitioner.
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propc)sal was also made for the updating of tribal rolls.
Details on the Federal "recognition" report they were
prep'iring included data on the genealogical information
coll'action process (URN Pet., Ex. 6: Jan. 26, 1980).
A me'ating on March 8, 1980, held at the tribal center in
Goldan Meadow, Louisiana, found 11 members present, with
threa absent. The major subject of discussion was a report
of the land claim committee. This was in connection with "a
long presentation on federal recognition and land claims"
(URN Pelt., Ex . 6: Mar. 8, 1980, P • 2). An extended
discuss:ion of the by-laws followed, including voting on
their provisions (UHN Pet., Ex. 6: Mar. 8, 1980). Helen
Gindrat: indicated that the National Park Service was
"working with the Indians to provide funds for this Jean
LafittEl Park" (URN Pet., Ex. 6: Mar. 8, 1980, p. 4).
The ne)~t meeting included a discussion of Federal grants in
econc)mic development and housing. The Planning Committee of
united Houma Nation noted Federal manpower funds which might
be available to the group (UHN Pet., Ex. 6: Mar. 22, 1980).
In 19S() one of the main themes of URN council activities was
idertification of the group with traditional and historic
acccutrements of Indian identity. Several meetings found
the di!;cussion revolving around arts and crafts, wood
sculpture, pottery, and the lease/purchase of some Indian
mourds in the Houma, Louisiana, area (UHN Pet., Ex. 6: Jan.
26; Malr'. 8; Mar. 22; Apr. 11; Aug. 4; Dec. 6, 1980). The
LanCl Claims Committee took on some responsibility for the
mOUlld issue (UHN Pet., Ex. 6: Apr. 11, 1980).
A rE!fl4:!ction of how the United Houma Nation approached the
conc:ept of representation of tribal members on the Council
was recordeq on August 4, 1980. While it was not stated
whe1:her there was or was not representation from "areas such
as Bt. Mary, Vermilion and Iberia Parishes," two individuals
werH t,o begin "a census of the Indian population in these
areas" (URN pet., Ex. 6: Aug. 4, 1980, p. 2). The use of
the term "Indian population" may indicate either an emphasis
on 1:heword "Indian" as generic, to include any and all
"Indians" to be located by the upcoming census, or may
ind:lcate that some doubt existed as to the applicability of
the term "Houma" with regard to the Indians who would be
identified (URN Pet., Ex. 6: Aug. 4, 1980).
A~ ':he December 6, 1980, Tribal Council meeting in Golden
Meadow, Greg Bowman presented "the History of the Houma
Tri::>e" and distributed part of the petition "for the Council
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to agrE~e on" (URN Pet., Ex. 6: Dec. 6, 1980, p. 2) before
subili issdon to the BIA.
The first meeting of 1981 began with the appointment of two
new representatives, one for St. Mary Parish and another for
TerrE~bcmne Parish.
Two resignations for personal reasons
apparently prompted the new appointments. In addition to
the nine Council members present, some 17 guests were
presen1:. Reports regarding the petition for Federal
reccgnition and on the ancestry work being done were made.
An agrE!ement on lease of the site of the prehistoric Indian
mour.ds by the URN had made enough progress that a motion was
ado~'ted authorizing the Chairman of the committee dealing
witt. the issue to sign a lease with a realty company (URN
Pet., Ex. 6: Jan. 17, 1981).~
The early meetings of 1981 included similar issues on the
agerda as in 1980. An historical "overview" of the tribe
for 1::htii! Federal recognition petition was presented. The
Arts~ and Craft report was made, including reference to
dist.ribution and discussion of a bo'okkeeper and marketing
pers:on. Following a discussion of the Federal recognition
isslles, a motion was adopted for the tribal attorney to
draft ;! resolution requesting assistance on Federal
reccl<;Jnition of the Native American Rights Fund (NARF) (UHN
Pet., :Ex. 6: Feb. 22, 1981). While the motion passed, the
samE~ a'ttorney "suggested contacting [sic) legal services to
assist in Federal Recognition" (URN Pet., Ex. 6: Feb. 22,
198J., p. 2).
Similarly, at a later meeting in June, the
posu:ibility of obtaining NARF's assistance was discussed and
a mc)ti,on was adopted in that regard (URN Pet., Ex. 6: June
28, 19B1).

Somn discussion ensued as to the title and responsibility of
the El,ection Committee. A recommendation was made that the
Conntitution Committee be one and the same with the Election
Comnittee. The issue was left unresolved. Somewhat
sim:,larly in confusion was the status and authority of the
Recl7eation Committee. One member indicated that the
recl7eation activities in the United Houma Nation community
Center were occurring without the "direction of the
Recl:eation Committee" (UHN Pet., Ex. 6: Feb. 22, 1981, p.

~ The URN was leasing the site of some prehistoric Indian mounts in the
Bayou Grand. Caillou area from the owner, in order to afford protection to the
archeological remains. This cultural preservation undertaking by the petitioner
does not dClculrtent a genealogical or historical connection between the UHN and the
makers of the prehistoric mounds.
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3). A new Recreation committee was appointed, with a
SUbCOmDlittee especially for Terrebonne (UHN Pet., Ex. 6:
Feb. 22, 1981, p. 3).
A meeting of the Election Committee, held February 28, 1981,
dealt ~7ith the number of representatives on the permanent
board. with the addition of st. Bernard and st. Mary
Parishels, a new formula for representation of the tribal
council was essentially required. The new breakdown of
represemtation provided for five allotted to Terrebonne
Parish; three to Lafourche Parish; three to
Orleans;/Jefferson Parish; two to
st.Mar~r/Iberia/Vermilion/Lafayette/Assumption parishes; and
one to st. Bernard. This increased the number of
represE!ntatives on the council from 9 to 14 (UHN Pet., Ex.
6: Elec:tionComm. Min., Feb. 28,1981).
Attache!d to the minutes of several tribal council meetings
in early 1981 are lists of guests who attended. The number
of gues:ts attending these meetings varied from 25 to 33,
(Feb. -)\.pr. 1981). The subject of Federal recognition was on
the age!nda for the March 14, 1981 meeting. Packets of
informa.tion were distributed to five Council members for
comment.s and changes (UHN Pet., Ex. 6: Mar. 14, 1981). The
Indian mounds, previously discussed, but not specifically
citej. i.n the earlier minutes as to location, were identified
as being near Bayou Grand Caillou. A lease had apparently
been entered and a motion was adopted that called for an
attorne:y to review the constitution and by-laws, in order to
coor:linate their respective provisions.
In an item notable for its brevity and lack of discussion,
Helen G·indrat spoke regarding the "1/8 degree of Indian
bloo,:l required in the constitution for membership"
[underlining provided) (UHN Pet., Ex. 6: Mar. 14, 1981, p.
2). Wh.at Mrs. Gindrat "clarified" is not part of the
minutes. For the first time a direct reference was made in
the minutes concerning the grant money from the
Admi:listration for Native Americans to be used for "the
fede:ral recognition position" (UHN Pet., Ex. 6: Mar. 14,
1981, p. 3).

An April 25, 1981, meeting of the Tribal Council, with 10 of
14 cl)uncil members in attendance, along with 33 quests, was
held in Jefferson Parish. Education funds were discussed.
The l~ounds committee was renamed the Archaeology Committee
and directed to investigate Burnside (UHN Pet., Ex. 6: Apr.
25, 1981).
The Council discussed the Houma city site and
maps of the village. A meeting of the Election Committee
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also tlook place on April 25, 1981, attended by 9 of 11
memhers. Little discussion of substance was recorded.
AmOJlg ·the subjects discussed at the June 28, 1981 meeting at
the Dulac community center were the financial report, the
app1ications of 30 students for higher education grants, and
the development of a program for those in higher education
to aid their people. Also discussed were block grants for
Ind:Lan communi ties. The Arts and Crafts report and program
aga:Lnwere part of the agenda. The genealogy aspect of the
Fed4~ral recognition petition was discussed.
The genealogy
cool~dinator indicated that he and Greg Bowman understood
tha 1: "no new members could be added to the roles [sic)"
aftl~r the petition was sUbmitted.
The attorney questioned
whe':her there was legal precedent for this restriction (OHN
Pet., Ex. 6: June 28, 1981, p. 1).
The Archeology Report was ap~arently brief, with the
suggestion that due to the "IT plant site" the case could
end up in Federal Court (OHN Pet., Ex. 6: June 28, 1981, p.
2).
The reference to the IT plant site was to a
con·tem.plated "massive treatment and dumping plant for
haz.!rdous wastes" planned for construction at Burnside,
Louisiana. The waste dump story was carried in two
new:.papers, April 12, 1981 (OHN Pet., Ex. 3:#93 and 3:#94).
No tribal minutes were submitted for 1982 or 1983. A few
were included from 1984. At that time, the OHN were
actively pursuing preparation of the petition for Federal
ackno'N'ledgment (OHN Pet., Ex. 6: Mar. 24, 1984; sept. 14,
1984). During the BAR field visit, additional Tribal
Minute:s were obtained for the dates of Feb. 25 and Apr. 21,
197B; June 1, July 7, Oct. 20, and Nov. 30, 1979; Jan 26,
March·22, and Nov. 1980; Jan. 17, 1981; Jan. 23, and Feb.
27, 1982; May 14 and Aug. 20, 1983; April 20, 1985; Dec. 13,
1986; Aug. 13, 1988; June 10, 1989; Sept. 8, 1990; and an
appare:ntly complete run for 1991 (Jan. 22, Feb. 16, Apr. 20,
May 18:, May 28, June 15, July 13, Aug. 17, sept. 14, Oct.
12, De:c. 14).
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I. General summary
The HNlm,i petitioner descends from ancestors of diverse
ethnic: and racial origins who settled along Bayou Terrebonne
near modern-day Montegut around 1800. They do not descend
from t.he historic Houma Indian tribe or any other tribe.
Currerltly, United Houma Nation (UHN) membership is clustered
in various communities in Lafourche and Terrebonne Parishes,
where th·e founders' descendants resided during the
ninetHen'th century. Members of the petitioning group also
residu today in st. Bernard, Jefferson, and other south
Louis:Lana parishes where some of the founders' descendants
moved in the twentieth century.
'I-A. Origins of the petitioner
The p.:!tition proposes that the Houma petitioner derives
directly from the historic Houma tribe which was forced into
the l~wer Louisiana bayous by increasing European settlement
in their traditional areas to the North. Bureau of American
Ethno;Jra,phy Anthropologist John Swanton, who visited the
group in 1907, speculated that remnants, specifically three
Houma falmilies, remained in Terrebonne after the main
portion of their tribe moved north in the late eighteenth or
early nineteenth century. Based on his field trip, swanton
reported:
When they first came across from the Mississippi,
it is said that they located near the city that
beclrs their name, but, being driven out by the
whites, moved to their present situation. Being
followed down by the settlers, all except three
faJDilies, or possibly bands, went back north about
one hundred and twenty years ago and were never
hec!lrd of again. The three families, which were
known by the French names "Courteaux," "Billiout,"
and "Verdine," held their ground, and it is from
th.em that all the Houma of Terre Bonne and La
F01Jrche are descended (Swanton 1911, 292).
The Bra:nch of Acknowledgment and Research's (BAR's) findings
comport with Swanton's statement that three important
families -- the Billiot, Verdin and Courteau families -- are
ancel;tral to the petitioner. However, the BAR did not find
that all three families were Indian families. Though some
of the UHN ancestors were Indian, they could not be traced
to the Houma Indian tribe.
1
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In add:.thm, no contemporary evidence or records indicate
that the petitioner descended from a wandering group of
tribal people who moved as a group into the lower bayous.
No evidence supports the contention that a band of Biloxi, a
band 0:: Houma, or any other specific tribe or amalgamation
of tri:Jes moved into the southern bayous together.
I-B.

'rhe ancestors move to lower bayous family-by-family

While Swa.nton speculated that other Indians jOined an
existing Houma band, the records do not confirm his theory.
They clearly show that the petitioners' ancestors were
individual families which moved to the area to obtain land,
to settle, to farm, and to fish. They moved individual by
individuctl, or family by family, to the lower bayous,
begin~in9 in the late 1700's.
Their origins varied. Only
one Ir.clian family and an unrelated part-Indian family
settlE!d south of modern Houma city. The majority of the
settlE!rs were immigrants from Europe, French-speaking
refugE!es from Acadia, Canada, pioneers from other parts of
LouisJ.aml where land was no longer available, such as the
German Ooast, and free people of color, also seeking land.
The h:lstorical depiction of the ancestors in the
petit:Loner's own oral histories repeatedly points to wellknown and diverse origins in Europe, Africa, the Caribbean,
and ~nerica. contemporary records also point to disparate
orl.gl.::ls. swanton reported in 1907 that the "remains of
sever:ll other tribes, such as the Bayogoula and Acolapissa
have been incorporated with them [the Houma]" (Swanton 1911,
292). His field notes indicate that elders to whom he
talked claimed to have a varied tribal heritage and
mentioned a number of tribes including the Atakapa,
chitimacha, Houma, and Biloxi.
DiversH:y of background is not problematical for meeting the
regulations for acknowledgment, as long as the petitioning
grouJ: also descends from an Indian tribe or tribes which had
amalgamclted. However, the lack of a cohesive tribal
commt.ni1:y which existed historically is a critical obstacle
to rE!coqni tion for this petitioner. A situation in which a
few ind:ividual Indians, who were alienated from their
tribE!s, and non-Indians of diverse backgrounds coalesced
into a predecessor community to the petitioner's modern
communi·ty does not meet criterion 87.3 (b) for Federal
ackn()wledgment under 25 CFR Part 83.
The 1:hree important families first mentioned by Swanton were
amoneJ the pioneer settlers of modern-day Lafourche and
2
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Terrehonne Parishes. They were granted land along Bayou
Terrebonne at the southern end of the Acadian/Spanish
settlE!ment. Even though these families lived near one
anothHr as early as 1809 and certainly by 1820, they were
part of a larger community. They did not live in a
distinct, identifiable Indian community -- geographically,
socially, or politically -- exclusively made up of their own
famil.les and descendants. Records indicate that they
interacted with other pioneer families, usually non-cajuns
(non~\cadians).l
Specifically, they married their
neigh:jors, usually Europeans or free people of color, as
non-E'lropeans (usually of mixed ancestry) were called at
that time. It appears that one member each from only two
Acadi~n families, the Naquins and the Chaissons, married2
into the first and second generation ancestors. 3
The thre:e main families composed a nucleus of founding
ancest.ors. The Courteaux were Indian, the father identified
repeatedly as a Biloxi medal chief. Some recent sources
identify the Courteau mother, Marianne, as Houma, Choctaw,
or another unidentified Alabama tribe, but her roots are not
really )mown. The Billiots were European and African in
descent and had probably lived several generations in
Louisiana. The Verdins were European. Alexander Verdin
married Marie Gregoire, an "Indian woman." Her tribal
affilia1:ion is now unclear. Other Verdin family members
made mal~riages and unions with the Attakapas. This points
to pcssible connections with that Louisiana tribe to the
West. By 1820, these three families lived next to one
anotr..er along Bayou Terrebonne.
A fe'll' of the original families had contacts prior to moving
to TE:rr4~bonne. There is documentation showing the Verdins
I "Ciljun" or "Acadian" refer only to those people who were part of or
descended from the "grand derangement" or exodus of French-speaking people
from novaL Scotia, Canada, in the mid-1700's. After ten years or more of
refugue Eltatus in various locations in the New World and France, a large
group mO'lTed en masse to Louisiana.
Many other settlers also came to
Louis.~an~L in this period, earlier, and later.
Some were French-speakers,
but they were not Acadians or "Cajuns".
Among them were important
petit.Lon ancestors such as the Verrets and Dardars.

In the anthropology report long-term unions that resulted in offaprin9 are often called "marriages," even when the legal system did not
recoglizl! the unions.
:1
Cajun families such as the Cheramies, Pitres, Heberts, and others
would mal~ry into the UHN in later generations, some after 1900 and others
only caclantly.

3
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and Billiots interacting in New Orleans before moving to the
Houma ar'ea. The pr ior relationship between these two
famil:.es could be based on their shared German heritage as
much as any other attribute. 4
I-C.

_society of founding ancestors

There is very little direct evidence of leadership among the
petitioner's ancestors during the first half of the
ninet,~enth century.
It is not known whether they formed a
cohesive community. The character of the social boundaries
between the founding families and their neighbors is also
unknoHn. However, documents submitted by the petitioner or
located by BAR researchers indicate that ongoing economic
and soci.al relationships existed not only among the three
families (Courteau, Billi~t, and Verdin) but also between
them and the surrounding community. Because people with
mixed ancestry and women did not have standing in the legal
system at this time, neighbors of Acadian and French
ancestry repeatedly represented the three families'
inter es1:s, according to contemporary documents. Non- Indian
neighbors such as the Chaissons, Solets, Verrets, and
Naquins lived on neighboring lands during the first half of
the century, and their children married the children of the
founc.inq· ancestors as early as the 1820's.
DocuDlents indicate that the UHN founding ancestors often
faced llegal impediments to marriage, inheritance and land
ownership in the greater Louisiana society, apparently
because of their mixed racial heritage. After the Civil War
and following Reconstruction, the white population attempted
to c:.as:s the petitionerc: with freedmen. The petitioner
resiHted. 5 Race-based discrimination increasingly became a
prob1em for the petitioner's ancestors as the twentieth
century began.
Howe'fer, in the lower bayous, isolation sometimes mitigated
disc::-imination during the early part of the nineteenth
I
Many Germans emigrated to Louisiana in the 18th Century. A German
settlement was established north of New Orleans on the Mississippi's east
bank. However, the Verdins came from New Orleans and the Billiot family
(as ~Iell as the Iris family, from which Jean Baptiste Billiot's wife
stemmed) probably came from the English Turn south of New Orleans.

, A Louisiana Supreme Court case in 1917 clearly shows one petitioner
ancestor disputing the attempt by the society to class his children AS
Blac~
and block their entrance to white schools (B.L. Billiot v.
~bonne Board of Education).
4
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century, and documents show the ancestors interacti~g on
many levels with neighboring populations. Genealog1cal
documents indicate high levels of marriage outside the
foundirg families. As many as two-thirds of the descendants
of the founding community married neighbors who were not
from trte three founding families in the generations marrying
between 1825 and 1870. High birth rates and out-marriage
caused the population to grow. Between 1825 and 1870,
founde]~s I descendants moved throughout the lower bayous in
search of land. They founded new communities loosely
associated with the original founding neighborhood on Bayou
Terreb')nne.
I-D.

The population radiates throughout the lower bayou
gr~,

The chi.ldren and grandchildren of the founding families
married ~tidely and moved into all parts of the bayous
between JL825 and 1880. Rosalie courteau, of the Courteau
Indiar family, married Jacques Billiot, a non-Indian, in
1808. Their sons managed, by 1840, through marriage and
land t.rades, to own neighboring lands on Bayou Terrebonne.
Some clf .Jacques Billiot's non-Indian nieces and nephews (the
children of his siblings) moved to other bayous, where they
foundud new communities which have evolved into some of the
modern communities associated with the petitioner.
By 18 150, descendants of the founding families (Billiot,
Court1aau and Verdin) were found in many parts of the lower
bayous. They formed a large grouping of cousins, some with
Indian a.ncestry and some without. Some of these early
pionee.r settlements had no one with Indian ancestry for
several generations. Nevertheless, the non-Indian children
of Jacques Billiot's siblings continued to interact in
signif:ic:ant ways (such as acting as trustee for orphans)
with each other and also with their Indian cousins (the
children of Jacques Billiot and Rosalie Courteau).
Marriagta patterns indicate that generally the first three
generations of URN ancestors (until 1840) married widely
amon~r neighbors who were not Indian.
The notable exception
is the propensity of Marie Gregoire's children and Rosalie
Cour1:eau's chi ldren to marry one another in the second
generation. Both women were identified in documents as
Indian. After those marriages, however, the descendants of
Indians and non-Indians living in Bayou Terrebonne married
ofte:" so that by 1880 Indian ancestry was widely shared in
that bayou. In other bayous, originally settled by people
with:mt Indian ancestry, it could sometimes be two or three
5
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more gene~rations before residents of the outlying bayous
married s;omeone with Indian ancestry, although this was by
no means a universal rule. The children such nonIndian/Indian marriages then often married on that bayou,
sharing their Indian ancestry.
After thE! Civil War, racial and ethnic differences became
increa.singly important in defining the social position of
the gI'OUp. Marr iage turned inward, and the descendants
primaI'ily married each other. Land ownership was
threat:entad. Increasingly, the white population attempted to
force the petitioner's ancestors into a category with freed
slavefl. It appears that during this period the ancestor's
communities in Terrebonne and Lafourche bayous coalesced
into 1:hose identified with the petitioner today.
Persolls such as Rosalie Courteau and Victor Naquin began to
stand out in oral histories which purport to describe the
late, J1ineteenth century. Almost no contemporary documents
from ':he post-bellum period were included with the
petition 6 • Certainly no documents were submitted which
indic!ted that anyone individual was considered a political
leader of the ancestral population.
Janel Curry has stated that leadership was actually passed
matrilineally particularly to Rosalie Courteau from her
mother's brother, Louis Le Sauvage. This is somewhat
confusing, as among the identified leaders in the generation
before Rosalie Courteau is also her father, identified as a
Biloxi medal chief. This theoretical position is also
difficult to support because lack of other examples does not
allo\V one to draw patterns of succession over time. Yet,
Rosalie Courteau's description in the oral histories clearly
is of a woman of special note.
Althcugh the hypothesis of matrilineal leadership is not
suppc,rt«ad by the available documentary record, this
matrjarc::h, Rosalie Courteau, who is said to have lived to be
100 yeall:'s old', was undoubtedly prominent in the community
of dE!scendants living near Montegut on Bayou Terrebonne and
souttl tlJ Isle Jean-Charles. Today when viewed
retrclspectively through the oral histories, she is described
I

Only one document was submitted with the petition dating to the
period bEttween 1860 and 1900.
She was more likely about 90 when she died.
6
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as a n~triarch for a larger historical population found
throuqho1Jt Lafourche and Terrebonne Parishes.

I-E.

~wanton

visits in 1907

Anthropologist John Swanton was the first researcher and the
first writer to call the UHN ancestral popUlation "Houma"
Indians. When he visited in 1907, the founding ancestors'
descendants lived in the southern regions of the bayous of
Terrebonne and Lafourche Parishes in communities, clearly
segreqated from whites and blacks. Fishing, shrimping,
muskrilt trapping, and cattle raising contributed cash to
what he described as essentially a subsistence economy. His
description does not conform precisely to the economic
infornation reported on the 1900 Federal census.
All descriptions of the communities associated with the
petitionler since Swanton's visit have emphasized the clear
geographical segregation between the petitioner's areas of
habita.tion and their neighbors. In the petitioner's
communities, including Dulac, Montegut, Isle Jean-Charles,
du Large, Grand Bois, and Bayou au Chien, each community
lives in an exclusive "village" lining the bayous.
SometimE~s villages inhabited by white and black populations
are located in nearby, but in clearly distinct areas. The
BAR antllropologist found neighborhoods or "line villages"
inhal:ited exclusively by members of the petitioning group in
1992. Although it could not be determined what percentage
of tt:.e petitioner's membership lives today in the lower
bayot. villages, clearly a central cultural and social core
still thrives there. Many people, including children,
continul:! to speak Cajun French. People who have migrated to
New (lrl.aans continue to visit and maintain close kin
relat:ionships in these areas. Because out-migration only
began during World War II, large numbers of migrants still
have first-degree relatives (parents or siblings) living in
the ;.ow'er bayous.
Simi:.arity exists in the social character of the villages.
Older couples appear to stand at the head of large extended
families. Several generations live along driveways
asso(=iated with the grandparent generation. The elders are
influential in maintaining order, according to oral history.
~

School desegregation becomes an on-going battle

By t:le time University of Pennsylvania Professor Frank Speck
visi·ted in the 1930's, little seemed to have changed from
Swanton's field trip, although population pressure on the
7
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land arid loss of lands meant that many people did not have a
place to live or even to tie up their trapping houseboats,
locally called "camp boats". Some families had migrated to
the bayous south of New Orleans on the Mississippi's east
bank to trap in less crowded territories. Missionaries
providHd education in some communities, as the state refused
to allow the petitioner's children to attend white schools,
and apparently they refused to attend black schools.
Speck ,md BIA anthropologist Ruth Underhill in the late
1930's attempted, with little permanent success, to force
the state to open Indian schools. However, they did not
consider the petitioners to be an Indian tribe, and the BlA
did not a.llow them to vote to rej ect the Indian
Reorganiz:ation Act (IRA).
Schooling was only one area of life where people were
racially segregated in Louisiana. Virtually all social
institutions were segregated. The unique tripartite form of
segregation practiced in Lafourche and Terrebonne Parishes
divided "whites," "blacks" and "sabines," the last term
consid erf~d by most to have been a derogatory term
desigr,ating the petitioner's members and their ancestors.
I-G.

Labor migration during World War II decreases social
l.§olation

Durinq W,orld War II, significant labor migration to New
Orleans and its suburbs began, in part precipitated by the
lure ()f employment in war-related industries such as ship
build:Lng. Those who moved to New Orleans found that the
racially segregated tripartite social system of the lower
bayou:; was irrelevant to their social positions outside of
TerreJ)onne and Lafourche Parishes. Many were classed as
"whit,a", and they sent their children to "white" schools,
attended churches which were "white," socialized in clubs
and institutions that were viewed as "white," and lived in
"white" neighborhoods.
MarriagE~s with outsiders resulted from increased social
interact~ion with outsiders.
Consequently, Cajun French was
not spo~~en in homes, and other cultural changes occurred

when families moved away from the bayou areas historically
assoclat:ed with the petitioner.
However I' in the lower bayous social institutions remained
racia.lly segregated. By the 1960's, increasing pressure
arOSE within the petitioner's various communities to force
the lOCe!l governments to allow the petitioner's children to
8
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attend white schools. In some URN communities, ad hoc
leaderB fl:)r separate communities (never for the URN as a
whole), arose in this comparatively quiet battle for
desegn~gation.
For example, the URN members at Dulac, acted
in a united fashion to finally end segregation in the
school:; in the 1970's. However, racial discrimination
persis':ed in housing, employment, and social institutions.
I-H.

)'Iodern political organization established in 1972

No tra::Iit.ional or modern organization encompassing the
entire petitioner population was founded until 1972, when
The Houma Indians of Louisiana, Inc. (name changed in 1974
to The Hc)uma Tribes, Inc.) was established by Helen Gindrat
of Golden Meadow. In 1974, the group divided along what
appears on the surface to be regional lines, and The Houma
Alliar.ce, [Inc.) was founded, with its members drawn
primaI·ily from the western bayous, including Grand caillou
and dl, Large.
In 19~'9, the two groups rejoined to become The United Houma
Nation, Inc. (URN), the petitioner. The reason for the
merger, in part, was that people believed unity would
enhanc:e the group's chances for Federal acknowledgment. The
URN rl~portedly ran a few community development programs,
although little documentation of these activities was
included in the petition. They also organized and submitted
the a,::knowledgment petition. The URN's governing body was a
council formed of individuals from various communities
associat.ed with the petitioner. It is not known how these
people joined the council. For example, we do not know if
they were elected or self-appointed.
Council is dominated by a small group of people, some of
whom arE~ close relatives and also hold jobs in the community
develclpDlent projects or Federal acknowledgment project.
According to council minutes, public disagreement rarely
surfacef;, and criticism is discouraged, in part because the
council members emphasize harmony, which they say will
incrE:as(~ chances of acknowledgment.
Almof;t lr10 substantial decision-making on the part of the
counc:il was documented in the council minutes. When
subs1:antive issues arose in council meetings, they were
usua1ly referred to committee, despite the fact that some
counl::il meetings only had ten members present. For example,
the f::ouncil discussed the possibility of obtaining a nonproflt tax number for years. By 1993, they still had not
9
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obtained the number, but the reason they had not gotten the
number i:5 not known.
Partic:ipation by the general membership in the operations of
the miN and the running of the organization was minimal
until recently. Usually, fewer than 20 people attended
council meetings. At first, council members were appointed
to represent the individual communities. More recently
regio:'lal elections have been held for council members. No
menti·,n was made of local or regional meetings. People
voted at. voting locations rather than at a general council
meeting of some sort. In fact, nothing was submitted which
indicate~s that an annual business meeting was held.
A pow
wow to raise money has been held each year since they
organiZE!d in the 1970's. The evidence indicates that the
powwows are socio-cultural events; that is, there is no
evidenCE! that UHN politics or discussions of UHN business
are held during the powwow. The relationship between the
council representatives and their regions was not
docuIt en1:ed.
COIDln\:.ni ty elders do not hold positions in the UHN or on the
counc:il. This, in part, results from the high school
educc.ti()n requirement for those running for council. Within
the t~raditional communities, the elders exert political
infhlenc::e, particularly to maintain order.
SincH 1'992, more group members have taken an increased
interes·t in the running of the URN. Young people on the
coun(:il disregard pleas for harmony and demand answers to
contl:'oversial questions. A faction calling itself the
Docull\ented Houma Tribe has recently identified itself.
originating in Lower Terrebonne, it is led by steve
Cheramie, a young man whose roots are in that area, but who
currl~ntly lives in the New Orleans suburbs.
The Documented
Houmil Tribe is unhappy with the leadership of Helen Gindrat,
who founded the UHN predecessor organization. Based on what
hasoeen informally reported to the BAR, there is also the
possibility that this faction represents an historically and
geographically distinct grouping, which has always believed
itself to be the "true" Indians and the direct descendants
of Rosalie Courteau and Marie Gregoire.
II.

The Historic Houma Tribe

Anthropologists, journalists, and others have mistakenly
asscciated the URN's ancestors with the historical Houma
Indjan tribe (the Houma) since about 1900. The BAR found no
10
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evidnnce linking the URN to the historical Houma tribe,
genealogically, politically, or socially. The historic
Houma, a Muskogean tribe, were located on the Mississippi
Rivel~ near the Mississippi-Louisiana border when French
explorers navigated the river in the seventeenth century
(see the Map Supplement).
The historical Houma tribe's movements from the location
wher4! they were first contacted by Europeans in 1682, show
them battered from place to place by war, disease, slaving,
and ':he displacement caused by increasing numbers of
Europeans immigrating to Louisiana. The Houma reportedly
abso::-bed small tribes such as the Acolapissa (Kniffen,
Gregl)ry, and Stokes 1987, 62). In the late 1600' s and early
1700's Frenchmen and metis 8 lived in some Indian villages,
ofte:, cohabiting with the Indian women (Kniffen, Gregory,
and ;:;tokes 1987, 62).
What happened to the Houma tribe was similar to what
happ,:med to all of the small Louisiana tribes. The evidence
indi,::ates that the URN ancestors (a few were Indians, but
the 'wast majority were non-Indians) did not coalesce into a
comm'mity on Bayou Terrebonne until 1830. Prior to that
date, the petitioner's ancestors were not a community and
they do not connect to the historical Houma Indian tribe or
any :)ther tr ibe of Indians. Because the petitioner asserts
they descend from the historical Houma Indian tribe, it is
important to discuss the fate of the historical Houma Indian
tribe. By way of background, it is important to describe
what ki.nd of economy that Louisiana Indians in general
participated in, in the late 1700's and early 1800's, and
how the:y related socially to the European and African people
living around them.

II=AL

Louisiana Indians participate in frontier economy

Louisia,na was geographically located at the nexus of the
Frenc:h, Spanish and British regions of settlement in the New
World. Louisiana and its main city of New Orleans were
centr'al economic and cultural locations for France's
Caribbe!an and Upper Mississippi colonies.
By tne middle of the eighteenth century, the British were
pushingr westward from their colonies in Georgia, the
Carolinas and Virginia, and southward from Upper Canada with
• Title Random House College Dictionary defines metis,
half-breed of white, esp. French, and Indian parentage."

"Canadian, a

11
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sights set on the French lands. Acadian settlement
began in 1755 and continued through 1785. In 1762, the
French transferred the colony to Spain, who administered it
until 1800, when it was returned to France.
theil~

In 11303, the young United States bought the French colony,
which at this time extended deep into the Mississippi and
Misst)Uri River drainage basins. Statehood followed in 1812.
During the colonial period, although Louisiana was passed
from one European country to another, the French culture and
language predominated. This remained true in French-settled
and Acadian-settled parts of the state after the Americans
took over as well.
Earl:r French and Spanish explorers in the 1600' s found
Indians in Louisiana making a living through sUbsistence
agrit:::ulture as well as hunting and gathering. This had
chanqed by the late 1700's to a market economy: hunting,
slavi.ng, and other pursuits that served the colonial
neWCt)mers (Kniffen, Gregory and Stokes 1987, 62; Usner
19901. The Papeles Procedentes de Cuba (the archives of
Spanish Louisiana maintained in Madrid, hereafter called the
"PPC") clearly document such activity among the Houma and
othe::- tr ibes •
By the 1780's, significant economic interactions on the
fron":ier between European colonists and Indians had lasted
100 :{ears, or at least three, if not four, generations. The
Houmii, like other Mississippi tribes, had become deeply
invo.Lved in the colonial mercantile economy of the frontier.
Bernard Romans, a carto~rapher and naturalist, reported in
1775:
The Houma, Chitimacha, and other Indian
communities that were dispersed among the
plantations, served as hunters, and for some other
laborious uses, something similar to subdued
tribes of New England (Usner 1990, 168).
Another Englishman wrote in 1769 that the Houma, among other
"P§.t;i.tes nations [literally translated "small nations," and
here refers to Indian tribes] are to the full as civilized
as our poorer sort of People: they are very industrious,
and have been very useful to the French" (Usner 1990, 168).
Othel~ documents depict the Houma as less tractable than
Romans did.
When the Acadians began to immigrate to Louisiana from Nova
scotia and France in the later 1750's, they began settling
12
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at thu place where Bayou Lafourche (The Fork) leaves, or
forks from, the Mississippi River near modern
Donaldsonville. The last Acadian immigrants to arrive
settli:~d on the lower ends of Bayou Lafourche and Bayou
Terre:::>onne9 , according to an eighteenth century census lO •
Spani;h names also appear on the records from the 1790's,
indic~ting that during the Spanish period, settlement
continued. In fact, at least one of the petitioner's
ancestors, Genevieve Celine John, was the granddaughter of a
man whom documents describe as "a man of Campiche"
[MexicoJII (Shannon 1985, 67).
II-B.

'l~he

PPC describe activities of the historic Houma

!;ribe
The fPC" which describe the Houma tribe's activities between
1755 and 1790, when spain governed the region, present a
pictllre somewhat different than that drawn by the above
quoted English observers. The PPC describe Houma Indians
who 2.re as likely to raid the colonists' hogs and steers as
to tI'ade deer for goods. This could, in part, be due to the
fact that the colonial government's job was to maintain
order; ,..rhat the provincial government considered to be
unruJ.y Indian activity was perhaps more likely to be
docunen'ted than their day-to-day peaceful activities.
One c:enter of Acadian life was near present-day
Donaldsonville in the late eighteenth century (See Map
Supplement). The first Acadians, migrating to Louisiana
betw,~en 1765 and 1770 (Brasseaux 1987, 181), had settled
clos,~ to the Houma in the late 1700 's, near Cabannoce (now
st. ,James Parish), Iberville, and st. Gabriel. By 1773,
Acadians were located "in the fourche" in a spot previously
inhabit.ed by Chitimachas "about three-quarters of a league

9
'rhe manifests of the ships carrying the Acadian immigrants were
compu'ed to the eighteenth century Acadian census. The comparison shows
that the! early arrivals were granted land along upper Lafourche Bayou,
whilE' those on the last ships in the 1770' s were forced to accept less
prod\:ctive lands along the lower bayous.

The 1788 census is found in the Historic New Orleans Collection.
those family names found at the ends of Bayou Terrebonne were Bourg,
Breau, Hebert, Pitre, Dion, Trahan, Lirette, Boudreau, Naquin and
Chainson. The UHN ancestors married with some of these families in the
earl: r pE!riod. Later, they came into conflict with others.
10

Amon~r

II

Declaration of death by his son Jean Baptiste Jeanne, October 19,

1822.
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from t::1e river, on the left [east) bank of the bayou" (PPC,
473) •

Between 1772 and 1785, a small group of Houma "warriors" and
their fanlilies are described in the PPC. Leaders were
identifiE~d, and the tribe undertook activities such as war,
raiding, punishment, ceremonial dancing, cattle stealing,
catching run-away Negro slaves, hiding run-away Indian
slaves, building a small fort, and participating in war
councils. These activities provide clear evidence of
commur.ity and tribal political structures and processes
until abc)ut 1790 (PPC 1772-1785).
In an at~tempt to settle the various disturbances caused by
intercll:::tion of indigenous people and European colonists, the
French cl::>nsul ted with named Houma leaders. Commandant
JudicE! a't Lafourche dealt with chiefs, who then were
expec1:ed to punish or control their tribesmen. On February
27, 1"774, the Chief of the Houma and six men came to calIon
Judic!!, who demanded that the Chief find some Houma who had
raided hogs while on a visit to the English. The chief
agreed, and a calumet ("peace pipe") was smoked.
In 1775, Chitimachas, Attakapas, and Opelousas asked the
Governor's permission to go to war with the Houma to revenge
the death of two chiefs (PPC, 270). On the same day, it was
noted in the PPC that the Pascagoulas and the Houma were
involved in a dispute concerning the Pascagoulas' harassing
Houma women (PPC 271).
A letter of October 1, 1775 written by Judice to Governor
Unzaga described three Houma villages:
Since this tribe had sold its village site, it has
divided to the point that it currently consists of
three villages: Calabee, with about twenty men,
remains on the village site that he sold to Mr.
Conway: the chief, with about as many men,
retired to a site two and one-half leagues above,
and established a village twenty arpents distance
frlom the river, upon the land of the district
se·ttlers who are greatly disturbed by it; one
Tiefayo, with eight families, has withdrawn to the
:Lafourche, where they have done quite well. I
have done everything possible to reunite this
tribe into only one village • • • They were on the
verge of reuniting and of establishing themselves
in the Lafourche when an Indian named
14
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Pailmastabee, a Choctaw, told them not to listen
to me (PPC 189,284-285).
On FE:bruary 4, 1776, a young Houma who, according to Judice,
was t.he only "real chief" of the tribe, was accused of
killj.ng an Indian from another tribe, and the dead man's
tribe: asked for revenge. Judice sent the dead man's mother
and t:hree others to find the killer and did not interfere at
that point in his punishment (PPC, 1776). However, a month
latez' Judice wrote:
18 March 1776 the above-mentioned young chief
Ma'tiabee is really innocent. The dead man killed
himself. The Houmans [sic] want to kill
Ma'tiabee's wife and another woman as his nearest
relatives. The dead man got drunk, got mad,
gr,abbed for a gun, and it went off and shot him in
·th,e throat. Judice wants the governor to call in
th,e most determined enemies of Matiaabee and
disuage them in order to prevent a massacre in the
tribe, because the relatives of these three will
in turn seek revenge (PPC, 1776). 12
In addition to Matiabee, the Houma had two other chiefs,
including Calabee, who was associated with war and raiding,
and ~~iotioubacbee, a medal chief. The following account
illuutrates that in July, 1777, the Houma were still
distl~ibuting gifts from the Spanish government in what
appears to have been a traditional way using the elders:
'The Houmas assembled, [the Spanish administrator]
gave out their presents, and all were satisfied
except Calabee, who wanted a "couverte blanche"
[white blanket], but "since there were only two
{the Spanish administrator] gave them to the two
first chiefs (Tioutioubacbee, medal chief, and

Matiabee, petty chief, but the only real chief of
his nation). When these chiefs had received their
presents, they put everything together and gave it
to the elders, who divided it up to the
satisfaction of all. These two chiefs asked

12
It was general practice among many Indian tribes, and in other
societielB as well, for the tribe to take the life of a member in order to
stop ':hreats of revenge from another tribe. in this case, it appears that
the Houm.a wanted to take the lives of two women who were close to their
chief wh,:) had been accused of wrongful death by another tribe.
In this
way revelrlge did not escalate.

15
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permission to fire the cannon. All cried "Long
live the King"; planted their flags before my
door, and began to dance around at 10 in the
morning and did not stop until dark. (PPC 1777)
In a dispatch dated March, 1778, Judice wrote that " ... the
Houma Indians cause considerable harm to the settlers,
stealing their rice and corn from their fields, and rustling
and killing their hogs, which they subsequently sell to the
English" (quoted from PPC, in Brasseaux 1987, 182).
Complaints from settlers about Houma activities continued
until 1785, when a slave rebellion broke out at Pointe
Coupee. The Houma cooperated in tracking down the rebels,
but disputes between settlers and Houma resumed after the
rebellion was quelled in 1785 (Brasseaux 1987, 182).
A cor.t:inent-wide epidemic between 1779 and 1783
signjficantly reduced the Indian population of the entire
contjnent (Calloway 1987, 39). In 1784, American Thomas
Hutct.im; 'Ilrote:
Abc)ut 60 miles from New Orleans are the villages
of the Humas [sic] and Alibamas. The former were
once a considerable nation of Indians, but are
reduced now to about 25 warriors . • . three miles
further up in the Forche de Chetimachas, near
which is the village of a tribe of Indians of the
same name: they reckon about 27 warriors (Hutchins
1784, 39).

The t[c)uma retreated from the areas of European settlement
near Donaldsonville during a smallpox epidemic in 1785
(Bra!i.seaux 1987, 185). The last mention of the Houma tribe
by ncLme in the PPC appears on October 25, 1787: "The Houmas
are happy with their present. They have gone to the
Atta);api;is and Opelousas to sing a calumet" (PPC 1787). The
loca1:ioln was not indicated.
However, on April 3, 1793, Commandant Verret (see Historical
Report) wrote to the governor to recommend Naquiabee, "chief
of the Indians of Lafourche" (~1793). This is followed
by o1:her Verret letters in the PPC dated April 17, 1793,
AUgUHt 2, 1796 and April 1797, which refer to a man whose
name is spelled variously Natiabee, Natquiabee, and
Natquiabe. All these names could have referred to the same
indi"id'ual. It is possible that this person, sponsored by
CommHndant Verret, was the same Houma petty Chief Matiabee
who Has discussed in the PPC by Judice in 1776. ,After 1793,
docullentary references in the PPC to the tribe became silent
16
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(See H:i.storical Report for more detail from this time
periocl) .
II-C. _Th,e American period begins
President Jefferson asked an American named sibley to take a
censu:; of Indians in Louisiana after the colony was bought
from ?rance in 1803. sibley's census places a few Houma
livinl~ on the east side of the Mississippi below Manchac
(See :~ap Supplement). No notation is made of a Houma
community or political entity in the
Lafourche/Donaldsonville location at this time.
In 1804, Pierre Clement de Laussat, a visiting commissioner
of the French government, referred to four Houma families
living in the Canterelle household in St. James Parish as
"Just like a part of the (Michel Bernard de] Canterelle
household" (Laussat 1978, 68).
Arnerjcan Governor Claiborne's letter books indicate that in
Auqusit, 1811, a Houma delegation visited Governor Claiborne,
who s;aid that there were only 80 Houma left, and their chief
was Jlamled Chac-Chouma. He awarded them $100 and provisions
for 1:he return trip. He later wrote a letter to Judge
CantHrelle of Acadia Parish, thanking him for sending the
Houma delegation to visit him (Morehand n.d., 13-14). There
is nf)thing to indicate where the members of the delegation
usually lived: in Acadia, with Judge Canterelle, or
else'",here.
At t:le end of the Franco/Spanish period, the documents
describing the Houma and all the petites nations are
somewhat contradictory. Some writers present the tribes as
peaceful and peasant-like, cooperating and working with the
settlers. The PPC, on the other hand, presents a picture of
"warriclrs" traveling together in tribal delegations, and
dwells on negative interactions, such as stealing pigs and
raidinc:r for liquor, between the tribe and the colonists.
Because the petitioner's ancestors had no known link to the
historical Houma tribe, this description of the Houma and
othe,r Muskoqean tribes in the late eighteenth century is
only ul:;eful as background. Despi te what the Houma and other
tribes may have really been doing or not doing, it is very
cleclr :from documents that, by the time the American period
began in the early 1800's, the petitioner's Indian and nonInd:lan ancestors were already settling on Bayou Terrebonne,
where they engaged in agricultural pursuits together, and
the few Houma Indians who were still living were in villages
17
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on thH Mississippi River, near present-day Donaldsonville.
They lived like their pioneer neighbors. They were baptized
in Ca1:holic Churches, gave their children French names,
owned slaves and land, sold and inherited boats, furniture,
farming equipment, and domesticated farm animals. They
inherited through a system of primogeniture. In this
respel=t, late eighteenth century descriptions of peaceful,
peasal'lt-like Indians, married with non-Indians, more closely
resemble the activities of the petitioner's ancestors than
the P:~Q description of wandering bands of nomadic warriors.
III.

Locating the Petitioner's Ancestors

The BAR has not been able to connect the petitioner's
ances·t:ors to the historic Houma tribe described in the
eight,;:!enth century documents. The BAR has found that
sever!l families of the petitioner's ancestors came one-byone t" live along Bayou Terrebonne near Montegut beginning
as early as 1805,13 but they were not descendants of the
historic Houma tribe. The petitioner's ancestors are
referred to in probate records, War of 1812 pension records,
marri!ge and birth documents, and baptisms. They are
identified as tllndian," "mulatto," "free people of color,"
"whita" and, sometimes, as immigrants from specific European
countries (e.g. France and Germany). They are not, however,
identified as "Houma Indians tl and only on rare occasions are
specific individuals identified as tllndian."
The earliest records of the petitioner's ancestors place
them at the southern end of Acadian and Spanish settlement.

13
Spanish land grants date from 1787-1788 through the 1790's. These
lands weJ:e confirmed by American commissioners after the Louisiana
PurchaBe as having been occupied and inhabited by the grantees for ten
years pril:lr to 1803 (ASP).
tfotle that many of the petitioner's surnames in the early documents
vary in ISpelling, often because the names are spelled differently by
Spanisn, IPrench and English speakers. Thus a name such as Guidry today,
in the past was spelled Guidroz in Spanish and Guidrez in French.
The
name Cour·teau today was spelled Courto by Spanish speakers in the past,
and 80 on (Billiot, Bi11eau, Bil1io; Jaceau, Jacco; Jean, Dianne, Dian,
Dion, etc:.).
Pronunciation also differed among the three language
speake rs, and the lens of oral history, added to the confusion.
For
example, the petitioner refers to Marie Enerisse as Jacque. Billiot'.
mother. !{ost likely her name was originally in French and something like
Marie Annu [Marianne] Iris, which when spoken quickly probably sound. very
much like Marie Enerisse.
The Iris family was a well-known Louisiana
family wh.o lived near English Turn south of New Orleans in the 18th
century.

18
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CensQs, and land records show that the Indian family named
"Courteau" lived along Bayou Terrebonne, above present-day
Montegut, as early as 1805. six years later, Governor
Claiborne presented a Houma delegation from the
Donaldsonville area with presents. This means that the
Houma t:ribe was still living around Donaldsonville several
years after the UHN ancestors had moved to Bayou Terrebonne.
The Courteau family included: the most famous petitioner
ancestc)r, Rosalie Courteau, her parents, Iacalobe (aka Houma
Courteau/Joseph Abbe), and Marianne, and her siblings,
Francois, Antoine, and Marguerite.~ Rosalie Courteau
claimed to have settled in the area in 1805, two years after
the Americans took control of Louisiana (Veterans
Administration 1878a).
Swanton quotes Felicite Billiot, Rosalie Courteau's
daughter, describing her family:
HE~r grandmother, whose Indian name was Nuyu' n, but
who was baptized "Marion" after her removal to
Louisiana, was born in or near Mobile; her
grandfather Shulu-shumon, or, in French, Joseph
Abbe, and more often called "Couteaux," was a
Biloxi medal chief; and her mother "an Atakapa
from Texas" (Swanton, 1911) .IS

14

18451.

Probate record of Iacalobe, Probate No. 115 (Terrebonne Parish

Rosalie
Courteau

.---------------NuYu'n
Marion
(Born near Mobile
and removed
to Texas)

--------~

Feli,:itn

Bill lot

Shulushumon
or Joseph Abbe
called Courteau
(Biloxi Medal Chief)

~

r---------------Jean-BaPtiste

Jacques Billiot -

Billiot

I

Marianne Iris
[Enerisse]
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Documents, identify one "Loup-la-Bay called Courteau"
[Toupla.ba.y] . . • "Of the Beloxy nation" as "Personally"
appearing before Judge Leufroy Barras on June 1, 1829
(Terrebonne Parish Acts of Conveyance, Bk. #3. 8/18287/1830: Doc. 526). Rosalie Courteau's father is also
described in more recent oral interviews as a "Biloxi medal
Chief" (UHN Pet., Ex. 7, Charles Billiot, January 5, 1979).
Later Swanton wrote:
her [Felicite Billiot's) grandmother [Marion],
lo/hom, she said, had moved successively to the
~~ssissippi, "Tuckapaw canal," Bayou Lafourche,
Houma, and the coast of Terre Bonne, was evidently
Clmo:ng the Indians who migrated from the
nei9hborhood of Mobile after 1764, in order not to
remain under English rule" (Swanton 1911, 292).
with her husband, Courteau (aka Iacalobe or Joseph Abbe or
Houma Courteau), Marion had in the late 1700's at least four
child::-en. Also associated with the family is a man named
Louis Sauvage, who was the brother of Marianne/Marion
Court'aau. Louis Sauvage died without children.
Between 1808 and 1812, the sheriff of LaFourche Parish sold
a "tract. of land belonging to Courteau Savage," a nonresident proprietor, for the payment of taxes and costs due.
The property was purchased by a Thomas Kennedy for $11.50,
the amount owed. The land is described as "situate on the
left hand bank of the Bayou Lafourche descending about Sixty
miles from the river Mississippi bounded above by a tract of
land claimed by Jacques savage formerly and below by a tract
of land claimed by Jacques Verret containing six acres front
more or less" (Lafourche Parish, Record of Deeds, 1808-1812,
24). The association with Verret, a name also associated
with thta "Indians of Lafourche" in the PPC, opens the
possibility that the Courteaux are the Indians associated
with the Verrets in the PPC and other early records,
althc1ugh the relationship of Jacques Verret to the Spanish
cornmclnd."nt at Lafourche, if any, is not known.
~~rhe

founding families move to lower bayous one-by-one

Records indicate that the Courteau family/s immediate
neighbors in 1809 included the Jean-Baptiste Billiot family
(Lafourche Parish Original Acts 1813-17, 1-6). Jean-
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Bapti;te Billiot was of European ancestry and his wife,
Marie Enerisse or Iris, was of African ancestry. The BAR
has lJcated no records showing that the Jean-Baptiste
BilliJt family was identified as "Indian" or that their
ancestors were identified as "Indian."
Jean-Baptiste Billiot and Marie Iris [Enerisse] had nine
children, probably born before the turn of the nineteenth
century. Jean-Baptiste and Marie (Enerisse/Iris) Billiot's
sons--Jacques, Joseph, Pierre, Charles, Jean, and Etienne-all appear on early nineteenth century Terrebonne Parish
land rec:ords (see historian's report). They all owned land
on Bayou Terrebonne within close proximity to one another
and their parents.
Jean-Baptiste Billiot died in 1809, and probate records
indicatE! that those buying the various items in the estate
included Acadians (Bourg and Boulanger), other Billiots (the
dead man's sons), "Courteau an Indian", and "Marie Iris,"
identified as the deceased's widow (September 27, 1809,
Record e)f Estate Sale, Lafourche Parish Louisiana Probate
records 1809). The sales of individual items show a family
that was farming, growing grain and sugar, and raising
domesticated animals. They owned one slave named Telemaque
(September 27, 1809, Record of Estate Sale, Lafourche Parish
Louisiana Probate records 1809). The standard of living was
modes,1:. The purchasers were neighbors.
Four years later on October 12, 1813, Jean-Baptiste
Billiot's widow, Marie Enerisse/Iris sold land to JeanBaptistl:! Verdin (Lafourche Parish Original Acts 1813-17, 16). Th,:! Verdin family is described in the oral interviews
included with the petition as "German." The Verdin family
came :frlom New Orleans, and its German/French ancestry has
been documented (see Genealogical Report).
Jean··Baptiste Verdin's brother, Alexander Verdin married
Marin Gregoire, who is identified in his will as being
Indian, although nowhere is her tribe indicated (see
Genealogical Report). They are the third founding family of
the petitioner. Alexander Verdin and his brothers already
ownell lan~ on Bayou Terrebonne in the 1790' s. However, in
the 1810 Federal census, he was enumerated in Attakapas
Dist::-ict, west of Terrebonne. In 1813, his brother bought
land in Attakapas. However, by 1820, Alexander Verdin and
Mari,~ Gregoire were living on Bayou Terrebonne.
It seems
likely that Alexander had gone to Attakapas, and returned
with Marie Gregoire by 1820. Immediately neighboring
propert,ies were owned by "Courteau Sauvage", and Jean21
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Baptis':e Billiot' 5 sons, Jean and Joseph. Other records
show ~lat Joseph Billiot was married to "Jeanet an Indian
woman. II
III-B. Th.e lower bayou community draws together people of
di vetrse origins
Thus by 1820, three important founding families, Billiot,
Verdin and Courteau, were living next to one another in a
small farming community just north of modern-day Montegut,
Louisiana.
These three families originated in various
parts of Louisiana, Alabama, or Mississippi. After settling
in Terrebonne Parish in the first two decades of the
nineteEm1:h century, these families evolved into the nucleus
of wha 1: \iould become the petitioner.
The fc.ct that these families were not cajun, or Acadian, set
them c.part somewhat from other original settlers along the
Bayou 'rlh/;) were primarily of Acadian ancestry. By 1860, only
two mCLrriages had taken place between these families and
their Cajun neighbors. The Verdins, Billiots, and Courteaux
joined through marriage, married non-Cajun neighbors of
diverneorigins, and proliferated. Succeeding generations
moved into open lands seeking new opportunities. By 1840,
they had extended their presence south into lower Bayou
Terrebonne, and east and west into the neighboring bayous.
III-C~he

founding neighborhood:

land surveys locate

~lncestors

There are few documents from the early 1800's that describe
a contemporary external view of the neighborhood where the
founding' ancestors lived and their activities. Information
about la,nd ownership by the petitioner's ancestors in the
early 1800's is available on four land maps based on surveys
performe!d in the winter of 1830-1831. These maps show land
claimed in the 1780's and 1790's, during the Spanish
administration. These Spanish grants were only confirmed
later by the U.S. government if the individuals named
actually had actually lived on the claim for ten successive
years il~ediately preceding 1803. These maps show that
certain descendants of the founding community continued to
live in the same general location as in the probate records
of lS09. However, the children of Jean-Baptist Billiot and
MariE: Enerisse are clearly shown settling several properties
alonc:r the bayou. Land holdings appear to have expanded,
althclugh one of the maps indicates the survey is based on
claillLs :from the early 1820's. The combined maps show the
propE!lC'ties along approximately ten miles of Bayou Terrebonne
22
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south of Houma city to below present-day Montegut. Several
descendants of the three main families, the Billiots,
Courteat:lx and Verdins, lived next to one another. The
Chaissons, Dardars, Naquins, and other families which had
already married or would eventually marry the founders'
descendants, also owned land in the same region.
As theSE! surveys show, the land along the bayous was
distributed in what have been called "line villages."
Owneu. had frontage on the bayou, often on both sides of the
baY0l:. The land parcels then extended from the bayou,
sometimes as much as a mile or more. Often the back lines
were no1: surveyed. Traveling "down" the line (downstream)
on a boat on the bayou, one passed homestead after homestead
strung along the waterway. 16
By the 1830's land survey, the Billiot children are shown
extending down the Bayou Terrebonne. The chart below (Chart
1) show:s their locations vis-a-vis one another as they move
south along Bayou Terrebonne, only sporadically interrupted
by the Dardars, Dions, Beaudreaux, Naquins, Thibodeaux and
Albarades.
The :Land-owners in this area were selling, consolidating,
and 1:rading land. Members of the three families sold land
to Olle another. Courteau, for example, obtained land in
1822 from Jean Billiot [probably Jean-Baptiste's son]
(Ter::ebonne Parish Acts of Conveyance, Bk #3, 8/1826-7/1830:
Doc 526) .17 The Thibodeaux lands shown on the 1831 land map
had :Jeen sold on April 22, 1829, to Henry Thibodaux by

16
Starting at the northern point on the map, approximately 18
different individuals are shown as land owners on the survey maps. They
are li.sted from north to south as follows:
T.17S. - R.18E. Map submitted April 9, 1830, based on 1830 survey:
P. CazeaLu, P. Gavreu, 1. Gauveu, Charles Billiot, P. Billiot, Michel
Derdin, Ete Billiot, Ete Billiot, M. Erice;
T.1SS. - R.lSE.
Map submitted April 5th, 1832, based on 1831
surVEy: Etienne Billiot, Etienne Billiot, Marianne Erice, Joseph Diann,
PierIe Chasson [Chaisson], Charles Billiot;
T. 18S. - R. 19E.
Map submitted April 5, 1932, based on 1831
surVEy: Joseph Deanne, Pierre Chasson, Charles Billiot, Jean Bts Henry,
John Dupre, Joseph M. Boudreu, John Nanguin, Charles Nanguin~
T. 19S. - R. 19E.
Map submitted AprilS, 1832 based on 1830-31
SUrVE!y: Charles Billiot, Alexis Verdine, John Billiot, Henry Thibideaux,
ManuEIl JUbarades, Joseph Billiot~
Some names appear twice because their property overlaps on two
survflys. Others are shown owning two separately surveyed properties.

11

However, no Courteau is listed on the 1831 survey.
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Jacque; Billiot.\8 The sale of his land in 1829 could
explain why Jacques Billiot does not appear to own land on
the 1830 maps (Terrebonne Parish, LA, Acts of Conveyance
Bk/3, 8/l828-7/1830). Seven years earlier in 1822, Jacques
Billiot quitclaimed his interest in his mother's land to
Alexander Verdin in order to pay debts. ,,19
There also appears to have been some trading of land going
on amcng the brothers and brothers-in-law and their
immedi atE~ neighbors. It is not clear why certain
transac:tions were made. The record is somewhat incomplete
because 1:he petitioner did not submit documents which would
clarify the situation. One can only speculate that people
were c.ttl~mpting to consolidate for social or economic
reasort!; .
For e,:ample, Michel Dardar married Adelaide Billiot on
Septenber 28, 1809. On August 8, 1822, Michel Billiot,
PierrH Billiot and Charles Billiot transferred land to their
sister's hU$band, Michel Dardar. Two weeks later,
Thibodeaux, who had witnessed the previous transaction,
donatf!d ten arpents to Michel Dardar. This is probably an
incomplete record of transactions and trades which residents
along the bayou were doing to consolidate or to expand their
holdillgS, provide land to unlanded relatives or in-laws, or
move I:lose to relatives. w
In 1830, the kinship relationships among those listed as
landh::>ld.ers show them to be the Verdin and Billiot founders,
their ch.ildren, and in-laws. The Indian Courteau family is
not sno\tirn owning land. The only woman to be shown holding
land is Marie Enerisse. Every known son, with the notable
exception of Jacques Billiot, of Jean-Baptist Billiot and
Marie Enerisse holds land, as does one daughter's husband,

1/
Billiot "sells cedes and hands over to the heirs of the aforesaid
Thibodaux the undivided half that he said Billiot owns in a land certified
in thu mlille of the defunct [deceased] Mariane Eris being N251 in the
reports from the Bureau of Lands."

']~he transaction read in part, "Whereas the said Jacques Billot,
the lifetime of his mother Marianne Eris, had become indebted to
her, i.n several sums of money, in order to satisfy those debts . • .
confil~S sale of land by Marianne Eris to Alexander Verdin" (Terrebonne
Pariah, French Acts Translations, 45 - 48).
II

durin~J

2~ lI.n 1835 document shows Michel Dardar, Etienne Billiot and Charles
Billiot aLll falsely swearing that they had never been married, an obvious
attempt t:o deny their wives' dower rights in property they were selling.
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Michel Dardar. The Chaissons, Naquin, Verdin, Diann [Jeanne
or John], and Maneau have already become or will become
their Ln-laws within two generations. 21
The 1830 Federal Census does not substantially add to the
inform3tion taken from the land maps above. The census does
list pe.ople who would become future in-laws to the
descendants of the petitioner's original founders, but does
not count many among the petitioner's known founding Indian
ancestors;. At one place in the census, five men are listed
sequentially.22 One is Alexander Verdin, and the others'
names would eventually become associated with the
petiticmer. On the next page of the census is a sequential
listir.g23 " some of whom are Billiots and others representing
familiE:s with whom the Billiots would marry.
On thEl next sheet (separated from the above listing by at
least 48 intervening names) are found Jean Billeaux and
Etienne Billeaux. With the exception of the four
"Billnaux", or Billiots and Alexander Verdin, the others
among the founding ancestors, most notably the courteaux,
are m:lssing from the 1830 Federal census. It is impossible
to d~:ermine with certainty from the documents available to
BAR if Jean and Etienne Billiot had already moved from the
Terre::)onne founding community and were living in a location
separlte from Pierre and Charles Billiot.
It does appear that the expansion began soon after 1830.
Records of baptisms demonstrate that children (ancestors of
the peti.tioner) were being baptized on Little Caillou as
early as the IB40/s.~ Later Federal census records~
indicate that descendants of Jean-Baptiste Billiot and Marie
Enerisse had settled in the areas of Bayou Salle and Francis

2
Three Verrets are shown living in a similar and much smaller
confisrura.tion due west of modern-day Houma city.

2! Alexander Verdin, Pierre Chaisson, Solomon Verret, Joseph Gautier,
and Je,seph Gregoire. Verdin, Chaisson, Verret and Gregoire family members
had a:.ready or would after 1830 marry the petitioner' s ancestors.
:3
Joseph C. Naquin, Sebastien Tyre, Hypoletus Naquin, Hypolite
Pitre, Ga.briel Leboeuf, Adrien Naquin, Henry Dugas, Jean M. Naquin, Pierre
sille.lux I' Charles Billeaux.
"tot

l?or example Auguste Billiot was baptized June 25, 1849, at Petit

CaillJu (Houma Church, 1:12).

1860 and 1880.
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Points. Few had Indian ancestry. Those who moved away from
the original tracts on Bayou Terrebonne often married
outsiders from other Little Caillou, Grand Caillou, or Bayou
Lafourche families.

lY.

The Nineteenth-Century Community Takes Shape

Between 1810 and 1820 the nucleus of what would become the
founc.in9 community coalesced on Bayou Terrebonne. Three
formE:rly unrelated families (the Billiots, the Verdins, and
the Courteau) forged ties through marriage. Their children
pionE~erl!d on new lands and their descendants extended their
infHtem:e into lower Bayou Terrebonne. But they did not
beCOllle ':in identifiable community, separate from their
surrounding neighbors, until about 1830.
IV-A,

Marriage in the nineteenth century

Through marriage, the founding families which moved onto
Bayou Terrebonne during the early nineteenth century allied
wi th lone another. Evidence concerning marriages, whether in
marri.age records, birth records, or probate records,
prov:Lded the best information about the coalescence of a
community ancestral to the UHN petitioner. Because of race
laws, which were already being passed in the early
nine":eenth century, as soon as the Americans began to
admi:'1ister Louisiana territory, many of the petitioner's
ance:;tors were not allowed to marry legally. However, in
this report, the term "marriage" will refer to all unions,
whet::ler legally or traditionally sanctioned.
IV-B!. 'r'he three central families: Courteau, Billiot and
Ve:rdin
In the oral history included with the petition, the central
marriage between the Billiot family and the courteau family
was that of Rosalie Courteau to Jacques Billiot. Described
as a dynamic and industrious couple ~n the oral histories,
Rosalie and Jacques sit at the apex of most of the
petitioner's genealogies.
Borll about 1787 (War 1812 Pension Record: Jacques Billiot),
Rosalie is described in one oral interview as "born in
Bilexi" [Mississippi) (UHN Pet., Ex. 7, Charles and Emy
B111io1:, August 12, 1978) .26 She married Jacques Billiot in
~

All census records indicate that she was born in Louisiana.
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1808. ]~osalie described her husband Jacques as having been
a "fc.rml~r" in 1815 when he enlisted in the army (Veterans
Adminisjtration 1878a).
Neighbors of Rosalie testified on
April 11, 1878, that they had known the Billiots when they
lived "at the Bayou Terrebonne in the parish of Terrebonne
all 1:he time" (Veterans Administration 1878a) between 1818
and ~racques' death g . 1858. Jacques and Rosalie had eight
children. Because Rosalie was their mother, they all had
Indian ancestry.
TWo of Jacques Billiot's brothers married Indian women.
Jacques' brother Joseph Billiot married a woman identified
as Indian, Jeanet. 27 No tribal or family association has
been made for her. They had only one known child, named
Mode:;te. Jacques' brother, Jean Billiot, married into the
Cour-:eau family: his first wife was Rosalie Courteau's
sistl~r, Marguerite Courteau.
His second wife was Rosalie's
brother's (Francois Courteau's) widow, Marie Migolois, whose
ance:;try has not been established.
However, the seven other siblings of Jacques, Joseph, and
Jean Billiot did not marry Indians. Jean-Baptiste and Marie
(Enerisse) Billiot's other children married people of
di ve rse backgrounds. 28
Marie Gregoire, the wife of Alexander Verdin, is also
identified as Indian. The first marriage between
descendants of Marie Gregoire and the Billiots occurred when
the chi.ldren of Alexander Verdin and Marie Gregoire married
the grandchildren of founders Jean-Baptiste and
Mariej~larianne EnerissejIris Billiot.
Specifically, Melanie

2'7
Identified as "Jeanet an Indian woman" on marriage record from
Lafo\;rche parish, January 12,1811.
For details, see the Genealogical
Repozt:.

~ Adelaide Billiot married two Frenchmen, Michel Dardar and August
Crepl'el;
Michel Billiot married Manette Renaud, of French/Acadian
ance.,try; Joseph Billiot married first "Jeanet an Indian woman" and second
Magdfllaine Gregoire, fwoc {free woman of color}; Pierre Billiot married
first. Marie Jeanne John, fwoc, father from campeche and mother not
ident.ified, and then Felicite Theonise Verdin, fwoc; Charles Billiot
married two white women, possibly half-sisters, Manette Renaud and
GenevieV'e Magneau, who were Acadian/Frenchi Etienne Billiot married first
Rosalie Robinet (the daughter of Alexander Verdin's sister Marie and
Nichc.lasl Robinet), second Rosalie Ramagos, fwoc, and third, Manette
Renaud; Francoise Billiot married first Bastian Frederick from the German
Coas1:, ilnd then possibly Jean-Bte Prerialle Solet, fmoc [free man of
colol']J and Agnes Billiot (perhaps the same person as Francoise) married
Jean·'Bte! Prerialle Solet, fmoc.
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and Felicite Marguerite Verdin both married sons of Jacques
Billict and Rosalie courteau.
At thE same time, however, Pauline Verdin, Melanie and
Felicjte Marguerite's sister, married an Acadian, Jean-Marie
Naquin, around 1828, and began the demographic movement of
the pE!tit.ioner's ancestors into Isle Jean Charles, south of
Monte9ut. Later, Pauline Verdin's brother Ursain (b. 1822)
marriEld Arthemise Billiot (b. 1821), the daughter of Rosalie
CourtE!aU and Jacques Billiot. Arthemise and Ursain also
moved to Isle Jean-Charles,29 although the date is unclear.
It should be noted that three of Marie Gregoire's seven
children married children of Rosalie Courteau. Marie
Grego:Lre's other children married with non-Indian
neighbors. 30 At the same time, a large number of marriages
were ::orged between Rosalie Courteau's other children and
non-Indians. The possibility of marrying other people with
Indian ancestry [if in fact that was the marriage strategy
of thf)se with Indian ancestry] was blocked because no
eligi:~le Indian mates, other than the Verdins and Courteaux,
were living along Bayou Terrebonne.
Out-marriage from the founding three families, serial
marriage:, and extremely high birth and survival rates,
causej t.he group's population to expand rapidly. Migration
away from the original land parcels near Montegut is
documented in the nineteenth century records. Swanton's
field notes point to Point Barre (less than a mile from
Montegut:) as "their seat" (Swanton Notebook, smithsonian
Anthropc)logy Archives, 199) .31 The descendants of the
foundin9 families radiated not only into the lower

~. Before Pauline and Ursain Verdin had moved to Isle Jean-Charles, it
had bE'en a Cajun community, established originally by the Naquin family.

JI
The other siblings married equally with people identified in
vario\ls documents as either white or fpoc (free person of color). Pauline
Verdi" married Acadian Jean-Marie Naquin.
Jean-Baptiste Verdin married
Arcenu GregOire, daughter of Joseph Gregoire and Constance Jacco (possibly
an Infiian).
Ursain Verdin married four times:
to Rosalie Courteau' s
daugh1;er Arthemise Billiot, to Jane Lovell (white), to Marie Plaisance,
(Frenc:h and German), and to Estelle Solet, (fwoc). Victor Verdin married
GeneV:.eVEl Celina John, fwoc.

II

The actual quote is ". • • about 120 years since the 3 original
of Houma started and all have spread from their seat at Point au

famil:~es

Barre."
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Terrebonne areas of Isle Jean Charles and Bayou au Chien,
but also to neighboring bayous.
By 1830, most children of the founding three families had
married clOd a third generation, the grandchildren of the
founders" were being born. Some of the grandchildren had
Indiar. ancestry, but many others did not, particularly in
the Bj,lliot line among those descendants of the Billiots who
had nett married with the Courteaux or Verdins.
The children of Jean-Baptiste Billiot and Marie Enerisse are
a very il:nportant part of the petitioner's history. Records
show tha·t they formed a large and cohesive sibling group.
The f()llowing generation, Jean-Baptiste and Marie's
grandchildren, formed a large group of first cousins who are
shown to continue to interact, live near one another, appear
on documents together, and intermarry. Only three of the
ten B.Llliot siblings in the first generation married spouses
who Ciin demonstrate Indian ancestry. 32
The ather Billiot brothers and sisters married non-Indians.
Jacquas' children, Joseph's daughter Modeste, and the one
surviving son of Jean's first marriage, therefore, were the
only ::hildren in the first generation of descendants in the
Billiot first cousin grouping who had Indian ancestry. This
means that (according to the BAR genealogist's records) nine
[who resLched adulthood) of the total 58 known third
generation Billiot cousins had Indian ancestry.
At marriage, three of the nine Billiot cousins with Indian
ancestry marr ied a spouse of Indian ancestry. 33 The
remaining six Billiot cousins with Indian ancestry married
either non-Indian Billiot first cousins (Anne Damase
"AnnettE!" Billiot and Marie Estelle Billiot) or other nonIndians (Frederick Parfait, Louis Verret, Euphrosine
Jaccc'/Tranche, Joseph Prevost dit Collet, and Francois
GallE:Y). Of the five non-Indian spouses, two men were born
in Fninc:e, one was of colonial French ancestry, and one was
fmoc. 'rhe ancestry of Euphrosine Jaco/Tranche is unknown.

" Tel recap, Jacques Billiot married Rosalie Courteau; Joseph married

as hia first wife, "Jeanet an Indian woman;" and the first wife of Jean
Billi,~t ~las

Marguerite Courteau, Rosalie's sister.

:~ l~lexander Billiot married Melanie Verdin and Felicite Marguerite
Verdi:\; ~roseph Celestin Billiot married Melanie Verdin; Arthemise Billiot
married Ursain Verdin.
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Of tIle 49 Billiot cousins without Indian ancestry, only four
marr:.ed spouses with Indian ancestry, according to the BAR
recol~s.
Thus in the 1830's through 1860's, Indian ancestry
appears to be somewhat limited to the Jacques
BiIL.ot/Rosalie Courteau and Alexander Verdin/Marie Gregoire
famL.ies. At the same time, other records show a good deal
of iJrteraction with non-Indians of French, German, and other
anceB'try.
Mane1:te Renaud, a woman of French/Acadian ancestry, is also
an illportant UHN ancestor. She is closely associated with
Rosa:.ie Courteau, who was her sister-in-law, and Genevieve
Magnnau, who was possibly her half-sister. Renaud married
sequlmtially Michel Billiot, Jean Billiot, Charles Billiot
and Etienne Billiot, all the full brothers of Jacques
BilL.ot, Rosalie Courteau's husband. Manette had children
by f:.ve men. 34 When she married Etienne Billiot in the
1840"5, she moved with her Billiot children and step
children to Bayou du Large. Manette was the mother by four
BilL.ot brothers of approximately 12 of Jean-Baptiste and
MariE! Enerisse's grandchildren, and step-mother to at least
eight o·thers. Thus many of the offspring of the Billiot
brothers were not only cousins, but also half-siblings.
The children of Alexander Verdin and Marie Gregoire formed a
sibL.ng group very similar to the Indian Jacques and Rosalie
(Courte.au) Billiot family. Marie Gregoire,' an Indian, and
Alexcmd,er Verdin, a non-Indian, had seven children. In
addi1:ion to the Billiots cited above, the Verdin children
marr:.ed into the Naquin, Solet, Plaisance, Lovell, and
VerrE!t :non-Indian families.
It if; also known that Alexander Verdin had at least three
sibl:.ng:s (baptized in st. Louis Cathedral, New Orleans
betwE~n 1758 and 1771).
His sister Marie was married to a
non-Indian. This is no record of his two brothers' marrying

She married Etienne Jeanne between Michel Billiot and Jean
Billi()t. Manette Renaud had at least one child by Etienne Dianne, a nonIndiall, aLnd this child later married into the petitioning group.
Flenaud had three children with Michel Billiot, her first husband.
The thirdl husband was Jean Billiot. Her fourth husband, Charles Billiot,
had been previously married to Genevieve Magneau by whom he had two
childl~en.
After Charles' death, Renaud married Etienne Billiot, who
alreacly had six children by his first wife Rosalie Robinet, the non-Indian
niece c)f Alexander Verdin, and two by his non-Indian second wife Rosalie
RamagCls.
Etienne Billiot raised Charles' children according to Severin
BilliClt'SI 1917 court testimony (H.L. Billiot v. Terrebonne Board of
Educat:ior.l) •
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legally, but they did have non-Indian children who married
into the Billiot third generation cousin complex. These
non-Irdian Robinet and Verdin families were first cousins to
Alexarder Verdin's Indian children.
Thus, from a kinship perspective, during the first
generclti.::m after the founding families moved to Bayou
Terrehon:ne, the kin groupings which clearly interact in the
records and live near one another on the Bayou Terrebonne
are p]~edominantly non-Indian. The community, as defined by
kin rf~lationships and geographical propinquity, is
predominantly non-Indian. From the few records included
with ':he petition or discovered by the BAR, it is reasonable
to st.!te that interaction among the various cousin groupings
occur:=-ed among Indian and non-Indian cousin groupings in
simil,!r ways. That is, there were not separate spheres of
social interaction for Indian cousins and non-Indian
cousins; the cousins interacted with each other without
regarj for whether or not some individuals had Indian
ancestry and others did not.
The female offspring of Jean-Baptiste and Marie (Enerisse)
Billiot appear to have married neighbors. In two cases,
they eit:her married men already living on neighboring
bayous, or moved after marriage. Adelaide Billiot, the
oldest daughter, married Michel Dardar, who owned land near
the Billiot brothers. This couple remained on Bayou
Terrebonne until approximately 1835, when they separated.
Adela idE~ remarried to Auguste Creppel and moved to Bayou
Lafourche, taking her Dardar children with her. 3s
The c,es(::endants of both the Courteau and Verdin families
freql,ently married into the large Billiot family. Members
of tl'ie :Jacco, Verret, and Solet families also married
JS The other two Billiot sisters, Francoise and Agnes, appear to have
left lIayc,u Terrebonne at marriage or soon thereafter. Agnes married Jean
Baptinte Prerialle Solet in a double ceremony with Charles Billiot and
Genev:.eVEI Hagneau. A man named Jean Bte. Prair ial [sic 1 is mentioned in
an 18:~2 diocument as living above land owned by pierre Billiot. Francoise
had a.L:l:elldy been married to Bastian Frederick in 1815.
By the time of the 1831 survey, the maps do not show these families
livin9 on Terrebonne. The Frederick and Solet grandchildren married Dion,
Guidr')z, and, in a late, childless, second marriage that took place after
the Civil War, Gravoire (none of whom had known Indian ancestry).
At around the same time that Billiot and Verdin grandchildren were
marrying the Naquins on Isle Jean-Charle., the Billiot sisters' children
(also Billiot grandchildren) were marrying and moving into Bayou Grand
Caillou and Bayou Barataria, where Swanton found Dion and Frederick
descendants in 1907.
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Billic~, Courteau, and Verdin descendants multiple times, so
that 1~e alliances between the core families and other
famil:.es were reinforced through multiple marriages among
sibling and cousin groups. 36

When l~AR analyzed the Indian ancestry of the greatgrandchildren of Jean-Baptiste Billiot and Marie
Iris/3nerisse, 310 great-grandchildren [born mid-century)
were documented. Some 118 descended from the two Indian
families of Courteau and Verdin; 192 did not. The marriage
patterns indicate close interaction among the three founding
families.
It is important to understand that virtually all known
descenda.nts of these three families, whether they are able
to demonstrate Indian ancestry or not, are members of the
UHN petitioner today. This statement cannot be made for
peripheral families, such as the Solets, Verrets, Naquins,
and Chaissons, members of whom married into the original
three-family nucleus. In the case of such families, only
the individual lines which intermarried into Billiot,
Courteau, or Verdin are considered to be URN.
IV-C._The population expands
There are no detailed, contemporary descriptions of the
procE'ss by which the founding community established
satelli1te settlements on nearby bayous, between 1840 and
1880. l~e know from census schedules and land records that
such emigration did take place during that period, however.
The oral histories collected by the petitioner indicate that
Cajun c'Lllture influenced the petitioner's ancestors. Their
langllag,e, diet, music, clothes, and material life was
simLlar to the wider Cajun culture which, in turn, had been
influenced by local populations, including Indians. The
oral histories describe a life of fishing and subsistence
agric:ulture. At least one of Rosalie (Courteau) Billiot's
sons ran cattle and a sugar mill on Bayou Terrebonne,
indic::ating that the original settlement was involved with
the (:ash economy.
The :novements of Etienne Billiot, Jr., known as "King"
Billiot, illustrate the interactions between the Terrebonne
commu.nities near and south of Montegut and the western
community of Bayou du Large. The life history of Etienne
311

'rhese families are also all identified as "Mu," or Mulatto, on the

cens\; s.
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demons~:rates how the successive generations of courteau,
Verdin and Billiot descendants married, moved away from the
Terreb::mne settlement and became established throughout the
lower3ayous.

Etienne Billiot, Jr. (aka "King" Billiot) was the son of
Etienne Billiot, Sr. and Rosalie Robinet, both of whom were
non-Indialn. 37 In court documents from 1917, Joseph Severin
Billiot (b. 1839), King's cousin and adopted brother,
estimated that "King" Billiot had been at least 20 years his
senior. This would make King's birth date near 1820 in
Terretonne.~
Also, according to Severin's testimony, King
Billict moved before the 1840's to Bayou du Large in what is
today tht~ western part of the petitioner's territory. In
1848, Etienne Billiot was married to Celasie Verret, of
Indian ancestry, daughter of Solomon and Eulalie (Verdin)
Verret. Their children were baptized on Bayou Petit caillou
beginning in 1849.
"The tHstimony in the 1917 court case of H.L. Billiot v.
Terrel~onne Board of Education provides an interesting
insight into outsiders' perspectives of the Billiot family
in thl~ nineteenth century. According to Taylor Beattie's
sworn statement, "King Billiot had in those days the
reput;!ltion of claiming to be and being recognized as being
the King or the Chief of the Houmas Tribe of Indians that
settl·ad in this portion of the State" (Sworn statement of
Taylor Beattie, February 15, 1917 in H.L. Billiot v.
Terrebonne Board of Education 1917, cv no. 7876.
Testimony.) •
These at:tributions of Indian identity, as related in 1917,
conflict: with the BAR's findings about King Billiot's
family: Rosalie Robinet and Etienne Billiot, Sr. were not
Indians.. Therefore their son, "King" Billiot was not an
Indian, so he could not have been an Indian chief. King
BiIUotj,s, nu was a descendant of Marie Gregoire, who was
a UHlI Indian ancestor. Also, it bears repeating "King"
Bill:ic)t could not have been the chief of an Indian tribe,
sincEt there was no Indian tribe on Bayou Terrebonne, Houma
or o1:herwise, at the time "King" Billiot flourished.

"
Rosalie Robinet was the daughter of Alexander Verdin's sister
Marie ami Nicholas Robinet.
Etienne Sr. was the son of Jean-Baptiste
Billil)t Ilnd Marie Enerisse.
18

liis baptismal certificate places his birth in 1823.
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The 1917 1~estimony of Severin Billiot described a rugged
"camp" on Bayou du Large in the mid-nineteenth century. His
testimony implies the existence of a loose association of
people, but it is unclear if he is aetually referring to his
own fautly or to a larger type of socio-political entity.
In the Bayou du Large community, according to Severin's
testimony, the people lived in a "camp":
Q:

A:
Q:

A:
Q:

A:

How many rooms did you have in the camp?
It was in the woods, there were no rooms.
Did you eat together?
Yes, we ate together.
Did you sleep together?
Yes, in the same camp near us.

Severin's testimony described on-going reciprocal
relationships or a patron-client relationship:
Q: Did old man King Billiot associate with
elll of the people on Bayou du Large just as one of
t:11e11\?

A: No, but when he needed us we assisted him,
and when we needed him he assisted us.
Unfor1:unately, very little is known about the various roles
played by individuals in the historical communities in the
second half of the nineteenth century, while "King" Billiot
lived.
The 1350 Federal census of Bayou Petit Caillou lists several
families which are ancestral to the petitioner, including
Etienne Billiot, Jr.; Michel Billiot and his wife Jeanne
Marguerite (Billiot) Billiot; Pierre Billiot; Jean Baptiste
Verdin; Francis Fitch and his wife Marguerite Bellome;
Solomon Verret and his wife Eulalie Verdin. Of this group,
only Eulalie Verdin had documented Indian ancestry. 39
Nearty, on Bayou Grand Caillou, were Louis Verret, married
to Resalie Courteau's daughter Rosette Billiot, and also,
one t,ousehold away from them, the family of Joseph Billiot's
Indi2,n daughter Modeste, married to Joseph Prevost.
The CLnclestral families were not listed contiguously on the
1850 census of Bayou Petit Caillou. Rather, they were
:9
The Billiot& represent children of Charles and Etienne Billiot
with Rosalie Robinet and Genevieve Magneau, women of French/European
ancestry.
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listed amid a number of unrelated non-Indian families such
as Pelegrin, Trosclair, DeRouche, Boudreau, Bourg, and
Thibcdaux. Therefore, there is no evidence of a separate
UHN c:mltmunity on Bayou Grand Caillou in 1850. 40
In 1~55'-56, another set of survey maps of Bayou Terrebonne
were made, indicating a very different situation from that
on Be"you Grand Caillou. These differ from the 1831 maps
only in showing Acadian descendants moving into the lower
bayou. Jean-Baptiste Theodore Henry, Jean-Pierre Dugat's
wido~r, Pierre Bourg, Louis sauvage 41 are new names.
All of
the clth4ar names appeared on the 1831 maps.
In 1H57, and a double sale-and-purchase transaction, Rosalie
Cour1:eau sold the land she had previously held and obtained
two new tracts of land, one in section 51, Township 19
South, Range 19 East, and the other part of interior Section
6, totalling 164 acres (Terrebonne Parish Conveyance Bk. S,
200-;~01) •
Her new purchase was probably located near Point
BarrH,south of Montegut. This occurred only a year before
her llus;band Jacque. Billiot died.

IV-D. Continuing kinship relationships among cousin
@oupings
By the 'third and fourth generations (born between 1840 and
1880;, UHN ancestors had settled throughout the lower
bayolls. The structure of their kinship relationships may be
charHcterized as a loose network of cousins, some with
Indian ancestry and some without Indian ancestry.
For f~xample, documents from immediately after the Civil War
indic:ate that Etienne Billiot's brother-in-law Michel
Bill.Lot, was also living in Bayou du Large. 42 Succession
pape::s of Michel Billiot and wife Jeanne Marguerite Billiot
show an Etienne Billiot in 1869 buying four lots of movables

~ Many of the Little Caillou non-Indian residents, ancestral to the
petition,er, were first cousins to people with Indian ancestry on Bayou
Terrebon:ne and Pointe au Chien.

I. A Louis Sauvage is identif ied in one deed as the brother of
Marianne Courteau.
12.

~reanne Marguerite Billiot, daughter of Etienne Billiot and Rosalie

Robinet,
Magneau.

married Michel Billiot, son of Charles Billiot and Genevieve
This family had no Indian ancestry.
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at $403 .. 70 from the estate of Michel Billiot.43 The
docunen1: indicates that named relatives who were watching
over thE~ interests of the minor children lived in both Bayou
Petit Caillou and Bayou Terrebonne.~
Specifically, these documents show first and second
generation cousins descending from Jean-Baptiste and Marie
EnerissE~ utilizing kinship ties when dealing with important
econcmic and social matters among the cousins living in the
west, cEmtral, and eastern communities. Relatives from
Little caillou and Terrebonne were brought together to watch
over t.hE~ interests of minor children living on Bayou du
Large. The orphans were the children of the trustees' first
cousins. Some among the first cousins had Indian ancestry;
others did not's.
The 18B() Federal census showed a number of important
ancestors~ of the petitioning group listed almost
consecut:ively and living at Bayou Salle (at least seventeen
households numbered #31 through #59). Nine households
include descendants of Jean-pierre Baptiste Billiot and
Marie Enerisse's non-Indian children Pierre, Francoise, and
Etienne, whose descendants had not yet acquired Indian

o Michel Billiot's lands were sold for $5,756.00 during this sale.
Michel waliS married to Jeanne Marguerite Billiot -- children were Charles
Billiot, Robert Billiot, and Madeline Eugenia Billiot, wife of Charles
Frederick, all of age; and minors Jean B. Prosper Billiot, Joseph Victor
Billiot, ]~osela Elucia Billiot, Zulma Melazie Billiot, and Clara Billiot.
According to the documents, his family was living at Bayou du Large.
Char Ie a Frederick, a cousin who was also married to one of Michel's
childran, bought a piece of estate property.
44
These relatives included Louis Billiot, Lacroix Billiot, Romain
Billia: {all sons of Pierre Billiot by his second wife, Felicite Theonise
Verdin, who was not Marie Gregoire's daughter Felicite Marguerite Verdin,
but alecond Felicite Verdin), residing on Bayou Petit Caillou; and Jean
Billio': and Barthelemy Billiot, residing on Bayou Terrebonne in the parish
of Terl~ebcmne (Terrebonne Parish 1869. Probate records of Michel Billiot
and wi:e ~reanne Marguerite Billiot, Succession 41 and 478).
'rhe 1850 census of Terrebonne Parish showed that Pierre Billiot, his
wife and six children lived on Bayou Petit Caillou.
LouiS, Luroix,
Romain, arId Jule were listed as their sons. Michel Billiot, his wife and
childrun ~"ere also living on Bayou Petit Caillou in 1850. Jean Billiot
was shC)wn residing on Bayou Terrebonne in 1860.

did.

Pierre Billiot's sons did not have Indian ancestry; Barthelemy

~ None of the ancestors in this neighborhood cluster were identified
a8 "I," or Indian, in the 1880 Federal Census.
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ancestry through intermarriage with both Verdin and Courteau
descendants. This is the first evidence for a separate UHN
community on Bayou Salle, but the UHN ancestors living on
that bayc,u at that time did not have Indian ancestrYi
therefore, they were not an Indian community.
IV-E. Evidence of social interaction as demonstrated by
legcll witnesses
A search of the records was made to determine if certain
people were acting as sponsors or patrons to the individuals
identjfied as "Indian" on various records or believed to be
part clf .1 community of UHN ancestors. The use of this data
could be flawed to some extent, because race laws in part
deterDlined legal roles. The data is unclear on the extent
to which the use of non-UHN ancestors in the records as
baptimnal sponsors, godparents, and witnesses, is an
artif':lct of the race laws or actually reflects patterns of
interClction in non-legal social arenas. Both variables
could be at work. The possibility exists that mixed-race
peoplu established on-going patron-client relationships with
whiteB who sponsored them in legal situations.
A sea;:'ch of records produced between 1807 and 1878 indicates
that i~ variety of men acted as witnesses for people known to
be an,::estors of the petitioner. They can be generally
described as neighbors, leading one to assume that the
documents were being written in the lower bayous and filed
in the courthouses, rather than written and signed in the
court hOll.ses .
Many of the witnesses were also ancestors or in-laws of the
petitioner, including Chaisson, Dardar, Verret, Lovell,
Creppel, and Galley. But others were only neighbors -Thibodaux, Henry, and Alberellez. wi th two exceptions, 47 no
Verdins, Billiots, or courteaux are ever found as witnesses
on dOCUDlents, although people with these names do appear in
the legal documents and are parties to numerous legal
transactions. It is clear that they were playing a separate
and dis1:inct role in the legal system than some of their
neigt,bors, especially those who were male, white, and
Ii tel'at.!.

47
In 1840 and 1841, three land sales or transfers involving "widow
Billiot,·' "Marianne, wife of Courteau," and Rosalie Courteau
were
witnellsed by "Adelaid Billot, Alexander Billot, and Jean Billot,"
reapec:tively.
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For e:{ample, URN ancestors Adelaide Billiot and Michel
Darda::"'8 were married by Henry Thibodaux in 1809 (Lafourche
Parish 1809. Marriage Records Bk. 1808-1829 Document #4). 49
Two yl~ars later Henry Thibodeau sponsored the baptism of
AdelaLde and Michel's first child, Marie Genevieve (Harman
Colle,::tion, Reel 4, documents 1XB 2/9, New Orleans Public
Library). Thirteen years later, Adelaide's brothers Pierre,
Charlas Michel, and Etienne donated land to Michel Dardar.
Three weeks after that transaction, their neighbor Henry
Thibojau.x donated land to "Adelaide Billot Dardart [sic] . .
. and Michel Dardart her legitimate husband" (Cogswell 1978,
195). Clearly, neighbor and Justice of the Peace, Henry
Thibod.aux, was a part of the family's circle of associates.
Geographical proximity appears to determine with whom the
UHN COrE! ancestral families would interact. Later,
marriagE!S of their children between about 1835 and 1855 were
also with neighbors, regardless of ancestry or
association. so
Starting around the time of her husband's Jacques' death,
Rosalie Courteau undertook several land transactions. They
were all witnessed either by Clement Carlos, a surveyor, or
Jean Francois Galley, her son-in-law. Chart 2 details these
land transactions.
Carlc's and Galley are two names of people mentioned in the
UHN clral histories as having helped Rosalie Courteau.

However.r the significance of these two names appearing as
witnE!ssl~S is small, when placed in the total field of those
appec,ring as witnesses for Rosalie Courteau. They included
neigtlbors, in-laws, and friends. This demonstrates that
Rosalie courteau interacted with a variety of people, both
withj.n .and outside of the petitioning group's ancestors.
Non-J:ndian neighbors interacted with members of the
petitio:ning group in ways other than witnessing legal
docullents. During the H.L. Billiot v. Terrebonne Board of

II

such

Michel Dardar is identified as white on 19th century documents
Federal censuses and land records.

lS 1~he

·111
l~arie Iris, her mother, made her mark on the document. Adelaide
(fwoc) h,!ld no Indian ancestry, although her brothers Jacques, Jean, and
Joseptl hild married women identified as Indians.

~
Such as Solet, Roubion, Guitroz and Creppell. Marcellin Dardar
and Clarles Dardar married first cousins, daughters of Michel Billiot and
Manet te lRenaud.
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Education case, Joseph Severin Billiot (b. 1839) testified
that he clssociated with whites: "There is Mr. Joe Robichaux
I ate at their table and slept in their beds.
I worked at
his grandfather's, ate at his tables and slept in his beds
like ene of the family." Later he says that he was allowed
to go to the white school in Terrebonne, explaining "It was
Mr. JCIE~ Hobichaux presented me to the school board so I
could obtain a school" (H.L. Billiot v. Terrebonne Board of
EducatJoll 1917).
From 1830 to 1880, there is nothing in the evidence which
suggef;ts UHN Indian ancestors with other UHN ancestors with
Indian a:ncestry with greater frequency than those with no
Indian ancestry.
IV-F.

Racial discrimination

Petitioner ancestors' marriages with people of French,
German Coast, and Acadian ancestry before 1860 indicate that
some :;ocial parity existed between the founding families and
the n,aighboring community, particularly along Bayou
Terre::>onne. However, laws already existed in the earlier
part:>f the century which circumscribed the founding
families' and their descendants' ability to legally own
property, inherit from white relatives, including parents,
legally marry without regard to race, sign contracts, and
obtain E!quality from the state and local government.
Several documents collected by BAR researchers show UHN
ancest.ors trying to bypass laws which discriminated against
non-whit;es, especially those perceived as black, by entering
into marriage bonds and contracts, selling land to heirs
before death, and misrepresenting ancestry in legal cases.
Although free, the UHN ancestors did not have rights equal
to "all--white" citizens of the state. The racial atmosphere
found ill the lower bayou society differed from the parish
seat in Houma. The circumstances surrounding Rosalie's
appUca1:ion for her husband Jacques Billiot's 1812 War
pension illustrate the differences.
In lE78, Rosalie Courteau and her Cajun sister-in-law
Manette Renaud applied for widows' pensions by proxy at the
HOUIDcl pc:>st office.
Manette had married .Jacques's brother
Etienne Billiot in 1843, six years after the death of her
formur husband Charles Billiot, also a brother of Jacques
(Vetura:ns Administration 1878b). Neither woman had a
marr:.age certificate. Rosalie stated that all who attended
her Hedding were dead, including the judge, and there was no
one 1:0 vouch for her marriage to Jacques. Manette stated
39
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that l)ecc:luse she was white and her husband was "a colored
persoll, it was forbidden by the laws of the state of
Louis~.an,3. for any person to marry us: and therefore we could
not bH m,arried by any marriage ceremony" (Veterans
Admin:.stration 1878b).
Two white men testified to their marriages. Gallois Jean
Francois (Francois Galley, born 1814 had married Rosalie's
daugh1:er Felicite, born 1832) and G. M. Robichaux testified
that 1:hey knew them to be married to their husbands because
they '"ere "neighbors, II and that the community recognized the
marrLiges. Both pension requests were deniedi Rosalie's
becau:;e there was "no evidence of the alleged service," and
Manet·:e's because "the claimant was not legally married to
the sl)ldier" (Veterans Administration 1878a, 1878b).
Marri,!ge between whites and non-whites was not legally
recog1ized in Louisiana. However, communities recognized
mixed marriages. others attempted to circumvent race laws
by obtaining bonds for marriage contracts. As much as $500
was p!id to judges to legalize these bonds
As early as 1840, the children of Alexander Verdin were
disin~erited in court of their father's lands, even though
he ha:l t.ried to protect them by selling them his own land in
1829 W'hE!n he was still aiive, and they were still children
(Robinet:te et. al. vs. Verdun's Vendees, Reports of Cases
Arg~e~ slnd Determined in the sURreme Court of the State of
Loulslana, vol. XlVi 542, 548).
V.

The Post-Bellum communities

V-A. -Itle Terrebonne Indian community circa 1880

" 'I'he decision disallowed the sale because, if it were allowed to
stand, "the object of the law would be easily evaded, and it would • • •
give to that class of our population (unacknowledged non-white
illegit:imate children of a white father], not only equal, but more
extenli.ve rights and capacities than are allowed to our white citizens.
• • even though the children were known to the world, and openly declared
as the illegitimate issue of a white man" (Robinette et. ale vs. Verdun's
VendeEl.!, 542, 548).
Sin.ce whites and non-whites could not legally marry, and therefore
all 0;: their offspring were illegitimate by legal definition.
If the
white father acknowledged his non-white children formally, he could leave
them lip 1~o one-fourth of his property, but not more than that amount.
Alexaucier' Verdin was attempting to transfer all of his property to his
children by refraining from acknowledging them and selling them the land
for a nOlrlinal sum prior to his death.
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The H.80 Federal census of Terrebonne Parish lists 36
consecutively numbered households made up primarily of
indiv~duals identified as "I" or "Indian" (see Chart 3).
The cunsus shows a large community of petitioner's ancestors
livinq in the 6th ward, concentrated in 36 residences
numbel~ed #286 to #322.
This indicates that the founding URN
commullity that had formed by 1830 continued to exist in
1880.

Three ethnic designations are used by the enumerator, who
indicated "I" for Indian, "M" for Mulatto, and "W" for
White. All three racial/ethnic groups are listed as living
in the c:ommunity in Ward Six. However, the majority are
listed clS "I". Ancestors of the petitioner living outside
the Montegut area were only rarely identified on this census
as "Indian."s2
the 1880 census materials on the petitioner's
ancestors in Ward Six of Terrebonne Parish, 22 households
are s.ho",m as "I" or Indian, nine households are shown as "M"
or Mllla 1tto and seven are shown as "Wit or white. Among those
idenLified as "I" are almost all descendants of Marie
Gregoire ("the Verdins") or Rosalie Courteau, who is herself
iden1:.ified as "I". Rosalie Courteau was still living,
list(~d ,as 102 years old, and residing with the three-member
JameH Fitch family (identified as "Mit), where she is shown
as "qrandmother-in-law."
Analy~:il1g

It roily seem unusual to find persons of the same household
iden':ified as belonging to different races or ethnic groups,
espe,::ially in a case like that of the URN's ancestors, where
almost all of the 36 households listed in the 1880 census
were re:lated through consanguinity or marriage. The
classification of a person's race was a matter of the
subject~ive perception of their phenotype, rather than on
genealogy. In the case of the URN's ancestors, who were
tri-r-aC:ial, the phenotype could well have varied within the
same nuclear family, resulting in siblings being classified
in different racial categories.

~
The Solomon Verret family, for example, lived at Bayou du Large
and ,,,as consistently identified as "W" in the 1820, 1830, 1840, and 1850
cenSllserl.
This could be interpreted to mean that association with the
Terrll.bonne community made it more likely that those with Indian ancestry
would be identified as "Indian," and that the community was at least by
the ununlerator identified as a separate, perhaps even an Indian community.
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On the list are Rosalie Courteau (household 290), whom oral
histories place her near Montegut at this time, Ursa in
Verdin (household #322), various Naquin descendants of
ursain'so sister Pauline, whom oral histories place in Isle
Jean-Charles, and Barthelmy and John Billiot, who an 1869
source places on Bayou Terrebonne. Their presence supports
the supposition that these households are from the
settlements on lower Bayou Terrebonne.
The census lists 72 adults living in 36 households. Forty
seven are listed as "I" or Indian. Thirteen are listed as
"M" or' ~[ulatto. Twelve are listed as "W" for White. There
are five all-white families dispersed among those shown as
"Indian". According to the BAR's genealogical information,
more tha,n half of the 13 listed as Mulatto trace to Indian
ancestors. It is not indicated how the enumerator
determined racial designation, but it is clear that
individuals with one "white" and one "Indian" parent were
classified as Mulatto on this particular census. fi The
enumerat~or was not systematic if the individuals lived in
different houses.
The people shown as Indian on the census appear to be
primarily the children and grandchildren of Rosalie
Courteau, children and grandchildren of her brother Antoine
Courteau, and descendants of Marie Gregoire. However,
individuals identified as "Indian" also included non-Indian
descendaLnts of Manette Renaud (by four Billiot brothers
Michel, Jean, Charles and Etienne). They do not represent
the entire field of descendants.
The Federal Census listing between households numbered 286
through 322 indicates that individuals identified as Indian
lived sE~quentially along the Bayou. It may only be assumed
that the! enumerator traveled down the Bayou Terrebonne and
listed people as they liVed along the Bayou. It is unclear
if the emumerator crossed the Bayou or only went on one
side. 'I~he sequence of names (with the Galleys at the top,
Manett.e Renaud's family in the middle, and the Naquins, then
Verdins at the bottom, points to these households being
located relative to one another as they were on the 1830 and
1850 survey maps' locations of these families along Bayou
Terrebonne (see Chart l).

53
'I'his is not the case in other censuses.
The determination of
racial designation varied from census to census and even enumerator to
enumerator. However, this enumerator clearly labeled people with any kind
of mixed ancestry as mulatto.
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An a1:telnpt was made to determine the kin relationship of the
hOUSE!ho ids to one another. This was an extremely diff icul t
task, and not every individual was identified and connected
to a family line. However, individuals could be identified
for :~6 out of 33 "Indian" households. All 26 households had
at lnast one member who descended from Marie Enerisse/lris,
indicating that descendants of Marie Enerisse/lris and Jean
Bapt:Lste Billiot continued to live along Bayou Terrebonne.
Howev,er, it is equally clear that most of Marie Enerisse's
desccmdants alive at this time were not living there. They
had lnigrated to other parts of the southern bayous.
is some indication that the oldest male child was more
like,Ly to live in the Terrebonne neighborhood identified as
Indian in the 1880 Federal census than were his younger
sibllngs.~
Even considering the incompleteness of the
data, the fact that roughly one third of the heads of
hous,aholds were headed by oldest sons illustrates the impact
of the value of primogeniture embodied in the Napoleanic
Code, the basis of L9uisiana state law to this day. The
people shown as heads of households on the 1880 Federal
cenS'lS represented those who had inherited land. Younger
children were not on the census living on Terrebonne;
rathar, they had moved to open lands on other bayous. Other
data indicates that they were settling in remote locations,
whera Swanton would document their presence 25 years later.
Therc~

By 1B80, the people identified as "I" on the census and
shown. living in households along Bayou Terrebonne can almost
all shclW Indian ancestry. At least 15 of the households
coul:i s:how descent from Marie Gregoire and 15 could show
descent: from Rosalie Courteau (some descended from both of
them). At least 21 of 26 households identified on the
census as "I" could show descent from either Rosalie
CourtealU or Marie Gregoire. At least in the neighborhood

sons:
286
287
291
290
293
296
297
306
309
312
314

The following is a list of household heads, who are also oldest

!rancis Galley
~arcilline Naquin
Joseph Verdin I
Jame Fitch
Severine Billiot
Gervais Dardar
I,ndre Chaisson
!o:arceline Naquin I
(:harles Dardar II
I.l.exander Billiot
~rilliam Billiot II
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covered by the census, Indian ancestry is clearly present in
virtua,lly every household in 1880, with only a couple of
exceptions. One and two generations earlier, a number of
individuals with no Indian ancestry lived in this same
neighbJrhood. Through marriage between Indian and nonIndian families, Indian ancestry was increasingly shared by
indivijuals in the community.
The UHN' alncestors' settlements along lower Bayou Terrebonne
are more likely to show Indian descent than the settlement
areas found in Grand Caillou, Lafourche, and Bayou du Large
during the same time period. Surnames indicate that Indian
descendants have intermarried with men of European ancestry,
such as Galley, Dardar, Naquin, Verdin and Fitch.
Some family clusters are shown on the census. For example,
houset.()lcis #304 through #307 were clearly descended from
Jean-}o[arie Naquin and Pauline Verdin. 55 Manette Renaud, who
marriE!(j four of Marie Enerisse and Jean Baptiste Billiot's
sons, lived at #294. On either side of her were households
with her descendants. 56 Manette had at least twelve
children.' While other descendants such as her son Lartie
Billio't are listed on the census, clearly a number are not
listed as living in this geographical area.
Racial and ethnic identity given on the 1880 Federal census
reflel:ted the influence of social criteria in classifying
the pl~ople by ethnicity and race. Race and ethnicity are
not c·Jterminous. For example, Mary Louise Lovell is shown
as "In or Indian on the census and living in a household
with h,er Indian husband and Indian children. Living next
door are~ her biological parents, both listed as "W" or
white, all though, in fact, her mother was the Indian daughter
of Pauline Verdin.
Non-Indian men married to Indian women maintained their
birth ethnicity on the census. Their wives sometimes, but
not a,lways, took on their husbands' classif ication. Manette
51
Jean Marie and Pauline had at least five children. Marcellin, the
oldest SC)n, is head of household 1306, his sister's daughter lives in
'305, and his youngest brother Narcisse in household '304.
His sister
Mary /Iiarie Marguerite lives in household '307. His brother Joseph Naquin
lives at 1311. One sister was deceased by 1880.

,os JI.t '292 is Damas Billiot, Manette' 8 daughter with Charles Billiot;
at '2~3 is Severin, her son with Charles Billiot; at '296 is her grandson
throu;h 'the daughter she had with Michel Billiot, and her granddaughter
throu;h the daughter she had with Charles Billiot.
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Renaud, a woman who had serially married Jacques Billiot's
brothers was widowed and living alone in 1880. She was
listed a,s "W" or white. On previous censuses she had been
ident:Lfied as "I" and "M", depending on how the enumerator
chose to list her husband. The racial/ethnic identity given
Manet·:.e Renaud by the census taker is informed by the larger
social context.
From 1830 to 1880, the petitioner's ancestors who lived
along Ba,you Terrebonne formed a single, geographical
community. Residents were related through extended family
ties. 'I~he extended kin-groups subsumed individuals who were
identi.fied by the enumerator as belonging to different
ethnic or racial groupings; to be Indians, persons of mixed
ancestry, and white. From 1840 to 1880, some of the UHN
ances,t:ors, especially those who did not inherit land as
first. s/:ms, started to move away from the original founding
community in search of more land along the nearby bayous.
siocial organization in Terrebonne community

V-so

little has been documented concerning their ancestors'
social and cultural life, UHN informants recall that it
diffl;!red little from that of surrounding populations (Hooper
1978, 2). This has led anthropological consultants for the
Nati:mal Park Service to interpret the petitioner's history
to represent total assimilation. They wrote that any Indian
survivclrs "submerged into the larger white and black
populations [and] quickly lost their separate ethnicities as
a result" (Makuane-Dreschel 1982, 89).n

Whill~

On the contrary, BAR concludes that the ancestral population
evol\red into a distinct social community from 1810 to 1830
(prior to 1830, there is no link to a community, Indian or
non-Indian). By 1880, the UHN ancestors had formed a number
of s,ocially and politically distinct satellite communities,
wittl their own institutions and patterns of social
intE!raction, which were separate from those of both their
blac!k iand white neighbors, and from each other.
Clearly, the UHN ancestors in the nineteenth century did not
intl!rmarry with the slave population. After emancipation,
they rarely married freedmen. The UHN ancestors did,
howl!ver, marry widely among both ante-bellum free-people-of-

~1

Makuane-Dreschel are discussing the Houma tribe.
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color and whites. 58 At the same time, they shared many
cultural attributes with non-UHN "cajuns." They spoke
"Cajun" French, shrimped, trapped from pirogues, played
"Cajun" music, ate "gumbo file" and attended Catholic
churches. 59
The above discussions on marriage, expansion, the role of
cousins, and the eventual coalescence of a community
identified as Indian on Bayou Terrebonne by 1880 shows that
the social and demographic processes that have created the
UHN petitioner are more complicated than described by
previous researchers.
The ge09raphical segregation of at least some among the
petitioners' ancestors in a distinct community identified as
Indian Clnd populated primarily by individuals identified as
Indian E~xisted geographically on Bayou Terrebonne by 1880.
At the same time other ancestors were not living in
communi1:ies identified as Indian, nor were they individually
identified as Indian. In many cases this was because they
did r.ot have Indian ancestry, nor did most of the
individuals in the settlements outside of Bayou Terrebonne
have Indian ancestry by 1880.
After the civil War and particularly post-Reconstruction,
docuJ[,en1::s show increasingly severe, government-sponsored
discrimination against UHN ancestors, resulting eventually
in tte1::wentieth century in the loss of land, lower economic
stat~s, decreased ability to marry or socialize outside
theiI group, and blocks to education and advancement.
Disclimination led to a rise in separate social and cultural
instjtutions and development of exclusive neighborhoods.
AfteI' reconstruction, the end result was isolation:
isola.tic:m which state laws condoned, and even required.
v-c.

Pc:)st-bellum economy

A jotlrnalist's 1938 interview with a petitioner ancestor who
livec. during the nineteenth century in Isle Jean-Charles
)1
John Swanton's field notes refer to "Filipinos [who) still [live)
near I,i.ttle Lake and Grand Island, La fourche Lake and some in Terre Bonne
and Gzand Caillou," but it isn't clear if any married with the petitioner.
Howevur, Kirby Verret claimed that one of his in-laws had married with
FilipJ.noll.

" M.any Cajun cultural and economic practices are Native American in
origiu.The concept "assimilation" does not accurately describe the
sharillg clf cultural attributes among all of the residents of Louisiana.
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showed that the residents there moved seasonally from the
swampl; to the Gulf Coast to fish. Taso-making (drying a
small kind of fish) drew them in a "flotilla" of pirogues to
the CI)ast where they camped in large groups among clumps of
will~t trees, where they would collect drift wood on the
sandy beaches for fuel and shelter (Times-Picayune, April
17, 1~38). It is not known if UHN communities on other
bayous also made taso.
Howeve,r, there is reason to believe that the importance of
seasonal hunting and fishing has been overstated in relation
to the role of agriculture during the mid-nineteenth
century. Chart 8 shows the occupations of UHN ancestors
listed on the 1880 Federal Census. What stands out is the
discrep~lncy between the occupations of the people living on
Bayou S~llle and Four Points, which is modern Dulac, and the
other wclrds. As is often corroborated in the oral
histcriE~s, the people on lower Bayou Grand Caillou clearly
had a much lower standard of living. Predominantly, they
were working as laborers. Only two men owned land, and one
in-le.w ()wned land. Grand Caillou was settled by Billiots
and t;hol;;e they married with by 1850. In the other areas,
such as along Bayou Terrebonne, Bayou du Large, and Isle
Jean Chiarles, the people owned their own land and were
farmtng. Few were laborers. By 1900, commercial fishing
and oyster fishing had become major occupations for the
Bayou Terrebonne settlement (see Historical Report) .
The Hnvironment of the lower bayous was somewhat different
in the nineteenth century than it is today. UHN oral
histclries suggest that the environment was not as marginal
as i': has become in recent decades, nor was it saturated
with salt water. Areas such as Isle Jean-Charles, Montegut,
and (~olden Meadow were characterized by sugar plantations
and large oak trees. In fact, Rosalie (Courteau) Billiot's
sons Alexander and Celestin Billiot, started and ran a sugar
mill at, Point au Chien, where they produced raw sugar and
took it. to New Orleans to have it processed (UHN Pet., Ex.
7, Charles Billiot, January 5, 1979).
VI. Researchers study Lower Bayou Settlements
identified as Indian 1900-1940

VI-A. Population estimates fluctuate widely
Population estimates for "Indians" in the lower bayous have
fluctuated greatly. Most problematical is the fact that
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researchers, missionaries and others making the estimates
rarely indicated exactly whom they included in their counts.
swanton and others have held that the early nineteenth
century Indian ancestors of the petitioner were steadily
pushed to the southern ends of the swamps by white
settlemE~nt.
However, UHN members are located today very
near thE~ places where land records placed their ancestors in
the early and mid-1800's, particularly Montegut, Isle JeanCharles" and Point Barre. Their increasing population moved
volu~tarily to obtain land in the second half of the
nineteenth century. The population of the lower bayous has
always been diverse since the earliest settlement years.
The petitioner's Indian and non-Indian ancestors were an
impoltant part of this settlement. The petitioners have
maintained distinct residence areas since they were
identified as a distinct population by swanton in 1905.
Janel Curry, UHN petition researcher, estimated that in the
late 1800's the group counted 1,200 members, but gave no
basis, fc)r this figure. Nor did she indicate exactly whom
she c:ounted. 60 Even in recent times, population estimates
for t.he UHN population in the lower bayous have varied
great.ly from observer to observer. The Baptist missionaries
on B~you du Large estimated in 1957 that 3,000 to 5,000
peopl.e inhabited the southern bayous. Census estimates at
the t.iml~ were only 936 (Jenkins 1957). Fischer counted
2,00(1 "Houma" in the Bayous of Terrebonne and Lafourche in
1960 (Fischer 1968, 216). In 1979, the petitioner claimed
6,00(1 m.~mbers.
Curry supported this figure from her own
SUrvE!y data, in which she counted 60 households in the "main
HoumCL cc::>mmunities" (Curry 1979: 5). Twelve years later, the
petit:ioll"l membership list included some 17,000 people. The
enorlllOUI; difference in population estimates results from
defic:iell"lcies in counting members, rather than an actual rise
in ttle population. Curry's estimates were based on counting
who liv.ad in the UHN communities. The 17,000 figure
inclllde:; many individuals who lived in New Orleans and other
area!~.

VI-B,_ IDistinct geographical settlements associated with the
~titioner

e3
It would be particularly interesting to know if she included
populnticlns in communities which had little or no people of Indian
ancea1;ry in the 1800' a but through marriage with individuals of Indian
ancea1;r.y gained Indian identity later.
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Oral hi:;tories indicate that in the nineteenth century some
famiLies were located in permanent communities and involved
in a9ricultural and fishing economies. Areas such as Isle
Jean-·Ch,:lrles, Montegut, and Golden Meadow were characterized
in the c:>ral histories as shaded by large oak trees and
surrcmnded by cane fields.
Swan1:on's 1906 61 "ethnographic and kinship notes," found in
the National Museum of Natural History Anthropology
Arch:.ve:s, included field notes taken during interviews with
Char:.es Billiot about the locations of main families in the
trad:.ti,onal area. Billiot referred to seven communities and
assoc:ia"ted each community with specific families. These
communi"ties and families are shown in Chart 4.
Photographs in the Smithsonian Institution collection taken
by Suanton before 1911 show people, often standing in large
extended family groupings, from each of these communities.
They often stand before large palmetto-roofed structures
identified by Swanton as houses and barns. Swanton's guide
on this trip, Bob Verret, did not know people on bayous
othel~ than his own.
This supports the conclusion that there
was not much social interaction across the bayous and that
the lffiN ancestors did not continue to maintain a single
community, but evolved into several distinct communities.
In the bayou communities, houses were usually only one or
two l~ooms and consisted of wattle-and-daub walls and
palml!tto roofs. Considered by both the local population and
Speclc to be easily ventilated during the summer, they were
also easily warmed with a simple stove during the winter,
and c:ould be constructed, through cooperative community
effol~t in a couple of days (Speck 1942, 8-9).
At lc!ast four of the communities -- Pointe au Chien,
Lafourche, Point Barre, and Champ Charles [Isle JeanCharles] -- are the same communities which the census and
othel:' documentary materials from the nineteenth century
indic:ate were the main areas of settlement by people with
Indian ancestry at that time. Grand Cail1ou, Bayou B1eu,
and l~arataria Bayou were settled around the mid-1800's.
Acco::,ding to anthropologist Max Stanton, during the 1930's,
the c)i1 companies upset the swamp's ecosystem. In fact, as
early as 1904, Uzee (Uzee, n.d., 124) noticed that Bayou
Lafol1rche had been changed following an attempt in the late
II

Sllianton's field notes are very sparse and not clearly dated.
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nineteenth century to build flood control locks at
Donaldscmville. While the locks were never completed, the
bayo\;, bE~came stagnant and strained the petitioner's
houSE.hold economy. Later, Works Proj ect Administration
(WPA) pl::'ojects on the Mississippi River and elsewhere
bloc)/:ed the water entering the swamps and allowed the salt
water tc::> impinge on previously fresh water areas, causing
the flora and fauna to change.
According to Stanton, these ecological changes made the
prev:.ously dispersed settlement pattern less viable and the
UHN ancestors coalesced into six communities at the southern
ends of the major bayous. 62 The population, he claimed,
soon ·took jobs in oil and in new fish and shrimp canneries.
Cleal~ly, Stanton's theory explaining the settlement pattern
has ::laws, because the petitioner's population has been
loc~:ed in these same settlements since the middle 1800's.
The ,::hange of environment and decreased access to open lands
did ·:lffect the ability of the populations of these
commJnities to utilize the resources of the swamps and to
continu.e to expand and establish new communities. By the
time the missionaries arrived in the 1930's, many of the UHN
ancestc,rs were forced to live on houseboats and to lead a
migra.tc'ry life. oil and gas development and land
speculation cut off their previous access to open lands for
settleDlent. What land they had previously used freely, they
were fc,rced to lease in the twentieth century.
Segregcltion in housing existed in 1979, when researchers
fro~ a Louisiana university identified eight URN communities
with 1,,800 residents (Deseran, Mullen and Stokely 1979, 5)
in 'Ierrebonne and Lafourche Parishes. In general, the land
was leclsed from large companies (Deseran, Mullen and Stokely
1979, :50). The population clustered according to race and
ethr.ic:lty along the various bayous. For example, on Bayou
Grard Caillou, the petitioners lived predominantly in the
sout.helm regions, clustered around Dulac. African Alnericans
livEd in a community in the northern part of the region
kno~rn .is "Bobtown."
Whites lived along the east side of the
Bayc,u in pockets near the churches, schools, and white-owned
bustne:sses.

Land documents from the nineteenth century and oral hiatoriea
that aeveral of the petitioner's communities had already formed
in the Elarly 1800' a. Stanton' 8 apparent assumption that these cOl'IlIIunities
reaulted from a gathering-in process of a dispersed population which
occurre,i in the 20th century is not supported by the evidence.
'52

indi~atc~
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Toda~' ,the petitioner population also lives in all parts of
Houma city and Lafourche and Terrebonne Parishes, but
exclusively petitioner communities continue to exist at
GoldHn :Meadow, Montegut, Isle Jean Charles, Point Barre,
Dulac, Grand Bois, and Bayou du Large. In addition, one
neighborhood in the city of Houma, one neighborhood is
ide~:ified with the petitioner.

Some 5,500 UHN members (out of a total 17,616) are listed on
the membership list as living at addresses in Terrebonne and
Lafourche Parishes (including Houma city). In many cases,
parents listed grown children as living in their natal
home!;, even though they had moved out of the area. It was
cleal~ that many of those listed by address as living in the
lowel~ bayou communities had not lived there since childhood.
They used their parents' address as their address for
purposes of membership in the petitioning group. The
membl~rship records in the UHN headquarters show that in many
instances parents filled out applications for grown
children. For this reason, the data and maps submitted with
the petition concerning residence are of limited value in
detel:-mining actual residence.
The I;even communities (Golden Meadow, Montegut, Isle Jean
Charles, Point Barre, Dulac, Grand Bois, and Bayou du Large)
listl~d by Swanton, Speck, and others continue to be
iden':ified as the main communities of the petitioner. Maps
subm.itted with the petition show that people living in the
histl)rical communities today are usually related to one
another, and that close kin tend to live near to one
another. Close kin would include siblings, parents and
chiLiren. This residence pattern was discussed in a 1959
desc:::-iption of the community by Roy, who found that closelX
rela':ed kin were living in close proximity (Roy 1959,84).3
The BAR anthropologist found that this pattern has persisted
to the present. Rising populations, coupled with land
scart::ity, means that people now build homes or move -trailers
onto close kin's property. This results in extended family
clus':ers living around a central driveway. Most families
have some members living away from the historical areas,
usually because of work. Social considerations could
'Il
'fhe analysis of the nineteenth century land records showed that
members tJf a single family line often lived near one another. However,
the a',aillability of lands allowed children to pioneer in new areas. Thus,
the residence patterns more often showed a group of siblings or cousins
establishing residence together, the oldest sons remained in the original
location.
When land became scarce, it appears that extended family
residenct! became conunen.
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contribute to decisions of UHN individuals married to nonUHN spouses to live away from the lower bayous. The BAR
anthrc)pc)logist found it very rare for non-UHN members to
live in the traditional communities even as spouses. This
means that few non-UHN members move into the UHN
communit:ies. This also indicates that UHN members who marry
outsiders tend to move away from their natal communities.
The EAR anthropologist interviewed a UHN member~ whose
family is typical of the lower Bayou families. Her family
lives in the community near Dulac founded in the 1930's and
sponsorE!d by the Methodists. The purpose of its founding
was to provide land for people living on houseboats who had
nowhere to dock or permanently live. The property was
originally bought in 1882 by New 'lork Methodists (BAR Zoanne
Verret, 1992c). In 1989, 'Kirby Verret, one-time chairman of
the lHN,. became the first native minister. In 1991, there
were 181 church members, all UHN members. The elected board
had l:,een made up of UHN members. Every year, church members
vote for the board at an annual meeting.
In the nearby neighborhood, three families are non-UHN and
39 are lffiN members. Only recently have non-UHN people moved
into thE! community as renters (from out-of-state) or UHNspouses (from Houma city) (BAR Zoanne Verret, 1992c). The
families living near the church are often members of large
exter.ded families. The continuing physical proximity of her
siblings also characterized her father's generation. His
brotherf; and sisters also lived in the community and many of
the J:,eople living in the community are this woman's nieces
and r.ephews. Her family had given a family reunion on
father's day in 1991, and 60 or 70 people (all close kin)
atter.ded. M Large Father's Day reunions were mentioned by
others ClS well, perhaps because the BAR researcher visited
the area only a month after Father's Day.
VI-C._

]~ducation

and Economy through 1945

,..-

In the 1930's, Speck and Underhill found the petitioner
capal:,le of meeting the needs of food, shelter, and clothing
by ccntinuing to rely on local resources (Speck n.d., 5). A
teacher who was raised in the area and taught at Isle JeanCharles during the 1930's recalled in a 1970-era interview
Zoanne Verret.
6!
Vluret said, "all my sisters and brothers came . • • sister-in-law
from Eouma came furthest."
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that life was reasonably comfortable and self sufficient
befo:=-e 1940 (UHN Pet., Ex. 7, Laise Ledet, October 6,
1970,.
Others described the bayou way of life in less
posi'tive terms. Missionaries Mary Beth Littlejohn and
Wilhelmina Hooper in Dulac wrote in 1937:
These Indians are "outcasts" both economically and
sClcially. They are often the prey of the buyer of
the product of their toil -- trapping and fishing.
Fe~w other occupations are open to them.
Food in
abundance is theirs for the taking -- seafood and
wi.ld game. They raise fruits and vegetables on
the narrow ridge of available land. Money for
clothes, home comforts, medical care, recreation,
and education is almost totally lacking for the
mcljority. Even though an occasional Indian has
money, education is still denied him (Littlejohn
and Hooper, 1937).
By the early twentieth century, social and legal
discrinlination against the URN ancestors blocked them from
voting and attending public schools. They socialized in
their ()wn dance halls, generally married within their group,
lived in exclusive neighborhoods, and often attended
churchE!s where the congregation was seated separately by
race or ethnicity. They were identified primarily by last
name" Even today, certain names such as Billiot, Verdin,
Solet, Dardar, Chaisson and Naquin are used to identify
individuals of the petitioning group (Fischer 1968, 214).
This i~; true even though there are sometimes large non-URN
fami lit!s in the region that also carry these names.
The pe1:ition maintains that traditional life in the
beginning of the twentieth century was based on sUbsistence.
As c.ne resident stated, "We traded work for work and food
frODl our gardens for meat and fish. We had no need for
monE~Y" (Victor Naquin in Van Pelt, 1943).
The people had
assumed what Speck called the life of a "marsh nomac{."
Having home bases on small remnants of land, community life
revc,l v4ed around a yearly cycle of winter trapping along the
baycllls, as yet unclaimed by oil and gas interests, summer
fisllin4;J and shrimping along the Gulf Coast, and subsistence
hun1:in 4;J and gardening (Guest 1938, 2; Underhill 1938, 16;
Spec:k lll. d., 8).
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occaHionally in the 1930's, an individual was able to put up
the :~500 to $800 to buy fishing equipment. 66 Manned by a
four··:man crew, a lugger was used when the fishermen set
shrilnp nets (Underhill 1938, 15). Fishing and shrimping
seasonally in summer complemented fur-trapping, a winter
activity. Fishing oriented the population toward the Gulf
Coas1:, rather than the interior communities such as the city
of Houma. Some women could obtain income by working at
cannBries (Underhill 1938, 15i Spitzer, 1979, 220)
VI-C:,.

Task groups organize labor

During the 1930's and 1940's there is some evidence that the
petitioner's ancestors trapped and fished in male working
groups, or gangs, organized through kinship along extended
famL.y lines. Hunting, roof repair, gardening, and other
hOUSE!hold maintenance activities were usually conducted by
the Ilen alone. The petition narative places great emphasis
on the fact that small canals, called "trenasses," were
cons1:rul::ted through the swamps by work gangs. The narrative
says th':it the existence of this type of construction project
prOVE!S t.he existence of political authority. However, it is
unclE!ar when the construction of such canals began or ended
in the lpetitioner's history, nor is the make-up of such work
gang!:: dl;!scribed in detail or based on firm documentation or
even oral histories which were included in the petition
dOCUDlen 1ts. Whether these projects were organized under the
leadE~ship of group leaders or outsiders is also not
docuDlen1ted. Clearly, however, the formation of work gangs
in othell:' contexts organized people to perform a number of
impol'tant tasks.
Relat.ionships among individuals and work groups were
infol~al, but the rules governing their organization were
widel~' recognized. For example, people in interviews recall
that work groups agreed on rules for conserving shrimp and
ducks:
~
ThE!y know when to stop and when to start. .
ThE!y know how to do. They. . . cast net off the
t:rClwl • • . if the shrimp was big enough to catch.
If it was not big enough, they not catch them .
. ~~hey had a certain [way] they were hunting. And
thE!y have a law between men. . • . They can't
stclrt hunting before sunrise. At o-clock they
~

boat

A 1942 newspaper article pointed out that a number of old rusted
littered Isle Jean-Charles.

~otors
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have to be in. Nobody can shoot after 12.
To give the ducks a chance to eat and rest (UHN
Pet., Ex. 7).
Failure to observe these rules could result in beatings (UHN
Pet., Ex. 7, Elvira Molinere Billiot, 30). This description
of coop,erative SUbsistence comports well with what
anthJ~op'Dlogist John Swanton found in 1905, when he wrote of
"local band affinity and cooperation among the families who
fish and trap the same bayous." Work groups generally
recoqnized a leader whose authority was based on his
know:.ed'ge of trapping, net-making, boat building, and other
skil:.s. Young boys often accompanied the men, and learned
how 1:0 SUbsist by doing.
Also during the 1930's and 1940's, women generally stayed
near the homestead and participated in food preparation
(UndHrhill 1938, 14). Some reference to joint gathering,
cook:.ng, and sewing activities in the oral histories
indicates that women's activities were also organized as
work gangs, similar to the men's.
Extended families came together for the "boucherie" or
butchering of a hog on special occasions, such as Christmas,
Eastm:', and Mardi Gras. Meat was divided among the three or
four fa:milies in attendance (Guidry). Relatives also joined
at b:Lrths, deaths, and weddings. During these times, the
hostH prepared food, and the feasts would last as long as
the l:ood remained. Weddings were known to last as long as
eight days.
VI-C:!.

Demographic trends place pressure on land and

~~~

The petitioner observed that by the early twentieth century,
thei]~ way of life was under increasing stress from four
int~~related factors:
loss of public lands and rise~in
population placed pressure on land resources; there were
incrnased legal pressures; changing social identification;
and J~ise of apartheid-type discrimination.
VI-C:!a.

Loss of lands and of access to lands

Chanqes in trapping.

In the early twentieth century, UHN
ance:itors were losing rights to the free use of public land
for 1~:rapping. Before 1924, the trappers could freely
util:Lze the swamps, which were public domain. With the
gro~:h of the fur trapping industry around World War I, nonUHN landowners and corporations bought up large tracts of
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land thcit they would lease, through the sale of permits, to
members of the petitioner (Anderson Papers n.d., 1). By
1924, mc)st of the Louisiana public lands were sold, and the
resic.en1:s were forced to lease land they had used previously
withclut cost (Underhill, 1938,4; Fischer 1968, 220).
with thl:! privatization of swamp lands in 1924, trappers were
forced 1:0 lease trapping areas from land owners. The fur
trade: was organized out of a trading store often run by the
lessc~, himself, or his employees.
Most groups received
theil' equipment from the lessor's store in anticipation of
theil' future earnings. The trappers became indebted to the
lessclr. The indebtedness left the trappers with little to
show foli:' their work (Dumez 1931). According to one
resec.rcher some lost their lands to pay bills incurred while
trappin9 (Fisher 1968, 220).
LeasE:S ~rlere assigned to a senior man, who then trapped the
leaSE: with other male relatives. Groups of two to five men
workEd together. Trapping leases were maintained year after
year on the same piece of land (Curry 1979, 16). Trapping
drOVE: ot,hers to nearby parishes, particularly st. Bernard
and ':'ef:ferson, to find open trapping territories or leases.
Outfitt4ars hired trappers from the historical communities of
the petitioner in Lafourche and Terrebonne Parishes, and
establil;hed them on leases south of New Orleans on the east
bank of the Mississippi. These leases were far from the
petit::ioll'1er's traditional homes. Migrants to the new leasing
areaf~ S4:;)on sent for brothers or other friends and family to
join them. As late as 1960, older sons were pressured to
remain .:s.ssociated with their father's trapping group, while
youn~rer sons were more likely to move away from home
(Fisc:her· 1968, 226). Secondary communities with
predclminantly UHN populations grew up near Marrero in st.
BerncLrd Parish, in Jefferson Parish, and even in southern
Misslss.ippi.

..-

When no't~ trapping, the trappers lived in home-base
communi'ties, usually in the parishes where they trapped,
such as Point Barre, Dulac, or Montegut. Small home base
communi'ties also grew up in the new leasing areas. Some had
camplloa'ts which they took to remote trapping locations.
Entire :families accompanied the trapping party (Curry 1979,
22) •
F.:s.milies sometimes lived permanently on the campboats
(Curry 1979, 16).. This situation moved missionary
WilhE!lmlena Hooper, who first came to Dulac in 1933, to prod
her clem)mination to buy land for the petitioners. She
wantE!d ,to provide landless trapping families with permanent
docking facilities or home sites, so that their children
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could attend her school for part of the year. In 1933,
parellts removed children from the schools to accompany
paren'ts on fishing and trapping expeditions (Armstrong
1980:.
Few were able to attend mission schools because
theil~ families' schedules prohibited it.
The nituation was described by Guest in 1939 when he visited
Bayou du Large and noted that families remained in their
homen while husbands trawled for shrimp or worked on oyster
beds in the summer. The Baptist mission school closed until
the l:amilies returned at the end of the trapping season
(Gueu't 1939). During the summer shrimping seasons, men would
form work crews or gangs, leave the settlements, and return
in the autumn. However, they often left their wives and
children behind (Guest 1938, 4). Income came from trapping
muskl~at and raccoon and cash was used to purchase implements
and clothing (Speck n.d., 9). Entire families, along with
theil~ domestic animals, continued to move to trapping areas
in the fall.
Leas:Lng eroded trapping income substantially (Underhill
1938" 15). The collapse ~n the fur market during the
deprHssion also cut into trapping revenues. In 1938, one
obsel~ver wrote:
Due to the low market values of pelts last season
and the stringent trapping contracts by lessors of
the marsh lands, these Indians have barely earned
a sustenance and they are not in good
circumstances financially" (Dumez, 1931).
The :.ntroduction of nutria and the demise of muskrats in the
swamps ,added to the destruction of trapping, which plays
almoHtno role in the modern economy.

DeCrE!aSI9 in landownership. The UHN oral histories indicate
that pe'titioner ancestral families which had earlier.-owned
land sold it during this period, at extremely low prices.
No indi,cation was given of the causes leading up to the
sale!i. The sales were often to white neighbors, who, in
turn l,eased their newly acquired and consolidated holdings
to lClrg,e oil and gas companies. In this leasing process,
the companies would lease land or else buy the land and
leasE! i't back to the original landholders for as long as 90
year!i. Payments as low as $20 were made for lands which
held valuable oil leases (Speck 1943, 139; Curry 1979, 21).
One tnf,ormant indicated that privatization and land
speculation pushed the petitioner's families onto lands in
the ].es:s desirable parts of the marshes (Frank Naquin 1970).
I
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certiiinly, such practices ate into the holdings that the UHN
peti':ioner had managed to possess for a century. Another
result was that, unlike many of the white residents of
Terrt~bonne and Lafourche, UHN members rarely received
annuity payments on oil and gas leases.
In 1938, Ruth Underhill studied what was behind the loss of
land for the petitioners. She wrote:
'These patentees have, by now, thirty or forty
descendants apiece, and the inheritance
difficulties would be bad enough if there were
accurate records. Since the Indians did not marry
and baptize, there are no records.~ This
automatically disqualifies the heirs since, by
Louisiana law, illegitimate children cannot
inherit. Assurance is made doubly sure by the
legal requirement known as the "opening of
succession" which demands that any new owner, on
taking possession of land, must register the fact.
The illiterate Indians did not do this, nor did
they pay taxes. The Louisiana law has, indeed, a
recent provision in the nature of IISquatters'
rightll which guarantees possession to anyone
residing on land unquestioned for thirty years.
Indians who had been doing this did not register
the fact while Whites moved in by this "Law of
prescription" have clinched their title to former
Indian patents. Heirs of Indian landowners have
th'us been dispossessed by entirely legal means
(Underhill 1938, 9-10).
VI-C~~b.

Petitioner increasingly viewed as squatters

Second ;among factors contributing to the social stress on

the petitioner was that they were increasingly classed as
squat:ters. The UHN petitioner found that they were ..i
incrE!asingly relegated to the status of "squatter ll on lands
they had used or owned traditionally (Speck n.d., 4).
Underhill observed that a person fell into this status when
not clllt:;)wed to inherit land from parents who were not
legally married in the state of Louisiana (often because of
anti··mi:scegenation laws) or when they failed to register

d7
In this statement, she was incorrect: almost all individuals in
the p4iltit. ioner, s ancestral communities have baptismal records. Marriage
recorcls e,xist for many couples.
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annually under the Law of Open Succession {Underhill 1938,
9} •

Bourgois; maintained that many of the houseboats observed by
Speck during his visit had been "bought during the boom
days, n during the fur-trapping. boom in the early twentieth
century {Bourgeois 1938, 77}. Roy observed twenty years
later at: Grand Caillou, that while all the whites owned
their own homes, the rest paid $12 - $60 a year to locate
households or houseboats on others' property (Roy 1959, lOll) .

The petitioner reported that even in cases where taxes were
paid or judges had witnessed marriages, lands were lost
because documents had been lost {URN Pet., Ex. 7, Marie
Dupre, October 22, 1977} or never produced {UHN Pet., Ex. 7,
Angelo Trosclair, June 20, 1978}. The oral histories
indicatE~ that from the UHN viewpoint, the legal system was
manipulclted by unscrupulous persons to take advantage of
their illiteracy and lack of knowledge of government
systems.
The loss of lands became particularly evident around Point
Barre, t:he old villag.e site inhabited by Rosalie Courteau in
1857. In 1992, the BAR anthropologist observed that the
area is cris-crossed with natural gas lines and dotted with
wellheads. Another indicator that the petitioner was losing
land was; that Methodist missionaries at Dulac observed a
large number of the group's members living in houseboats,
with no permanent domicile (Littlejohn and Hooper 1938, 3).
While it: is not clear that loss of land was the only
contributing factor to the use of campboats, the Methodists
concludE~d that it was necessary to provide land near their
missions for cattle pasturage, garden plots, and home sites
so that families could afford to support the children who
went to school.
A lack ()f access to the legal system exacerbated people's
losses. The petitioner encountered increasing pressure
simply t:rom the legal process itself, increasing social
stress. They were unable to afford the lawyers needed for
their dE~fense. In some cases they were unable to afford the
transportation to Houma City to defend themselves. Those
who lNerE! defeated in court were arrested (UHN Pet., Ex. 7,
Franck Naquin 1979). and their houses bulldozed (UHN Pet.,
Ex. 7, Creppell 1979). They were also increasingly
depe:nderlt on legal and administrative channels to get
welfare vouchers for food (UHN Pet., Ex. 7, Henry Bezou
1979).
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state su,pported segregation lasted into the 1960' s and only
began to crumble after the passage·of the National Civil
Rights Act in 1964. De facto segregation, particularly in
housing, continues somewhat. However, significant increases
in marriages between UHN members and outsiders since the
1970's i.ndicate that the social boundaries, as manifested by
marriages, have fallen.
VI-C2c. Black/White system of classification leaves no
Q.lltce for UHN ancestors
The third pressure on the petitioner was the shift to social
identi.fication by outsiders as Negro rather than as Indian.
Some amcmg the petitioner observed that legal and social
pressures were intensified to relegate them to a racial
status e)f color that in turn eroded their rights to a legal
defense of their land. Informants recall having to resort
to legal pressure to change the characterization of their
race as "Black" on their birth certificates (UHN Pet., Ex.
7, Dcra santiny 1979) and on driver's licenses (URN Pet.,
Ex. 7, liycliffe Fitch 1979). They also complained
increasingly about the tendency for whites to hire outsiders
in plefE~rence to themselv.es (Billiot n.d., letter to Speck).
Some ()bserved that social discrimination intensified
genel'ally from 1920 on (UHN Pet., Ex. 7, Tony Naquin 1978).
It wc.s also apparently applied unevenly, with social
discl'imination most severe in the Grand Caillou-Dulac areas
and less so along Bayou Lafourche (UHN Pet., Ex. 7, Lindsay
MolillaiJre 1979). In some cases, the discrimination in
Lafollrche was resisted with the help of whites (UHN Pet.,
Ex. ~, Trosclair 1978).
Sociclli:dng also involved visiting segregated dance halls
and tlarl;, Which were attended exclusively by the
petit:ioliler's ancestors. Whites and African Americans used
other sleqreqated facilities. Sometimes, a home was opened
to bE!COlllle a dance hall (UHN Pet., Ex. 7, Louis Vincel}t
Angelo 'rrosclair 1978). All such socializing was
'
segrE!ga·ted; whites, African-Americans and UHN members did
not uocialize together on the lower bayous in the first half
of the 'twentieth century. Marriage patterns support the
descrip,tion of the three populations as separate
communi,ties, In the twentieth century, before 1940 and to
some ex'tent until 1960, it was relatively rare for
peti1~ioner members to marry outside of the group.
The :Lssue of racial identity is complex in this case, but it
can not be ignored. The petitioning group has, since the
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middle of the nineteenth century, been inconsistently
classified by the census and other government and social
institut:ions. At least one researcher, in 1943, argued that
the UHN population numbers were arbitrarily reduced by the
local pc)pulation who opposed their recognition as Indians
(Speck 1943, 136-7). A few years earlier, in 1938, Mary Lou
Jenkins wrote about the experience of Baptist missionaries
named Mclrtin:
WhEm the census estimate of nine hundred and
thirty-six Indians was brought to the attention of
Mr .. and Mrs. Martin, they were indignant and
im;isted that there were from three to five
thc)usand in the Parish. They offered to take any
CmE! who would go with them and show them that they
were correct. A good many persons have gone and
have been convinced that the Martins' estimate was
n01: too high, because they were thinking of all
thc)se of Indian extraction and the census
statistics had to do only with pure or half breed
Indians. These "brown people" (as the people in
Houma call them) live along the water courses and
em islands on the southern coast (Jenkins 1937,
72)1 •

Missionaries consistently identified the petitioner as
"Indiam;, H or "French Indians," and sometimes "Houma".
However" the documents and oral histories often leave the
ident.ification unclear. Colloquially, individual~ in the
group have been called "Sabine," a derogatory term of
unknclwn source, usually used with the connotation of a
persc1n 'llho has a mixed Indian and black racial heritage.
MembE:rs of the petitioning group find the term extremely
offensive today. Nevertheless, the word was used locally to
catec;rorize the petitioner's ancestors as a separate social
catec:rory, distinct from both whites and blacks.
As lc.te as 1971, one researcher was unable to find any among
the i,eti tioning group who referred to themselves as "Houma
Indic.ns," although non-UHN members did use the appellation
(stanton 1971, 82). A UHN member stated, in 1979, that in
the pas 1t:, discrimination had been so severe many would not
"admit" that they were "Houma Indians" (Kearns 1979).
However, just how people did identify themselves is not
cleal' from the materials in the petition.
The \Irorci "Sabine," and the category, had real meaning within
the IIar4::>chial environment of the lower bayous, but not in
the \Irid4~r legal environment of the state government, which
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passed and enforced Jim Crow laws. These requirements of
state laws placed all people into one of two racial
catec·ories -- black or white. This did not comport well with
the loccil on-the-ground tri-partite racial categories and
even finer distinctions made in the petitioner's home area.
VI-C~~.

Rise of discrimination

Especially since the late 1800's, when racial segregation
laws came into force, the petitioner lived in a society
wherE! race was the essential criterion for social status,
and cletlarmined whom one could marry, where one lived, with
whom onla socialized, how one inherited land, and where one
sat in church or went to school. It is thus a topic which
must be discussed forthrightly in this finding, although the
topic: i!; avoided by many individual members of the
petiLiol'ling group. The group members' position in society
depended on the interplay between how the individuals
cate9()rized themselves and fellow group members, and how
they were categorized by others. Their society, and the
iSSUE!s 4::onsidered important by the few documented ad hoc
leadE!rs, from 1880 to 1970, often centered around the ongoin9 s"truggle of the UHN membership to define their own
ethntci"ty as distinct, particularly from African-Americans.
It if; also not clear if identification varied within the
pet1t:ioner itself, so that some identified as "Indi~n, II some
as "~'hi"te," and perhaps used other racial terms. Various
docu~len"ts, such as birth certificates, court testimony, and
early military records indicate variation in racial and
ethntc identification within the group. Members of a single
sibU.ng group might be identified by a variety of racial
desi~mations (Roy 1959, 62).
Even within the group itself, race categorizations affected
the rel,ations between the petitioner's populations living on
the hay,ous of Terrebonne, Lafourche, and Grand Caillou.
Peop:.e interviewed in 1991 by the BAR anthropologist"
indic:at,ed that certain geographical subdivisions within the
region 'fII7ere populated by individuals who were somehow "more
Indian" titan others. Race was even an issue within
famL.ies, as several people reported that grandparents
treated the "light"-skinned children better than others.
Roy als,o commented on racial sub-stratification in the Dulac
community (Roy 1959, 101), a fact which was corroborated in
oral interviews, when people discussed growing up in the
1960"s and 1970's (BAR 1992c). The perception within the
group that some, but not all, of the petitioner's
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communit,ies have black ancestry is sometimes used to explain
inter-bayou rivalry and political antagonisms between the
communit,ies.
Racial alntagonism between the petitioner's communities was
discusse~d with the BAR anthropologist in 1991 by people on
the main bayous. It was common in the past for fights to
break out when a group of young men from one bayou visited
dance halls and clubs on other bayous.
Those interviewed
said th2lt the fights often involved protecting the women in
one bayou from visitors.
Several social scientists observed that women were more
likely to marry outside of the petitioning group and leave
the 1 OWE~r bayous. The fighting between the bayou
populations over women was described by many interviewed.
Accozding to middle-aged men at Point Barre, in the 1950's,
large groups of men from ,Point Barre would travel to a dance
hall just north of Dulac where they became involved in
altezcations. No forms of conflict resolution following
such di!;putes could be described. On-going enmity existed.
Raci2.l identity among group members was often at odds with
the I'acial identity applied to group members by outsiders.
Appal'en1tly, disagreement over racial identification has been
ongolng since at least the beginning of the twentieth
cent\lry, when a court case documented a couple contesting
their official racial designation.
It if; unclear whether individual social status was
deterlnilned by surname, a~pearance, economic status,
resiclenlce in a traditional community, or some combination of
all ()r :some of these factors. A surname change at marriage
or adoption often had the result of removing the individual
from 't.heir community (Roy 1959, 22) i however, such marriages
also resulted in residence outside of the traditional

communities.

For many, the quickest way to escape

persocution was to leave the lower bayous, and many
this route.

~ook

Outsiders' opinions varied on whether or not the
peti':ioner's members were Indian, and they were not easily
clas:;ified in the wider bi-racial society. with the
pres:;ures of leasing, land alienation, legal problems, and
disc:dm.ination, the petitioner's members defended themselves
by establishing land claims, and staunchly defended their
Indi:m [not necessarily Houma] identity. They recognized
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populat.ion's beliefs about race and the behavior resulting
from those beliefs have resulted in a separation not only in
institutions such as schools and dance halls, but of the
entire universe of social relations.
Education blocked to some ancestors in the lower
balYous

VI-C~.

As oi.l development intensified the alienation of their lands
and reduced access to public lands during the 1930's, some
~CIC leaders from some of the UHN ancestral communities
tried to establish legal title to land. Individuals began
collect:ing names, genealogies, and other documentation
connect:ing them to land. Others tried to research Spanish
land gl"ants that would link the group to land and support
land claims. A parade of attorneys, connected with
individuals, performed land title research, but usually
nothinsr resulted except the disappearance of documents,
titles and other legal papers along with the lawyer
(Underhill, 1938). Underhill examined the existence of some
of thes;e land titles and claims, but found that they had
been extinguished legally, if unethically (Underhill, 1938,
9-10), by the state of Louisiana. She suggested to the BIA,
however, that a proper examination of land titl •• would be
more than she could conduct, and recommended that Federal
officials clarify the situation (Underhill 1938, 2).
Some UFIN members concluded that their vulnerability to
adverse leasing, alienation from land, costs of legal help,
and discrimination were due to poor education. As early as
1913 Hemry L. Billiot attempted to enroll his three younger
boys in the all-white Falgut School. He was rejected by the
Terrebcmne Parish School Board (H.L. Billiot v. Terrebonne
Board c)f Education. Testimony, Court Document 7876,
February, 1917).
When questioned, "You didn't agree to send your children to
the Indian school?," Billiot replied, "No, sir, because
there clre but two lines and I been following the white lines
all my life" (H.L. Billiot v. Terrebonne Board of ·Education
1917). By this he meant that he had attended white bars,
sat in white sections of public institutions, and sat on the
white !5ides of churches. Moreover, he, himself, had
attendE~d public school in Terrebonne.
I

Upor. appeal by Billiot in 1917, the Louisiana supreme Court
detErmined that Billiot was a person of color, regardless of
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whether he was Indian or black. 69 To establish whether
Billiot air his relatives were Indian or white required,
according' to the court, "binding admissions by certain
ancestors, of the plaintiff or legal presumptions.
. of
the officials who issue certain marriage certificates .
and mortuary records offered in evidence" would be needed.
The JUdgE! did "not consider (such evidence] necessary to so
hold in discussing this case under the pleading."
Henry Billiot's actions are unique and there is no evidence
that he was widely supported.
VII.
VII-A.

World War II Brings Out-migration

out-migration fosters out-marriage

For mcst of the petitioning group, the only route to gaining
a good, education and avoiding further degradation was to
move \I'here one's family was not known, and where one's name
did nc,t Inark one as belonging to any particular group. One
woman rec:ounted how she, her husband, and children moved to
New Ol'leans. Once they were there she made it clear to her
childl'en that they were to receive her support (Juanita W.
Roma ':'uly 30, 1979) only if they remained in school.
t!9
The decision read in part: "Plaintiff's petition [affirms) that
the childlt'en in question are not colored, but of mixed blood, ~
Americl.n Indian and ~ white. Defendants justify refusal to admit on
the grc)uncls that the children are not of the white race, but of mixed
blood, wheither they have Indian blood they do not know.
~'he evidence ia overwhelming thAt they are not white, whether the
mixture. with their white blood ia Indian aa contended by plaintiff, or
some ot.her blood which is not White or just what that blood ia, the court
finds J,1: \llnnecessary to decided under the pleadings.
I Other] Children in question ..,ere presented to the court • • • [a)t
least 1;wo of them . . . show every appearance of . . . white chi.~dren -the m01:hel~ and all his legitimate grandchildren.
But the evidence does
not prove that they are white, but is conclusive that they are .of mixed
blood . • • whether the mixture is Indian or some other race other than
Caucas:",n is not shown positively, unless it results from binding
admi8s:lonll by certain ancestors of the plaintiff or legal presumptions •
• • of the officials who issue certain marriage certificates . • . and
mortua:~y E'ecords offered in evidence, which I do not consider it necessary
to 80 hold in discussing this case under the pleadin9.
[ dlaem it sufficient to say that the Falgut School, having been
shown to be a public school legally established and maintained for the
education of white children only and the evidence failing to show that
relato~'s children are white, in the eyes of the laws of Louisiana as
interp~et •• d by our supreme court they are not entitled to admission to •
IIchelol (B.L. Billiot v. Terrebonne Board of Education 1917.
12SLaf.2.:36.126La.300, in Petition Documents, 13-14).
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World War II saw some of the men enter the army and leave
the hayQu communities. The rise of wartime heavy industries
in the 1940's along the Mississippi River, especially in
MarrHro and the southern suburbs of New Orleans, drew badly
needud 'workers from the bayou population. Some relatives
already lived in the southern outskirts of New Orleans,
wherH they had moved in the 1920's and 1930's to trap, when
the areas were still undeveloped swamp lands.
ThosH who found jobs in plants and industries told others in
the :Lower bayous of the opportunities available to them if
they would migrate to the New Orleans area. Those who moved
often lived close to relatives. The original families who
migrated during the 1940's sometimes lived along the same
road:; or driveways, close to one another, although not in
neighborhoods inhabited exclusively by UHN members such as
thosca found in the lower bayous.
Migrants observed that the extreme racial prejudice and
segrcagation typical of Lafourche and Terrebonne did not
appl:r in st. Bernard and Jefferson Parishes. TWO factors
were at work. New neighbors and plant co-workers did not
follc:)w the arcane rules of segregation specific to the lower
bayous. Workers and bosses migrating from other parts of
Loui:;iana and the United states did not identify the
peti':ioners by their surnames and, even if they had been
able to identify them, they would not have cared.
Even in 1964, the Dulac missionary observed:
outside the parish, many do find social freedom
and social equality in other communities. Many
are leaving here and are being joined by their
families. But most of the older people who leave
find social pressures and the tempo of living too
much, and eventually return (H.B. Teeter, 1964).
In l,iter decades, migrants working in oil fields had·~ a
simiLar experience. One woman, whose husband worke~ in the
oil industry, wrote to her sister to join her family in
Morg,m City because she had found that her children were not
disc:rim,inated against and were allowed to attend white
SChO'lls and live in white neighborhoods. In another case, a
womart at Isle Jean-Charles said that she first left the
islartd in the 1940's to live in Lafitte with cousins. She
attertded white schools there for half a year, and found the
situ!tion unlike her experience in her home community, where
she said, "Terrebonne Parish didn't want the Indian in
scho.:) I " (UHN Pet., Ex. 7, Zelma Naquin, June 19, 1992). Few
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migrants returned to their original communities. Either
they or t:heir children had often married into the non-Houma
populaticms.
The data provided with the petition tends to support the
unfoldin9 pattern. The BAR researchers analyzed marriages
in twc very different communities -- Marrero, a suburb of
New Orleans, and Dulac, a lower bayou community, long
assocjatE!d with the petitioner's ancestors. Today, unions
between 1:wo UHN members70 producing off-spring have occurred
among a 1:hird of the membership listed living at Dulac.
Only t.hn~e percent of all child-producing unions between
1980 c.nd 1990 in Marrero were between two UHN parents.
Chart 5 13hows that those UHN members currently listed on the
membership list at Marrero addresses started to marry nonUHN mE~lnb4ars starting during the war years between 1940 and
1945. A·t this time rates of out-marriage from the URN
peti t:.on,er I s ancestors into other populations increased
suddenly.
Today" s Dulac residents are less likely to have a non-UHN
paren1:11 • Chart 6 illustrates the changing trends in that
community. A researcher in 1960 found that out-marriages
there "usually meant departure," and noted only two
excep1:ions, both missionaries (Fischer 1969, 224). In
Dulac, the decline in unions between UHN members did not
begin until 1960, and only dropped below fifty percent
durin4J the last decade. These figures (49 percent with
anoth,S!r UHN member, and 51 percent with a non-UHN member)
accor,i vi/'ith the estimate of the present priest at Grand
CaillJu (just north of Dulac) that half of all marriages
today in, his parish, which includes Dulac are between URN
members and non-members (BAR Field Data 1992).
Chart 7 compares the UHN members living in Marrero with the
URN pop~Llation living in Dulac. Significant differences
exist bE!tween couples living in Marrero and Dulac. People
living in Marrero are much more likely to be the off$pring
111
B,ecause of the lack of marriage records the way data was entered
into tne J~'s data baae, the only measure of intermarriage rates could be
obtained by noting the year that the oldest child was born to a couple;
and the tldbal membership of the parents. We are not looking at marriages
per Sl!; rather at child-producing unions of couples living in the two
commur.ities

1
The data from the nineteenth century clearly shows that marriage
among various ethnic groups was common for the petitioner's ancestors, if
not ttLe n.orm.
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of un:.ons between UHN members and non-members than those
livincr in Dulac, even today. since 1960, only a small
fractlon of unions were between two members of the
petitioning group in Marrero, while in Dulac the majority of
unionl; have been between two UHN individuals.
It is unclear what socio-demographic processes cause the
diffe:rences in marriage rates found in Marrero and Dulac.
In 1959, one researcher found that the chances of a male
marrying and leaving the traditional community were less
than for a woman. Roy found that women who married white
men gene~rally left the traditional community and their
children became "white" (Roy 1959, 22~. He said that males
tended to marry within the community.
The result in Dulac
was a hi.gher popUlation of men than women.
Researchers reported that women married to white men had
children attending white schools, while the woman's
brother~;' children, who have white mothers, attended the now
defu~ct Dulac Indian school (Roy 1959, 22; Teeter, 1964).
The J:rac::tice of identifying UHN members through their
surnames obviously contributed to this phenomenon. Surnames
inheI'ited from fathers are critical markers of ethnic
ident,ity in the lower bayous. Any child named Billiot,
Gregclir-:~, Courteau or other easily recognizable names
assoc::la·ted with the petitioner, will be immediately
clasElified as "Houma" by local residents of all races. One
Acadj.an white woman discussing this phenomenon in Grand
Cail:.ou, expressed great surprise -- even shock -- when her
daughter told her that intermarriage had occurred recently
so that "there are even Heberts who are Houma" (BAR Field
Data 1992). Conversely, a woman who loses her maiden name
at marriage and takes on a typically "Cajun" surname such as
Bergl~ron, Petit, or Ellander will suddenly find herself no
long1ar identifiable as a member of the petitioning group if
she moves to locations, even in the lower bayous, where her
maid,an name is not known.
,.:Pers~na,l

accounts indicate that children and grandchildren
of these marriages were sometimes not informed of their nonwhite heritage (Ferstel March 1980). Finally, according to
Roy, in 1959 exceptions were made if the white spouse came

n This op~n4on was supported by a Methodist missionary in Dulac in
1964 whc) told a. reporter that "when an attractive French-Indian girl
marrlaa a non-Indian, aa many do, aha is usually accepted on her husband's
80cilll level.
The same cannot be said for the French-Indian boy who
marr: .• a a non-Indian 9.ir1" (Teeter, 1964).
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from a socially and financially prominent local family.
When such a marriage was formed, the local white community
often accepted the off-spring and the URN spouse without
"impairing" the white man's status (Roy 1959, 79). In 1979,
a writer noted that "passage into the Cajun community" was
more ccmmcm than into the Black community (Spitzer 1979,
209) .

The corltrasting marriage profiles of Marrero and Dulac
suggest. tl!lO intersecting processes. First, those living in
Marrerc, tend to marry outside the UHN membership. Second,
those ~Iho marry outside of the membership tend to congregate
in Marrer'o and, by extension, in other non-traditional
commun:L:ties. The researchers found that even those raised
in Dulac who marry outside the petitioning group only rarely
remain resident in the Dulac community.
A woma:1 in Isle Jean-Charles said, "some people marry white
people and take off" (OHN Pet., Ex. 7, Zelma Naquin, June
19, 19~2). Also, those who moved to New Orleans to work in
major factories and ship works during World War II reported
that marriages to outsiders soon became common. Interaction
among thel migrants and the wider population in schools and
at the wC)rk place resulted' in increased intermarriage.
Those whc, did return to Terrebonne Parish after World War II
came bac}~ with changed expectations. They reported,
however, that the racially-imposed impasse in education and
land I emclined.
There is no indication in either oral histories or documents
that t;he lower bayou residents related their situation to
the ci.vil rights battles then being waged by African
Americ:an:s throughout the south and other parts of the
country. They continued to hold the stance that because
they Here not black, Jim Crow laws did not apply to them.
They (lid not question the legality of the system itself:
merel~, their position in that system.
Membe:cs of the group maintained a separation between ·"-their
settl,aments and nearby blacks in 1960. One researcher
reported that:
in many parts of this region white and Indian
houses may be mixed in the line villages, due to
the! movement of the whites down the line, negro
and Indian housing, on the other hand, is never
mhced in the situations which I have observed.
Many Indians know no negroes, and when they
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compare themselves to any other group it is
usually to the white French (Fischer 1969: 213).
As recently as 1981, researchers found that the ethnic
boundaries were maintained through informal modes of social
pressurE~ (Larouche 1981).
A Cajun father expressed dismay
that his; son was marrying a woman from the petitioning group
because h~ feared that his children would fight each other.
This indicates that family pressures were still exerted to
marry endogamously within one's own group (Larouche 1981).
In Dulac: in 1959, the UHN family of a woman who married a
black man did not speak to their daughter, thus ostracizing
her from the family (Roy 1959, 101).
VII-B_French language
French language characterized the members of the group at
the turn of the century. In 1907, Swanton found only one
speaker of an Indian language, Rosalie Courteau's daughter
FelicitE~ (Billiot) Galley (b. ca. 1825), who provided him
with some 80 words of an Indian language which differed
little from the equivalent Choctaw words (Speck 1943, 139;
see the Historical Report concerning these words, which
derived from the Mobilian Trade Jargon). The last "Houma"
song was; recorded from Felicite Zilda (Billiot) Chaisson73
at Landry's Landing in 1924 (Van Pelt, 1943). In 1943, all
spoke Lc)uisiana French (Speck 1943, 139). The maintenance
of a "Ccljun French" culture and language continued into the
1950's (Deseran, Mullen and stokely 1979, 5; Roy 1959, 22).
Today, t:he lower bayou communities of Isle Jean Charles,
Point Bclrre, and Dulac st:and out as some of the last
remaining linguistic islands of Cajun French in Louisiana.
The BAR staff anthropologist found fluent Cajun French
speakers; of all ages in these communities, although everyone
says thclt children are less likely to speak the traditional
French today than in the past.
At Point: Barre, interviews with middle-aged and eldelly
people had to be conducted in French, as the people did not
speak English. Children participated in the interview at
Point Bclrre. Also at Point Barre, regular business at the
shrimper's dock was carried on in French by people of all
ages and economic status. Cajun French continues to be a
viable clnd preferred language in the lower bayous.
n Daughter of Jean Billiot and Manette Renaud, b. March 15, 1835.
Felicite Isilda Billiot had no Indian ancestry. On the other hand, she
undoubtedly grew up in close association with Rosalie Courteau.
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VIII. Ad-hoc Political Authority: 1940 to 1970
In 1940, Speck identified what he called "local band
affini':y" among the people who lived along the same bayou
and utilized the bayou as an avenue to the coastal fishing
areas. These local bands were led by elders: male elders
were called "nonc" (French for uncle) and female elders were
called "t.ante" (French for aunt).
It is dif'ficult to find any indications that there were
leaders elver larger groups of people, such as villages,
bayou communities, or the URN population as a whole. Speck,
in fact, found no indication of an "integrated tribal unit"
of the entire membership (Speck 1943, 212). He wrote:
It is not sufficiently organized in the political
senf~e to be termed an integrated tribal unit.
E ()m(~ of its leaders, however, entertain ideas in
t.his direction, among others Charles and David
Eiilliot stand forth as aspirants for election as
headmen (Speck 1943, 212).
He was, nc)t using the term "tribe" in its legal sense as the
government has utilized it in the acknowledgment context.
In fa(:t, Speck does not say exactly what he meant by the
term. H'Qwever, that he referred to the group as a
"colluctive band" (Speck 1943, 212) is a significant
concel;sion by an anthropologist that the population formed
some I;ort of identifiable social and political unit.
From an anthropologist's perspective, it is clear that the
group displayed no single structural organization, such as
clans, moieties, or lineages, which would unite the
popul,!ltion across community lines or even within
commu:~ities.
The existence of such social institutions
often structure the leadership roles within more traditional
Indian c:ommunities. such structures are often hierarchical
or status defined, and in complex societies often define
individuals who have wide reaching influence. In this case,
there iSi no indication that such formal kin-based political
roles e,dsted, though there is limited evidence for
politiccll authority being exercised along extended family
lines ••
That Speck described the group as a collective band,
however indicates that he viewed the communities as
socially cohesive. The communities in the lower bayous were
similar and comparable entities which, because of their
II
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structural similarities, were classed together by
researchers, outsiders, and the petitioners themselves.
Since around 1907 to the present, non-UHN members assumed
that t.he! similarities of the UHN antecedent communities in
terms of culture, economy, and ancestry, meant that the UHN
ancest.ors were socially, if not politically, monolithic;
that the!y were unified across the bayou communities. In
contrast: to the outsider's perspective, UHN ancestors often
emphasi2:ed differences between those living in the various
bayou cc)mmuni ties. That is, the UHN ancestors believed that
there WE!re differences between their communities, and there
is no indication that they ever considered themselves to be
politiccllly monolithic, across the bayou communities. The
UHN cont:inue to make these distinctions and there is no
evidence for cross-bayou unity until the 1970's organization
of the tffiN, and this evidence is very limited.
In 1940, Speck noted that Charles and David Billiot had
aspirations to become leaders over the entire group (Speck
1943, 2JL2). Speck's definition of the group was unclear.
He was, however, referring to the "mixed race" people living
in the lower bayous, and stated that the would-be leaders
were halltlpered by general illiteracy and constant movement of
the ~eople. Speck found that those living on separate
bayo\.ls ()ften did not know one another (Speck 1943, 213). He
gave t:hE! example of David Billiot, whom Speck assumed was a
leade r em Bayou Lafourche, who did not know the "Grego ires
or Deans" on Bayou Grand Caillou until he visited them with
Specl<. (Speck 1943, 213), suggesting there was no overarching
comml.:.ni ty .
In tt..e .:!arly part of this century, the most identifiable
leade:rs were those who led various kinds of temporary task
groups. They were only ad hoc leaders, that is leaders for
a shclrt time, as long as a specific project lasted. A
coopE~ra1tive task force of men is described in the petition.
Its t:'urpose was to organize labor to dig and maintain canals
through the swamps, or build a chimney (UHN Pet., Ex::- 7,
SylvE~stlar Billiot, November, 1978).
No evidence was
presE!ntlad in the petition to show that such task groUps have
been fOlrmed in recent decades.
Anottler task force composed of men included the trapping
outflt lnade up of various close male relatives, according to
men Int.arviewed by the staff anthropologist in 1992. The
exist:en.::e of task-defined groups and leaders is corroborated
in mClst descriptions of their way of life in the earlier
part of this century, but little is known if such groups
have cOIr)tinued to operate, particularly since 1940.
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Within extended families, there is limited evidence that
political authority was exercised by community elders, often
the fat.hE!rS, uncles, and grandfather of most of the people
living in the family compound. Extended families are
structured so that a couple, their children, and families
live tClgE~ther. Kniffen and others found that male elders
were genE~rally the leaders of "geographic bands" composed of
thirty tC) forty extended families. The BAR anthropologist
found thclt most people could identify influential community
leadeIS in their own communities of Montegut, Point Barre,
Isle J'ean-Charles, and Dulac. They could rarely name
leadeI'S in other URN communities. Those who were identified
were 2.11 older men who stood at the apex of a large extended
family. These "noncs," male elders, and the female
equivcllell'lt, "tantes," were, as a group, the leaders of each
community.
Women, o·ther than Rosalie Courteau, are less frequently
referred to as leaders (compared to men) in the literature
or by ·those being interviewed. Clearly certain strong
women, often curers, in cajun French, "traiteurs," are
treatl!d with respect for both their knowledge and their
posit.Lon vis-a-vis the greater community, which often
consulted them for traditional medicines and cures.
Traitlaurs did enjoy a special high status among the group's
membe:rship (Speck 1941, 51). One person interviewed
described the traiteur's role as hard: "People come up on
you at olne time of the night and run allover you, it's hard
work, ma.n" (UHN Pet., Ex. 7, Valentine Serigny Dardar, March
14, 1979', 3).

It appealrs that there are fewer traiteurs now than during
the past:. However, the petition does not indicate when
traiteurs were active in all communities. One researcher
report:ed that the last curer in Dulac was 82 in 1959 (Roy
1959, 43).
The BAR anthropologist was taken to Montegut to
meet a ",oman who was described as one of the last curers,
Antoinet:te Courteau, in 1992.
Female task groups also came together to make Spanish moss
or dl:.ck feather mattresses and quilted coverlets (URN Pet.,
Ex. 1, Sylvester Billiot, November 26, 1978). This custom
appal'en1tly disappeared by the 1930's if not earlier, and no
one I'efl!rred to such customs presently.
At some of the larger or more isolated settlements such-as
Isle .Je,an-Charles, visitors referred to the some community
membors as "chiefs" (Meyer, February 20, 1940) and
main1:ained that the leadership passed from father to son
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(URN Fat . , Ex. 7, Bezou, August 20, 1979). Therefore, in the
one cc,mmunity where leaders have been identified by outside
visitors, Isle Jean-Charles, leadership did not pass
matriLi.ncaally, as alleged by Janel Curry. Certainly no
clear indications of matrilineal organization, such as clan
or motety organization, or distinct terms for mother's and
fathel~'S lineal relatives, institutionalized sibling Or
matri:~ineal cousin groups, are presented as evidence for
matri1iny in the petition and the BAR anthropologist found
no evidence for such a kinship system at present or
histo::-ically.
Oral interviews indicate that
word "chief" because they did
chief or single leader in the
Pet., Ex. 7 Tom Oion, January
interviewer in 1981:

many elders
not believe
traditional
23, 1981).

did not use the
that there was a
communities (UHN
Tom Dion told an

• . . and all the people from my daddy's day that
I t:alked to, they never mentioned that nobody was
a c:hief. Nobody was 'chief.' The only one that
wa~; named 'chief' by the Welfare people was victor
Naquin of Isle Jean-Charles (URN Pet., Ex. 7, Tom
Dion, January 23, 1981).
00cUDlen1:ation concerning leadership at Isle Jean-Charles
indic:atl!s that Victor Naquin, who died at age 86 in 1956,
was Cl l/!ader there in the first half of this century, and
reco~rni:~ed by other members of the community.
According to
a man who grew up on the island, "there was always some kind
of chief." Victor and Clement were the sons of Narcisse
Naqu:.n, the son of Jean Marie Naquin and Pauline Verdin (URN
Pet.,. Ex. 7, Laise Ledet, October 16, 1979). After Victor
Naquin's death, his nephew Antoine Naquin took over. He had
a gr/)cery store. People turned to his nephew Demi Naquin in
1992 (BAR Father Roch Naquin 1992c).
Laise Ledet traced the
desclant as follows. At Antoine's death Laise Ledet writes,
"The Island is without a pilot" (UHN Pet., Ex. 7, Laj.se
Lede't, October 16, 1979). The succession after Antol.ne was
unclear to Ledet and she ventured that while one person
appea.re~d to have leadership qualities, Augustin Dardar (son
of Th.OltlaS Dardar) had taken over (URN Pet., Ex. 7, Laise
Ledet, October 16, 1979).
outsidE!rs have discussed leadership on Isle Jean-Charles.
The suc:cession of political authority is often presented as
if i t ~Iere handed down from the original Acadian founder
CharJ.e!; Naquin, through his son Jean-Charles and subsequent
Na~ins, according to Laise Ledet, a teacher very familiar
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with 1:he islanders. In 1940, Victor Naquin was the main
contact with outsiders visiting the island on an official
basis (Kane 1943). Victor Naquin, conversely, also acted as
a con':act to the outside and people wi thin the community did
obtai]l information from him (UHN Pet., Ex. 7, Sylvester
Billil)t, November 28, 1978). It is unclear whether a
patte:rn existed in which outsiders designated someone to
deal 'iith in UHN communities and referred to that person as
"chief," while those in the communities did not recognize a
singl,:! "chief" and utilized other forms of political
influance and authority, such as the system of family elders
or IIn:>ncs ll and "tantes."
No election was held at Isle Jean-Charles; rather, one
became t,he leader through consensus (BAR Roch Naquin 1992c).
It was important that he would "care for people" (BAR Roch
Naquin 1992c). The leadership role was not always handed
fathe~ to son, as is exemplified in the above case when the
son of Antoine Naquin did not achieve the recognition as
chief. There is no evidence indicating what the political
issues ~rere on Isle Jean-Charles, or how political influence
was actually exercised.
Father Henry Bezou was a young priest in Terrebonne from
1938 through 1942. He conducted services on Isle JeanCharles in Antoine Naquin's home, whom he says "was regarded
as the c:hief of the place" (UHN Pet., Ex. 7, Bezou, August
20, 1975I). Elsewhere Bezou says that Antoine was de facto
chief while Victor was still living. According to Father
Bezou, J~ntoine's uncle Victor Naquin was still living
between 1938 and 1941. At that time Victor was in his late
60'S or early 70's and Father Bezou described him as
"strong,. affable, gentle, kindly . • • He was very generous
with hif; time, also very generous with the produce of the
sea, because I rarely went home without bringing shrimp
which hE~ had given me"

(UHN

Pet., Ex.

7,

Bezou,

August 20,

1979).

The characteristic of wisdom and the picture of the cIuiet
elder who would counsel others often appear in descriptions
of Victc)r Naquin. The ability to give good advice made him
a gocd leader, according to one person who was interviewed
(URN Pet., Ex. 7, eyriaque Williams, February 19 & 20,
1980).
In tt,e Grand Caillou area in the 1940's through 1960's,
HowaI'd and Tom Oion and Alcede and Lovance Billiot were
descI'ib4ad as leaders (BAR Wilbert Billiot 1992c). They
advoc:at4ad Indian heritage and sought recognition of their
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people clS Indians (BAR Wilbert Billiot 1992c). They worked
not cnly on land issues, but also on school desegregation
(BAR Wilbert Billiot 1992c). Their role in school
desesregation has been discussed elsewhere.
It appeilrs likely from the little we do know about leaders
in ttLis century, that positions of leadership were in part
inherited and in part achieved and fell to people who had
spec:.al talents in the leadership arena. David Billiot, for
example, was literate, and today Kirby Verret has a college
educati·on. Others were excellent farmers or, like Howard
Dion. have been able' to maintain wage employment which
earn,!d them respect within and outside of the community.
The f~yidence presented in the petition did not deal with
poli':ical processes. Rather, lists identify leaders by
name. Little is said about how they led, whether they were
in f~ct making decisions for the group, plumbing the group
for support, or sounding out the community on the issues.
Virtually nothing is said concerning political process.
Present.ed with a list of identified leaders, but no
discussion of what leadership entailed, it is impossible t~
judge if the persons on the leaders list actually led
anyone.
Fischer reported that in 1960, land issues were often the
focus of dissension in lower bayou communities (Fischer
1968, 226). Considering the population growth and the
pressure such growth rates must have had on the land and
rese,urc::es, it is surprising that so little documentation on
the iSlsue was presented in the petition. It was also not
taH:ed about very much in the oral histories gathered for
the pe-tition. Arguments over land and unauthorized use of
boats, traps, nets and leases continue today. These were
reported to the BAR anthropologist in 1992 as the issues
most likely to cause problems in the bayou communities,
whel~e 'male family heads are still expected to deal with
their male family members who poach or use others' property
without permission.
Two older men identified to the BAR anthropologist as
ack::'lowledged leaders at Point au Chien clearly said that it
was better to deal with such problems behind the scenes,
rattler than to make them public (BAR Field Data 1992). In
1960, Fischer reported that some at Point au Chien believed
that in order for one person to resolve their land problems,
others would have to lose land (Fischer 1968, 226), a belief
which would make it difficult for one individual to rise
above others.
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The reluctance of anyone to claim leadership is found in
most periods, and those who do, such as Swanton's guide Bob
VerrE:t, are sometimes quickly disowned by others. There is
cleal' reluctance for any individual to speak for the group.
LeadE!rs were required to share and to make a good living.
One reslearcher stated that in 1971, "it [was] difficult to
do WElll and still maintain strong ties with kinsmen"
(stanton 1971, 87), because obligations to kinsmen would
drain one's reserves.
YlLl-A.

Tom Dion and the fight for school desegregation

Ther'3 is some evidence for temprary political organization
within communities since the 1940's, though not at level of
the petitioner as a whole. The most notable group action
occurred during the quest for education for their children
in the 1950's and 1960's. At the head of this political
movement stood most notably Tom Oion of Dulac. Mr. Dion
became a spokesperson for at least the Dulac/Grand Caillou
people vis-a-vis the outside community. It is not clear if
he also acted on behalf of people on other bayous or even in
other communities along Grand Caillou. His role in the 1964
integration of the schools involved not only influencing
powerful local political operatives to open the schools, but
alsc' (clnd equally problematic) involved concerted political
action to influence the children living along Grand Cailiou
to C.ttt!nd previously all-white schools (Fischer 1968, 231232) •
Accclrding to one man, Tom Oion contacted him personally and
askE!d him "if (he] would consider going to white schools."
In :.963 a Federal Court Judge ordered the white schools
opened to 11th and 12th graders, but the decision came down
two weeks after the school year began and was announced
per:30nally to Tom Oion and student Rita Dion by
Sup1:lrintendent Nelson (Fischer 1968, 232). No student
wam:ed to be the first student to break the color bar and
alsl) to be isolated in the white schools during the last two
years in high school. Tom Dion, with others, continued
througrh the school year to try to get the school system to
accept children in the 7th grade year. They were
successful, and the children living along Grand Caillou as a
united group entered the previously all-white Houma city
school. Clearly, the UHN people living along Grand Caillou
acted as a group concerning this issue; they refused to
integl~ate in 1963, but a year later, when the rules were
sliqh1:ly changed, acted in concert to integrate the schools,
and. found a certain safety in numbers.
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The les,sor. learned from the integration of the Houma City
school is that kinship and proximity of residence are likely
to underlie the process for implementing concerted action
among large groups within the petitioning population. There
was no central authority for the petitioner's ancestors as a
whole, that pushed them to participate in desegregation.
Rather, it is presented to those outside the group that each
individual acted on his or her own. In fact, it is said
that even children were allowed to choose their own actions
after consulting friends (Fischer 1968, 232), and parents
did not force children to attend white schools. In other
situations action was mediated through sibling groups. The
cohesive action of the Grand Caillou UHN residents in this
pivotal historical event of school desegregation depended on
the ramifying personal and kin-ties of individuals (Fischer
1968, 2:32), rather than on allegiance to a central leader or
council. From the outside, these actions represented the
concert:ed action of what Speck referred to as an enormous
extende!d consanguineous family (Speck 1943,212). When they
finally acted on school desegregation, they activated a
large familial network. Control was maintained at the level
of extended families and particularly sibling groups
(Larouc:he 1981).
Poli tic:al processes are also obscured by the fact that
minorit:y populations in the south deliberately obscured
informcll political behavior attacking segregation. Locating
politic:al influence at the lowest societal levels, at least
in the ideology expressed at the time, had the effect of
provi.ding safety in a social and political environment which
was ext:remely hostile. The store-keeper, shrimp shed owner,
leaser!;, and others were often the sole source of employment
(stanton 1971, 87). stanton pointed out in 1971 that the
relaticmship among white, Indian, and black was not marked
by hatE~, nor accord: inter-group contact was simply limited
(stanton 1971, 85).
Ylll-B .. Recent political events in schools
Ten yeClrs later, in the 1979-80 school year, the character
of ~olitical action involving UHN members and their schools
in a suburb of New Orleans was very different from that
described above in the lower bayous. In that year, the st.
Berr,ard Parish Schools received $58,000 from the Federal
GOVE:rmnent for Indian programs (UHN Pet., Ex. 7, Wisnowski
198]). UHN parents believe the school system did not spend
the money on Indian programs, but used it to hire tutors who
wod:ed in the program in general. The parent group publicly
crit.icized the superintendent's actions, particularly the
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fact that no UHN members were hired. Things became so
contentious that the superintendent reportedly hired armed
guarc.s l:or meetings. People attended from outside st.
Bernard Parish (UHN Pet., Ex. 7, Wisnowski, 1981). The
progz'am was eventually canceled.
l]U

Establishing a FOrmal organization: 1970 to present

The Uou:ma Indians of Louisiana, Inc. was formed in 1972.
Helen Gindrat had become involved in pan-Indian
organizations after attending a 1963 conference of Indians
in Chicago. She worked with the Indian Angels, a group in
Loui:;iana, which aided Indian causes and had helped send
supplies to the Alcatraz take-over in 1969-70. The Indian
Angels helped Gindrat and others organize The Houma Indians
of LI)uisiana, Inc., which in 1974 changed its name to The
Hown,! Tribes, Inc. Gindrat was a native of Golden Meadow on
Bayo'J Lafourche, at the eastern edge of UHN residential
areas.
Traditi.onal competition between Lafourche/Terrebonne in the
east aJild Grand Caillou/du Large in the west soon divided the
group. The Houma Tribes, Inc. split April 24, 1974, over
represE~ntation.
Howard Oion led some of Dulac UHN community
in fornling a new group, eventually known as The Howna
Alliance, [Inc.J, to represent the western Terrebonne Parish
people.. Oion, along with some other Dulac group members,
formed a committee to initiate the new group, and the
following people nominated to serve on it: Howard Oion,
Thetescl Billiot, Emelda Billiot, Judy Trahan, Randolph
FraT.cis, Dot Billiot, Kirby Verret, Ivy Billiot, Ricky
Verc.in" Curtis Billiot, Louis Dean, and Clyde Oion (Houma
QJjJ~;ourier, April 25. 1974).
However, not all residents
of t;he western bayous concurred with this action.
oppclsition came from John and Joseph Billiot, who stated
tha1: a council existed and this action would only split the
"tr:.be u (HTCM).
The split between the two groups appears to reflect the
tra<litional regional tensions between the eastern and
wes 1:ern bayous. The BAR has copies of both groups' rolls
(sell Genealogical Report for details). The Houma Alliance
roll was not fully alphabetized which made working with it
ext:rem.ely difficult. Comparing the names on each roll, it
app,ears that the Houma Alliance was made up of people living
pri::aarily along Bayou Grand Caillou, in Howna City, and on
Route 6 on Bayou du Large. Many of the people named on the
Houma Alliance roll also appear on the Houma Tribes' roll
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for the same period. Although BAR received no information
on how these rolls were compiled, it appears that the Houma
Alliance roll was put together after the group split, and
that thE~ Houma Tribes did not remove people from the
origjnal roll, except in a few cases. The Houma Alliance
list ;Lnc:;luded many more people from Grand Caillou, Houma and
Bayol. du Large than the Houma Tribes list contained. The
Houmc. Tribes listed 1,074 people in Terrebonne Parish, while
the Houma Alliance listed 1,795 on its entire roll which was
made up almost entirely of people from the western parts of
TerrE!boll'me Parish. Virtually no one living in Terrebonne
PariHhfrom Montegut, Isle Jean-Charles, and Bayou au Chien
was :.is·ted on the Houma Alliance roll.
Theru seems to have been a regional split between the east
and ~iest in 1974, based on an analysis of these membership
list:;. However, the Houma Tribes continued to act as if the
west4arn Terrebonne Parish URN population (Dulac and Bayou du
Larg1a region) were still in their group, and some of the
westl!rn residents did continue to hold membership in The
HOum,l Tribes, Inc. The organization of the [Houma Tribes,.
Inc. 's] Houma Tribal Council in April 1978 included members
from three Louisiana Parishes: Terrebonne, Lafourche and
Jefferson. At an April 1978 meeting, John Parfait from
Granj C:aillou said that, "speaking as a man from Terrebonne
Parish • • . his people" needed services they deserved and
had not received and suggested that an office be established
in their area (HTCM April 21, 1978).
At the same meeting, an arqument broke out concerninq
represEmtation on a five-person personnel committee made up
of two people from Terrebonne, two from Lafourche and one
fro~ Jefferson (HTCM April 21, 1978).
Joe Lodrigue
com~lained that when one person was absent, the result was
uneven representation. Joe Billiot said "an issue should
not be made of unequal representation, that they're all
Houllla Indians and should work for the good of the tribe"
(HTCM April 21, 1978).
AlsCI ll:l 1978 the Houma Tribal Council minutes indicate an
attump'c to make the composition of the council
rep]~esentati ve when John Parfait and Joseph Lodrique were
askud to find a new council member from Terrebonne (HTCM
February 25, 1978). At the next meeting, Pierre Solet was
nom:Lnated by Joe Lodrigue and seconded by John Billiot to
bec4)me a new council member "from Terrebonne Parish" (HTCM
Aprll 21, 1978).
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The URN has participated in a non-profit organization,
Indian Manpower Services, from 1974 to the present, along
with the Chitimacha, the Coushatta, the Tunica-Biloxi, and
the J"ena Choctaw. This non-profit became known as the
Louisiana Inter-tribal Indian Council around 1980.
IX-A.:. United Houma Nation takes

sha~e

The HO\lma Alliance, (Inc.] and the Houma Tribes, Inc. merged
in April 1979. The merger had been discussed at the Houma
Trital Council meeting February 25, 1978, and a general
consensus had been reached that a merger would benefit both
organi;;:ations' Federal acknowledgment potential (HTCM
February 25, 1978). Only nine hundred ballots were sent
out, according to news accounts (Weinstock, 1979). There
were mcmy more than 900 members in the group at that time.
The dif;crepancy between the membership list numbers and the
numt1er of ballots could be due to the fact that children are
on the membership lists, but they are not allowed to vote.
Newspaper accounts of the merger quoted Mrs. Gindrat of The
HOUDla ~['ribes, Inc., as saying that she did not know why two
orgc,nizations had developed. "Communications between the
HOUDla J?eople and their tribal representatives will be
grecltelC'," John Parfait said. However, other accounts and
HOUIlia ~rribal Council minutes indicate that the merger came
abO\lt because some believed that their chances of Federal
ackrlowledgment would be improved as a united entity
(Weins·tock May 6, 1979; Ferstel March 1980; HTCM February
25, 1978). A month later, Howard Dion still was The Houma
AllJ.anl::::e, [Inc.] Chairman and Helen Gindrat was still The
HOWla 'rribes, Inc. Chairman. Representatives from both
orgClnLzations met at the first meeting of the United Houma
Nat:.on, Inc. Ten tribal council members were present and
thrHe ,absent. Nine non-council members were present. Those
prenen't formed a number of committees, including a
rec]~eation committee, a by-laws committee, and a land claims
comnittee (UHNM June 1, 1979).
The interim council consisted of Kirby Verret, who would
remain president of the group until summer, 1992; Charlie
Duthu, secretary; and John Billiot, Joseph Billiot, Conal
LOVI!ll, Helen Gindrat, Delores Terrebonne, Clyde Oion,
How,lrd Oion, Randolph Francis, Joseph Lodrigue, and John
ParEait.
An ,effort to extend representation beyond Terrebonne and

Laf)urche Parishes began at the October 20, 1979 meeting,
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the first to be held outside the traditional area. At that
meeting' epresentation from st. Bernard Parish was
reconunemded. In response, John Billiot nominated Lawrence
Billiot, and Joseph Billiot nominated Mary Lee Wisnowski
(UHNM October 20, 1979). Both nominees were attending the
meeting. Attendance at this October 20, 1979 meeting was
very small, and was in no way representative of the UHN as a
whole. Except for Charlie Duthu from Houma City, everyone
attending the October 20, 1979 "special" meeting with
attcrney Guy D'Antonio was living outside of the traditional
parishE~s of Terrebonne and Lafourche.
John A. and Joseph W.
Bill iot, were from westwego (Jefferson Parish); Mary Lee
Wisrow!;ki and Lawrence Billiot from st. Bernardi and Betty
Matt,erne from Marrero (Jefferson parish). wilbert Billiot's
resjdence was not given (UHNM, October 20, 1979). This
indfcates that the group's efforts to expand participation
werE! nC)t successful, since members from the lower bayous did
not attend, only people from the New Orleans suburbs.
Region'!ll representation became an important issue for the
Uni1:ed Houma Nation, just as it had been for The Houma
Trihes, Inc. The roll call at the November, 1979, council
mee1:,in 4; shows those present by parish, a practice which
wou:.d ,continue to the present. Four came from Terrebonne,
two fr,om Lafourche and one from Jefferson (UHNM November 20,
197~.).
No one from st. Bernard was listed, although their
rep17esentatives were usually present at other meetings.
The tendency to expand membership was demonstrated by other
actions. A motion was made by Helen Gindrat at the
Novl!mber, 1979, meeting that Louisiana residence no longer
be ,i membership requirement (UHNM November 30, 1979). The
motion to amend the constitution to no longer require
Louisiana residence passed 8 to O.
The 1981 representatives of the UHN cast their nets widely
when t,hey began to create tribal rolls. They advertised and
obta,ined news and television coverage of their efforts. One
orga,nizer was quoted as saying "We are trying now to find
all the Indians in the parish who might be qualified to
belong to the Houma Nation • . . but right now I can't say
what that number might be" (New Iberia, May 18, 1981). This
result:ed in the incorporation of many new members who had
not previously been involved in the formal "Houma"
organizations. Prior to 1981, membership was around 3,000;
after 1981, it jumped to 17,000.
The mE~rqer of the two groups was not easily accomplished
(Re,ane, June 28, 1981). Chairman Kirby Verret said that
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sometimes "we were pulling the wagon two different ways"
(Roane, June 28, 1981). councilman John Billiot, son of
LOVEllCY Billiot and a descendant of both Marie Gregoire and
Rosa.lie Courteau, claimed to be the traditional chief and
had di!;agreed with younger Chairman Kirby Verret, also a
desc:endent of both Rosalie Courteau and Marie Gregoire. In
fact, John Billiot's father and Kirby's paternal grandmother
WerE! siblings (Roane, June 28, 1981).
John Billiot was Lovincy Billiot's third oldest son.
Lovincy had in his own day sometimes been referred to as the
"chtef n (Wonk 1975). He had also collected papers
per1:aining to land claims since 1936, when the Humble oil
company obtained control of lands that had formerly belonged
to URN ancestors. He had focused on the "children of
ROSHlie Courteau" (Wonk 1975), an approach similar to other
eldurs from the Terrebonne traditional area near Montegut
and Isle Jean-Charles.
was some indication in oral interviews that some UHN
question the validity of the membership of some
oth4!rs who live along Bayou Grand Caillou and in Golden
Meadow, although there is a reluctance to clearly articulate
the basis of the split (BAR 1992c). Nevertheless, those who
wouLd extend membership widely have won over those who would
limlt membership to descendants of Rosalie Courteau and
tho:;e in residence along Bayou Terrebonne.
Thel~e

me~)ers

In 1979, three days after the merger of the two predecessor
org,mizations into the URN, The Houma Tribes, Inc • received
notification that $82,500 would be made available through
the su.pplementary Federal Energy Crisis Intervention Program
for distribution to qualified Houma Tribes members. This
money to defray utilities costs of individual ran into
trollble, when many of the poorest could not receive help
witt! t.heir bills because they had not enrolled in the tribe
by September 30, 1982 (Huttenhower 1982). There is no
indica.tion in the minutes available to the BAR that this
proble!m was ever discussed in council meetings or that the
leadeI'ship of the Houma Tribes, Inc. or UHN was held
accour.ltable for this problem.
VirtuaLlly no information was included in the petition about
grants, their administration, proposal writing, etc. The
minutE~s of meetings only refer to grants obliquely.
Finane:ial records attached to some minutes do not include
any information concerning grants. Other organizations,
board!" or individuals were apparently handling business
matters and finances for these grants which concerned the
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UHN. ,]~here is no record of how these other organizations
were rE!lated to the UHN council. For example, it is not
knoMin if they consulted with the council in the application,
budgeting, or appropriation phases.
Kirty Verret had been made Chairman at the time of the
merger in 1979. But in January, 1981, he explained in the
courcil that Helen Gindrat was serving as "Acting Director"
as a title because his job prevented him from fulfilling all
his duties. The council sent a letter to Helen in
appIeciation of her efforts. A copy was sent to Joe
LodIigue (UHNM January 17, 1981), who had criticized Helen's
use of the title,"Acting Director." Minutes indicate that
Joe Lodrigue and John Parfait have often been at odds with
HelE:n Gindrat, Mary Lee Wisnowski, Dolores Dardar, and
othE:rs. The split between those who wanted more direct
con't:rol by the council over business and a group centered
arollnd Helen Gindrat, supported by Kirby Verret and Dolores
Dardar, has characterized the workings of the council to the
preE.en't. There have always been council members who have
takEm I::m the role of critic, expressing frustration at what
ther cl::msidered to be a slow pace of tribal operations, a
lac): of results, and meager information.
In em on-going attempt to meet throughout the areas where
were living, council meetings moved each month. In
January, 1980, the council met at Dulac; in March at New
Iberia; in January, 1982, at Crown Point; in February, 1982,
in Uontegut; in May, 1983, in Lafitte. This pattern has
con1:inued to the present. Evidence indicates that the
meetings were not attended by many in the membership. Signin l;heets indicate that fewer than 10 or 20 people, if that,
evel~ came to a meeting, until the last two years.

me~)ers

The UHN became involved in a number of community development
projects. An arts and crafts grant was obtained:
woodcarving, among other things, was taught (UHNM March 22,
198
Plans were made to apply for Economic Development
Admlnistration (EDA) and Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
qra:~ts to provide funds for administration (UHNM March 22,
1980). steve Cheramie was researching Health, Education and
Welfar'e (HEW), Veterans' Administration (VA), and
Louisiana's Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training as
possitlle funding sources (UHNM March 22, 1980).
1
).

1nl98;0, Vermilion and Plaquemines Parish members sought
repres.entation on the Council. A petition with 37 names of
people! identified as living in Plaquemines sought "direct
repree.entation so that [they] too may share in the
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leadership and decision-making process of the Tribal
Council" (Petition to Tribal Council dated November, 1980).
At 1:he January, 1981, meeting, Johnny Soule was appointed to
repl:esent st. Mary Parish (UHNC, January 17, 1981), but no
repl:esentation from Vermilion and Plaquemines was ever
established.
Intl~rnal dissension erupted on the UHN council in late 1980
and early 1981. John Parfait had been removed from the
Council for behavior which was not spelled out in the
min1ltes submitted to the BAR (UHNC January 17, 1981).
App,irently, Joe Lodrigue's petition for John Parfait's
reil'lstatement to the council was presented by Kirby Verret.
Dol,)res Dardar reported that the petition didn't have the
req1lired number of signatures. Helen Gindrat moved to not
put John Parfait's reinstatement on the agenda again. The
motion passed. The council decided to send him a letter
telling him that if he wanted to get on the council, he
would have to be elected (UHNC January 17, 1981). Helen
Gindrat, Dolores Dardar, and Mary Lee Wisnowski took the .
lead in blocking John Parfait's reinstatement (UHNC Jan 11,

1981) .

John Parfait had been an extremely active member of the
council as shown in minutes from 1978 through 1981. Even
when. he was removed from the council, he continued committee
work.. He had been the primary advocate for Grand
caillclu/Dulac, often voicing concerns about equal
repres:entation (UHTM April 21, 1978), opening an office in
Dulil.C, obtaining land in Dulac, etc. He also directly
0ppoSE!d Dolores Dardar's employment by the tribe (UHTM April
21, 1978). Joe Lodrigue usually supported him.
On July 11, 1981, Steve Cheramie was elected as Chairman of
the ur.rn by the tribal council, over Kirby Verret, 7 to 5.
The UFrn was then awarded $22,711 as part of a community
servic:es Block Grant. Councilman Clyde Dyon moved that the
money be used to open one profit-making day care center at
the Dulac Community Center and a second at Golden Meadow
(UHNM, February 27, 1982). The answer (not attributed) was
that Dulac had a building; at other locations rent would
have t:o be paid. In addition $125,900 was administered
throu9h CETA (UHNM February 17, 1982). Neither the petition
nor minutes indicated how the grant was administered.
Also cit the February 17, 1982, meeting it was reported that
the miN had $382.87 and had been unable to pay two months
off lct! rent (UHNM February 27, 1982). Although the UHN had
no non-profit tax status, the subject was discussed at a
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February, 1982, meeting, when it was estimated that it would
take six months to complete the application. There is no
evidlmce that the petitioner ever obtained a tax exempt
status.
The lack of non-profit status was often referred to as a
stumbling block for receiving funds and grants (UHNM
Nov~nber 6, 1990; February 16, 1991).
without non-profit
stat'ls, the group could not receive free computers (November
6, 1390) or grant money, but the council had not obtained it
by 1392, when an attorney told them to act on it. The BAR
received no information to indicate that a non-profit status
has been obtained. How the grants from CETA, the State of
Louisia,na, or the Administration for Native Americans (ANA)
were ac:tually administered is unclear. The Council was not
informed in depth about these programs. The minutes do not
indicate that the council oversaw operations, hired
direc:tors or other personnel, or dealt with the policy of
these programs.
The em··going argument about the 501(c) (3) Internal Revenue,
Service (IRS) non-profit status of the organization was
'
raised again by councilman Reggie Billiot (UHNM April 20,
1991). Kirby Verret disagreed with Reggie saying that the
HOUDla cllready were non-profit (UHNM April 20, 1991).
Only a
mont.h later, however, at the suggestion of NARF, Kirby
Verz'et introduced a resolution (#5-91) to authorize Dale
ReVEtllle to complete the 501(C) (3) process for the tax exempt
sta1:lls.
It :.S 'Llnclear from the minutes and other evidence submitted
to 1:he BAR which activiti.es and initiatives actually went
foruard. There is some indication that many committees were
fOrlll,ed with very few results or reports back to the council.
For example, newsletters were discussed at many early UHN
mee':ings (February 27, 1982) and as late as 1990 (UHNM
Sep':ember 8, 1990). No evidence was found to show that an
act'lal newsletter was ever produced and none have been
sub:nitted to the BAR. At the September, 1990, meeting, the
newsletter issue was tabled (September 8, 1990). The
min~tes were unclear if SUbstantial discussion concerning
the pr'os and cons of sending out a newsletter ever took
plac:e.
If t'at:1id consensus was not reached concerning an issue, it
was either tabled or sent to committee. This leaves the
impreelsion that direct disagreement was viewed as dangerous,
even intolerable, by those in control of the council.
Perhaps some members feared that disagreement could split
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the g:roup again. An inter-community level of political
organization was a new political phenomenon for this group
and w~s not traditional. The group had already split once.
Helen Gindrat's supporters acted particularly wary of any
sort of disagreement and often moved fast to contain rising
conflict~ .
IX-B._ Modern organization and factionalism
Numerous references to perceived intra-group differences
were made in the oral histories included in the petition
(OHN Pet:., Ex. 7) and to the BAR researchers in person (BAR
Field Data 1992). Inter-bayou rivalry, particularly between
the ~eople living in the central part of the lower bayous
(Terlebcmne area) and those living in the western parts of
the t1ayous (Grand Caillou area), indicates that there was,
and c:ont.inues to be, a division of the group which echoes
the tiC)ulna Tribes, Inc., and The Houma Alliance, [Inc.]
divis,ion of the two governing bodies that split in 1974.
Many pec::>ple said in 1992 that there used to be inter-bayou
fight~s ,~t the segregated bars only attended UHN members in.
the pas't. One man referred to "bad blood between families"
(BAR, Wilbert Billiot, 1992c).
Howe',er, there is great reluctance to discuss these
diff4~rences in the modern community.
The division is
some1:imes characterized as a racial division or
genealogically defined division within the petitioning
group. One man at Montegut said that many from Terrebonne
did llot believe that everyone on Bayou Grand Caillou and
also Golden Meadow who claimed to be Indians today, are in
fact descended from Indians (BAR L. Molinaire.1992c). He
beli,!ved that only people descended from Rosalie Courteau
can::la.im Indian ancestry. The amount of African ancestry
is clearly an issue within the group; one man described many
cruel a.nd negative comments he had heard growing up
concerning the raci~l backgrounds of those others believed
to hi!IVE! African ancestry (BAR Reggie Billiot 1992c).
Althouc;rh socializing between Terrebonne and Grand Caillou is
reported, it is unusual. Socializing at "jamborees" held at
Christlllas, Easter, or Mardi Gras were often for extended
famil.iE~s and friends from nearby communities.
For example,
one man discussed how Golden Meadow people had traveled in
the 19!)O's to Isle Jean-Charles, where people originally
frODI the Terrebonne traditional communities had a Christmas
Jamlilorc!e. One man from Pointe au Chien said "we don't get
Grarlci c::aillou [coming] in here' (BAR Wycliffe Verdin,
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1992c). A Grand Caillou man said about this, "I guess they
think they're better than us" (BAR Field Data 1992).
Recert events which have been covered by news articles in
the ]ocal Houma city paper indicate that these divisions
continue to playa role in the petitioner's politics. A
dissident faction of people with lower Terrebonne origins in
MontE!gut, Bayou au Chien, and Isle Jean-Charles, have tried
to d:.scredit the present petitioner's council members by
ques1:ioning whether they have Indian ancestry. Genealogical
char1:s 'loo1ere even published in the newspapers, according to
phon/! conversations between the BAR staff and UHN members.
~~.

The UHN leadership is attacked

Begi:1ning in September, 1990, the entire tone, content and
modua operandi of the council underwent a drastic change.
People such as Jim Liner, Reggie Billiot, and Louise Solet
joined the council and proceeded to ask -- even demand
answers; to -- questions concerning the group's business an4
governing practices. The increase in apparent political
process; could also be related to a major change in the
minutes;, which suddenly became more detailed. These people
represE!nted a generation younger than Helen Gindrat, Dolores
Dardar, and Kirby verret. They asked questions and demanded
infcrmcltion, which appeared to shake up the long-standing
trojka of Helen Gindrat, Kirby Verret, and Dolores Dardar,
who have provided direction to the UHN since it was founded.
The :islsue of council control was actually raised by
Councilmen Reggie Billiot and Jim Liner at a september 8,
1990, Council Meeting (UHNM September 8, 1990):
Councilman Reggie Billiot expressed concern over
the propriety of certain decisions that were made
without previously consulting the council.
Councilman Jim Liner expressed concern over hiring
and policy-making on other Boards that do not
reflect the input of the Tribal Council (UHNM
September 8, 1990).
ReggiE! Billiot went on to say that the Tribal Chairman's
role (at this time Kirby Verret) was limited in decisionmakinc.:r powers and he should function as a spokesman. He was
supported in this concern by Joe and John Billiot and "by
other members of the council" (UHNM september 8, 1990).
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Reg9ie Billiot went further to recommend that Council
pers:ons who served on boards of other organizations also
opel'att:! as a "spokesman reflecting the will of the tribal
council" and that to avoid conflict of interest "any Tribal
council person nominated and elected to represent the Tribal
Council on another Board or those employed by the tribe as a
dirE!ct result of funding • • . not be allowed to vote on
issues concerning those agencies (UHNM September 8, 1990).
A mel.iling of ballots was done to amend the constitution.
Thiu i:s the first time the issue of the relationship between
the TJHN Council and community development agencies funded by
grants written or sponsored by the UHN had been raised since
John Billiot had questioned the employment of council
memhers on a grant in 1980.
Council members sometimes attacked the leadership. One
ins1:an,ce occurred in November 1990, when Jim Liner brought
up 1:ha't the constitution and by-laws stated that a chairman
wou:Ld serve two consecutive terms or no more than eight
yea]~s in all.
Chairman Kirby Verret was then breaking these
stipulations as of June 1990 (UHNM November 10, 1990).
In 1:he council meeting, minutes indicate that a counterattack proceeded against Reggie Billiot who had signed a
pr~)osal to the Catholic Charities' Campaign for Human
Devulopment. There had been a lot of dissatisfaction and
non··communication concerning the proposal. Reggie said that
"he had received a phone call from . • • Catholic Social
Services to the effect that the Chairman [Kirby Verret] . .
• was trying to ,kill the proposal by the comments he had
madt! (UHNM November 10, 1990). Reggie Billiot went further
to cruestion Kirby Verret's propriety in contacting Reggie's
emp.Loyer (Terrebonne Parish Council) concerning Reggie's
app.Lication for a job to work on a better relationship
bet, .. een the Houma and the parish (UHNM November 10, 1990).
Ver:=-et alleged that the parish was trying to "groom" Reggie
for Tribal Chairman.
Council man Reggie Billiot pointed out that the
letter sent to his supervisor was on Tribal
stationary and signed as Tribal Chairman and that
this was interpreted by Councilman [Reggie]
Billiot as someone using their position to
intimidate (UHNM November 10, 1990).
Gre!lt suspicion toward Terrebonne Parish government appears
tOllnd,erlie much of the discussion concerning Reggie
Billio,t's employment there. The fact that Reggie is paid by
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the parish immediately casts suspicion on him in some eyes
(UH>JM March 16, 1991).
Jim Liner and Helen Gindrat sparred verbally in February
1991 :

Councilman Liner asked if anyone in the audience
wanted copies of anything he would gladly put it
i.n the mail. He continued that he was accused to
griving out all kinds of information to the public
and will continue because he believed it was his
right. Vice-Chairman Gindrat told councilman
Liner to make sure he was giving out the correct
i.nformation. Councilman Liner replied to go ahead
alnd have your "kangaroo court" (UHNM, February
1.991) .

Durinsr the public-forum part of the March meeting, several
people spoke on behalf of the Coalition for Better
Government, a watch-dog organization comprised of several.
URN members who were critical of the URN council. Albert·
Naquin of Terrebonne Parish apologized to Louise Solet, a
URN cc)uncil member from Dulac for holding a meeting in her
t01llln t-Tithout informing her. He further said that the
Coalit:ion was only trying to "collect names, addresses,
phone numbers and tribal roll numbers." In the process,
they had found people without tribal roll numbers (UHNM
March 16, 1991). Yet Marlene Foret from Terrebonne
indicclted that the collecting of names had the Ultimate
purpo!;e of opening up the governing process. She said that,
eventually we will be able to get together the
clmount of people we need from every area then
1:hese people are going to get together and work
1:ogether so that everybody else knows and anybody
liho wants to get involved will be able to (UHNM
lt1arch 16, 1991).
Helen Gindrat at the same meeting confronted Naquin and
Foz'et about what they were doing, saying that they were not
elE!ct.ad (UHNM March 16, 1991).
Bet:ween 1980 and 1990, the UHN minutes show an evolution in
poJ.itical interest among group members, with significant
in(:rei~se in formal community-wide political processes as
sh()wn in the presence of expressed conflict, rise of
fa(:t.ilonal disputes, and polit.ical activity not staged by a
halldf'Lll of council leaders. In the past, council members
su(:h ,~s John Parfiat had been expelled without community
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invol'/ement and questioning. By 1991, the operations of the
council were scrutinized not only by group members who
attended meetings and spoke from the floor but also by
council members. A coalition for good government had been
formej t.o check council activities and to open the political
process to the membership.
Reggie E~illiot questioned the leadership of the group from
the council chamber itself. He was highly critical of what
he saw. He was also criticized for creating "issues not
relevant: to tribal unity and diminished honor of the tribe"
(UHNM, January 1991).
At seme point, it appears, although the record does not
indicatE! exactly when, the council made the geographical
representation more specific, so that there were defined
distlicts within the parishes. In Terrebonne Parish today,
five districts are delineated: Bayou du Large (Kirby
VerrEit); from Bayou du Large to Houma City (Wilbert
Billiot); Houma (Reggie Billiot); Montegut/Point au Chien
(Marie Domangue); and Point au Chien to Isle Jean-Charles
(Kirby '''Bud'' Courteaux) (BAR Wilbert Billiot 1992c).
Issuos discussed in council have changed. In 1980, the
coun<:il discussed beauty contests, crafts fairs and classes,
land claims issues, and genealogical work done by nonmembi!rs. Even in 1992, Delores Dardar said that the group's
#1 p::'iority was "education." Because there was little
significant discussion, there was little to argue over other
than equal representation among the parishes.
By 1~91, the discussions were often heated and acrimonious,
concerning business matters such as the non-profit status of
the ;Jrc1up, how the group governs itself, conflict of
interes:t on the part of board members, relations with
governBlent, recycling operations, membership and voting
regulat:ions, and many other issues which would be more
typical of a governing body than a social or cultural club.
There ",as also an attempt in 1991 to open a BINGO hall in
cooperation with a private business, although there are no
discussions concerning this in the minutes, whether due to
deficiency of the minutes or actual lack of discussion is
unclear. Perhaps internal opposition to BINGO is the reason
the nOl1-profit number was blocked for more than ten years.
The tribe needed a non-profit number, which it did not have
at t:he time, in order to sponsor BINGO. The VFW and
Americ.!n legion went to court to block the hall's opening
(BAlt wilhoa Thomassie 1992c).
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An ac:ti'::>n-oriented younger group is concerned with
furthering the economic interests of the membership. They
no longer discuss issues concerning group pride, unity, and
"honl)r, II so important to the old guard who began the
coun,:il. They demand that attorneys be hired to answer
legal questions. They bring in consultants to discuss new
business prospects. They freely refer to African as well as
Indian ancestry.
Elect.ic," to the Council today follows a complex process.
Louise So let described it for her area in Dulac. A local
meetin~J was attended by 79 people, from which an election
cOl!llritt:ee of five people was formed. This committee met at
Louise"s house to study the by-laws and constitution. They
set a date for the election, determined how the vote would
be bald and designated polling locations. The committee met
wi ttL o~ther districts' election committees to coordinate
datE!S, as the election was supposed to be held in June (BAR
Lou;.se Solet 1992c). It was postponed to August 30, 1992.
Candidates nominate themselves. They must live in the
dis1:rict, have been a member in good standing for two yeats,
and have a high school diploma. They must also pay a $25.00
fee. Apparently many people do not qualify and some
dis:?utes arise over this issue. Some applications for
can:Hdacy are reviewed at the central office (BAR Delores
Dar:iar' 1992c), although others said that the election
commit;tee made sure candidates met the criteria (BAR Louise
Solet 1992c).
By thE~ April, 1991, meeting in Dulac, the growing interest
in Uf.U1 activities is documented by the sign-in sheet of 62
nall,es (UHNM April 20, 1991). References are made to council
pel'sons receiving great numbers of telephone calls
corlcerninq gossip and radio stories on the tribe. Now, not
onJ.y are 12 of 14 council members present, but also present
aru six non-voting alternates and one voting alternate.
Thu responsibility of writing up the URN minutes was turned
OVf!r to Kirby Verret in June 1991.
The minutes became
s~nplified and no indications of actual political process
ca:\ be detected (UHNM July 13, 1991). It is unclear if the
te::nporary downward fluctuation in the minutes reflected a
real diminution of political process or merely a change in
the c:overage in the minutes. However, when Francis Johnson
began writing the minutes in october, 1991 (UHNM October 12,
1991), debate, often heated and acrimonious, was continuing.
Recerlt letters to the BAR from Reggie Billiot and Michael
Dardar indicate that the council is in an uproar over
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various allegations concerning ancestry and the presentation
of glmealogical material to the BAR.
Mich'iel Dardar has begun to publish a newsletter entitled
Talking stick. Two issues had been published by fall of
1992. The November issue read
This issue is dedicated to Jim Liner, Reggie
Billiot, and Jerry Billiot. Many times I've told
my wife that I wish I could have seen through the
li.es and deceptions of Joe Dardard [sic) and the
ot:hers sooner so I could have supported Jim,
Reggie and Jerry in their earlier attempts to
expose the corruption (Talking stick, November
1992).

Dete.ill; of the so-called "corruption" were not given.
Mictlael Dardar also brought John Billiot back onto the
COUJlcil as his alternate, writing "It is an honor to have
him as my alternate. He is the former councilman for this
dis1:rict, a former tribal chairman and someone who tried t:p
fight the old administration years ago" (Talking Stick,
Nov4!mber 1992). There is consistency in how the main
fac':ions on the council line up over time. Many of those
mos': critical of the tribal leadership represent the
Dul,!lc/Grand Caillou/Houma area.
The us,e of gossip and threats of intimidation are an ongoing
theme in the UHN political process, within the UHN
communities of the lower bayous. These informal means of
social. control and exertion of authority are referred to
often in the 1991 period and also earlier, as in the
incidEmt when Kirby Verret wrote a letter to Reggie
Billic)t's employer. Helen Gindrat (Vice chairman) said in a
meeting in March 1991:
that she was asked sometime back to mention this.
'rheir was [sic] some accusations made on some
individuals. Please stop or someone eventually
will want to file a class action suit on the
,accusations that are going around (UHNM March 16,
1991).

Th4! utilization of gossip, often a potent form of social
co:"trol in small communities and kin-based communities, is
an indicator that some form of informal community existed,
as qo,ssip is not effective without a community and shared
system of values to support it.
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current status

since 1992, a number of issues, such as hurricane relief
fund distribution and Federal acknowledgment, have ignited
new levels of interest. Meetings have been attended by
several hcndred people, some of whom became unruly due to
certain frustrations with the leadership of the group.
Formally, since about 1979, the URN membership includes
people from all the major bayou communities. Two thirds of
the melllbership, however, now lives in the New Orleans
suburbs. There is no evidence that they maintain a
poHtic::al or social relationship with UHN members in the
bayc,us,. or with other UHN members in the suburbs. There is
no E:vicience supporting the existence of actual social and/or
political interaction between the bayou communities from
188(1 tc:> 1970, and very limited evidence for such interaction
frOlll 1970 to the present. Prior to 1970, there never was
even a formal entity.
sinc:e ·the 1970' s, the URN have perceived a need for a higher
leve!l of organization. This especially seems to be
.
mot:Lvated by the pursuit of Federal acknowledgment. There'
are real and substantial issues that the organization could
deal with beyond identity: issues that deal with their
social and economic standing in the greater community, such
as racism, housing, poverty, fishing, disaster relief, land
claims, and environmental degradation. But they do not seem
to be addressing these.
A faction has recently identified itself. It is centered
around Montegut, Pointe au Chien and Isle Jean-Charles.
calling themselves the [i..>cumented Houma Tribe, this group
has demanded that some of the UHN leadership be replaced,
and that the URN clearly account for spending and grant
acb:.inistration. The elders, or "noncs" and "tantes," on
lo,-'er Bayou Terrebonne appear to be directly involved in the
ne,-' pc)litical faction, because some individuals who have
telephoned the BAR to discuss the break-up do not speak
En~rlil;h, nor read or write.
There is a possibility that
sOlile /:)f the young, well-educated group that has shaken up
thf! UlliN Council is allied in part with the elders in a
po:.itical vise, closing in on the long-term leadership of
the! URN organization.
Ba:;ed on what has been informally reported to BAR, there is
al:;o the possibility that this faction represents an
hi;torically and geographically distinct grouping, which has
ab,ays believed itself to be the "true" Indians and the
direct descendants of Rosalie Courteau and Marie Gregoire.
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However, the petitioner has provided no written materials on
recent E!Vents, other than newspaper clippings sent to BAR by
dissidents. A full analysis of recent events could reveal
much about the political organization and processes of the
modern petitioner.
BAR c.id not analyze the submitted material to determine
or not a smaller Indian entity exists within the
largE:r UHN petitioner, even though some of the diss idents
have hypothesized that such could be the case. Such an
anall~is would be premature because the petitioner has not
estahlished a link to a historical tribe. Having failed on
this threshold issue, a detailed analysis of factions today
is unnecessary.

whett~r
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CHAR1 1:

INDIVIDUALS LISTED ON LAND MAPS CIRCA 1930-1931
ALONG A TEN HILE STRIP OF TERREBONNE BAYOU

.. R.1SE.

T.18S.- R.1SE.

T.18S.- R.19E .

T.18S.- R.19E.

GAZAU
GAV~EA 1]
GAV~EA1]

,- BILLIOT
PIERRE BILLIOT
HICfiEL DARDAR
ETle:NN l~ BILLIOT
ETUNN l~ BILLIOT
H. ERI CE
CHA~LE .)

ETEINNE BILLIOT
ETEINNE BILLIOT
MARIANNE ERICE
JOSEPH DIANN
PIERRE CHASSON
CHARLES BILLIOT

JOSEPH DIAN
PIERRE CHASSON
CHARLES BILLIOT
J-BTS HENRY
JOHN DUPRE
JOHN DUPRE
JOSEPH BOUDREAU
JOHN NAQUIN
CHARLES NAQUIN

CHARLES NAQUIN
ALEXIS VERDINE
JOHN BILLIOT
HENRY THI~ADEAUX
MANUEL ALBARADES

==
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Chart 2:

ROSALIE COURTEAU'S LAND TRANSACTIONS AND WITNESSES

-

DATE

HOW ROSALIE WAS NAMED

1856

ROSALIE COURTEAU

CHARLES WHITE
JEAN FR. GALLEY

DEED

1856

ROSALIE COURTEAU

LEWIS WILLIS
CLEMENT CARLOS

DEED

1857

ROSALIE COURTEAU

CHARLES WHITE
JEAN-FR. GALLEY

LAND DE 0

1857

ROSALIE COURTEAU

JUSTIN DASPIT
EMILE FANGUY
E.P. BARDE
A. VERRET, JR.

DEED

1865

ROSALIE COURTEAU

CHARLES WHITE
JEAN FR GALlE

NAMES OF WITNESSES

TYPE OF TRANS

DEED
[SIC]

1867

ROSALIE COURTO
[SIC]

CLINT BELANGER
LEFRO BELANGER

DEED

1869

ROSALIE COURTEAU

H FIELDS
N BELANGER

LAND SALE

1869

ROSALIE COURTEAU

1870

ROSALIE COURTEAU

H. FIELDS
E.P. ROBICHAUX
J.N. ROBICHAUX

LAND SALE

1874

ROSALIE COURTEAU

WM. S. CAMPBELL
JOS. S. CAMPBELL

LAND SALE

DEED
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Chart 3:: HOUSEHOLD HEADS ON THE 1880 FEDERAL CENSUS 1286 - 1322
RELATED TO IMPORTANT FEMALE ANCESTORS
ROSALIE
MARIE
COURTEAU/ ENERISSE
MARIANNE
COURTEAU

MARIE
MANETTE
GREGOIRE RENAUD l

------1--------......1--- ----CENSUS

LIS~?ING

FRANCIS* & EUGENIA GALLEY
H
H
W
MARCELLINE'l & ARTHIMISE NAQUIN
JOHN & ESTELLE BILLIOT
H
H
FRANCES & :;;'ELICITE GALLEY
W
W
JAMES* & C::.AUDINA FITCH
W
W
JOSEPH* & ]otARCELINE VERDIN
BARTHELMI :3ILLIOT & DAMAS BILLIOT
H
H/W
SEVERIN* & ROSALINE BILLIOT
H-ADO TED H
MANETTE REYNOLDS [RENAUD]
DOMINIQUE " PAULINE CARRIER (NOT ANCESTORS OF GROUP)
GERVAIS* D~DARE & MARGARET DARDAR
H/W
CHAISSON ANDRE* & VARINA [EVALINA?]
W
H/W
PAULINE AND FLURE BABIN (UNKNOWN)
JOHN COURTEAU (UNKNOWN)
H'?
300 FLORINTINE & ROSETTA CHAISSON
W
W
301 ANDRE & FE[,IC:ITE BILLOT
(CHAISSONS)
302 JOHN GETTIS/f.~IET (NON-ANCESTORS)
303 GABRIEL DUBOIS FRANCIS BOURG (NON-ANCESTORS
304 NARCISE & MARGARET NAQUIN
W
W
305 LINANDAIS " I~LLOISE DARDARE
H
306 MARCELINE* & ARMALIZE NAQUIN
W
307 WALKER LOVELI~S & MARY [NAQUIN]
308 JOSEPH & C~lALITE CHAUVEST (NON-ANCESTORS)
309 CHARLES* & MJ~GARET DARDAR
H
10 CHARLES & lOUISE BILLOT
H
11 JOSEPH & JC'SEPHINE NAQUIN
W
W
H
H
12 ALEXANDER* & lotARGARET BILLIOT
H
13 ELASKI & D!:l.AILE BILLIOT
H
H
14 WILLIAM* & ROSINE BILLIOT
15 CELESTNEE Ii M.IDELINE BILLIOT
16 ~ & ~CiAR~ET BILLIOT
17 FELEX & ANNIE BILLOT

286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299

18 FAUSTIN " !IAL:INA CREPPEL

W

w/H

H

W

H
W
H

W

W
W

H/W
W
H
W

W

H
W
H
H

W

19 GUILLAUME ~I P:ETIT BILLOT
20 PAUL AND P::RZILE BILLOT

I !'[anti~tte Renaud,
unlike the other female ancestors on this
chart has no Indian ancestry.
However, she was socially
signific:ant as the daughter-in-law several times of Rosalie
Courteal1 B,illiot.
Becaue she is still alive and listed on this
census &t #294, she is included in the analysis.
The data does
indicat,! that close kin lived in a cluster around her.
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Chart 3, cont'd: HOUSEHOLD HEADS ON THE 1880 FEDERAL CENSUS #286 - 1322
RELATED TO IMPORTANT FEMALE ANCESTORS
. . . . . . . . . . .
1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .

-

CENSUS LIS'IING
21 JOSHUA AND PI:ATILDA VERDIN
22 URSAIN & MAF~Y VERDIN

W = wife

ROSALIE
MARIE
COURTEAU/ ENERISSE
MARIANNE
COURTEAU
W

W

MARIE
MANETTE
GREGOIRE RENAUD

W/H
H

H = hu:sband
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Chart ·l
FAMr::..Y SURNAMES ASSOCIATED WITH SPECIFIC COMMUNITIES: 1907

.............................................
Billiot, Dardar, Solet, Verdin

Bar!ltaria Bayou:
Poi~t

au Chien: Billiot, Dardar, Naquin, Verdin, Fitch,
Creppell (originally)

Lafourche:
Pointe~

Dardar, Billiot, Verdin

au Barree:

Courteaux

Champs Charles (Isle Jean-Charles): Naquin, Billiot, Dardar
Verdin
Grand Caillou:
Bayou Bleu:

Deon, Fitch

Creppell family
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Chart 5:

TRENDS IN OUT-MARRIAGE FOR PERSONS WITH MARRERO ADDRESSES FOR THE YEARS 1900-1990
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Chart 6:

TRENDS IN OUT-MARRIAGE FOR PERSONS WITH DULAC ADDRESSES FOR THE YEARS
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CHART 7:

PERCENTAGE OF OLDEST IN SIBLING GROUPS WITH TWO UHN PARENTS
(ONLY MEASURE AVAILABLE OF UHN-UHN MARRIAGES)
TOTAL NUMBER OF UNION~: 1,114 INDIVIDUALS*

PERCENT:.-----------------------------------------------____________________________________________--.
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Chart 8
OCCUPATIONS OJ!' ANCESTORS (MALES OVER 16 YEARS OLD)
BASED ON TfiE 1880 FEDERAL CENSUS
LOCATION

f i\R.\1ERS"
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7

1

1

TENTH
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8

TERREBONN

2

1

1

E

TENTH
WARD

LAFOURCHI

-

*In-1aws to the URN ancestors are shown farming at Bayou Salle & Four Points
(1), Sixtt. Ward, Terrebonne Parish (1), and Tenth Ward, Lafourche Parish (1).
and (1) fu~ed on shares.
**One man at Bayou Salle & Four Points was listed as a "huckster," or peddler.
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BACKGROUND PAPER
HISTORICAL INDIAN TRIBES- IN LOUISIANA

Intl:oduction. BAR undertook this survey for two purposes.
Fir:>t, because of the mixing-bowl effect that the close
pro:cimity of a number of small tribal groupings in Louisiana
had during the second half of the eighteenth century and the
early nineteenth century (see description below), it was
eff'~ctively impossible to understand or discuss the
dev'~lopment of the historical Houma tribe during the last
thi::-d of the eighteenth century independently from the
acti.vities of the other petites nations or "small nations"
livLng in the same neighborhoods. Second, because BAR
resl:arch could not tie the ancestors of the URN petitioner
to:he historical Houma tribe, it was necessary to see if
the petitioner originated from any other historical tribe in
LouLsiana.
The questions that needed to be answered were,

essential~y:

(1) what became of the small Louisiana tribes of the late
eig1teenth century?; and

(2) can any of these groups be documented as having provided
a CJre for the ancestral origin of the twentieth century
United. Houma Nation (hereafter URN)?
In this background paper, bibliographical information is
prov-ided only for those sources which have not already been
included in the bibliography on the Proposed Finding--United
Houna Nation.
THE HISTORICAL HOUMA TRIBE

SummaIY of Documentation Pertaining to the Historical Houma
Tribe 1763-1803. The historical Houma tribe is believed to
haVE! been resident on the Tombigbee River in modern Alabama
in prE!-colonial times. By the time of European contact,
however, they were in Louisiana. A Houma village was first
encountered by La Salle in 1692. Evicted from their site
north of Baton Rouge by the Tunica in 1706, they lived for a
shart time on Bayou St. Jean near present-day New Orleans,
but by 1718 were located around Houmas Point, on both banks
of the Mississippi, near the headwaters of Bayou Lafourche.
There are scattered mentions of them in this same location
du:rin9 the next 50 years. Anthropologists have made the
1
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assumption that the Houma incorporated remnants of several
othE~r small coastal tribes during this period (Kniffen,
Greqory, and Stokes 1987, 78).
VieHs of the Houma varied during the eighteenth century-fron "troublesome" in the 1750's to "intermingling with
othE~r Indian groups" (Swanton 1911, 278 and 290-92, quoting
French and English sources).
One comment by De Kerlerec,
quot:ed by Swanton (Swanton 1911, 290), indicates that by at
lea~;t 1758 the Houma population was reduced by the
connumption of alcohol. This extensive 25-page report on
the Indians of the Colony of Louisiana, written in 1758 by
De lCerlerec, indicated that the Houmas had been numerous,
but now only numbered about "sixty men bearing arms." The
group was located half-way between New Orleans and Point
Coupee.
The Governor noted the strategic position they
occupied and indicated "great consideration is shown them"
(Minsissippi Provincial Archives (hereafter MPA) 5:212, Doc.
56; !VlP~ 5: 226, note 41) .

\

By the 1770's, the Houma are clearly documented as having
been settled in the parishes of St. James and Ascension, up
the Mississippi River from New Orleans. The 1770's
witnessed considerable, if not uniform conflict among the
Houma and their neighbors, including the Talapouches and the
Chitimachas, the Atakapas and Opelousas (Papeles Procedentes
de Cubg (hereafter PPC), #23, Nos. 2, 3, 5, 6, 16, 17, 18,
31, 32, 33).
Cabonocey, The History, CUstoms and Folklore
of !'t. James Parish by Lillian C. Bourgeois (Bourgeois
198'7), states that the central location of St. James Parish
madE~ it a natural center for the Muskogean speaking groups
such as the Houma, Chitimacha, Mugulasha, Bayogoula, Washa,
and Acolapissa (Bourgeois 1987, 1).
In her description of
the first Acadians coming to settle during the mid-1760's in
the Louisiana area of what came to be St. James Parish along
the .A.cadian coast, Bourgeois interj ects notes of a certain
Cap1:ain Harry Gordon.
In his "Journal, Notes on the Country
along the Mississippi from Kaskaskia to New Orleans," Gordon
wrote on October 14, 1766, that the colony of New Orleans
was inhabited on both sides of the Mississippi for 20
leaques above the town. The population included not only
"poor Acadians," but also "about 150 Houma and like number
of Alibamu" (Bourgeois 1987, 13-14).
The 1766 census of inhabitants along the right bank of the
Mis:3issippi, includes the reference to "two Indian tribes or
v~llages" (Bourgeois 1987, 170).
Internal evidence suggests
tha': these were the Alibamu Indians and the Houma Indians
2
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noted in the 1769 "Census of Acadian Coast" (Bourgeois 1987,
173, 178). These lands, along the Mississippi, were located
in thE~ area of what was transferred by Calibee in the Houmas
grant (see below). Whether the lands were in fact the same
is not as important as that Houma and Acadian immigrants
were! in the same area during the interlude of the 1760' s
when t:he French administration was preempted by the Spanish.
Spanish Corrunandant Louis Judice's 1768 "Resencement des
Sauvages Dependants de la Coste" at Cabbanocey went into
sorrewhat more detail on the Indian settlements in the region
(PP~~) ;
Taensa little nation, left bank, Mingo Mastabe, chief
men
12
'Jlomen
12
boys
11
10
TOTAL:
45
girls
[SIC (:') uana or] Alabamon nation, right bank, Mingos Canebe,
chiE!f
men
27
'JlOmen
28
boys
17
87
girls
TOTAL:
15
Cocteau [Hoctahenja] or Alibamon village, Mingo Titabe,
chief
men
23
'J\7omen
31
boys
32
TOTAL:
117
girls
31
Houma nation, right bank, Mingos Atthanabe, chief; Ca1abe
also chief
men
40
'JlOmen
40
boys
60
230
TOTAL:
90
~Jirls
These basic numbers have to serve as a starting point for
analysis. Referring to the sale of "its village site" made
in Oct:ober, 1774, made by the Houma Chief Calabee (URN
Pet . , "Ex. 1:#16; see also: Senate Doc. 45, 28th Cong., 2d
SesB." January 13, 1845, for documents) Judice indicated in
1TiS t:hat the Houma village actually had divided into "three
villages." Calabee with about 20 men remained on the site
sold to Mr. (William) Conway; "the chief" with an almost
3
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equ~l

number, had retired to another "site two and one-half
lea3ues above [that of Calabee's village)" and established a
villag·e 20 arpents from the river.l In addition, "one
Tiefayo, with eight families, has withdrawn to the
LaF:::mrche" (URN Pet., Ex. 1:#16), This description
indica.tes a possible three-fold division of the Houma, at
least temporarily, in contrast to other documents indicating
only two locations of Houma,
At the time of the 1775 letter, Judice was attempting to
have "these tribes" retire to Lafourche. He indicated they
were the cause of complaints and disorder among themselves
and betY'leen themselves and European colonists, This may
shed light on the moveme!1t of Tiefayo to LaFourche. On the
basis of Judice's description of their relative size, the
two contingents of approximately 20 men, with their
families, and the third under Tiefayo, may well have
numbered less than one hundred.
In addition to Calabee, the name Matiabee [Natchiabee]
appears in a number of entries in the PPC. He is referred
to in several as the "young" or "only real chief" of. the
Houma (PPC, URN Pet., Ex. 1:#23, p. 9, 2, February 4, 1776
and March 18, 1776; URN Pet., Ex. 1:#23, p. 20, Oct. 4,
1778).
The Spanish commandant at St. James/Ascension
continued to refer to the Houma at intervals until 1787/89
(SEE~ Historical Report, URN Proposed Finding) .
In 17134, Thomas Hutchins, a British officer reported that
there were about 25 Houma warriors at a village 60 miles
from New Orleans, also an Alabama village with 30 warriors,
anc. three miles further on, a Chitimacha village with 27
waIriors (Hutchins 1969, 39).
Doc:uDuantation on the Historical Houma from the Early Federal
PeI'iod. Jefferson's letter to Congress, November 14, 1803,
ent.:Ltled "Description of Louisiana," contains a statement
thell: the Houma did not exceed 60 persons (ASP 1834a, 1: 349,
Report: No. 164). The source from which Jefferson extracted
thE! information was a letter, dat~d September 29, 1803, to
thE! St=cretary of State, James Madison, from Daniel Clark.

1
It was probably this group that Jefferson's 1803 report to Congress
on Indians in Louisiana described as "on the eastern bank of the
Mississippi, about twenty five north leagues of Orleans, are the remains
of the nation of Houmas, or red men, which do not exceed sixty persons"
(ASg 1834a, 1: 349) .

4
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Clark's September 29, 1803, letter to Madison on the Indian
popula'tion was reprinted in its entirety in the ASP,
Jefferson making no substantive changes.
It was Clark,
whatevl2r the source of his information, who detailed the
Louisiana Indian tribes along the Mississippi and other
important rivers and bayous.
Indeed, Clark's letter serves
as one of the primary documents of Indian groups in
Louisiana at the time of the Louisiana Purchase.
Two years later, John Sibley indicated that the Lower
MisHissippi Valley tribes were experiencing an apparently
com:tant movement and interaction among groups or remnants
of various tribes.
Sibley noted that some Tunicas and
HumClS [sic] were "married in" to the Attakapas, in a village
near Quelqueshoe [Calcasieu, later Opelousas District,
Lou:.siana], about 20 miles west of the Attakapas Church (ASP
183;~, 4:724; for a land claim based on an 1801 purchase from
an ::ndian of this settlement, see ASP 1834C, 3: 113, No.
96) 2 This was a considerable distance west of the URN
ancE!stral settlement along the bayous in Terrebonne and
Lafourche parishes.
Swanton (based on Sibley'S 1805 report)
rest,ated this situation, saying that the Houma had
intE!rmarried wi th the Tunica and At takapa (Swanton 1911,
290··292) .
Sib:.ey in the same report (ASP 1832 [Indian Affairs], 4: 721725, No. 113; Annals of Congress, 9th Cong., 2d Sess., 1076108B) indicated that "a few of the Humas [were] still living
on l:he east side of the Mississippi, in Insussees [bad misspe:.ling of Ascension?] parish, below Manchac, but scarcely
exint as a nation" (ASP 1832, 4:725) . This reaffirmed what
Clal~k' s letter had indicated in 1803, namely that some Houma
Ind:Lans were still located in the area of the Amite River,
at f1anchac.
It was land in this area which subsequently was
I"efE~rred to as the IIHoumas Claim" (Sen. Doc. 144, 25th
Con9., 2d Sess., Jan. 29, 1838; S. Report 45, 28th Cong., 2d
Ses:,., Jan. 13, 1845).
A diary kept by James Leander Cathcart refers to the Houmas'
setl:lement in the early nineteenth century as being located
nea:: the modern boundary of Ascension Parish and St. James
Parish, on the east side of the Mississippi. Daniel Clark,

Alabamas were also in this area:
"HYLAIRE, sauvage Alibamon
legitmate according to their laws, son of Payancabe & Fic SCHONQUE,
sauva.ges Alibamons, b. 1 Aug. 1815, bt. 16 July 1816, Opel. Ch.: Reg. of
Blacks, v. 2, p. 19" (Hebert 1976a, 3:687).

5
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who purchased the Houmas' property in the area, sold it to
Genl?ral Wade Hampton in 1812. In the 1850' s the property
pas:3ed to John Burnside, after which time the area came to
be (:alled Burnside (Prichard, Kniffen, and Brown 1945, 757
notl? 76; 843 note 504) .
SOIDI:! Houma (four or five families) were in St. James Parish
on I:antrelle lands when seen by de Laussat in 1805/06
(La'lssat 1978, 67-68). They were under Cantrelle patronage
in 3t. James when the unnamed chief was sent to New Orleans
to 3ee Governor William Claiborne in 1806 and 1811 (Rowland
1917, 3:347 and 5:275).
Anthropological literature seems to
hav,? assumed that they migrated away from St. James Parish
shortly after that date, but a local historian indicates
tha: an Indian settlement remained to the rear of Bon
Sec:>urs Plantation until at least 1915 (Campbell 1981,
28)

.3

AccJrd.ing to a recent book on Indians in Louisiana, Albert
Gallatin's report on Indians in the United States indicated
that while lands were sold by the Houma in 1776, "as late as
1836" English [sic] maps showed them hunting on the Amite
River (Kniffen, Gregory, and Stokes 1987, 78). However,
1836 was only the date of Gallatin's report--not to the date
of thE~ map to which Gallatin referred.
Compaz:isoD of documentation on the historical Houma Tribe
with trnN traditions. Certainly the standard descriptions of

historical Houma tribal locations--that LaSalle located them
on thE! banks of the Mississippi in 1682, and IbervilI"e
visitE!d them there in 1699 (Swanton 1911, 285), that they
were near New Orleans in 1706, and by 1718 some distance
upri.vE!r from New Orleans on the Mississippi I where they
remained throughout the eighteenth century--do not square
well tlTith the UHN tradition of a grandmother who was born in
Mobi.lE! and a grandfather who was Biloxi (Swanton 1911,
292)

.4

By way of contrast, the only Indians reported in Lafourche Parish
by ,;ibley in 1805 were not Houma, but five Washas, scattered in French
famLlies (ASP 1832,4:725).
The tribes which are known to have moved from Mobile to Louisiana
in L764 include the Pascagoula (Swanton 1911, 305), Apalache, and Chatot
(S~inton 1911,
156, 210).
The Taensa, originally from Louisiana, had
movl~d near Mobile in 1715 and returned to Louisiana shortly after the 1763
ces;sion (Swanton 1911, 171, 210).
One band of the Muskogee, the
Pacoinna/Pakana, also moved into Louisana from Alabama about 1764 (Swanton

6
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The family history of the writer's oldest
iriformant, Felicite Billiout, will serve to
illustrate this tribal complexity. Hers
grandmother, whose Indian name was Nuyu'n, but who
was baptized "Marion" after her removal to
Louisiana, was born in or near Mobile; her
grandfather, Shulu-shumon, or, in French, Joseph
Abbe,6 and more often called "Couteaux," was a
1911
204).
Only "some" of the Alibamu followed the French from Fort
Toulouse to the Ascension Parish location on the Mississippi in 1762
(GatBchet 1969, 88; Swanton 1911, 153-156).

In reviewing Swanton's field notes, the referent of the pronoun
"her" is ambiguous.
In the published version, it seems to refer to
Felicite Billiot herself. However, his notes indicate it is possible that
Felicite's brother Barthelemy may have been speaking of his mother's
grandparents and parents.
Chronologically, the second interpretation
would make more sense.
See for a very similar name, a 1745 reference to Shulashummashtabe
(Red Shoe, Sou louche Oumastabe) as a Choctaw war chief at the town· of
Coue(,hitto near Tombecbe [Tombigbee] (Galloway 1981). Elsewhere, Galloway
remadcs that:
each [Choctaw village] chief had his staff of officials
numbering about five.
These men can be identified in
the documents through the repeated occurrence of what
the French took for personal names but what are clearly
functional titles, . . . Many, if not all, villages had
a war chief, and often this office carried the title of
sClulouche oumastabe (red shoe killer) or simply mingo
Ot~a (red chief)" (Galloway 1985, 123).
Galloway further notes that, "Swanton, who had access only to the
French documents acquired up to that time by the Library of Congress and
othel: American libraries . . . did not recognize the titular nature of the
appe:.lations soulouche oumastabe . ,
(Galloway 1985, 152, note 14).
Gatschet regarded appellations such as Old Red Shoe as names or war names,
rathl!r than titles, in Creek, Alibamu, and Koasati (Gatschet 1969, 162).
Usner's discussion of the Choctaw Red Shoes (Usner 1992, 88) also
says he was "known by the name of his political position" and uses the
spel:Lin9 "Shulush Houma" for "Red Shoes," which is phonetically even
closer to the version given Swanton by Barthelemy Billiot. Combined with
FelicitE! Billiot's recollection that the family came from Mobile, and the
fact that the "Houma" language that Swanton collected from her was "nearly
pure Choctaw" (Swanton n.d.; see also Swanton 1918), this opens a possible
line of research that some of her ancestry may have been Mobilian or
ChOCI:.:lW and that "Shulu'shumon" represented a title rather than a personal
name.
A Chitimachci with the "Red Shoes" name or. title was reported by
Swanl:on as a chief on Bayou Lafourche in 1784 (Swanton 1911, 343, citing
Hutchins 1784, 39, 46).
However, the Hutchins reference says nothing
aboUl: the name of either this chief or the other one, Mingo Luak or Fire

7
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Biloxi medal chief; and her mother "an Atakapa
from Texas." In addition, she said that Cherokee
("Tsalaki"), Choctaw, and Alibamu had all married
~7ith her people.
Among other tribes she had heard
of the Chickasaw ("Shikasha"), Tallapoosa
("Talapush") , 7 and Tunica.
Her grandmother,
~7hom, she said, had moved successively to the
Mississippi, "Tuckapaw Canal," Bayou La Fourche,
Houma, and the coast of Terre Bonne, was evidently
among the Indians who migrated from the
neighborhood of Mobile after 1764, in order not to
remain under English rule (Swanton 1911, 292).
The following comment may well be relevant to understanding
the names attributed to and used by the URN ancestor Shulu
shuman, or in French Joseph Abbe, also called Courteau or
Houma,8 whose grandchildren identified him as Biloxi, an
identification confirmed by contemporary documentation in
Terrebonne Parish, Louisiana (see Genealogical Report, URN
Proposed Finding, for details) :
Frequently, men were addressed by honorifics that
war names. These often ended with -huma,

~7ere

ChiE!f,

named by Swanton on the same page.

Hutchins later mentions a

vil:.agEI named Mingo Louak.
J~ Coosada [Coushatta, KoasatiJ chief named Red Shoes was mentioned
SeVE!ral. times in Creek leader Alexander McGillivray's correspondence, and
is I~Jted as having visited New Orleans in 1792 (Caughey 1938, 246):
he
was .also mentioned by Caleb Swan in his report on the condition of the
Crel!ks in 1791 (Schoolcraft 1969, 5:263).
According to Swanton, about
179] this Coushat.ta Red Shoes led a party of about 20 families of Alabamas
and Coushattas to settle in Louisiana about 60 miles up from the mouth of
the Red River (Swanton 1922, 204).
J~ Creek uncle of McGillivray's called Red Shoes
(brother of
McG.Llli.vray's mother Sehoy Marchand) died in 1784, which indicates further
the .frE!quency of the name/title (Caughey 1938, 62, 66).

A subdivision of the Creek.
According to Swanton's notes, it was Barthelemy Billiot who told
Swanton that his grandfather. Shulu-shuman, had been "driven out by the
lnd Lans and made a medal chief by the whites."
His other names were
Josl~ph Abbe, or Courteau.
A parallel usage of "Homan as a family name in the nineteenth
cen:ury is Tisha Homa, "otherwise called Captain Red Pepper," a Choctaw,
who ciied, leaving an estate, in Lowndes County, Miss issippi, in 1836 (Ward
19S5, 34, 40).

8
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meaning red, a power color, or with -abe or ubbe,9 signifying "killer," the equivalent of
"'general" or "conunander" in English. The Mobilian
word mingo, or chief, was applied to powerful men
(Kniffen, Gregory, and Stokes 19B7, 242).
Among the Muskogean speakers, men assumed
honorific titles after they had distinguished
themselves in battle. Many such names appear in
the literature on the Louisiana Indians. The
suffixes -tubbe, -mica, and -huma, or -houma, were
more in the nature of insignia of military rank
than simple name endings (Kniffen, Gregory, and
Stokes 19B7, 291).
Apparently because of these internal contradictions, a
recEmt book has suggested that the Houma "may be the only
nat:Lve Louisiana tribal group to join the westward movement
from west Florida in the Spanish period. As such, the Houma
may be considered one of the irrnnigrant tribes" (Kniffen,
Gre<Jory, and Stokes 19B7, 79). It is not clear from the
coni:ext whether these authors were referring to the
'
hisl:orical Houma, a tribe which was resident in Louisiana at
the time of first contact with European colonists, or if
Kni::fen, Gregory, and Stokes were positing an irrunigrant
ori9in for the modern Houma of Terrebonne and Lafourche
parishes.
OTHER HISTORICAL TRIBES OF LOUISIANA
of the Survey. The URN ancestral corrnnunity had a
clear tradition of Indian· identity, Since examination of the
documentary record did not produce any clear connection of
the UHN to the historical Houma tribe of Louisiana, as
att::-ibuted by Swanton (Swanton 1911, 392) and cl.aimed by the
pet:Ltion, the BAR historian undertook a more extensive
surrey of the Indian "mixing bowl" corrnnunity which formed
along the Mississippi River between 1763 and 1803, under the
stress caused by actions and land cessions made by the
European colonial powers, to see if any other historical
trihal identity could be determined for the ancestors of the
URN petitioner. In part, this undertaking was in response
to I:he suggestion by Kniffen: Gregory, and Stokes that the
Pu~)ose

See, for example, Moshulitubbee.. a Choctaw
County, Mississippi, in 1819 (Ward 1986, 34).

living

in Noxubee

9
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Houma "may be the only native Louisiana tribal group to join
the westward movement from west Florida in the Spanish
period. As such, the Houma may be considered one of the
immigrant tribes" (Kniffen, Gregory, and Stokes, 1987, 79).
Although the number of Indian groups in late-eighteenth
, century Louisiana was large, the aggregate number of
individuals was comparatively small.
By 1803, at the time
of American assumption of authority, "at least" 2,000
Indians were known to be living within the limits of the
modern State of Louisiana (Purser 1964, 402).10 The
questions which the BAR attempted to answer by surveying
these groups were threefold:
(1)
~lhat was the broader context of the historical
community from which the small group of URN founders came?
(2)
If the "bulk" of the historical Houma tribe, last
ment.ioned as consisting of 80 persons and residing in
Asce!Usion and St. James parishes, did not move to Lafourche
and TE!rrebonne parishes, what became of it?
(3)
Does any other of the Indian groups along the banks of
the Mississippi during this 40-year period (1763-1803) match
more! closely than the historical Houma tribe to the
tradit:ions provided to Swanton by the group's descendants in
1907?
Late nighteenth-Century Movement of Louisiana Indian Tribes.

Extinct groups. By the beginning of Spanish administration
in Louisiana (1762/68), a number of the smaller coastal and
Mississippi River tribes had already gone out of independent
existence. Swanton presumed that any remnants had been
incoq)orated into the Houma and other surviving groups, but
there seems to be no documentary evidence for this
presumption except for the incorporation of the Bayogoula
anc. at least some of the Acolapissa with the Houma before
1753. The groups who had ceased independent existence by
the, 1760' s are the Tangipahoa, Okelousa, Bayogoula, those
Acc1lapissa who had settled on the banks of the Mississippi,

10
The single largest group,
on JHN origins.'

the Caddo, was irrelevant to research

10
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the Quinipissa, the Chawasha, and the Washa l l (Swanton
1945, Map 11). Therefore, they were not relevant to a
con3ideration of the 1763-1803 time period.
The_use of Mobilian Trade Jargon as an inter-tribal
lanaua~.
One contributing factor to the intermixing of the
smaLl tribal groups in Louisiana was that they had a common
mea,s of communication:
the Mobilian Trade Jargon. John
Sibley reported that Mobilian was spoken in addition to
their native languages by all the Indians who had come into
Louisiana from the east side of the Mississippi.
Among
those using it [were] the Alabama, Apalachi, Biloxi,
Cho:::too, Pacana, Pascagoula, Taensas, and Tunica (York 1982,
139) .

York. felt that the "common language now known as Mobilian"
had it.s origin from the Choctaw language (York l.982, 141).
Woo::lwalrd reported that Mobilian was a mixture of Creek,
ChoctBLw, Chickasaw, Natchez, and Apalache.
Haas concluded
that r<lobilian appeared to be a mixture of Choctaw and
Alabama (York 1982, 141-142).
When Swanton collected Indian words from URN ancestress
Felicite Billiot, he reported that "all the words look like
Choctaw" and could be taken as proof that the language of
the historical Houma tribe had been a dialect of Choctaw
(Swant:on n. d. ). However, a more recent scholar has
corrmented that, "it is.equally possible that the words are
from the Mobilian trade language and are not at all
reJ;:resentative of the language of the Houma" (Crawford 1975,
34) .12
Surrmaries by late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century
The correspondence of Judice, the Spanish

obS~Drers.

11
Both the Chawasha and the Washa were in the Bayou Lafourche area
at ·:he time of first European contact.
In 1699, the Washa had a central
village on upper Bayou Lafourche.
From 1718-1739, they were near the
German Coast post, in modern St. Charles Parish. Five of them were still
rep,)rted in Lafourche Parish by Sibley in 1805, living scattered in French
hou3eholds. Kniffen, Gregory, and Stokes stated that they are believed to
hav~ spoken a language of the Chitimachan family--at any rate, they were
not Muskogean speakers (Kniffen, Gregory, and Stokes 1987, 55, 79).

12
Professor Emanuel J. Drechsel, Department of Linguist ics,
Univer::iity of Hawaii, in a telephone conversation with BAR historian
vir;Jinia DeMarce on September 27, 1993, confirmed that the word list
collected by Swanton from Felicite Billiot in 1907 was, with a high degree
of probability, Mobilian rather than Choctaw.

11
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comnandant at St. James and La Fourche des Chetimachas,
preHerved in the Papeles Procedentes de Cuba, from the
1770's and 1780's, had frequent reference to Indian
res:.dents- -some of whom were Houma, but by no means all of
whon were Houma.
In fact, when he confronted local Houma
with allegations of cattle stealing in 1772, their reply was
that the Taensa and Alibamu had done it (Corbin 1981, [1]).
The same year, in discussing a palisade that the Houma had
bui:Lt to defend their village against the Tallapoosa, Judice
indicated that Taensa, Chitimacha, Tunica, "Hoctchianya",
and Pacana were also in the area, though the Tunica had
abandoned their village and gone to Pointe Coupee (Corbin
1981, [2]). The Houma were going to take over the site of
an abandoned Chitimacha village near Lafourche, about threequa::-ters of a league from the river on the left [east] bank
of ':he bayou (Corbin 1981, [3]).
ThnJughout the 1770's, the official correspondence of the
Spa:1ish commandants indicates that these groups were moving
bac:c and forth extensively. They went east, across the
rivl~r
to talk to the English Indian agent at Manchac. They
wen: as far west as Opelousas and came back again, while
Attakapa and Opelousa came into the Lafourche area. There
wer,~ repeated conflicts among the various groups (Corbin
1981, [5-7, 13]), but there were also other types of
int~raction.
Judice mentioned one Houma-Chickasaw marriage
in che previous generation (Corbin 1981, [7]), while the
dau3hter of this marriage "ran off" to the Alibamon village
wit:l a Chickasaw (Corbin 1981, [9]). 13 Pascagoulas
(possibly from the Red River area in Pointe Coupee Parish)
had come to town and "gone after" some Houma women (Corbin
1981, [8, 16]).
I

lJ
In more detail, a young Indian slave woman (who is not named in
the translation submitted in the historical document #23 with the
peti.tic,n) ran away from her master, a man with whom she was living.
He
was cl "former Illinois post commandant" (PPC, Roll 189B, August 1775; UHN
Pet., Ex. Hist. #23. p. 7).
She was apparently the niece of the Houma
ChiE!f. Calabee.
Her mother was a Houma who married a Chickasaw.
The
Houna...,anted her master to free her.
She had moved in with a Frenchman
namE!ci Larteaux, yet later. ran to an Alibamon (sic) village with a
Chickasaw. The French official. Louis Judice, sent Calabee. Larteaux, and
thrE!e ..'omen to "fetch her." (PPC, Roll 189B, August 3D, 1775; Hodoc Hist.

#23

p.9).

The Frenchman Larteaux was apparently protected by the Alibamons.
The:le events indicate that special consideration was given to one Indian
sla'/e ~lOman' s disappearance and return.

12
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In ]77~), apparently, the Biloxi were also in Pointe Coupee
neal the Tunica, both of whom were associating with the
Choeta,... (Corbin 1981, [10-11]). Also, some Choctaw raiders
had t:aken refuge with the Houma in 1775 (Corbin 1981, [8]).
In ]779, one Arkansas killed another in the Chitimacha
village, and Judice was of the opinion that the whole affair
had beE~n "fomented by the malice of the Houmas" (Corbin
198], [20]).
Front the perspective of the English agents on the other bank
of the Mississippi, the most concise picture of the status
of the Indian "petites natibns" in Louisiana during the
early 1770's is to be found in Robert Rea's article on the
care·er of John Thomas, the English representative who had
beer. involved in the establishment of Fort Bute on the east
bank of the Iberville River at Manchac since 1764 (Rea 1970,
6-7, 13-14). When Thomas returned to Manchac as Deputy to
the Indian Superintendent of the Province of West Florida in
177], his instructions included that he was to travel the
Misl:issippi from New Orleans as far north as Natchez,
"not in~j the various Indian tribes and traders, and then to
rett.rn to Manchac and reside there while cultivating the
good will of the surrounding tribes and the neighboring
SpaLiards" (Rea 1970, 12).
The Indians who came under John Thomas' purview
and were usually referred to as the Small Tribes
consisted of remnants and survivors of numerous
groups once established on the Gulf Coast west of
Mobile and along the rivers between the Tombeckby
and the Mississippi. They had been driven inland
and westward by the more powerful Chickasaw,
Choctaw, and Creeks, and in 1771 they eked out an
existence on either side of the Mississippi,
hunting and planting wherever they could find
safety, dreaming of returning to the coastal
plain. The Houmas were the first tribe north of
NI:w Orleans and were located about twenty- five
l,:agues above the town. They numbered between
thirty and forty-six men [sic] and were firmly
attached to the masters of the Isle of Orleans. A
b:ague below Manchac, Plaquemines creek entered
the Mississippi from the west, and there were
found some thirty families of Tensa, Pacanna, and
Mobilien Indians; farther up the bayou lived fifty
t,o fifty-eight Chittamachas, Attacappas and
Opelousas. The Alabamas lived a half-league below
M,anchac, on the Spanish side, and numbered thirty13
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five or forty warriors. Near Point Coupee was
located a band of fifteen Chittamachas, and a
league above the Spanish post, the Tonicas, some
thirty-five families strong, occupied the English
shore. Across the river from there were ten or a
dozen Choctoes [Chatot?], so few in number that
their chief Illetaska described himself as the
sale survivor of the tribe and depended upon the
Biloxies for safety. Two leagues further north
were nearly one hundred Biloxies, refugees driven
from the Pascagoula River to the banks of the
Amite and thence to the Mississippi. As recently
as 1771, they had fled to the Spanish side in fear
of Choctaw raids, as had fifteen or so Pascagoula
warriors. Several smaller groups had separated
from these tribes and were settled on the Red
River where security had bred civilization and it
was reported that they had built themselves a
church (Rea 1970, 13; 14 n. 10 citing "Charles
Stuart's List of the Several Indian Tribes, c.
November 1772'" Thomas to J. Stuart, December 12,
1771, in Haldimand Papers).
Thomas reported that all of these tribes, the petites
nations, were declining. He estimated the total number of
all their warriors at somewhere between 200 and 250, but
. add':d that this gave them mobility:
[T]heir very weakness enabled them to move back
and forth across the Mississippi as they pleased.
The Biloxies and Pascagoulas, for example, planted
corn on the English side of the river but resided
on the Spanish side (Rea 1970, 14).
Thomas also stated that all of the small tribes were eager
to:rade with any white men.
The highly fluid situation reported by Thomas is confirmed
by :he records of Spanish Louisiana. Houma tribal land on
the east side of the Mississippi was sold in 1774 (the muchdis::ussed "Houma Claim"), but the tribe did not completely
aba:ldon the east bank at that time. Sibley in 1805 said
there were a few around Manchac in Ascension Parish (ASP
1832, 4:725) and as late as 1836, Albert Gallatin repeated
Sibley's statement that Houma were around Manchac (Gallatin
1973, 115).

14
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The movements of the groups who are documented by the
Spanish census records of 1768 and 1769 and the
cor]~espondence of Commandant Judice as having lived in close
prOJ~imity to the historical Houma were of particular
relE!vance to the questions posed to the BAR.
In addition to
theBe more or less settled tribes which are discussed below,
it :.s clearly documented that small groups of wandering
Choctaw, Chickasaw, Arkansas, etc. were coming through
Lou:.siana in the later eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries.
Tribe-:by-Tribe Analysis.
Tribes known to have been in immediate contact with the
historical Houma tribe. The 1768/69 censuses indicated that
the Alabama and Taensa lived in immediate proximity to the
hisl:orical Houma, so these two tribes were looked at first
in BAR's search for possible connections to URN originators.
URN ancestress Felicite
BiLdot stated in 1907 that the Alibamu had "married into"
her people. While in Alabama, this tribe was a member of
the Creek Confederacy.14 Those Alabama, or Alibamu,
Indians who eventually settled in Texas are currently part
of a recognized tribe as Alabama-Coushatta .15

Alaj)ama/Alibamu in Louisiana.

14
"The Alabama language belonged to the southern division of the
Muskhogean stock, and was perhaps connected with the tongues of the
Muklasa and Tuskegee, which have not been preserved.
It was closely
related to Koasati and more remotely to Hitchiti and Choctaw" (Swanton

1952, 154).
15
Swanton stated that, "later some Alabama moved to the Sabine
River, ,3.nd the greater part of them finally drifted into Texas, where they
are settled in what is now Polk County between Livingston and Woodville
though a few families remained in Louisiana" (Swanton 1946, 87-88).
Jacobson indicated that the movement into Texas came by the end of
the e,ighteenth century:

For two decades the Alabama on the Misssisippi
prospered.
But the burgeoning white population forced
the Alabama westward - - and into Spanish territory.
They settled in two villages in southwestern Louisiana.
Other Alabama moved to the Red and Calcasieu rivers and
like the Coushatta ultimately (1795) crossed the Sabine
into Texas (Jacobson 1974, 40).
There is no record of who was chief of the Alabama in Texas before
183E, but at that time an Indian called Co-La-8e was chief.
He was
succeeded by John Scott who lived until 1913 (Marsh 286-297). This name

15
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According to an interview ·...,ith Mrs. C. W. Chambers, who
serred as a missionary among the Alabama Indians of Big
Saruiy Village, Texas for 38 years, beginning in 1899, the
se~lence of events for the Alabama tribe's migration as
recollected by those who finally settled in Texas had been
as:ollows. At the evacuation of Fort Toulouse (1763), some
of '~he Alabamas had become such good friends with the French
tha': they followed them.
They caught up with the French
nea:::- the mouth of the Alabama River, where there took place
the death of chief Tamathee Mingo, who was given Christian
burial. At that time, some Indian babies began to be
christened; none had been before that time. 16 They
folLowed the French to near New Orleans and then split up
intI) five settlements; 40 families on Bayou Boeuf, a small
village called Alabama two miles above Manchac on the east
ba~< of the Mississippi; at EI Rapide on the east side of
the Red River above Bayou Rapide; near Nachitoches but
acr,)ss the river and farther up from Bayou Rapide; the
maj,)rity went farther westward on the east bank of the·
Sabine River, probably near Elton, Louisiana (Marsh 1941,
276-277; quoted in Jacobson 1974).
Swa:lton stated that after 1763, the Alabama tribe began to
bre:lk up, some going to Florida and some settling with the
Koasati [Coushatta) along the Tombigbee River. The exodus
of :he 1760's into Louisiana cannot have been complete, for
in 1772, Taitt reported 40 "Alibamons" still residing in
what 'N'as evidently the Koasati [Coushatta] town in Alabama
(Sw:lnton 1946, 146).
By 1764, some Alabama established a settlement on Bayou
Man:::hac on the left bank of the Mississippi River. Two
years later Captain Harry Gordon, on his trip downstream,
rep:Jrted 150 Alabama tribesmen at the site (Jacobson 1974,
40). An Alabama village existed in the Ascension/St. James
Parish area by 1768/69 per Judice's Spanish government
census: (see above). The Manchac and Ascension/St. James
groLlps: were still on the Mississippi in 1777 when Bartram

is comparable to "Calabee, " which was the name of the Houma "young chief"
mentioned in Judice's correspondence.
" This might agree with the statement of Felicite Billiot that her
grandmother, born at Mobile, had an Indian name and was baptized later.

16
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saw them and remained until at least 1784, when Hutchins saw
them.17
"Other bodies" of Alabama, according to Swanton, moved to
the Red River in Louisiana, and by the date of Sibley's 1805
report, one band lived near the Caddo Indians, one group
resided 16 miles above Bayou Rapides, and another group was
loccL1:ed about 30 miles 'northwest of Opelousas (each with 30
to ~:O men respectively) .18

'7 "About 60 miles from New Orleans are the villages of the Humas and
Alibimas. The former were once a considerable nation of Indians. but are
redu.:ed now to about 25 warriors; the latter consists of about 30. being
part of a nation which lived near Fort Toulouse, on the river Alibama. and
foll,)wed the French when they abandoned that post in the year 1762"
(Hut·:hins 1784., 39). "About a mile above the Ibberville [35 miles below
Poin:e CoupeeJ, on the East side of the Mississippi. there is a village of
Alibima Indians, consisting of twenty-five warriors" (Hutchins 1784, 44).
'8

In 1782, the commandant at Opelousas

informed the governor that l'Oeil de Carpe (Carp Eye).
an Alibamon chief, and Derneville. representing the
deceased chief of the Pacana village were so persistent
in their desire to meet the governor for their present
in payment for their part in the "Campaign of Baton
Rouge," that all his arguments could not stop them (De
Ville 1973b, 19).
Sibley :reported numerous, scattered, settlements:
Alabamas are likewise from West Florida, off the Alabama
River, and came to Red river about the same time of the
Boluscas [i.&...., Biloxi] and Apalachies [i.e. ca. 1764].
P.:irt of them have lived on Red river. about sixteen
miles above the B~you Rapide [possibly in Grant
P.uish?]. till last year, when most of this party, of
about thirty men,. went up Red River, and have settled
themselves near the Caddoquies [Royce map says Twp 18N.
- Range 16 W, Caddo Parish, La], where. I am informed.
they last year made a good crop of corn. The Caddoes
are friendly to them, and have no objection to their
s·ettling there; they speak the Creek and Choctaw
l.anguages, and Mobilien [,] most of them French. and some
of them English. There is another party of them. whose
village is on a small creek in Opelousas district, about
thirty miles northwest from the church of Opelousas;
they consist of about forty men; they have lived at the
same place ever since they came from Florida; are said
to be increasing a little in numbers for a few years
past; they raise corn, have houses, hogs and cattle. and
are harmless, quiet people (Sibley 1806; quoted in
Jacobson 1974, 58).

17
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The Rapides Post village of "Alibamons" was counted in the
1773 Spanish government census, giving men and women by name
and male and female children by count only. There were
sev=n men (four with French names and three with Indian
nam=s), eight women (five with French names and three
unn~med), and seven boys (De ville 1985, 20).
Joh:1 Davis mentioned two Alabama villages in the center of
the Opelousas District, near the church, containing 100
persons (Davis 1806, 97). An Alibamon baptism was recorded
an Jpelousas in 1815 (Hebert 1976a, 3:687).
Berlandier indicated that a number of these continued
westward to Texas, but indicates a considerably later
migration than the 1795 date assumed by Jacobson:
In 1809 the Alabamas were given 1500 acres of land
in the territory of Orleans, west of the
Mississippi, but without the right to sell or
transfer the land. Those who came here [to
Louisiana] from [British West] Florida live in the
Opelousa country near the Cado [sic]. Several
families of them still live in the state of
Alabama.
Fifty or sixty families of the tribe
that came to Opelousa territory have long since
settled along the west bank of the Rio Neches .
. Others are to be found along the Trinity .
(Berlandier 1969, 104).
The Alabama and Coushatta villages in Louisiana listed by
Jacobson included:
(1) the Bayou Manchac site,19 East
Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana, 1764-1784 (with Koasati
[Cou.shatta] next to them according to Kniffen, Gregory, and
Stokes 1987, 84, 87); (2) Caddo Parish, Louisiana (Royce
map) ;20 (3) north of Bayou Bodeau, Boccier Parish,
Louisiana (1806 Freeman CUsters expedition, 1820 Tanner map,
1825, Schoolcraft map); (4) about nine miles northwest of

,. "Following their two decade (1764-1784) stay on Bayou Manchac the
Alabama retreated, in face of growing English numbers, into Spanish
Lou:.sicma.
They set up one village in Opelousas District (Saint Landry
Par:.sh), another to the northwest on Bayou Boeuf.
Their Pakana kinsmen
froli the Alabama River later moved to Louisiana (1795) and set up their
viL.age en the Calcasieu" (Jacobson 1974, 56, citing Swanton 1911, 33).
20
Freeman-Custis expedition, June 26, 1806. Alabama village site,
[in Caddo territory], left bank of Red River, 100 miles upstream from
Nachitoches, Nicholas King map (Jacobson 1974, 60).

18
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CouEhal:ta, Louisiana (Sibley, Royce); (5) Alabama near
Colfax, Grant Parish, Louisiana; (6) above the rapids near
Alexandria, Louisiana, more or less at Pineville on the left
bank of the Red River [Rapides Parish]; (7) Bayou Chico, 21
near SI:. Landry, from 1795; (8) on the Sabine River ca.
180e, 80 miles south of Nacogdoches (Sibley); (9) land
abar.doned in 1883 when purchased by Mr. Nevilles, Township
15/16 (Coushatta site); (10) Bayou Blue Community from 1884
(Jacobson 1974, 243-249).
The miqration to Texas was not entirely one-way. After
180~" most of the Alabama in Louisiana moved to Texas.
AbOl.t 1835 the head chief of the Alabamas decided to move
back to Louisiana, to Pat.alaka on the Red River where the
Bilclxi and Pascagoues [sic] lived. The maj ority followed
him, but some stayed in Texas; about two years later the
Louisiana group went to Tyler Co., Texas (Marsh 1941, 279280).
About 1840, some Alabama came back to to Opelousas,
Louisiana; later they returned to Texas, to Town Bluff in
LibE!rty County.
In 1852 settled at Big Sandy Village in
Texc$.
Some from Louisiana's Red River joined the Big Sandy
ViUage group in 1854, but some also continued to live near
Colfax, Louisiana, with no chief and no special tribe (Marsh
1941, 280-281)

BiblioqTaphy:
Berlandier, Jean Louis.
19E;9
The Indians of Texas in 1830. Ed. and Intro. by
John C. Ewers. Tr. Patricia Reading Leclercq.
Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press.
Dav:!.s, John
1806
Travels in Louisiana and the Floridas.
L. Riley & Co.

New York:

Jacobson, Daniel, Howard N. Martin, and Ralph H~nry Marsh
19"'4
(Creek) Indians Alabama-Coushatta. David Agee
Horr, ed. New York & London: Garland Publishing,
Inc .
. [Extracts from records of the Indian Claims
Commission, Docket No. 226.]
Contains: Daniel
Jacobson, Alabama-Coushatta Indians: Ethnological

21
Also Bayou Chicot, in Evangeline Parish (Kniffen, Gregory, and
Stokes 1987, 125). There was also a Choctaw village established at Bayou
Chic:)t.

19
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Report and Statement of Testimony [ca. 1972], 31178; Howard N. Martin, [Ethnohistorical Analysis
of] Documents on [Relating to] the Alabama and
Coushatta Tribes of (the State ofl Texas, 179-256;
Ralph Henry Marsh, The History of Polk County.
Texas. Indians [ca. 1941?], 257-313.
Mar~:h,

19'<; 1

Ralph Henry
See Jacobson 1974.

Martin, Howard N.
19~'7
Myths & Folktales of the Alabama-Coushatta Indians
of Texas. Austin, TX: The Encino Press.
Rand" Earl
19€:B

The Structural Phonology of Alabaman, a Muskogean
Language.
International Journal of American
Linguistics 34:94-103.

TaeIlsa.
The Taensa were a Natchez-speaking tribe (Kniffen,
Gre90ry', and Stokes 1987, 123). Swanton was not aware of
the Ta,=nsa village in Ascension Parish, Louisiana, during
the la'ter eighteenth century that was counted in Judice's
,cem:us (see above). After following the tribe's migration
from northeastern Louisiana to the lower Mississippi in
170(;, 'to east of Mobile in 1715, and to the Tensaw River by
174~:, he wrote that in late 1763 or early 1764 the Taensa
moved to the Red River

and were later granted permission to settle on the
Mississippi at the entrance of Bayou Lafourche.
I't is doubtful whether they availed themselves of
the permission,22 as they were not there in 1784
and Sibley, writing in 1805, says that they had
been on Red River 40 years (Swanton 1946, 188).
Kniffen, Gregory, and Stokes followed Swanton's lead in
being unaware of the Ascension Parish village:
[J\fter 1763] the Taensa moved to Red River and
established themselves near the Apalachee, another
Mobile Bay tribe, in the vicinity of modern Boyce.
The French regime had granted the Taensa land on

22

They were there in the 1768/69 Spanish censuses, which Swanton did

not Jse.

20
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the Mississippi River at the head of Bayou
Lafourche, but, apparently, they did not occupy it
(Kniffen, Gregory, and Stokes 1987, 77).
In ~ddition to the Ascension Parish location, Taensa or
"Ti1sas" were settled between Natchitoches and Rapides on
bot1 banks of the Red River in 1796, scattered in groups of
thr~e, four, and five families (Kinnaird and Kinnaird 1983,
192) .
In 1803 both Taensa and Apalachee sold their
lands, and some of the former moved southward to
Bayou Boeuf.
Still another move came in 1812 when
the Taensa shifted to Bayou Tensas, one of the
many streams flowing into the northern end of
Grand Lake.
From this locality the Taensa were
gradually assimilated by others, principally the
Chitimacha. The Tensas language persisted among
the Chitimacha at least until the latter part of
the nineteenth century. Taensa tribal identity
still existed in the 1930s (Kniffen, Gregory, and
Stokes 1987, 77).
One scholar wrote that:
There does not seem to be any documentation for
the movement of the Tinzas (Taensas) to Texas.
Members of this tribe were intermarrying with
Alabamas in Louisiana, and any Taensas that may
have moved to Texas were probably absorbed by the
more numerous Alabamas (Martin in Jacobson 1974,
205) .
Bibliography:
Calhoun, Robert Dabney.
19]4
The Taensa Indians, I.
Quarterly 17:411-435.

The Louisiana Historical

Louisiana tribes other than the Alabama and Taensa. No
othl~r tribes lived in quite such close proximity to the
his':orical Houma on the banks of the Mississippi River as
did the Alabama and Taensa, but there was Houma interaction
with several more.
Because the traditions of the URN as
pro"lided to Swanton by Felicite and Barthelemy Billiot in
190"7 (Swanton n.d.) indicated that their grandfather was
Biloxi {confirmed by later deed records in Terrebonne
21
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Parish) and their grandmother born in Mobile, the order of
discussion of the groups that follow is (1) the Biloxi; (2)
othl?r inunigrant tribes which came into Louisiana from
Alabama after 1763; (3) indigenous Louisiana tribes.
The Biloxi and their Associates.
Biloxi. This tribe, its members representing, however, only
a ~nall proportion of the Biloxi groups of the later
eig:lteenth century, is currently Federally acknowledged as
par: of the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe of Louisiana.

The movements of the Biloxi were of more interest for BAR
analysis than those of other tribes not closely associated
witl the historical Houma, because one URN ancestor was
spe:ifically identified as Biloxi. Since his tribe would
hav= needed to have been in contact with the unidentified
trioe to which his wife belonged, tracing Biloxi movements
open.ed a possible methodology for identifying another URN
ancestral group.
Altb.ough the Biloxi were a Siouan tribe, Sibley, in 1805,
saii that they spoke the Mobilian trade jargon in addition
to thE!ir own language (Mooney 1894, 15-16).
In 16519, the Biloxi were living in southern Mississippi
around Biloxi Bay on the Gulf of Mexico, near the Pascagoula
and Moctobi (Mooney 1894, 15). The Biloxi were living near
New Orleans by 1707. In 1722 they were on the Pearl River
near t~he Louisiana/Mississippi border (Swanton 1946, 97).
The Biloxi . . . settled at the old Acolapissa
village near the Pearl River in about 1722 and
remained there for some years. A ~759 affidavit
puts their village at Indian Village on the West
Pearl River, . . . . In 1761, they are alleged to
llave sold all of their land between Bayou Bonfouca
a.nd the Pearl River to Marie Chenet, widow of
l"rancois Rillieux (Ellis 1981, 28-29).
Swant()n stated that soon thereafter they moved near the
PafGagoula, and after 1763 moved across the Mississippi
(S~'ant:on 1946, 97) . I n 1784, Hutchins located them near the
mOl:.th of the Red River (Swanton 1946, 97). At that time,
they and the Pascagoula together were estimated at 30
warriors (Mooney 1894, 15). Swanton indicates that they
soon after moved near Marksville, Louisiana, where they had
two villages, one adjoining the Tunica (Swanton 1946, 97).
22
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By the 1790's, however, the Biloxi were fragmenting into
numerous small groups. At least some of them soon moved to
Baycu Rapides, at Rigolet du Bon Dieu,23 about six miles
above laexandria, Louisiana, and by 1794/96 were on Bayou
Boeuf, "on the south side below a band of Choctaw" (Swanton
194E, 97).24 In 1805, Sibley said they had come to the Red
River a.bout 40 years before as a "numerous tribe," but
attxibuted them a population of only 30 (Swanton 1946, 98;
Ethxidge 1940, 1115; Berlandier 1969, 105 n. 125). At this
timE, they were still associated wi':h the Pascagoula:
The Pascagoula settled still farther down 2 years
later. Soon after the beginning of the nineteenth
cEmtury, the two tribes sold their lands to
William Miller and Colonel Fulton, but though the
sale was confirmed by the United States Government
MclY 5, 1805, the Biloxi remained in the immediate
neighborhood and gradually died out there or fused
with the Tunica and Choctaw (Swanton 1946, 97).
a mixed group of Biloxi and Pascagoula removed
to Texas about the close of the Civil War, but Mooney
thou~rht they had probably gone to Oklahoma (Mooney 1894,
16). According to Swanton,
SupI=oSE~dly,

A large body of these people, however, if we may
t]~st the figures given by Morse, went to Texas
and established themselves on a stream in Angelina
County, still called Biloxi Bayou. Among the
Alabama Indians in this neighborhood are a few
dE~scended from these; what became of the rest is
unknown.
In 1829, Biloxi, Pascagoula, and Caddo

21
"The Belocses, as the Spanish call them, or Biloxi in French, are
a sm.:J.l nation that originally came from Pensacola.
For many years they
lived along the Louisiana border, near the confluence of the Rigoles du
Bon Ilieu, where they had a few fields of maize and hunted in the forests.
At tt.at time they numbered about a hundred individuals, including a score
or SCI of warriors.
When France ceded Louisiana to the United States of
Norttl America the Belocses moved into Texas territory, where they now
dwell along the eastern bank of the Rio de Neches. Their numbers have not
dwinclledl since then. There are still 25 families of them, with a hundred
membE~rs at the very least" (Berlandier 1969, 105).
24
Mooney described the same location as "near Lamourie bridge on
Bayou Boeuf, in Rapides Parish, Louisiana, sixteen miles south of
Alexcmdria.
They numbered only 25 all told, including several mixed
bloocls, and hardly half a dozen were able to speak the language fluent ly;
" (Mooney 1894, 16).

23
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were said to be living near one another close to
the Texas boundary.
(Swanton 1946, 97).
Ho. . 'evl~r, not all of the Biloxi left Louisiana or combined
with the Tunica: "In the fall of 1886 Dr. A. S. Gatschet,
of thl~ Bureau of American Ethnology, discovered a few Biloxi
on Indian Creek, 5 to 6 miles west of Lecompte, La.,
n
(S . . ~nton 1946, 97).
Bibliography:
Dorsey, James Owen.
IH94
The Biloxi Indians of Louisiana. Proceedings of
the American Association for the Advancement of
Science 42 (1894) :267-287.
D01:sey, James Owen and John R. Swanton
1~112
A Dictionary of the Biloxi and Ofo Languages.
Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 47.
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office.
Haas, M a r y .
'
The Last Words of Biloxi. International Journal
1~'68
of American Linguistics 34:77-84.

Acolapissa-Biloxi Connection. By the early 1720's, the
Acolapissa, originally living in the area of the Pearl River
(Louisiana/Mississippi border) and on the north bank of Lake
POlltchartrain,25 had apparently split. In 1722, some were
on the banks of the Mississippi River, . while in 1725, ·100 of
the 400 men they had previously had were still at Bayou
Cal3tein in modern St. Tammany Parish (Ellis 1981, 27).
Apparently, only those Acolapissa on the banks of the
MiBsissippi incorporated with the Houma by 1753. The 1765
RO:3S map still shows them in both locations (Bushnell 1909,
Plate 2), and their continued separate existence is also
indicated by the 1764 list compiled at the orders of the
Frlmch official Choiseul (Moore 1976, 85).26
2!.
Other tribes which were located in the area included the Biloxi,
the Choctaw, and the Pensacola (Ellis 1981, 28-29).

,

,,,
This list ment ioned:
Apa lachees, Bi loxis, Pascagoulas,
Chj t: imachas, Colapissas, sayogoulas, Avoyelles, Houmas, Chanaches
[Cbauaches or Chawashas?J, Vachas [Washas?J, Tomikas [sic, TUnicas?J,
Offogulas, Atakapas, and Arkansas (Moore 1976, 85). Furentes to Grimaldi,
MaI'ch 9, 1764, in Leg. 2542, Audiencia de Sto. Domingo, AGI).
24
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Bushnell's opinion was that, "the Acolapissa [of St. Tammany
Par:.sh, Louisana] were so closely connected with the Choctaw
pr~)er that it is not possible now to distinguish between
thef:!. They spoke the same language, probably with only
sli~rht local variations" (Bushnell 1909, 1-2).
In fact,
Bushnell allowed for the possibility that some of the St.
Tamr:lany Parish "Choctaw" were actually descendants of the
Aco:.apissa (Bushnell 1909, 3).
In connection with Swanton's report that Felicite Billiot's
fam:.ly had a "badge of the red crawfish," .and his note in
one place her mother was said to be Acolapissa rather than
Attakapa (Swanton, n. d. ) ,27 it was of interest in
attE~mpting to identify a historical tribal connection for
the UHN that an Acolapissa subgroup in St. Tammany Parish,
Lou:.siana, living 12 miles west of Bayou Lacombe, were the
Crayfish people (Bushnell 1908, 16). However, no definite
connection could be documented.
Trihes immigrating to Louisiana from Alabama and West
Flo:~ida after 1763.

Pascagoula. The Pascagoula are considered first in this
category because of their known association with the
hiSi:orical Houma tribe and with the Biloxi. Judice's
cor::espondence mentioned the appearance of Pascagoula and
Biloxi in the Houma village along the Mississippi River in
the later 1760's.
The Pascagoula were on the Gulf Coast shortly after 1700.
Swanton indicated that they were probably Muskogeans, but
clo:3ely associated with the Siouan Biloxi (Swanton 1952,
190·191) A census by governor de Kerlerec in 1758 counted,
as d. combination of Biloxi, Pascagoula, and Chatot, 100
war:riors and, by estimate, 350 people (Higginbotham 1967,
18; Swanton 1946, 171). When French rule ended, the

27
Can there have been confusion in pronunciation here?
discussing Texas Indians, Swanton elsewhere stated:

In

The father of these men was a Biloxi, pronounced by them
their mother, a Pascagoula, and they
asserted that there were no other descendants of the
latter tribe among the Indians of Polk county. The rest
they declared "had gone back to Opelousas" (Swanton

Atabalo'ktci;

1911,

31-32).

25
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first on the west side of the

Hi9~rinbotham says that, "In 1771, they are reported to have
been living on Lake Maurepas, hunting near Baton Rouge and
on thE~ Amite River" (Higginbotham 1967, 18).
In 1784,
Hutchins said that they had a village with 20 warriors
located on the west side of the Mississippi River about ten
miles above the Tunica. 29

In 1787 they moved to the Red River at Les Ecores de Rigolet
du Bon Dieu [an alternate channel of the Red River which
formed an island about 50 miles long], land bounded above by
Bayou de la Coeur and below by Bayou Philippe (Higginbotham
1967, 18) .30 "Their principal village was Mt. Pleasant arid
their chief was listed as Louis de Blanc" (Higginbotham
1967, 37).
SorrE~

also went to Bayou Boeuf in 1795, where they "settled
on land granted to them that same year by the Choctaw on a
bend in the bayou near the Biloxi (Higginbotham 1967, 38;'
Swanton 1946, 171}.31 On May 4, 1805, they and the Biloxi
sold t:heir lands to Fulton and Miller of Rapides Parish, the
Pascagoula signers being the chiefs Big Bread, la Culotte,
Ajaclonah, Cosauh, Ningo, and Big Head (Higginbotham 1967,
38; Swanton 1946, 171).
In 1805, according to Sibley,
there were 25 Pascagoula warriors (Swanton 1946, 171).
In 1817, one hundred Pascagoulas and Biloxis were
reported to be living on lower Red River and in
1822, Morse, in his statistical table [dated
2. "In 1764 they crossed the Mississippi and settled for a short time
on I:he great stream itself not far from the mouth of Red River" (Swanton
1941;,

171).

"
"About ten miles above the Tonicas village, on the same side of
the river, is a village of Pascagoula Indians, of twenty warriors; and a
lit:le lower down, on the opposite, there is a village of Biloxi Indians,
con:aining thirty warriors" (Hutchins 1784, 45).
3D
'"
in 1787 permiss ion was granted them to locate at the
con Eluence of the Rigolet du Bon Dieu and the Red River, and they probably
mov,~d at about the same time, there territory lying between Bayou de 1a
COe"lr and Bayou Philippe" (Swanton 1946, 171).

" "Pascagoula settled between Natchitoches and Rapides 1796, on both
ban<s of Red River, scattered in groups of three, four, and five families·
(Ki,naird and Kinnaird 1983, 192).

26
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,32 gives three bodies of Pascagoula
Indians, one numbering 80, on Red River, 160 miles
from the mouth and near the Apalachee; another of
60 persons, 160 miles farther up; and a third of
100 on Biloxi Bayou, 15 miles above the junction
with the Neches. In 1829, Porter reported III
Pascagoula living with 65 Biloxi in eastern Texas
on Red River (Higginbotham 1967, 38-39).

1822J

No living Pascagoula are known to the Biloxi still
in Rapides parish, but a considerable number of
them moved to Angelina county, Tex., before the
year 1917 [sic--should be 1817], and settled not
far from the Aliba~u. Hoping that a few of these
might still be found, the writer, in November,
1908, stopped at Livingston, Tex., to look for
them. By the merest accident he had the good
fortune to meet near that place two Indians of
Pascagoula descent, who, although brothers, are
called by different names--Tom Johnson and Sam
Lockhart. The father of these men was a Biloxi,
pronounced by them Ataba1o'ktcij their mother, a
Pascagoula, and they asserted that there were no
other descendants of the latter tribe among the
Indians of Polk county. The rest they declared
"had gone back to Opelousas" (Swanton 1911, 3132) •

Most of the words which these men recalled from their
parents were identified by Swanton as Choctaw. As the
remainder were "not Biloxi," he hypothesized that they could
havH been either Pascagoula or Mobilian trade jargon
(S~~nton 1911, 32).
In 1805, Sibley had noted that the
Pascagoula spoke Mobilian in addition to their own language
and French (Higginbotham 1967, 38).
B:i,bliography:
Jay
The Pascagoula Indians.
Books.

Hig~Jinbotham,

191;7

Mobile, AL:

Colonial

32
"From Rapides Parish. Louisiana. they went to Biloxi Bayou. Texas"
(Swanton 1952, 190-191). "Morse. writing in 1822. reports three bodies of
Pasca.goula, two at different points on Red River and a third on Biloxi
Bayou, a branch of the Neches in Texas . . . . (Swanton 1946. 171).

27
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Apajache. From 1730-1762, the Apalache lived east of
Mobj.le, south of the Taensa (Swanton 1946, Map 11). This
grol~ crossed the Mississippi from Mobile after West Florida
was ceded to Great Britain in 1763, and came to the Red
RivE!r (Swanton 1952, 156, 210), where they settled between
Natchiltoches and Rapides, on both banks of Red River.
In 1769, the expedition sent by Governor Alexandro O'Reilly
to Na.tchitoches reported that at Rapides on the Red River,
a small village of Apalache Indians is established
. . . , composed in all of twenty-one houses of
little stability, twenty-six men and about
eighteen women, of all ages. They live by hunting
and on a scant amount of corn which they roast.
Most of them are Catholics, and many of them speak
our language (Bjork 1924, quoted in De Ville 1985,
17) .
Thef;e "Catholic Apalache Indians" settled at Rapides were
specifically mentioned on February 14, 1770, in connection
with the appointment of a priest for the Rapides Post (PPC
PC-l\.GI, legajo 1055, quoted in De Ville, 1985, 13). The
177:1 Spanish census, which listed these Apalache villagers
by name, enumerated a chief named Piere [sic], his wife
Therese, 18 other men (eight with Indian names and ten with
French names),' 14 other women (all with French names), seven
boy!> and seven girls (De Ville 1985, 20).
In 1796, they lived scattered in groups of three, four, and
five families (Kinnaird and Kinnaird 1983, 192).
"Gatschet
(18134:76) noted there were 14 Apalachee families in 1815 on
the Bayou Rapide in Louisiana. The Apalachee appear to have
remdined in this region, where they either died out or
merqed with other tribes" (Crawford 1975, 30).
Bibliography:
Eth:ridge, Adele N.
19·10
The Indians of Grant Parish. The Louisiana
Historical Quarterly 23:1107-1131.
Haa:;, Mary
The Position of Apalachee in the Muskoghean
1949
Family.
International Journal of American
Linguistics 15:121-127.
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Chatot. This very small tribe had come from Florida to
Mobi.le, where they lived 1708-1763, and then to moved to
Louisiana about the same time as the Apalachee (Swanton
195~:).
Because of variant spellings in eighteenth and early
ninE!teenth century documents, it is extremely difficul t to
distinc:ruish them from small, wandering, bands of Choctaw.
Mentioned as an extremely small group, about five men, along
the Mississippi in the second half of the eighteenth
cent:ury', by 1817 they were on the Sabine River
(Louisiana/Texas border) (Swanton 1946, Map 11).
In
add:.tion to that location, the 1773 Spanish government
cenw.lS of Rapides Post mentioned the presence of "Chatos,"
The commandant did not have a count of the people, but
ind:.cated that they had 30 horses and were going to
establish a village half a league below the post (De Ville
198~i, 20).
Mob.Ue.

Swanton stated that the Mobile Indians did not
1763, and added that
(Swanton 1952, 159)

appE~ar to have gone to Louisiana after
the~' probably united with the Choctaw

The Mobile proper; and the Alabama, Koasati, and
Pacana, were shifted to the English)) east bank
of the Mississippi north and south of the
settlement at Manchac--a location ten miles south
of Baton Rouge and above the Houma living nearer
New Orleans. The Spanish recorded that they had
settled the tribes there in one village (Kniffen,
Gregory, and Stokes 1987, 84).
The 1773 Spanish government census of Rapides Post also
indicated a small village of "Mobi11iens" between the
Alabama and the Chatot, containing 7 men, 6 women, and 4
chi.Ldren (De Ville 1985, 20).

»
Sic, but why would the Spanish have settled them on the English
east bank? There has to be something wrong with this statement, Was the
actl.al location along the German Coast?

29
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Pacana. H This tribe was Muskogean.
In 1717, a part of
the Pacana (also spelled Pakana) lived at the junction of
the Coosa and Tallapoosa Rivers, in the vicinity of Fort
Toulouse, near the Alabama and Coushatta. The population
was about 30 men in 1761 (Swanton 1946, 170). One band
mov,~d into Louisiana in 1763 or 1764, going to the Red River
alolg with the Taensa and Apalache.
By 1805, Sibley found
them on the Calcasieu River, Louisiana, again with a
pop'llation of 30 men (Swanton 1946, 170).
Acc1Jrding to Alabama tradition, they subsequently united
wit:l the Alabama in Texas, along the Trinity River, by 1830
(Sw,3.nton 1952, 204; Swanton 1946, Map 11; Martin in Jacobson
197~, 196) .35

Koasati/Coushatta. The Koasati, or Coushatta who moved to
Tex,3.s are now part of a Fl;!derally acknowledged tribe as the
Ala:Jama-Coushatta.
While in Alabama, the Coushatta were members of the Creek
Confederacy (Jacobson 1974, 23). During the first half of
eiglteenth century, they lived west of the Coosa/Tallapoosa
Riv:!r junction [Marsh says near Coosada Station, Elmore
COUlty, Alabama (Marsh 1941, 284)].
In 1763 a band went to
the Tombigbee, but returned to the original location before
1771 (Jacobson 1960, 103). The Coushatta remained in
Ala:Jama a generation longer than most of the Louisiana
"imnigrant tribes." In 1792, just before the emigration to
Lousiana began, they are said to have had 130 men (Swanton
1945, 146). Between 1793 and 1797, one band went to Red

14
"The existence of this group, almost unnot iced by Europeans, would
haVE important consequences for the Koasati in the mid-nineteenth century·
(Kirrball 1991. 5).
.

35
Pakana Muskogee Village -- 1834. "The Pakana Muscogees lived near
the Alabama tribe in the State of Alabama. migrated westward after 1763
and established a village near the Alabamas in Louisiana. and then settled
on Pemlau Slough in western Polk County. Texas. in 1834.
Later. the
Pakcnas moved to the John Burgess League a few miles northeast of their
ori!;inal settlement in Polk County.
This tribe has been occasionally
refErred to, erroneously. as "Kickapoo" Indians. as in Exhibit 1.006
(Ralph Henry'Marsh thesis) filed for the Louisiana Coushattas in Docket
226.
These Indians of Polk County. Texas. were not members of the
Kickapoo Tribe. The name "Kickapoo". as applied to the Pakana Muscogees
in ]loll<: County. was used only to refer to their location near Kickapoo
CreE'k in the western part of this county (Martin in Jacobson 1974. 223-

224) "
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RivE:r, Louisiana. 36 The rest remained with the Creeks and
shared their subsequent history.J1
In 1793 Red Shoes, an old Coshatti chieftain, and
Billy Ashe, a mulatto who lived with the Alabamas,
refusing to fight the Chickasaws, gathered
together about twenty-five families 38 and moved
to the Red River, about sixty miles up from its
mouth.
.39
[then in] 1799 to the east bank of
the Sabine River, eight miles south of
Natchitoches, near the present town of Elton,
Louisiana.
(Marsh 1941, 285-286) .40
For BM~ analysis purposes, Red Shoes' refusal to fight the
Chickasaws and and as a result having to leave Alabama would
be consistent with URN ancestor Barthelemy Billiot's

36
"The most important event in Koasati history, their migration to
Loui3iana, occurred at this time. Because of Red Shoes's opposition to
cert,~in policies of the Confederacy- -one of which was a proposed war on
the Chickasaws--and because of his good relations with the Spanish of
Loui3iana, he and 214 followers left their homes in 1795, traveled to New
Orle~ns and Mobile for supplies, then removed to a location sixty miles
from the confluence of the Red and Mississippi Rivers" (Kimball 1991, 5;
citi1g t:o Nunez 1958, 19-20).

J1
"In the 1770s the Koasati began to playa prominent role in the
affairs of the developing Creek Confederacy. T~ey traded in both Mobile
and l~ew Orleans and had close contacts with the Spanish in the two cities,
as lIell as with the Chickasaw.
At this time they were under the
leadership of the independent and energetic chief known in the English
records as Red Shoes, in the Spanish records as Zapatos Colorados, or
under the Chickasaw title Sulushmastabe;
his Koasati name was
Sti11apikachatta (stilapeyka ca.ti 'Red Shoes'). Other important Koasati
were signatories of the Treaty of New York in 1790:
Hopoy (ahopa.ya
'Measuro;~r' ),
Muthtee (immatti. 'One Who Misses'). and Stimafutchkee
istima.facki 'Gladdener)
(Kimball 1991, 5; citing to Nunez 1958, 19-20).
II

38
"Twenty families, partly Coushatta, partly Alabama, appeared in
the present state of Louisiana in 1795.
A settlement was made on Red
River, sixty miles from its mouth;
. abandoned the site . . . and
moved to a point near the mouth of the Trinity River in Texas . . . Morse
could report 240 Coushatta living on the Trinity in 1822" (Sibley 1806,
cited in: Jacobson 1974, 40).

See Swanton 1946, Map 11.
40
The location is also described as six miles north of the
"A secondary village was
conf luence of Bayou Anacoco and the Sabine.
established on the Red River north of the Great Raft,' in the territory of
the Caddo" (Freeman and Custis 1807, 21-23).
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statement to Swanton that his ancestor Shulu shuman was
"driven out by the Indians" and "made a medal chief by the
white men" {Swanton n.d.)H However, there was no
doclmentation to prove such a connection.
In 1804 Pia Mingo and about four hundred fifty other
Coushatta [Coshattis] were reported to have settled near Red
Sho:s';! on the Sabine River.
{Marsh 1941, 285-286),43
but if this were the case, his group does not appear in the
following population estimates.
In 1805, Sibley reported
tha: :
Conchattas [sic] are almost the same people as the
Allibamis, but came over only ten years ago; first
lived on Bayau Chico, in Appelousa district, but,
four years ago, moved to the river Sabine, settled
themselves on the east bank, where they now live,
in nearly a south direction from Natchitoch, and
distant about eighty miles. They call their
number of men one hundred and sixty, but say, if
they were altogether, they would amount to two
hundred. 44 Several families of them live in

41
"Medal chiefs, legal chiefs who dealt with political and military .
affairs, were favored ~n every.way when friendly to the whites, and the.
dis~lacement of those less willing to collaborate with the newcomers was.
deliberately undertaken by both French and Spanish, constituting a major
threat to tribal sovereignty" (Kniffen, Gregory, and Stokes, 1987, 66).
"After Europeans began to appoint medal chiefs, the status of the
chiefs became separated from kinship to a much greater degree than ever
befcr-e. The position was more secular, less social, and more of a public
office. American Indian agents like John Sibley at Natchitoches crassly.
manipulated the position of chief among the Louisiana Choctaw. When the
trite chose a person whom Sibley disliked, he engineered a confrontation,
told au.thorities that he had been attacked, and had the man arrested.
Then he demanded that the Choctaw appoint another man more to his liking
to te their chief" (Kniffen, Gregory, and Stokes 1987, 235).

42
"Old Red Shoe served as micco [chief) both the Alabama and
Coushatta" (Swan in Schoolcraft 1969, 5:263; Jacobson 1974, 152, n. 50).

43
In 1807 according to Sibley, Red Shoes was still chief of the
Coushatta on the Sabine near Merryville in Louisiana; another Coushatta
leade,r from the Sabine settlement was Pia Mingo; Echean/Etienne was chief
of the Coushatta in the Caddo region 95 miles northwest of Natchitoches,
Red River, Bossier Parish, Louisiana (Johnson 1976, 31-33).
44
In 1806, John Davis mentioned Coushatta "dispersed through the
court.ry as far west as the river Savinas, and its neighborhood, about
three hundred and fifty persons· (Davis 1806, 97).
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detached settlements .
. The Conchattas are
friendly with all other Indians, and speak well of
their neighbors the Carankouas, who, they say,
live about eighty miles south of them, on the bay,
which I believe, is the nearest point to the sea
from Natchitoches .. A few families of Choctaws
have lately settled near them from Bayau Beauf
[sic]. The Conchattas speak Creek, which is their
native language, and Chactaw, and several of them
English, and one or two of them can read it a
little" (Sibley 1806; quoted in Jacobson 1974, 5960)

In :.806, even though Red Shoes had moved to the Sabine
River, the Coushatta also still had a village on the left
ban}~ of Red River above Bayou Bodeau, 510 miles from the
mouth of the river, which received additional population in
1809 (,Jacobson 1974, 90- 91; Jacobson 1860, 105).45
In
181'~, Schermerhorn counted a Coushatta population of 600 on
the Sabine River (Louisiana-Texas border). In 1817, Morse
said there were 350 on Red River, 50 on the Neches, and 240
in two villages on the Trinity River in eastern Texas .
(Swanton 1946, 146; Jacobson 1860, 103).46 Morse
apparently omitted the Sabine River village from his
est:.mate. By 1850, the Louisiana site on the Red River site
had been abandoned and the Red River Coushatta joined those

45

A report from Dr. John Sibley in 1809 stated that:

There are likewise Several parties of emigrant Vagabond
C:("eeks,

Commonly called Conchettes,

c:me party of them

with the Alabamas, have settled on Red River about
L:ttitude 32:40; Another ant he East Side of the River
S,:tbine
about
70
miles
South
westwardly
from
N"ltchitoches, some on the West Side of the Sabine, and
Some who have no fixed place of residence" (quoted in:
Berlandier 1969, 124, n. 167).
4'
"The Koasati seem to have ranged widely over eastern Texas and
western Louisiana; eventually, because of friction between them and the
new ~me:rican rulers of Louisiana and at the invitation of the Spanish, Red
Shoes led the Koasati out of Louisiana and into Spanish Texas (Sibley
1922; Cox 1913;:157).
They settled on the Trinity River, about forty
miles north of its mouth" . (Kimball 1991, 7).
Kimball does not seem to
have realized that the existence of these villages was not totally
sequential, but that their settlement dates overlapped considerably:
For other estimates of the Texas population, see Berlandier 1969,
124 n. 167.
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on :he Trinity, Neches, and Sabine Rivers in Texas (Jacobson
197,1, 90-91).47
In L828, Berlandier commented that the
Conchates [sic] do not look like a native people.
To see them you would say they were a gathering of
settlers. Toward the beginning of the 19th
century, 350 Conchates moved out of the Opelousa
territory, where they had lived ever since leaving
Florida many years before, and came to settle on
the lonely banks of the Sabine, where they have
built their houses. There they have chosen
fertile land. They are successful farmers and
sell much of their produce. They raise sheep,
build houses of logs, and differ in practically no
respect from the American settlers (Berlandier
1969, 124).
According to a census of Coushatta in Texas taken by J.
Francisco Madero in 1831, they lived in two villages, Colege
and Battista, with a total population of 426 (Smither
193:2:90-91). They suffered from epidemics of dysentery in
1833 and in 1839. Beginning in 1839, there also were
troubles with white settlers who had begun to move into the
Trinit~ River area (Kimball 1991, 7).
Swanton stated that as a result of the problems developing
in Texas, some Coushatta returned to Louisiana after 1839,
set':ling in what was then Calcasieu Parish, now Allen and
Jefferson Parishes, between Elton and Kinder (Swanton 1946,
145). Marsh, however, believed that the village. at Elton,
Louisiana, was comprised of Coushatta who .remained behind
whe:l the main group moved to Texas. Marsh reported that the
Elt,)n settlement had a population of about 300, with Jeff
Abb<:!y as chief (Marsh 1941, 286). After 1844, some
Cou,:;hatta also returned to the Red River in Louisiana and
oth,:!rs joined the Alabamas at Big Sandy Village (Marsh 1941,
288 -289) .

• 7
"Some who went to Louisiana lived for a time in the Opelousas
district and then went to the Sabine River; we later (1831) find Koasati
on ':he Neches, River, Texas, and others on the Trinity,· where they
suffered severly from pestilence. The remainder collected in one village
which united with the Alabama Indians" (Swanton 1946, 145).
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The Coushatta community in Louisiana, on Calcasieu southwest
of thE~ modern town of Kinder, Allen Parish, Louisiana, was
called Indian Village. It had a population of 250 during
the Civil War, but was abandoned during the 1880's under
white pressure. In 1884, they settled on Bayou Blue, a few
miles northeast of Kinder, where in 1893 the population was
lSC/20D (Jacobson 1960, 97; Jacobson 1974, 91).
Located
south of Elton, Louisiana, Bayou Blue is a tributary of
Bayou Nezpique (Kimball 1991, 2).
It has been shown that the Coushatta (or Alabama)
are a distinct ethnic group, whether they were
residents in Louisiana or in Texas. the Coushatta
lived in both states historically and live in both
currently. Coushatta go back and forth today
between the Alabama-Coushatta Reservation and the
Bayou Blue community. A number of the Coushatta
in Texas have intermarried with the Alabama. But
many have not. Numerous surnames - Abbey, 48
Batisse, Celestine, 49 Jobn, so Robinson, Williams
testify to the Coushatta presence in both
Louisiana and Texas (Jacobson 1974, 93).51
The [Texas] Koasati never obtained the reservation
promised them. Some moved onto or near the
}\labama reservation when it was set up; others
remained near Shepherd, Texas. A slow but steady
rnigration to Louisiana shrank the latter group;
finally, in the late 1aSOS or early 1890s,
Chickasaw Abbey's son, John Abbey, emigrated to
Louisiana, where he became chief (Kimball 1991,
9) .

Their village was on the Calcasieu River in the
same general area that the Pacana Muskogee were
noted in 1805. This and the fact that the records

Poll~

•• Chickasaw Abbey. son of Kalita. was leader of the Coushatta in
Co .. TX. ca. 1850's (Jacobson 1974. 86; Kimball 1991. 9) .

•• Appears also among the Choctaw of St. Tammany Parish, Louisiana.
so
This family name also appears among the Choctaw of St. Tammany
Parish. Louisiana (Bushnell 1909. Plate ~3).
51
Both Abbey and John appeared as names in the first two generations
of the UHN community .. The French name for Courteau Houma is said to have
been Joseph Abbe.
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of St. Peter's Church indicate that several
persons among the Koasati around the turn of the
century were Muskogee suggests that the Koasati
settled either near or among the Pacana .
In addition to the Koasati and Muskogee, a band of
Choctaw lived along the Calcasieu .
. around
1908 their was a major emigration of people of
Choctaw descent from the Louisiana settlement to
Oklahoma (Kimball 1991, 9).
[The Koasatij believe that their traditional
culture.
. is the sole property of the Koasati
themselves and should not be revealed to
outsiders. At one time this attitude extended to
the language itself; community members were
opposed to teaching the language to non-Indians,
and until the 1930s they taught outsiders
interested in the Indian language the Mobili-an
Trade Jargon (yama) to maintain lingustic distance
between themselves and non-Indians (see Drechsel
1979) (Kimball 1991, 3).
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Tallapoosa. In Alabama, a map indicating tribal group
distribution ca. 1700 shows the Tallapoosa as residing
betIJeen the Alabama and Koasati {Kniffen, Gregory, and
Sto~es 1987, 4S)--a proximity which would make URN
anc:stress Felicite Billiot's recollection of "Tallapuche"
as .;t tribal name more reasonable than if one assumes her
anc:stors. were from a native Louisiana group such as the
historical Houma, who were already on the banks of the '
Mississippi when LaSalle encountered them in 1692.
Cho:'ta.w. By 1803, there were four Choctaw villages in the
Oua:hitas and Opelousas Districts of Louisiana (Purser 1964,
402) .

The Choctaw became the most widespread Indian
population in Louisiana. Small groups of them
were to be found in the Florida parishes, on lower
Bayou Lafourche, from the Chicot settlement to the
banks of the upper Calcasieu River in central
Louisiana, in the Bayou Boeuf drainage, and
scattered across the hills of northern Louisiana
from the Ouachita River to the Sabine. They had
villages on Bayou Nezpique s2 and the German Coast
along the Mississippi (Kniffen, Gregory, and
Stokes 1987, 94).
The Choctaw of Louisiana are the most widely
dispersed group, the East Baton Rouge Parish
52

Near Elton; Louisiana.
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community representing principally mixed-blood
Choctaw descendants now living in an urban
setting.
The other relict Choctaw groups
represent eighteenth-century bands that moved into
the present state under Spanish dominion. The
only exceptions are the families scattered in the
Mandeville area, which constitute a southerly
extension of the larger body of Mississippi
Choctaw. 53 The largest contemporary Choctaw
populations are descended from eighteenth-century
Choctaw settlements in Rapides Parish and on the
Ouachita River. These groups now compose the Jena
Band of Choctaw 54 and another, unrelated group,
the Clifton community (Kniffen, Gregory, and
Stokes 1987, 304).
Thel~e

is a Choctaw group in St. Tammany Parish, on the
northern shore of Lake Pontchartrain, one part at Bayou
Lacombe and the other about 12 miles from the mouth of the
Peal~l River on the right bank (Bushnell 1909, 1).
The
fam:.ly names "Silestine" [also spelled Celestine) and
JOhU 'i5 appear in this settlement (Bushnell 1909, 18).5&
"Albert S. Gatschet collected Choctaw words and phrases in
Lou:.siana north of Lake Pontchartrain in 1881-82 (Pilling
188~1 : 32)"
(Crawford 19.75, 35).
Bushnell suggested that the St. Tammany Parish Choctaw may
actually have been, at least in part, Acolapissa
descendants, but offered no documentation or genealogical
study to support this.
Father Adrien Rouquette, who worked
with the Bayou Lacombe Choctaw in St. Tammany Parish from
1859 onward, considered them to be simply Chdctaw. Ellis
5)
Could this have any connection with the. mention in the URN oral
histJries that Rosalie Courteau had connectlons with Philadelphia,
MisSiSSippi, which is the headquarters of the MisSissippi Band of Choctaw?

5.
BAR research on the Jena Band of Choctaw petition for Federal
acknJwledgment indicates that the group is of Mississippi Choctaw origin,
having moved to Louisiana only between 1870 and 1880.
They were
identified as Mississippi Choctaw by the Dawes Commission, and this is the
ancest~( which the Jena claim for themselves.

Cf. Alabama/Coushatta names at Elton, Louisiana.
56
Cf. "Celestine" among the Coushatta in Louisiana.
Bushnell
presented no documentary or genealogical evidence for his suggestion that
some of the St. Tammany Parish Choctaw may actually have been nescendants
of the Acolapissa.
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indicated that the Choctaw did not make permanent
settlE~ments in St, Tammany Parish until after European
settlE~ment ,
French records indicate that in the mid-18th
century, around 1748, there were a number of
Choctaw villages in St. Tammany, but the locations
a.re not given. Spanish records dated about 1790
suggest that there were still several Choctaw
villages there.
. However, in 1803, Daniel
Clark was able to report to President Madison as
follows:
"There are no other Indians settled on
this (the east) side of the River, either in
Louisiana or West Florida tho' they are at times
frequented by parties of wandering Choctaws"
(Ellis 1981, 29).
Another settlement existed at Indian Creek (Rapides Parish),
abO'lt 12 miles from Alexandria, Louisiana (Kniffen, Gregory,
and Stokes 1987, 96).
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IndigEmous Louisiana Tribes.

'Chitimacha (recognized tribe). There were Chitimacha
villages in the area of Bayou Lafourche at the conjunction
with t:he Mississippi, but URN tradition did not recall a
clese Chitimacha connection.

The Chitimacha, or at least part of them, were living near
the junction of the Mississippi River and Bayou Lafourche by
1719, and continued to have at least one village there, with
80 warriors in 1758 and 27 warriors in 1784. They had other
villages along Bayou Teche,57 near Charenton. Swanton
sus'geBted that the Mississippi band had moved somewhat to
the~ north, near Plaquemine, and become extinguished, leaving
only the Charenton settlement as modern survivors (Swanton
1946, 120-121).
Three miles further up [the Mississippi from the
Houma and Alabama villages] is the Fourche de
Chetimachas, near which is the village of a tribe
of Indians of the same name; they reckon about 27
1~arriors (Hutchins 1784, 39).
On the Chetimachas,
6 leagues from the Mississippi, is a small
settlement of a tribe of Indians of the same name
(Hutchins 1784, 40).

57
"In ascending the Tage river. it is 10 leagues from its mouth to
an ole! Indian village. on the East side, called Mingo Luoac. which
signifies Fire Chief" (Hutchins 1784. 46). "All the Indians in this part
of the country [Bayou TecheJ. consisting of several small tribes, do not
exceed 100 families" (Hutchins 1784. 48).
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Although the Chitimacha had absorbed Taensa tribal
remnants at the head of Grand Lake and some of the
neighboring Houma as well, only fifty of them
remained in 1909, confined to a small tract near
Charenton.
Individual Chitimacha joined the
Atakapa, and others joined the mixed group known
as Houma 58 (Kniffen, Gregory, and Stokes 1987,
74-75) .
Bib:. iO'3"raphy:
GatBchet, Albert S.
18B]
The Shetimasha Indians of St. Mary's Parish,
Southern Louisiana. Transactions of the
Anthropological Society of Washington 2:148-158.
Herbert T.
The Chitimacha People.
Indian Tribal Series.
Phoenix, AZ:
Indian Tribal Series.

Attakapa.

Because oral tradition passed on to Swanton
identified in one place the mother of Rosalie Courteau as
"an ,~ttakapa from Texas, "S9 this tribe was also of interest
for purposes of BAR analysis. The Attakapa were never on
the Mississippi.
In 1760, they made a land sale between
Bayou Teche and Vermilion Bayou to a Frenchman. The eastern
band's main village on Vermilion River and Bay was near
Abbeville (Crawford 1975, 59). Mermentou was 25 to 30 miles
east and southeast of Lake Charles (Crawford 1975, 60). The
Western Attakapa were in Calcasieu at Lake Charles (Crawford
197!i, 60).
Notwithstanding the sale above mentioned, the
Vermilion village was not abandoned until early in
the nineteenth century, and in 1779 it supplied 60
men to Governor Galvez to assist him in his
expedition against the British forts on the
,. There is no documentary evidence of any intermarriages between the
Chitimacha and the UHN ancestral group.
5q
Actually, in his notes in another place Swanton had "AColapissa"
rather than "Attakapa, " so this data probably should be taken with a grain
of salt.
The Spanish called those Attakapa living in southeastern Texas,
between Trinity Bay and Trinity River and Sabine River, "Akokisa" (Swanton

1952,

307).
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Mississippi. 6o The Mermentou band furnished 120
men to Galvez in that expedition.
In 1787 the
principal Atakapa village was at the "Island of
Woods," later known as the "Island of Lacasine"
from an Indian reputed to be its chief.
It was
abandoned about 1799 and the Indians moved to a
village on the Mermentou. This was the last
village of the Eastern Atakapa and is said to have
been occupied as late as 1836, but this is not
certain.
Some of these Indians united with the
Western Atakapa about Lake Charles (Swanton 1946,
93) .
The::-e are quite a few land sales and concessions from
Attakapa recorded in the American State Papers. Public
Lan(lQ, naming chiefs and prominent men. A settlement on
Bayou Queue de Tortue about 1782 had a chief named Pat ate
. (De Ville 1973b, 14). Attakapa occupied the neutral ground
aftl~r the Louisiana Purchase (1803-1821) from Sabine River
on the west to the Calcasieu and Mermenteau rivers on the
east (Jacobson 1974, 61).
The number of people comprising the Attakapas
tribe was never large
In 1779 there were
about 180 able-bodied men in the eastern part of
southwest Louisiana. By 1803, the number had
dwindled to about "one hundred souls," but by that
time had been augmented by wandering and dispersed
bands of Biloxi, Choctaw, Alibamas, and Coushatas
Indians
(De Ville 1973b, 15).
Sibley noted that some Tunicas and Humas [sic] were "married
in" to the Attakapas, in a village near Quelqueshoe
[Calcasieu, later Opelousas District], about 20 miles west
of l:he Attakapas Church (ASP 1832, 4: 724). Sibley indicated
thal:, by 1805, this had increased the number of Attakapa
war:::-iors significantly.
Bibliography:
Dye:c, Joseph Osterman
1917
The Lake Charles Attakapas (Cannibals). Period of
1817 to 1820. Galveston, Texas: Dr. J.O. Dyer.

60
Opelousa Indians were also involved in the 1779 campaign against
Baton Rouge (De Ville 1973b. 18).
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Gat:;chet, Albert Samuel
1932
A Dictionary of the Attakapa Language, Accompanied
by Text Material. John R. Swanton, ed. Bureau of
American Ethnology, Bulletin 108. Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office.

Tunica. Descendants of this historical tribe are currently
par: of a Federally recognized tribe, the Tunica-Biloxi.
The historical Tunica lived to the north of the historical
Howna site on the Mississippi River, in Pointe Coupee
Parish, and followed the pattern of westward migration taken
by 1TIOst of the other "petites nations" only to a very
limited extent.
In 1706, the Tunica abandoned villages on
the Louisiana/Mississippi border and moved to the Houma town
opp)site the mouth of the Red River.
In 1758, they had
abolt 60 warriors (Swanton 1946, 198). Twenty-five years
lat=r, Hutchins reported that the tribe was in decline:
On the East side "of the river, and opposite to the
upper plantations of Point Coupee, is the village
of the Tonicas, formerly a numerous nation of
Indians, but their constant intercourse with the
white people, and immoderate use of spiritous
liquors, have reduced them to about twenty
warriors (Hutchins 1784, 44).
Some time between 1784 and 1803, the Tunica left the
Mississippi River and moved up the Red River to Marksville
Prairie, where they settled on land bought from the Avoyel
Indians.
In 1803 the total population was estimated as 5060 (Swanton 1946, 198).
There is a lot of bibliography available On the Tunica. No
study of the group's movements indicated that the historical
Tunica tribe offered a likely possibility for the origins of
the Ufrn ancestral group.

AvoyeJ. The modern rolls of the Tunica-Biloxi tribe near
Marksville include a few people of Avoyel descent, but this
Natchez-speaking tribe had effectively gone out of existence
by the second half of the eighteenth century (Kniffen,
Gregory, and Stokes 1987, 78. 123).
Ote, also Otogoula or Mosopelea.

The Ofo were Siouanspeaking (Kniffen, Gregory, and Stokes 1987/ 123).
In 1673,
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thiB tribe lived on the east bank of the Misssissippi below
the mouth of the Ohio; by 1682 they were with the Taensa.
They stayed on the Yazoo near the Tunica until 1729, went
sout:h 'flith the Tunica, and settled at the mouth of the Red
RivE!r.
From 1764/84 they occupied a small village on west
sidE! of the Mississippi River, eight miles above Point
Coupee, on the same side of the river.
Hutchins spelled
their name Affagoula and said they had only about a dozen
warriors (Hutchins 1784, 44). The survivors were believed
by ~jll/anton to have eventually joined the Tunica at
Marksville (Swanton 1946, 166).
Ope~.ousa.
Little firm documentation is
thi~: group:
most discussion amounts to
spe(~lation.
From 1725 until 1810, the

available concerning
surmise and
Opelousa were
loca1:ed west of the Atchalafaya River, in Opelousas District
near the present city.
In 1805, their village was 15 miles
west of Opelousa, with 40 warriors; the 1814 population was
givEm as 20.
Swanton surmised the survivors joined the
Attclkapa (Swanton 1946, 168 -169).
Their language is
premlmed to have been akin to Attakapa. "The remilant may
have b.~en absorbed by the the Atakapa or Bayou Chi cot
Choetalfl" (Kniffen, Gregory, and Stokes 1987, 75). They were
menLioned in the 1920's as playing ball with the Tunica
(Knifft~n, Gregory, & Stokes 1987, 75).

Other .Louisiana tribes. Several other Louisiana tribes,
such as the Caddo and the Natchez, were not included in this
anaJ.ysis because their locations and histories provided only
minimal likelihood that they had a potential for providing
anCE!stors of the modern URN.
S(!r~gSTIONS

ON THE POSSIBLE FATE OF THE HISTORICAL HOUMA

Since the URN ancestral group can be documented as having
been so small that the "bulk" of the Mississippi River Houma
living in Ascension Parish and St. James Parish in the late
eigh1:e.~nth century cannot have been involved in the
Lafourche and Terrebonne Parish settlements, what did become
of the historical Houma tribe?
Some, apparently, remained in the Ascension/St. James Parish
area in the early nineteenth century.
If local historians
are reliable, at least a few remained in Ascension and St.
JamE!S Parishes until 1915. Others by 1806 had, like the
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Tunica, married into the Attakapa.
go?

Where did the remainder

Of particular interest in determining what became of the
Hounla who were living along the Mississippi during the
latter eighteenth century is the claim made by "The Homas
tri~e of Indians" to twelve sections of land "on bayou
BOEUf, or Black bayou" (ASP 1834c, 3:265, No. 247). This
claim was denied by the U.S. General Land Office in 1817,
under the Act of February 27, 1813, on the ground that it
did not fall within provisions of the existing laws.
EVEn t:hough the claim was denied, the question, however,
rerrlains- -why were the Houma requesting land in the general
Rec. River area of central Louisiana where others of the
"pe tit:es nations" had established themselves by the time of
the American purchase? Were they still living among their
fOlmer neighbors, the Alabama and Taensa?
It is well documented that a number of the small tribes with
whelm the historical Houma had associated closely during
the~ir residence in Ascension and St. James Parishes moved by
thE~ 1790' s to the Bayou Boeuf area, where they were joined
by several of the other groups whose names were recalled by
Sw.:.nton's UHN informants in 1907 (Swanton 1946, Map 11).
In particular, why would the Houma have been petitioning for
land In this area at this time? In the decade between the
Louis:ian~ Purchase and 1813,
The whites intruded not only on Indian lands in
Ithe Indian country, but also in the more settled
t:i.reas of the territory. There, Indian land
holdings were based upon grants made by the
French, later confirmed by the Spanish, and then
recognized by the United States. But as whites
lnoved into areas near the Indian villages, they
questioned the legitimacy of the tribal land
titles, usually on some technicality, and called
for their removal. The whites asserted that the
claims of the Pascagoula, Biloxi, Taensa, and
.~palachee tribes residing along Bayou Boeuf in
Rapides District had not been properly approved by
the French and Spanish governments and that,
therefore, the lands occupied by these red men
were actually public lands (Purser 1964, 407).
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UndE:r these conditions, it seems unlikely that the Houma
wou:.d have been requesting a new grant in this part of
Lou:.siana. More probably, they were requesting the U.S.
government to confirm for them an existing grant similar in
nature to those held by the other small tribes and then
und!:r challenge by white settlers.
It :LS not surprising that some of the groups lost their
ind:i.vidual identity. Partly this may simply have been a
result of the small numbers, but also, certainly, the small
tribes were under governmental pressure to amalgamate with
one another. Grand Pre, the Spanish commandant of the area,
wrOI:e to Governor Carondelet, in 1796:
I have spoken to the chiefs of each nation
[Pascagoulas, Apalaches, and Tinsas) in the
presence of the people, endeavoring to persuade
them to unite in villages. I proposed to
establish them near those of the Chacteaux,
Biloxis, and Tonicas in the territory occupied by
these Indians on the Bayou de los Bueyes. I
explained to them that thus they would form a
respectable body to oppose the other nations [esp.
Choctaws) and no longer be exposed to attack or
injury. At present, on the contrary, they cannot
be considered a nation because they are so
scattered. They have all promised to leave those
lands and retire to the place indicated, but it is
difficult to be certain they will do so promptly.
In all, these six small nations have one hundred
a.nd sixty-eight warriors" (Kinnaird and Kinnaird
1983, 192).
Genera.1ly, in view of the tribe's claim to land in the Bayou
Boe~f area, it would probably be desirable to look at later
documents, from the 1790's and early 1800's, carefully, to
see whether or not the historical Houma shared with their
neighbors the migration from the banks of the Mississippi to
the RE~d River area of central Louisiana and then into Texas.
As F'ecleral and state-level records heretofore used have not
provided an answer to this question, a page-by-page study of
the rE~cords of individual parishes in Louisiana would have
to be undertaken in a search for documentation.
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POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE URN MATCHES
Unfc,rtunately, this survey of Indian tribal groupings in
Louisiana from 1763-1803, based upon research by BAR
historians Terry Lamb and Virginia DeMarce, has not resulted
in c. clear-cut identification of the probable tribal origin
of the grandmother of Felicite Billiot, Swanton's UHN
ance'stral informant in 1907. Several of the "immigrant
tribes'" followed movement patterns that would allow them to
be classified as possibilities. More than this cannot be
sait::o on the basis of currently available source materials.
It js possible that the question could be answered, but this
would :require intensive research in unpublished archival
soun::es, and there is no guarantee that the search would
pro .....e fruitful.
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